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·1· · · · · · · · · · · PROCEEDINGS

·2· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· We are here this

·3· ·morning for two Public Service Commission dockets

·4· ·that have been consolidated, Docket No. 17-035-T07,

·5· ·which is Rocky Mountain Power's Proposed Tariff

·6· ·Revisions to Electric Service Schedule No. 37,

·7· ·Avoided Cost Purchases from Qualifying Facilities,

·8· ·and Docket No. 17-035-37, Rocky Mountain Power's

·9· ·2017 Avoided Cost Input Charges Quarterly Compliance

10· ·Filing.· We'll go to appearances now for the

11· ·Utility.

12· · · · · · · · · MS. HOGLE:· Good morning,

13· ·Chair LeVar, Commissioner Clark, and Commissioner

14· ·White.· My name is Yvonne Hogle, and I'm here on

15· ·behalf of Rocky Mountain Power.· With me at counsel

16· ·table is Mr. Dan MacNeil, who is PacifiCorp's

17· ·resource and commercial strategy adviser.· Thank

18· ·you.

19· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Thank you.· For

20· ·the Division of Public Utilities?

21· · · · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· Good morning.· I'm

22· ·Justin Jetter, and I'm here today representing the

23· ·Utah Division of Public Utilities.· The Division

24· ·intends to call a witness at the hearing today,

25· ·Dr. Abdinasir Abdulle.
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·1· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· For the Office?

·2· · · · · · · · · MR. SNARR:· My name is Steven Snarr.

·3· ·I represent the Office of Consumer Services.

·4· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Thank you.

·5· ·We'll go to Utah Clean Energy next.

·6· · · · · · · · · MS. HAYES:· Good morning.

·7· ·Sophie Hayes on behalf of Utah Clean Energy.· With

·8· ·me at counsel table is Mr. Ken Dragoon.· Utah Clean

·9· ·Energy will also be calling Kate Bowman.

10· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Thank you.· For

11· ·the Renewable Energy Coalition?

12· · · · · · · · · MR. SANGER:· My name is Irion Sanger

13· ·on behalf of Renewable Energy Coalition, and here

14· ·with me today is Mr. John Lowe, the executive

15· ·director of Renewable Energy Coalition.· We'll also

16· ·be calling Mr. Neal Townsend as a witness for

17· ·Renewable Energy.

18· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Thank you.· Does

19· ·anyone else have any preliminary matters before we

20· ·go to the Utility's first witness?· Ms. Hogle.

21· · · · · · · · · MS. HOGLE:· Thank you.· The Company

22· ·calls Mr. MacNeil.

23· · · · · · · · · · ·DANIEL MACNEIL,

24· ·having been first duly sworn to tell the truth, was

25· · · · · · examined and testified as follows:
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·1· ·BY MS. HOGLE:

·2· · · · Q· · Good morning, Mr. MacNeil.

·3· · · · A· · Good morning.

·4· · · · Q· · Could you please state your name and your

·5· ·position for the record?

·6· · · · A· · Daniel MacNeil, M-a-c N-e-i-l, and I'm a

·7· ·resource and strategy adviser for PacifiCorp.

·8· · · · Q· · And in that capacity, did you prepare

·9· ·direct testimony with work papers dated August 17th,

10· ·2017, rebuttal testimony dated with work papers

11· ·October 31st, 2017, and surrebuttal testimony dated

12· ·November 21st, 2017?

13· · · · A· · Yes.

14· · · · Q· · And do you have any changes to any of

15· ·those pieces of testimony that you would like to

16· ·make today?

17· · · · A· · No.

18· · · · Q· · So if I were to ask you the questions

19· ·therein again here today, your answers would be the

20· ·same?

21· · · · A· · Yes.

22· · · · · · · · · MS. HOGLE:· Thank you.· At this time,

23· ·I'd like to move for the admission into the record

24· ·of Mr. MacNeil's direct testimony with work papers

25· ·dated August 17, 2017, rebuttal testimony with work
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·1· ·papers dated October 31st, 2017, and surrebuttal

·2· ·testimony dated November 21st, 2017.

·3· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· If anyone

·4· ·objects to this motion, please indicate to me.

·5· · · · · · · · · MS. HAYES:· Yes.· I would prefer to

·6· ·cross-examine the witness before agreeing to admit

·7· ·those pieces of testimony into the record, if that's

·8· ·all right.

·9· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Ms. Hogle, do

10· ·you have any response to that objection?

11· · · · · · · · · MS. HOGLE:· I guess I'm a little

12· ·surprised because to my knowledge, Ms. Hayes has

13· ·never required that the Company's testimony not be

14· ·admitted until after cross-examination.· I guess I'm

15· ·not sure what the difference is.

16· · · · · · · · · MS. HAYES:· There are some statements

17· ·in Mr. MacNeil's testimony that I would like to

18· ·clarify because I feel like he misrepresented Utah

19· ·Clean Energy's position.

20· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Considering the

21· ·objection, I don't think any party could be

22· ·prejudiced if we put off the admission of the

23· ·testimony until after cross-examination.· It's not

24· ·typically how we do things, but I don't see any

25· ·prejudice to Rocky Mountain Power to do so, so I
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·1· ·think we'll hold the motion until the conclusion of

·2· ·cross-examination.

·3· · · · · · · · · MS. HOGLE:· And does Ms. Hayes

·4· ·believe that he misrepresented UCE's position with

·5· ·respect with to all of his testimony or is it --

·6· · · · · · · · · MS. HAYES:· No, just specific

·7· ·sections.

·8· · · · · · · · · MS. HOGLE:· In each of the direct,

·9· ·rebuttal, and surrebuttal testimony?

10· · · · · · · · · MS. HAYES:· Rebuttal and surrebuttal.

11· · · · · · · · · MS. HOGLE:· Do you have any objection

12· ·to anything in the direct testimony?

13· · · · · · · · · MS. HAYES:· No.

14· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· And so you're

15· ·modifying your objection at this point?

16· · · · · · · · · MS. HOGLE:· I am.· Thank you.

17· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· If anyone

18· ·objects to admission of the direct testimony with

19· ·the exhibits and work papers, please indicate to me.

20· ·I'm not seeing any objections, so that motion is

21· ·granted.· We'll await a second motion after

22· ·cross-examination.

23· ·BY MS. HOGLE:

24· · · · Q· · Mr. MacNeil, do you have a summary that

25· ·you would like to provide to the Commission and
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·1· ·parties today?

·2· · · · A· · I do.

·3· · · · Q· · Please proceed.

·4· · · · A· · Thank you, Chairman LeVar, and

·5· ·Commissioners White and Clark, for the opportunity

·6· ·to testify this morning.

·7· · · · · · ·The Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act

·8· ·of 1978, PURPA, specifies that qualifying

·9· ·facilities, QFs, are to be paid a rate that is just

10· ·and reasonable to retail customers and does not

11· ·exceed a utility's incremental cost of alternative

12· ·electric energy.· This is known as the customer

13· ·indifference standard.· Because QF power purchase

14· ·expense is included in the Company's Energy

15· ·Balancing Account in Utah, the rates paid to QFs are

16· ·generally subject to true-up and collected from

17· ·customers annually.· As a result, while the Company

18· ·supports setting accurate avoided costs for

19· ·compliance with PURPA and in the interest of its

20· ·customers, it is generally indifferent to the rates

21· ·QFs ultimately receive.· With that in mind, the

22· ·primary questions in this proceeding are twofold:

23· ·First, what methodology should be used to produce

24· ·avoided cost pricing for QFs, consistent with the

25· ·customer indifference standard.· And second, what
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·1· ·avoided cost prices for small QFs should be

·2· ·published in the Schedule 37 tariff.

·3· · · · · · ·The Company currently uses the Partial

·4· ·Displacement Differential Revenue Requirement

·5· ·methodology, PDDRR, to calculate avoided cost prices

·6· ·for non-standard QFs under Schedule 38.· In this

·7· ·proceeding, the Company has also proposed using the

·8· ·PDDRR methodology for standard QFs under Schedule

·9· ·37.

10· · · · · · ·The PDDRR methodology includes two

11· ·components:· First, avoided fixed costs are

12· ·calculated based on the proxy resource in the IRP

13· ·preferred portfolio that a QF is assumed to

14· ·displace.· Second, avoided energy costs are

15· ·calculated using the Generation and Regulation

16· ·Initiative Decision Tools model, GRID, which is also

17· ·used to set net power costs in rate cases.· Two

18· ·scenarios are prepared.· The first has existing

19· ·resources, planned resources from the most recent

20· ·IRP preferred portfolio, as well as signed and

21· ·prior-queued potential QFs.

22· · · · · · ·The second run is the same as the first

23· ·run with two exceptions: the capacity of the

24· ·displaced IRP resource is reduced and the operating

25· ·characteristics of the proposed QF project are
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·1· ·added, with its energy dispatched at zero cost.· The

·2· ·difference in costs between the two runs is the

·3· ·avoided energy cost.

·4· · · · · · ·Identifying the proxy resource to be

·5· ·displaced is the issue at the core of the proposals

·6· ·made by the parties.· In the IRP and when the

·7· ·Company is proposing resource additions, the Company

·8· ·uses sophisticated portfolio optimization models to

·9· ·identify the changes in its portfolio that are

10· ·expected to occur with different combinations of

11· ·resources.· These models are powerful but take a

12· ·great deal of time to run.· The intent of the PDDRR

13· ·methodology is to produce a reasonable estimate of

14· ·expected portfolio changes for the purpose of

15· ·providing prices quickly in response to the

16· ·hundreds of QF pricing requests the Company receives

17· ·each year.· In accordance with the Commission order

18· ·in Docket No. 12-035-100, when the Company's IRP

19· ·preferred portfolio includes renewable resources

20· ·that are the same type as a QF project, the next

21· ·deferrable renewable resource of that type in the

22· ·preferred portfolio is used as a proxy.· If the

23· ·Company's IRP preferred portfolio does not include a

24· ·renewable resource that is the same type as a QF,

25· ·the next deferrable thermal resource in the IRP
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·1· ·preferred portfolio is used instead.· Resources

·2· ·become part of the IRP preferred portfolio because

·3· ·they support an optimized balance of cost and risk

·4· ·for the portfolio as a whole.· Limiting deferral of

·5· ·renewable resources to QFs of the same type helps

·6· ·the existing methodology to maintain this optimized

·7· ·balance, thus ensuring the customer indifference

·8· ·standard is met.

·9· · · · · · ·The Coalition and Utah Clean Energy

10· ·instead suggest that it is appropriate to prepare

11· ·avoided costs for QFs of all types, based on

12· ·displacement of renewable resources of any type.· In

13· ·particular, they propose that avoided costs be based

14· ·on the costs and characteristics of the 2021 Wyoming

15· ·wind resource identified in the 2017 IRP preferred

16· ·portfolio.· Despite this being contrary to the

17· ·Commission's previous ruling, Parties provide no

18· ·evidence that having baseload or solar resources

19· ·defer the 2021 Wyoming wind resource, maintains a

20· ·reasonable balance of cost and risk consistent with

21· ·the IRP preferred portfolio, nor have they produced

22· ·any calculations of avoided cost which would allow

23· ·the impact of their proposals on customers to be

24· ·identified.· In fact, when the Company asked the

25· ·Coalition and Utah Clean Energy to provide
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·1· ·calculations illustrating their proposed

·2· ·methodologies, both responded that they had not

·3· ·prepared calculations.· The Company's best

·4· ·interpretation of avoided costs based on deferral of

·5· ·the 2021 wind resources indicates that avoided costs

·6· ·would be lower than under the Company's proposal.

·7· ·This indicates that there are other higher cost

·8· ·resources remaining in the Company's portfolio

·9· ·besides the 2021 wind resources, such that they are

10· ·not an appropriate basis for setting avoided costs.

11· ·Because there is no evidence in the record which

12· ·demonstrates the effect of the assumption changes

13· ·proposed by the Coalition and Utah Clean Energy, it

14· ·is impossible to judge whether the resulting avoided

15· ·cost prices would be just and reasonable and

16· ·consistent with the customer indifference standard.

17· · · · · · ·Utah Clean Energy has also proposed that

18· ·avoided costs be calculated based on the deferral of

19· ·thermal resources as is done today but with a floor

20· ·on avoided costs based on renewable resources in the

21· ·IRP preferred portfolio.· The proposal produces

22· ·inaccurate avoided costs by ignoring geographic and

23· ·operational differences between renewable resources

24· ·and by failing to account for the aggregate effects

25· ·of QFs on the Company's portfolio and system.
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·1· · · · · · ·Further, to the extent the IRP evaluated

·2· ·resource options that are of the same type and

·3· ·location as a QF, the absence of those resources in

·4· ·the preferred portfolio is evidence that their costs

·5· ·are in excess of avoided costs.· Again, Utah Clean

·6· ·Energy has not provided any supporting documentation

·7· ·or calculations that would allow avoided cost rates

·8· ·to be prepared based on its proposal so it is

·9· ·impossible to judge the impact, relative to the

10· ·customer indifference standard.

11· · · · · · ·The Coalitions' proposal to allow QFs to

12· ·choose between renewable and non-renewable pricing

13· ·options is inconsistent with FERC precedent, as Utah

14· ·does not have a renewable portfolio standard or

15· ·other obligation to acquire renewable resources.

16· ·Because system operations and dispatch would be the

17· ·same for a given project regardless of renewable

18· ·energy credit ownership, there's no basis for paying

19· ·different prices for renewable and non-renewable

20· ·resources.

21· · · · · · ·With regard to the QFQ for the purposes of

22· ·setting Schedule 37 rates, the Company's May filing

23· ·in Docket No. 17-035-T07 calculated Schedule 37

24· ·rates assuming a queue position was established at

25· ·the end of the queue at the time the 2017 IRP was
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·1· ·filed.· In response to concerns raised by parties,

·2· ·the Company's August filing proposed rates based on

·3· ·a smaller queue that only included higher queued

·4· ·resources from the May filing that had not dropped

·5· ·out or moved to the end of the queue by that time.

·6· ·The remaining resources are roughly 36 percent of

·7· ·the queue position from the May filing.· Again, this

·8· ·does not represent the end of the queue in August,

·9· ·but rather a point in the middle that is intended to

10· ·more accurately represent the Company's avoided

11· ·costs between now and the next Schedule 37 tariff

12· ·update, likely in June 2018.

13· · · · · · ·Utah Clean Energy proposes that small QFs

14· ·interconnected on the distribution system receive

15· ·higher rates to account for avoided line losses.

16· ·However, merely being connected to the distribution

17· ·system does not necessarily indicate that a resource

18· ·has lower line losses.· Since this is a complicated

19· ·issue that hasn't been considered in detail and

20· ·Utah Clean Energy hasn't made a specific proposal, I

21· ·believe it would be better to address avoided line

22· ·losses at a future time.

23· · · · · · ·Finally, in June 2017, the Company

24· ·proposed two non-routine changes to the Schedule 38

25· ·avoided cost methodology.· Both were contested by
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·1· ·parties.· These changes concern renewable energy

·2· ·credit ownership when a QF is displacing a renewable

·3· ·resource and avoided energy costs beyond the end of

·4· ·the IRP study period.· None of the parties oppose

·5· ·the Company's non-routine updates.

·6· · · · · · ·In summary, to achieve just and reasonable

·7· ·avoided cost rates and maintain the customer

·8· ·indifference standard, the Company requests that the

·9· ·Commission: 1) approve the Company's two non-routine

10· ·methodology changes but otherwise maintain the

11· ·existing Schedule 38 methodology, including

12· ·specifically the like-for-like deferral of renewable

13· ·resources; 2) acknowledge that avoided costs for

14· ·Utah wind QFs are appropriately based on deferral of

15· ·2013 wind resources in the 2017 IRP preferred

16· ·portfolio rather than the 2021 wind resources; 3)

17· ·deny the Coalition's request that QFs be allowed to

18· ·choose between renewable and non-renewable pricing

19· ·options and; 4) accept the use of the Schedule 38

20· ·methodology for setting Schedule 37 rates,

21· ·specifically by approving the rates proposed in the

22· ·Company's August filing based on a partial QF queue.

23· ·That concludes my summary.

24· · · · · · · · · MS. HOGLE:· Thank you, Mr. MacNeil.

25· ·Mr. MacNeil is available for cross-examination.
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·1· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Thank you,

·2· ·Ms. Hogle.· Mr. Jetter?

·3· · · · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· I don't have any

·4· ·questions.

·5· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Thank you.

·6· ·Mr. Snarr?

·7· · · · · · · · · MR. SNARR:· The Office has no

·8· ·questions.

·9· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER CLARK:· Pardon me,

10· ·Chair LeVar.· I'm led to understand that the parties

11· ·who are listening not in this room are having a

12· ·difficult time hearing the witness.· Could we ask

13· ·you to pull the microphone a little closer to your

14· ·mouth?

15· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Thank you.

16· ·Ms. Hayes.

17· · · · · · · · · · CROSS-EXAMINATION

18· ·BY MS. HAYES:

19· · · · Q· · Good morning, Mr. MacNeil.· In your

20· ·rebuttal testimony and again in your summary this

21· ·morning, you indicated that Utah Clean Energy

22· ·proposed that all QF resources should be eligible to

23· ·defer the 2021 Wyoming wind and transmission

24· ·resources.· Utah Clean Energy did not actually

25· ·propose that, did they?
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·1· · · · A· · I guess I'm not -- I understand that the

·2· ·testimony says that, but it isn't clear to me how

·3· ·you can add a QF and pay them based on a resource

·4· ·and not remove that resource.· How is that avoided

·5· ·cost?

·6· · · · Q· · Can you point to me somewhere in Utah

·7· ·Clean Energy's testimony where we propose that

·8· ·resources be able to defer the wind and

·9· ·transmission?

10· · · · A· · I guess the clearest thing I can point to

11· ·is the data request which says you don't have any

12· ·calculations.· If you want me to sit here and have

13· ·me go through your testimony again, I could, but --

14· · · · Q· · So would you agree that it is a

15· ·mischaracterization of Utah Clean Energy's testimony

16· ·to say that we do propose -- that the wind be

17· ·deferrable?

18· · · · A· · I would agree that to the extent you

19· ·indicate that your testimony does not indicate that

20· ·that's your position.

21· · · · Q· · In fact, Mr. Dragoon's testimony said that

22· ·the deferrability of that wind is irrelevant,

23· ·correct?

24· · · · A· · I'll take that, subject to check.

25· · · · Q· · All right.· If we could turn to your
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·1· ·surrebuttal testimony, at lines 48 to 50.· I'll find

·2· ·you a page number momentarily.

·3· · · · A· · I'm there.

·4· · · · Q· · You say that Mr. Dragoon appears to

·5· ·conclude that Mr. Townsend's analysis was

·6· ·inadequate, although Mr. Dragoon does not actually

·7· ·conclude that, does he?· I'll point you to

·8· ·Mr. Dragoon's rebuttal testimony on page 5, starting

·9· ·at line 70.· Do you want to read that?

10· · · · A· · I'm reading it.· Just one moment, please.

11· · · · Q· · Doesn't Mr. Dragoon say that

12· ·Mr. Townsend's analysis shows that different

13· ·operating characteristics need not be a barrier to

14· ·setting avoided cost rates?

15· · · · A· · It does say that, and he's describing his

16· ·review of the example provided.· But he says there

17· ·may be simpler solutions.

18· · · · Q· · Sure.· But Mr. Dragoon's testimony

19· ·actually says pretty much the opposite of what you

20· ·represented in your testimony, correct?

21· · · · A· · Implementation of the Commission's ruling

22· ·that renewable resources can defer renewable

23· ·resources deserves more thought and discussion than

24· ·it has received to date.· I mean, that says there

25· ·hasn't been enough analysis which means the analysis
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·1· ·is inadequate.

·2· · · · Q· · Well, do you agree that reasonable minds

·3· ·could differ on that?

·4· · · · A· · On more thought and discussion?

·5· · · · Q· · Utah Clean Energy has recommended that

·6· ·this topic does deserve more thought and is

·7· ·discussion, but Mr. Dragoon prefaced that by saying

·8· ·that Mr. Townsend's analysis shows that different

·9· ·operating characteristics need not be a barrier to

10· ·setting avoided cost rates, correct?

11· · · · A· · It does say that and I guess I would agree

12· ·that that need not be a barrier, but I think it is

13· ·still a barrier based on the record we have and the

14· ·information we've been able to achieve in this

15· ·docket.

16· · · · Q· · So in your surrebuttal testimony at page

17· ·3, you give an example.· You say that Mr. Dragoon

18· ·recommends replacing 3.8 megawatts of wind with

19· ·1 megawatt of tracking solar.· Mr. Dragoon did not

20· ·actually make that recommendation, did he?

21· · · · A· · I'm not sure.

22· · · · · · · · · MS. HOGLE:· I'm not sure where she's

23· ·reading from from his surrebuttal.· Can you point to

24· ·line numbers, Ms. Hayes?

25· · · · · · · · · MS. HAYES:· Lines 56 to 59, and
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·1· ·there's also a footnote.

·2· · · · · · · · · MS. HOGLE:· Are you there,

·3· ·Mr. MacNeil?

·4· · · · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· Yes.· Please repeat the

·5· ·question.

·6· ·BY MS. HAYES:

·7· · · · Q· · Mr. Dragoon didn't actually make that

·8· ·recommendation, did he?

·9· · · · A· · I guess I'm still not clear on what

10· ·Mr. Dragoon's recommendation is.· He suggests that

11· ·it's possible to pay a price based on a renewable

12· ·resource in the portfolio, but, you know, using the

13· ·operational characteristics to adjust that price

14· ·somehow, but I haven't seen any calculations which

15· ·would say how many megawatts.· The only translation

16· ·between resources which has been on the table that

17· ·I've seen is capacity equivalence.· That's what the

18· ·PDDRR methodology uses, that's the example I give

19· ·there.

20· · · · Q· · Right.· So you give an example based on

21· ·capacity equivalence; is that correct?

22· · · · A· · That example is based on capacity

23· ·equivalence.

24· · · · Q· · Right.· And that is not an example that

25· ·Mr. Dragoon included in his testimony, correct?
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·1· · · · A· · Certainly, that example is not in the

·2· ·testimony.

·3· · · · Q· · Okay.· Thank you.· But Mr. Dragoon, in his

·4· ·testimony, did recommend using a cost per kilowatt

·5· ·hour as a floor on avoided cost prices?

·6· · · · · · · · · MS. HOGLE:· Excuse me.· Can you

·7· ·please point to the piece of testimony and line

·8· ·number where he makes that recommendation, please,

·9· ·for the witness?

10· · · · · · · · · MS. HAYES:· Yes.· In Mr. Dragoon's

11· ·testimony?

12· · · · · · · · · MS. HOGLE:· Yes.· If he's to answer

13· ·any questions, he needs to know what you're looking

14· ·at.

15· ·BY MS. HAYES:

16· · · · Q· · Yes.· If you'll look at Mr. Dragoon's

17· ·direct testimony at the bottom of page 10, and going

18· ·on to page 11.· And I'll give you a chance to read

19· ·that, and let me know when you've read that.

20· · · · A· · I've read that.

21· · · · Q· · So he does recommend using a cost per

22· ·kilowatt hour as a floor on renewable avoided cost

23· ·prices, adjusting it for resource characteristics;

24· ·is that correct?

25· · · · A· · Yes.
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·1· · · · Q· · All right.· And so a kilowatt hour

·2· ·comparison is more of an energy comparison, correct?

·3· · · · A· · Certainly, the example which is included

·4· ·here is an energy comparison, but the adjustments

·5· ·for any differences such as capacity value or

·6· ·integration costs, quoting from lines 196 to 198, I

·7· ·don't know whether those are also energy based or

·8· ·what those might be based on.

·9· · · · Q· · Okay.· So if you'll go back to your

10· ·rebuttal testimony at page 20, line 431, you

11· ·insinuate that Utah Clean Energy's proposal ignores

12· ·the benefits of preferred portfolio resources; is

13· ·that correct?

14· · · · A· · Yes.

15· · · · Q· · Were you referring to that portion of

16· ·Mr. Dragoon's testimony that we were just looking

17· ·at?

18· · · · A· · I believe so, yes.

19· · · · Q· · In that section, didn't Mr. Dragoon

20· ·specifically condition his example on resources of

21· ·similar characteristics and adjust for differences

22· ·in other characteristics?

23· · · · A· · What was that example again from his

24· ·testimony?

25· · · · Q· · The dollar per megawatt hour floor, and
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·1· ·then adjusting for resources with similar

·2· ·characteristics and adjusting for other

·3· ·characteristics?

·4· · · · · · · · · MS. HOGLE:· And that was, again, in

·5· ·what piece of testimony?

·6· · · · A· · I'm there and can answer the question.

·7· ·His example appears to be based on similar

·8· ·characteristics, but the question he asks himself is

·9· ·how do you propose to calculate an avoided cost

10· ·floor for renewable QF if it is a different type

11· ·than the renewable resource called for in the IRP

12· ·preferred portfolio.· Of a different type, I read

13· ·that to mean different characteristics.

14· · · · Q· · Okay.· What is the annual cap on Schedule

15· ·37 projects?

16· · · · A· · The cap within the tariff is 25 megawatts

17· ·signed in a tariff before the tariff is replaced.

18· · · · Q· · 25 megawatts will not have a significant

19· ·impact on avoided cost pricing will it?

20· · · · A· · It could have a significant impact over

21· ·the life of 25 megawatts of resources.

22· · · · Q· · Relative to 12.2 megawatts and

23· ·800 megawatts, for example, 25 megawatts is a lot

24· ·closer to 12.2, isn't it?

25· · · · A· · Yes.
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·1· · · · Q· · And you testified that 12.2 megawatts

·2· ·won't have a significant impact on avoided cost

·3· ·prices, didn't you?

·4· · · · A· · 12.2 megawatts of what?

·5· · · · Q· · QFs.

·6· · · · A· · QFs.· Which line was that?

·7· · · · Q· · I don't know.· I'll look for that and get

·8· ·back to you on that.· Line 111 in your surrebuttal

·9· ·testimony.

10· · · · A· · So the point here is that it's not how

11· ·many megawatts we might acquire under Schedule 37

12· ·that could impact avoided costs, but during the term

13· ·that Schedule 37 tariff rates are in effect, we

14· ·could acquire up to 800 megawatts of new resources

15· ·via our fees, Schedule 38, etc., and the rates in

16· ·Schedule 37 could be overstated at that point.

17· · · · Q· · Do you agree that standard-offer QFs have

18· ·smaller capacity increments?

19· · · · A· · Yes.

20· · · · Q· · And shorter lead times?

21· · · · A· · Sure.

22· · · · Q· · Do Schedule 38 projects take less time to

23· ·complete than Schedule 37 projects?

24· · · · A· · I guess I'm not sure of the relevance.

25· · · · Q· · Well, is it reasonable to assume that an
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·1· ·80-megawatt project takes less time to complete than

·2· ·a 3-megawatt project?

·3· · · · A· · Ultimately, I don't care how long it takes

·4· ·a QF to come online.· I care about the term in which

·5· ·it is online and the Company's avoided costs during

·6· ·that time period.· For both Schedule 37 and 38, we

·7· ·assume partial displacement, which is, you can

·8· ·receive a slice of the next resource even if that

·9· ·resource can't be modified by that size.· You

10· ·perfectly can remove your aggregate capacity worth

11· ·of that resource.· That's how we account for lead

12· ·times and capacity increments by not restraining --

13· ·we wouldn't say you're not big enough to defer a new

14· ·gas plant.· We'll let you defer a tiny slice of that

15· ·gas plant.

16· · · · Q· · Doesn't subjecting Schedule 37 QFs to the

17· ·queue of Schedule 38 QFs effectively assume that

18· ·they will come online after the Schedule 38 QFs?

19· · · · A· · The point is that we're setting an avoided

20· ·cost that is reasonable and just for customers, that

21· ·includes the conditions we expect to occur during

22· ·the term of the tariff.· So, yes, we're calculating

23· ·avoided cost that includes resources being brought

24· ·online in front of them to account for that effect.

25· · · · Q· · Right.· Because the resources that come on
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·1· ·first displace the higher cost deferrable resources,

·2· ·correct?

·3· · · · A· · Yes.

·4· · · · Q· · And so making small QFs subject to the

·5· ·queue is the same as assuming that they will take

·6· ·longer to be completed than all the QFs in front of

·7· ·them, correct?

·8· · · · A· · It's not saying that they will be longer

·9· ·to be completed; it's saying that the capacity

10· ·increments that they're being paid for come after

11· ·capacity increments that will be acquired by the

12· ·Company from other QFs and other resources before

13· ·that QF -- the small QF -- is signed.

14· · · · Q· · Right.· Which is the same as saying that

15· ·the 3-megawatt resource will be signed after those

16· ·80-megawatt resources, correct?

17· · · · A· · Correct.

18· · · · Q· · So with regard to the like-for-like

19· ·deferral, rather than basing capacity payments for

20· ·all renewable QFs on the fixed cost of the next

21· ·deferrable resource, you are instead designating

22· ·multiple next deferrable resources; is that correct?

23· · · · A· · The current Schedule 38 methodology says

24· ·that when there's a like renewable resource, it

25· ·defers -- a QF of the same type defers that
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·1· ·resource.· So, yes.· When there's a like renewable

·2· ·resource, we defer that resource rather than other

·3· ·things in the preferred portfolio.

·4· · · · Q· · In this way, capacity payments for QFs

·5· ·will be based on the operating characteristics of

·6· ·corresponding resource types in the Company's

·7· ·portfolio, rather than simply the order of resource

·8· ·additions selected by the IRP, correct?

·9· · · · A· · That is what happens, yes.

10· · · · Q· · So, for example, let's just say we have

11· ·solar called for in the IRP in 2020, and wind and

12· ·geothermal called for in 2025.· Solar QFs will get

13· ·capacity payments beginning in 2020 based on the IRP

14· ·solar costs, while wind and other renewable QF types

15· ·will not get capacity payments until 2025; is that

16· ·correct?

17· · · · A· · In your example, yes.

18· · · · Q· · But isn't it true that wind and geothermal

19· ·QFs will, in actuality, be incrementally displacing

20· ·or deferring the next deferrable resource, that is

21· ·the solar resource, that is called for in 2020?

22· · · · A· · Not necessarily.· The whole point of the

23· ·IRP process, which is a lengthy and detailed

24· ·process, is to calculate a portfolio of resources

25· ·over the next 20 years that will serve customers at
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·1· ·least cost, least risk portfolio.· When you ask me

·2· ·what resource you're displacing and couldn't it

·3· ·displace this resource or that resource, the answer

·4· ·is it could, but actually running the IRP models, we

·5· ·don't know that that's what the models would choose

·6· ·to do.· We don't know that the need for solar is

·7· ·producing some aspect of the portfolio, is providing

·8· ·some benefit, that geothermal and wind resources

·9· ·cannot provide.· And the intent of the PDDRR

10· ·methodology is to have rules to give us an

11· ·approximate solution without having to run the

12· ·entire IRP.· And the straightforward, clean rule we

13· ·have today is if there are like renewable resources,

14· ·we defer the like renewable resources because they

15· ·have the same characteristics as the resources in

16· ·the IRP preferred portfolio.

17· · · · Q· · Won't there be an IRP in 2019?

18· · · · A· · There will be an IRP update in March of

19· ·2018.

20· · · · Q· · Will that IRP and all other IRPs consider

21· ·the QFs that have come online between now and then

22· ·in its load and resource balance?

23· · · · A· · Yes.

24· · · · Q· · And won't all those executed QF contracts

25· ·become IRP assumptions going forward?
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·1· · · · A· · Yes.

·2· · · · Q· · So the reality is that QFs, regardless of

·3· ·type, that are in place before the next IRP will

·4· ·impact the Company's resource portfolio going

·5· ·forward, correct?

·6· · · · A· · Absolutely, yes.

·7· · · · Q· · So it's possible, then, that QF contracts

·8· ·for wind, solar, and geothermal resources might

·9· ·change the portfolio of new resources going forward?

10· · · · A· · I would say it is -- it will absolutely

11· ·change the portfolio going forward.

12· · · · Q· · Yes.· So then it's possible that the 2019

13· ·IRP will reshuffle the Company's deferrable resource

14· ·designations and resource specific deficiency

15· ·periods, isn't it?

16· · · · A· · Yes, it is very likely that that will

17· ·happen.· And in the IRP, they have the appropriate

18· ·tools to see how that reshuffling happens.· Not --

19· ·outside of the IRP, we don't have the tools to say

20· ·what the equivalence is.· It's not just capacity

21· ·equivalence, it's all the characteristics that that

22· ·resource contributes to the preferred portfolio.

23· ·You know, to the extent we want to acquire

24· ·resources -- and we're looking to acquire some wind

25· ·and solar in our RFP process -- we use the same
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·1· ·models that we use in the IRP.· When we go procure

·2· ·resources to serve customers, we look at all those

·3· ·details.· But we're not running all those models

·4· ·because we have to send out 200 QF pricing requests

·5· ·every year within 30 days.

·6· · · · Q· · So the Company is proposing to set avoided

·7· ·cost capacity payments based on resource types

·8· ·rather than on the energy and capacity that the

·9· ·utility will actually avoid, right?

10· · · · A· · Our best estimate of the capacity that the

11· ·utility will actually avoid is by looking at the

12· ·preferred portfolio, the information it contains,

13· ·the information it doesn't contain, that there are

14· ·no -- in your example -- there are no wind and

15· ·geothermal resources prior to 2025.· We look at that

16· ·information, and we take that and say, what is the

17· ·expected change associated with adding this new

18· ·resource to that portfolio.· And, yes, that's the

19· ·answer to your question.

20· · · · Q· · In this docket, we're dealing with PURPA's

21· ·requirement that electric utilities purchase energy

22· ·and capacity from QFs at the utility's avoided cost;

23· ·is that correct?

24· · · · A· · Yes.

25· · · · Q· · The utility's must-purchase obligation is
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·1· ·not a resource planning requirement, is it?

·2· · · · A· · No.

·3· · · · Q· · Did you say the purpose of the proxy PDDRR

·4· ·method is to produce a comparable portfolio as that

·5· ·in the Company's IRP; is that correct?

·6· · · · A· · The intent of making a comparable

·7· ·portfolio is that the IRP preferred portfolio is the

·8· ·least-cost, least-risk solution.· If customers are

·9· ·going to be indifferent to whatever the outcome is

10· ·of QF pricing, it needs to be equivalent to that

11· ·least-cost, least-risk solution.· And there are a

12· ·lot of details that are very difficult to capture

13· ·according to how a portfolio fits together, all the

14· ·different components.· And the best way we believe

15· ·to maintain that least cost, least risk solution

16· ·from the IRP preferred portfolio is to displace QFs

17· ·by looking at the resources of the same type.

18· · · · Q· · PURPA doesn't require QFs to replace the

19· ·utility's IRP resources one-for-one, does it?

20· · · · A· · No.

21· · · · Q· · PURPA requires states to set avoided cost

22· ·rates based on avoided energy and capacity, correct?

23· · · · A· · Correct.

24· · · · Q· · You referenced some factors to take into

25· ·account when setting rates in your rebuttal
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·1· ·testimony, didn't you?

·2· · · · A· · I did.

·3· · · · Q· · And in your testimony you also omitted

·4· ·some other factors that should be taken into account

·5· ·to the extent practical?

·6· · · · A· · I'm not familiar with what you're

·7· ·referencing.

·8· · · · Q· · 18 CFR 292.304, subsection e?

·9· · · · A· · Do you have that?

10· · · · Q· · Well, in your testimony -- let's see.

11· ·Page 19.

12· · · · · · · · · MS. HOGLE:· In what piece of

13· ·testimony is that?

14· · · · · · · · · MS. HAYES:· Rebuttal testimony, page

15· ·19.

16· ·BY MS. HAYES:

17· · · · Q· · I'm just wondering if you also looked

18· ·at -- you quote (e)(2).· I'm wondering if you also

19· ·looked at (e) (1), (3), and (4).

20· · · · A· · I have read those, but off the top of my

21· ·head --

22· · · · Q· · Those weren't something you considered in

23· ·your preparation?

24· · · · · · · · · MS. HOGLE:· Can you please refresh

25· ·his memory?· Can you quote the language so he knows
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·1· ·what you're talking about?

·2· · · · · · · · · MS. HAYES:· I don't need to get into

·3· ·it.· I'm just wondering if that was something that

·4· ·he used in the preparation of pricing.

·5· · · · · · · · · MS. HOGLE:· So is that a question for

·6· ·him?

·7· · · · · · · · · MS. HAYES:· Yes.

·8· · · · A· · I believe the PDDRR methodology reasonably

·9· ·accounts for the requirements of PURPA.· It's been a

10· ·long road to get where we are with the PDDRR

11· ·methodology, so I believe it reasonably accounts for

12· ·all of those factors.· But off the top of my head, I

13· ·don't know, I can't give you specific examples.

14· ·BY MS. HAYES:

15· · · · Q· · Okay.· You were focusing on just this

16· ·section?

17· · · · A· · That's what I referenced in my testimony.

18· · · · Q· · All right.· Let's see.· In your rebuttal

19· ·testimony -- well, throughout all of your testimony,

20· ·you talk about the Wyoming wind and talk about the

21· ·fact that it provides "all in" economic benefits to

22· ·the Company.· And if you want a specific reference,

23· ·I can provide one, but is that generally --

24· · · · A· · Yes.

25· · · · Q· · So in other words, the wind and
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·1· ·transmission project is a really good deal?

·2· · · · A· · It was better for customers than the

·3· ·alternative of not doing those projects.

·4· · · · Q· · So is it fair to say that you're pursuing

·5· ·it because it's cheap?

·6· · · · A· · Because it represents a part of the

·7· ·least-cost, least-risk preferred portfolio, yes.

·8· · · · Q· · And you're getting a lot of that wind,

·9· ·aren't you?

10· · · · A· · The 2017 IRP preferred portfolio included

11· ·1,100 megawatts of new wind.

12· · · · Q· · Is it fair to say that you're getting as

13· ·much of that wind as you can?

14· · · · A· · The limit on how much of that wind will

15· ·actually be procured will be based on how much of it

16· ·is cost effective to customers but also based on how

17· ·much the transmission limits allow.· So, yes.

18· · · · Q· · And you indicate that the fact that the

19· ·wind is renewable has nothing to do with why it was

20· ·selected in the preferred portfolio; is that

21· ·correct?

22· · · · A· · That's correct.

23· · · · Q· · Rather, it was selected based on the fact

24· ·that it was so cost effective?

25· · · · A· · Yes.· It's contribution to the preferred
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·1· ·portfolio, yes.

·2· · · · Q· · And you're essentially arguing in this

·3· ·docket that the wind is so cost effective it's below

·4· ·avoided cost; is that correct?

·5· · · · A· · Yes.

·6· · · · Q· · Is it fair to say -- let's see.· I'm

·7· ·sorry.· So is it fair to say that at a certain

·8· ·price, forcing renewable QFs to take an IRP

·9· ·renewable price would be forcing them to take a

10· ·price that is below avoided cost?

11· · · · A· · Certainly, there are resources in our

12· ·portfolio which are not the highest cost, the

13· ·incremental capacity of energy that will be added to

14· ·the system.· And, in that case, you can find prices

15· ·in our portfolio which are less than our incremental

16· ·cost and less than avoided costs.

17· · · · Q· · In that sense, an avoided cost floor would

18· ·be appropriate, would it not, to safeguard against

19· ·violating PURPA?

20· · · · A· · I guess I can't tell you whether a floor

21· ·is appropriate without knowing what it's a floor on,

22· ·how it will be applied, and so on.

23· · · · Q· · But it is true that there are renewable

24· ·prices in your portfolio that are below avoided

25· ·cost?
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·1· · · · A· · The 2021 wind is an example, yes.

·2· · · · · · · · · MS. HAYES:· That's all my questions.

·3· ·Thank you.

·4· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Thank you.

·5· ·Mr. Sanger.

·6· · · · · · · · · MS. HOGLE:· I apologize.· Can I, at

·7· ·this time, move for the admission -- before I

·8· ·forget, I don't want to forget -- for the admission

·9· ·of Mr. MacNeil's rebuttal testimony with work

10· ·papers, surrebuttal testimony -- and I've just

11· ·noticed it does have an exhibit -- and so I also

12· ·move for the exhibit to that surrebuttal testimony

13· ·to be admitted into the record.

14· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· If any party

15· ·objects to that motion at this time, please indicate

16· ·to me.· I'm not seeing any objections, so the motion

17· ·is granted. Mr. Sanger.

18· · · · · · · · · · CROSS-EXAMINATION

19· ·BY MR. SANGER:

20· · · · Q· · Good morning, Mr. MacNeil.· I'd like to

21· ·ask you some questions about what you describe as

22· ·the customer indifference standard.

23· · · · A· · Okay.

24· · · · Q· · If you could please refer to your

25· ·testimony at -- direct testimony -- at page 5?· On
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·1· ·lines 98 and 99, you state, "The accuracy of avoided

·2· ·cost pricing relative to these requirements" the

·3· ·requirements of PURPA "is known as the customer

·4· ·indifference standard."· Is that correct?

·5· · · · A· · That's what it says.

·6· · · · Q· · And you have a couple of footnotes there

·7· ·citing to a number of cases.· And, as I see it, the

·8· ·FERC case that you cite to is a Southern California

·9· ·Edison case, correct?

10· · · · A· · Yes.

11· · · · Q· · I assume that you have read that case?

12· · · · A· · Not recently.

13· · · · Q· · At any point in time?

14· · · · A· · Perhaps.· I'm not sure.

15· · · · Q· · Okay.· Do you know if the Federal Energy

16· ·Regulatory Commission uses the term "customer

17· ·indifference standard" in that case?

18· · · · A· · I view the customer indifference standard

19· ·as the summary of all of that.· Out of all of that

20· ·legal wrangling, we have derived this simple concept

21· ·of a customer indifference standard, that if we can

22· ·compare customers with a QF and without a QF, if the

23· ·customers are indifferent, that would appear to be

24· ·our avoided costs.

25· · · · Q· · Your testimony says that PURPA
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·1· ·requirements are known as the customer indifference

·2· ·standard.· And my question is since it's known as

·3· ·that, I'm wondering if FERC has used that term in

·4· ·coming up with what you believe is known as the

·5· ·customer indifference standard?

·6· · · · A· · I'm not sure.

·7· · · · Q· · Are you aware of any FERC decisions that

·8· ·have ever used the term "customer indifference

·9· ·standard?"

10· · · · A· · I'm not.

11· · · · Q· · Thank you.· Now, it is your view that the

12· ·customer indifference standard means that avoided

13· ·cost rates should be based upon the most reasonable

14· ·forecast of the Company's resource costs?

15· · · · A· · They're intended to set just and

16· ·reasonable rates for customers, so, yes.

17· · · · Q· · And it should be based on a reasonable

18· ·forecast?

19· · · · A· · Yes.

20· · · · Q· · And I assume you would agree that if --

21· ·the customers would be harmed if avoided cost rates

22· ·are set higher than the most reasonable forecast?

23· · · · A· · The -- if customers pay in excess of

24· ·avoided costs, then customers would be harmed, yes.

25· · · · Q· · And would the converse be true, that if
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·1· ·avoided cost rates are set too low, would customers

·2· ·be harmed in that circumstance?

·3· · · · A· · I suppose not, because if customers'

·4· ·actual avoided cost was higher, they're getting a

·5· ·better deal.

·6· · · · Q· · So assume for the sake of argument that

·7· ·the customer -- the Company's actual avoided costs

·8· ·are $30 per megawatt hour.· And if the avoided cost

·9· ·rates are set at $20 per megawatt hour, do you see

10· ·any possibility that customers could be harmed in

11· ·that circumstance?· Let me give you an example.

12· ·Let's assume for the sake of argument that, because

13· ·the avoided cost rates that are administratively

14· ·determined are set at $20, that QFs are unable to

15· ·contract with the Company.· Would that result in

16· ·harm to the Company if avoided cost rates are set

17· ·too low and lower than the Company's actual avoided

18· ·costs?

19· · · · A· · I guess I would have to say no.· The

20· ·Company is still going to procure the resources it

21· ·intends to procure, it hasn't signed a QF contract,

22· ·there's no difference in that example.· It's just

23· ·the continued expectation of future conditions.

24· · · · Q· · So if the Company builds a resource at $30

25· ·and the avoided cost rates are set at $20 so the
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·1· ·Company does not enter into a contract with a QF but

·2· ·builds its own resource at $30, then customers in

·3· ·that circumstance are not harmed?

·4· · · · A· · When the Company procures resources, it

·5· ·does so through a competitive process, and it finds

·6· ·the least-cost opportunities to serve customers.· To

·7· ·the extent some shortfall in avoided cost prices has

·8· ·led to less QF procurement, hopefully the RFP

·9· ·process would allow QFs to develop as well, but, you

10· ·know, we have to set a reasonable avoided cost.

11· ·That's why we're trying to set something that's not

12· ·too high and not too low.

13· · · · Q· · But if it is set too low, in your view,

14· ·customers are not harmed?

15· · · · A· · I think for compliance with PURPA, it's

16· ·appropriate to set avoided costs at a rate which

17· ·causes customers to be indifferent.

18· · · · Q· · Okay.· Thank you.· So I'd like to ask you

19· ·some questions in terms of my understanding and

20· ·everybody's understanding of the foundational terms

21· ·of -- at a very high level, how Rocky Mountain Power

22· ·calculates capacity payments to QFs.· First of all,

23· ·for energy costs, when you calculate the energy

24· ·costs you do it essentially based on a GRID model?

25· · · · A· · That's correct.
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·1· · · · Q· · And then for Schedule 38, you determine

·2· ·the capacity costs based on the PDDRR methodology?

·3· · · · A· · That's correct.

·4· · · · Q· · And then historically the current Schedule

·5· ·37 rates -- the capacity costs are based on fixed

·6· ·and variable costs of a thermal resource in the last

·7· ·IRP?

·8· · · · A· · That's correct.

·9· · · · Q· · And the date upon which either the current

10· ·methodology for Schedule 37 or the PDDRR methodology

11· ·is based on the resource sufficiency/deficiency date

12· ·in the IRP?

13· · · · A· · It's based on the date of the next major

14· ·thermal resource.

15· · · · Q· · Is that based on the IRP?

16· · · · A· · It is drawn from the IRP preferred

17· ·portfolio.

18· · · · Q· · So prior to the date in the IRP of

19· ·acquiring your next major resource, QF is paid

20· ·energy prices based on the GRID model run, and then

21· ·after that it's paid capacity payments based on the

22· ·next deferrable resource in the IRP?

23· · · · A· · So during the sufficiency period as it's

24· ·called, that doesn't mean that the Company has

25· ·adequate capacity to serve customers.· It means that
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·1· ·the market opportunities that we have access to

·2· ·are -- there are sufficient market opportunities

·3· ·available such that capacity from those market

·4· ·opportunities can be used to serve customers.· And

·5· ·in both Schedule 37 and Schedule 38, we include the

·6· ·avoided cost associated with displacing those market

·7· ·opportunities during the entire time frame up until

·8· ·a new resource is displaced.

·9· · · · Q· · Thanks.· That's a little more detailed.  I

10· ·appreciate that.· So as I understand it, one of the

11· ·major changes that the Company is proposing in this

12· ·case is that for renewable resources of the same

13· ·kind, like, same -- like is how you describe it --

14· ·in the next -- the date in which you're going to

15· ·acquire that renewable resource in the IRP, the

16· ·capacity payments will be based on the cost of that

17· ·renewable resource rather than a thermal plant?

18· · · · A· · That is correct.

19· · · · Q· · Is it correct that in the Company's past

20· ·IRPs, they didn't always include renewable resources

21· ·as the least-cost, least-risk resource in the

22· ·preferred portfolio?

23· · · · A· · The preferred portfolio makes up the

24· ·resource additions that are part of a least-cost,

25· ·least-risk plan, given the forecasts of prices and
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·1· ·conditions at that time.· So what's actually in the

·2· ·preferred portfolio changes every year when we do an

·3· ·IRP or an IRP update.· And, yes, there have been

·4· ·times when it has not contained renewable resources.

·5· · · · Q· · In the current IRP, there's a wide variety

·6· ·of various resources, including renewable resources

·7· ·in the preferred portfolio, correct?

·8· · · · A· · Yes.

·9· · · · Q· · I'd like to direct you to page 9 of your

10· ·direct testimony.· This includes the list of those

11· ·resources the Company considers deferrable in the

12· ·preferred portfolio?

13· · · · A· · That's correct.

14· · · · Q· · Can you tell me what you mean by

15· ·deferrable when you say "considered deferrable,"

16· ·what that means?

17· · · · A· · Those are resources that we would consider

18· ·removing from the IRP preferred portfolio when we

19· ·add QFs.

20· · · · Q· · Thanks.· And the next major baseload

21· ·renewable resource is the 2029 geothermal project,

22· ·correct?· That's on line 186.

23· · · · A· · Yes.

24· · · · Q· · Where is that geothermal resource located?

25· · · · A· · Oregon.· Portland.
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·1· · · · Q· · Okay.· And under Rocky Mountain Power's

·2· ·like-for-like approach, a Utah QF would be paid

·3· ·capacity payments based on this 2029 geothermal

·4· ·project in Portland?· There's a 3-megawatt hydro

·5· ·resource and they are selecting -- they want to be

·6· ·paid -- their avoided cost rate would be based on

·7· ·GRID market purchases until 2029, and then starting

·8· ·in 2029, they'll be paid capacity payments based on

·9· ·this geothermal resource?

10· · · · A· · It's difficult to see whether there's a

11· ·distinction between this geothermal resource and a

12· ·thermal resource for the purposes of Utah avoided

13· ·costs.

14· · · · Q· · So I had thought that in your testimony,

15· ·you considered hydro generation like, or similar to,

16· ·geothermal generation, right?

17· · · · A· · Yes.

18· · · · Q· · So I thought that a hydro resource would

19· ·be -- or the geothermal resource would be deferred

20· ·by -- or the avoided cost rate payments would be

21· ·based on the next deferrable-like-resource in the

22· ·IRP, which in this case is a 2029 geothermal

23· ·resource.

24· · · · A· · I guess in my testimony I gave the example

25· ·of a baseload resource deferring the 2029 simple
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·1· ·cycle.· I don't know that a renewable resource based

·2· ·on the Utah rules would necessarily defer the

·3· ·geothermal resource.

·4· · · · Q· · I'm looking at the Company's proposal in

·5· ·this case and if you are a Utah wind QF, my

·6· ·understanding of the Company's proposal is that,

·7· ·looking at this list of what the Company calls

·8· ·deferrable resources, that the Utah wind resource

·9· ·would be paid capacity payments based on the 2031

10· ·acquisition of Dave Johnston wind.

11· · · · A· · Okay.

12· · · · Q· · Is that correct?

13· · · · A· · Yes.

14· · · · Q· · So as I understood it, a hydro resource

15· ·would be considered like a geothermal resource in

16· ·terms of determining its payments under your the

17· ·PDDRR methodology?

18· · · · A· · They're certainly both renewable and they

19· ·would seem to be like, but I guess I just don't know

20· ·that there's a distinction between a baseload

21· ·renewable resource and a baseload non-renewable

22· ·resource for the purposes of Utah avoided costs.

23· · · · Q· · So is the Company proposing in this case

24· ·that, starting in 2029, if you're a renewable hydro

25· ·project, you would give up your renewable energy
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·1· ·certificates to the Company in 2029?

·2· · · · A· · Certainly if that hydro project is being

·3· ·paid based on the geothermal resource, but if it was

·4· ·being based on a simple cycle, it would not.

·5· · · · Q· · So what is the Company proposing in this

·6· ·case?· So if you look at your testimony on page 8,

·7· ·starting at line 167, it says, "Biomass, biogas,

·8· ·hydro, and other renewable resources with similar

·9· ·output profiles would also be eligible to displace

10· ·the geothermal resource."

11· · · · A· · What line is that again?

12· · · · Q· · Line 167 to 168.

13· · · · A· · In direct?

14· · · · Q· · In your direct testimony, opposite side of

15· ·the page.· And then you go on, "Any renewable

16· ·resource with relatively flat output over a daily

17· ·and monthly time frame would be considered a

18· ·resource of the same type as the geothermal resource

19· ·in the 2017 IRP."

20· · · · A· · Yes.

21· · · · Q· · So my assumption was that -- and then when

22· ·I flipped over to the next page, the one where you

23· ·have the list of all the various resources -- that

24· ·since there is a 2029 geothermal resource, if a Utah

25· ·hydro project came to you, they would be paid an
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·1· ·avoided cost rate based on energy payments until

·2· ·2029 and capacity payments based on a geothermal

·3· ·resource starting in 2029?

·4· · · · A· · Yes.

·5· · · · Q· · Okay.· Great.· So if there was no

·6· ·geothermal resource in your IRP, though, then the

·7· ·hydro resource would be paid based on the next

·8· ·deferrable thermal resource, correct?

·9· · · · A· · That's correct.

10· · · · Q· · And in your IRP, you've got a thermal

11· ·resource in 2029, the Utah North simple cycle

12· ·turbine -- and this is on line 175 -- and then a

13· ·2030 Willamette Valley combined cycle combustion

14· ·turbine.· And where is the Willamette Valley

15· ·combined cycle combustion turbine located?

16· · · · A· · It's in West Main, Oregon.

17· · · · Q· · Okay.· And that is considered deferrable

18· ·by a 3-megawatt hydro unit?

19· · · · A· · To the extent other things earlier than

20· ·that have been deferred, yes.

21· · · · Q· · Okay.· So you consider an Oregon west

22· ·geothermal project deferrable by a Utah hydro unit,

23· ·as well as an Oregon gas-fired unit deferrable by a

24· ·Utah hydro unit?

25· · · · A· · Those are the capacity additions in the
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·1· ·IRP preferred portfolio, yes.

·2· · · · Q· · Okay.· Thanks.· So let's use another

·3· ·hypothetical here.· Let's assume in your 2017 IRP

·4· ·that you only identified two types of resources:  A

·5· ·thousand megawatts of wind in 2020, and a thousand

·6· ·megawatts of wind in 2025.· That's all the IRP says

·7· ·that you're going to acquire.· Now, would this 2000

·8· ·megawatts of wind provide some capacity value to the

·9· ·Company?

10· · · · A· · Certainly in the IRP analysis, the

11· ·capacity contribution of the wind would be taken

12· ·into account as it builds a portfolio of resources

13· ·necessary to serve customers over the (inaudible)

14· ·so, yes.

15· · · · Q· · It might be helpful -- maybe it's only

16· ·me -- but it might be helpful if you say the yes

17· ·first, and then give the explanation.· I think it's

18· ·very helpful that you give the explanation, but

19· ·sometimes it's hard to know whether you're getting

20· ·to the yes or no.

21· · · · A· · Okay.

22· · · · Q· · So if the 2017 IRP did not include any

23· ·solar thermal resources in the preferred portfolio,

24· ·then a Utah solar facility would only be paid energy

25· ·prices based on the GRID model in all years?
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·1· · · · A· · To the extent that there were no solar

·2· ·resources in the IRP and no thermal resources in the

·3· ·IRP, then I believe there would still probably be

·4· ·some market transactions that were assumed to

·5· ·provide capacity during the term of the IRP.· Those

·6· ·tend to go all the way through the end of the IRP

·7· ·study period.· We tend to maximize our use of those

·8· ·lowest cost capacity resources, but the solar price

·9· ·would be based on deferring market capacity.

10· · · · Q· · So, yes?

11· · · · A· · Yes.

12· · · · Q· · Thanks.· So under these circumstances,

13· ·PacifiCorp could acquire 2,000 megawatts of wind

14· ·generation, but a Utah hydro or solar facility would

15· ·only be paid energy and not capacity over its entire

16· ·15-year contract term?

17· · · · A· · The wind resource would be paid the fixed

18· ·costs of a wind resource in the IRP portfolio

19· ·because we believe that's a reasonable change to the

20· ·IRP portfolio consistent with the least-cost,

21· ·least-risk standard.· The solar resource would be

22· ·paid market price because that is consistent with

23· ·the IRP preferred portfolio as well.

24· · · · Q· · So, yes?

25· · · · A· · Yes.
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·1· · · · Q· · So if the IRP does not call for the

·2· ·acquisition of thermal resources or a renewable

·3· ·resource of the same like-kind, then they're not

·4· ·paid capacity based on the circumstances that I have

·5· ·described.

·6· · · · · · · · · MS. HOGLE:· I'm sorry.· Excuse me.

·7· ·Objection.· I think he's mischaracterizing

·8· ·Mr. MacDaniel's [sic] testimony.· I believe

·9· ·Mr. MacDaniel [sic] has said "yes" to the extent

10· ·that the resource is displacing market purchases.

11· ·Those markets purchases, to the extent they're

12· ·displacing capacity, are being paid capacity; is

13· ·that correct, Mr. MacDaniel [sic]?

14· · · · A· · Yes.· Market purchases are a capacity

15· ·resource which we procure as part of our least-cost,

16· ·least-risk IRP preferred portfolio, and we would

17· ·compensate QFs for those to the extent it's

18· ·appropriate to do so, based on the portfolio.

19· ·BY MR. SANGER:

20· · · · Q· · So your market purchases are short-term

21· ·purchases in the market, a two- to five-year period?

22· · · · A· · I mean, it could be one hour, two.

23· · · · Q· · And those include some capacity benefits

24· ·is what Ms. Hogle was trying to clarify?

25· · · · A· · Yes.
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·1· · · · Q· · It's a small capacity.· They're energy

·2· ·purchases but they're not a hundred percent energy?

·3· · · · A· · Correct.

·4· · · · Q· · So in my example of the preferred

·5· ·portfolio including 2,000 megawatts of wind and no

·6· ·other resources, if Rocky Mountain Power entered

·7· ·into contracts with a thousand megawatts of Utah

·8· ·solar, then would that defer any of the planned Utah

·9· ·wind resources?

10· · · · A· · I would need to run the IRP models in

11· ·order to determine what our least-cost, least-risk

12· ·plan would be with a thousand megawatts of solar.  A

13· ·thousand megawatts of solar is a very substantial

14· ·acquisition.· We did add about a thousand megawatts

15· ·of solar in 2016 thereabouts, so it does happen, but

16· ·it would be very difficult to say -- for me to say

17· ·using the PDDRR methodology or anything, that a

18· ·least-cost, least-risk plan could be -- that we

19· ·could shortcut the entire IRP process and conclude

20· ·how a thousand megawatts of solar wind would

21· ·contribute to our preferred portfolio.

22· · · · Q· · I'm sorry.· I didn't quite know whether

23· ·that was a yes or no.

24· · · · A· · Could you repeat the question?

25· · · · Q· · So if Rocky Mountain Power entered into
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·1· ·contract with a thousand megawatts of Utah solar

·2· ·PPAs, then that would not defer a single megawatt of

·3· ·the 2,000 megawatts of wind resources in the

·4· ·preferred portfolio?

·5· · · · A· · I don't know.· That's what we need the

·6· ·IRP to tell us.

·7· · · · Q· · And you have -- how many years of

·8· ·experience do you have working with PacifiCorp?

·9· · · · A· · Eight years.

10· · · · Q· · Eight years experience.· Now, if you were

11· ·to guess, would you guess that the acquisition of a

12· ·thousand megawatts of solar might defer a single

13· ·megawatt of the Utah wind?

14· · · · · · · · · MS. HOGLE:· Objection.· That's

15· ·speculative.· I believe he's already testified that

16· ·he wasn't sure, that he didn't know, whether there

17· ·would be a displacement.

18· ·BY MR. SANGER:

19· · · · Q· · What if Rocky Mountain Power acquired

20· ·2,000 megawatts of solar?· Is there any point at

21· ·which you become sure that at least a megawatt of

22· ·that wind would be deferred by the acquisition of

23· ·Utah solar?

24· · · · A· · At some point it would have to, but I

25· ·don't know what that point is.
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·1· · · · Q· · Okay.· Thank you.· So I want to move on a

·2· ·little bit here now to renewable energy

·3· ·certificates.· I think we answered this before, but

·4· ·I just want to make it clear.· So in our previous

·5· ·example, we talked about a biomass unit being

·6· ·deferred by a hydro unit -- the 2029 period of a

·7· ·biomass unit -- so under that circumstance, if the

·8· ·QF is paid based on the deferred cost of a renewable

·9· ·biomass project, then it is paid those fixed costs

10· ·and gives up its renewable energy certificates,

11· ·correct?

12· · · · A· · Yes.

13· · · · Q· · Conversely, if they're paid based on the

14· ·cost of a thermal resource, then they keep their

15· ·renewable energy certificates?

16· · · · A· · That's correct.

17· · · · Q· · And I assume it would be the case if the

18· ·resource in the preferred portfolio was a biomass

19· ·unit that did not qualify under the RPS, then the QF

20· ·would keep its renewable energy certificates?

21· · · · A· · The intent is that there's an alignment

22· ·between the retention and -- customers are

23· ·indifferent between the renewable energy credits

24· ·they would have received from the resource being

25· ·deferred and what they receive from the QF, so, yes.
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·1· · · · Q· · So the key distinction in terms of REC

·2· ·ownership is whether the resource in the preferred

·3· ·portfolio qualifies under the RPS?

·4· · · · A· · Whether it provides renewable energy

·5· ·credits, there's no RPS in Utah, so --

·6· · · · Q· · Under a RPS?

·7· · · · A· · I mean, it doesn't even have to be an RPS.

·8· ·The renewable energy credits could be used for lots

·9· ·of things.· There's voluntary sales, we're in

10· ·compliance with -- future environmental federal law

11· ·potentially could look at renewable energy credits.

12· · · · Q· · So it's the creation of renewable energy

13· ·certificates that makes the difference?

14· · · · A· · Yes.

15· · · · Q· · Thanks.· So I wanted to, again, move on to

16· ·another subject.· Do other states have renewable

17· ·avoided cost rates?

18· · · · A· · Yes.

19· · · · Q· · And I'd like to refer to your rebuttal

20· ·testimony on page 10, lines 201 to 212.· There, you

21· ·state that renewable avoided cost rates are paid

22· ·based on the incremental value of RECs transferred

23· ·to a QF to the utility based on the value of those

24· ·RECs for RPS compliance.

25· · · · A· · I said that generally that would be a way
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·1· ·to set avoided costs.

·2· · · · Q· · Well, so you're asked the question how are

·3· ·they typically implemented and -- yes, so you say --

·4· ·thank you.· What other states use a renewable

·5· ·avoided cost rate?

·6· · · · A· · I'm familiar with Oregon and I know that

·7· ·California has some, but just based on case law that

·8· ·I have seen cited.· I don't have particular details

·9· ·on that.

10· · · · Q· · So when you're talking about how they're

11· ·typically implemented, you're talking about Oregon?

12· · · · A· · No.

13· · · · Q· · Okay.· You're talking about Oregon and

14· ·California?

15· · · · A· · It's my understanding of how one would

16· ·calculate the incremental value.

17· · · · Q· · Right.· I was trying to understand what

18· ·was your sample size, what areas were you basing

19· ·that opinion on.· I heard Oregon and California.

20· · · · A· · I guess it -- I don't have a larger sample

21· ·that I have verified is calculated this way.

22· · · · Q· · Okay.· Oregon was one of the states in

23· ·your sample.· I wanted to go over how Oregon's

24· ·renewable avoided cost methodology works.· Are you

25· ·familiar with that?
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·1· · · · A· · I am.

·2· · · · Q· · So -- and I understand the Company is not

·3· ·supportive of that methodology; is that correct?

·4· · · · A· · That is correct.

·5· · · · Q· · But I'd like to just get some of the facts

·6· ·of that right now.· So is the Oregon renewable

·7· ·avoided cost rate based on the incremental value of

·8· ·the RECs transferred from the QF to the utility?

·9· · · · A· · No.

10· · · · Q· · Maybe you could explain how the Oregon

11· ·renewable avoided cost rate is calculated?

12· · · · A· · So in Oregon for standard avoided costs,

13· ·which is basically a spreadsheet calculation similar

14· ·to our Schedule 37, they have a proxy resource,

15· ·renewable resource, from the IRP.· It may not have

16· ·been selected in the IRP preferred portfolio and,

17· ·in fact, current rates are not based on an IRP

18· ·resource that was selected in the preferred

19· ·portfolio.· And in the deficiency period, when

20· ·Oregon is assumed to be -- to have run out of

21· ·renewable energy credits for compliance with its

22· ·RPS, the cost of that renewable resource is used to

23· ·set the avoided cost price.· So the all-in cost of,

24· ·currently, a wind resource, is used to set the

25· ·avoided cost price.· And there are some adjustments
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·1· ·in that calculation to account for other renewable

·2· ·resources.· And so there's adjustments to

·3· ·integration costs and capacity contribution that --

·4· ·the concept being, the other resources may provide

·5· ·more capacity value than the wind resource and that

·6· ·they should be compensated to account for that

·7· ·additional value.

·8· · · · Q· · And in Oregon right now, the date of

·9· ·deficiency is 2028, correct?

10· · · · A· · Under the standard tariff, the date of

11· ·deficiency is 2028, yes.

12· · · · Q· · And under the renewable tariff, as well?

13· · · · A· · They both happen to be 2028.

14· · · · Q· · That's just a coincidence?

15· · · · A· · Yes.

16· · · · Q· · So starting in 2028, the fixed and

17· ·variable costs of the deferrable wind resource are

18· ·what's paid to the QF under the renewable rate?

19· · · · A· · I believe so, yes.

20· · · · Q· · Okay.· And as you testified a minute ago

21· ·to the Commissioners, the Oregon renewable avoided

22· ·cost rate is not limited by like-for-like?

23· · · · A· · It does allow for any resource to be paid

24· ·and it's calculated based on wind resource.

25· · · · Q· · So going back to your statement on page 10
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·1· ·when you were talking about how they're typically

·2· ·implemented and how they're generally implemented,

·3· ·in at least half of your sample size, that's not how

·4· ·they're implemented, that the rates are not based on

·5· ·the value of the REC that's transferred for RPS

·6· ·purposes.

·7· · · · A· · Okay.

·8· · · · Q· · I wanted to move on to the issue of

·9· ·Wyoming transmission and whether that's -- Wyoming

10· ·wind and transmission and whether that's a

11· ·deferrable resource.

12· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Mr. Sanger, this

13· ·might be an appropriate time to take a break,

14· ·assuming we're really close to the end, to give our

15· ·court reporter a break.

16· · · · · · · · (A short break was taken.)

17· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· We're back on

18· ·the record, and before we continue with Mr. Sanger's

19· ·cross-examination, the court reporter has asked me

20· ·to give everyone a reminder to please be deliberate

21· ·in your speaking.· Getting an accurate record of

22· ·this proceeding is important for a lot of reasons,

23· ·so please remember that as you're speaking.· With

24· ·that, we'll go back to Mr. Sanger.

25· ·BY MR. SANGER:
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·1· · · · Q· · Mr. MacNeil, I'd like to ask you about the

·2· ·Wyoming wind and transmission now.

·3· · · · A· · Okay.

·4· · · · Q· · So as I understand it, Rocky Mountain

·5· ·Power's position is that Utah QFs do not displace or

·6· ·defer the Company's Wyoming wind resources because

·7· ·they do not interconnect with or use the Company's

·8· ·Wyoming transmission system; is that correct?

·9· · · · A· · That's our position.

10· · · · Q· · So does this mean that a Wyoming QF that

11· ·interconnects with or uses the Company's Wyoming

12· ·transmission system could partially displace or

13· ·defer the Wyoming wind?

14· · · · A· · Potentially, yes.

15· · · · Q· · Now, does the Company's Wyoming wind RFP

16· ·allow non-Wyoming wind generation to bid into it?

17· · · · A· · Yes.

18· · · · Q· · So is it possible that the RFP could

19· ·select a non-Wyoming wind resource, or is PacifiCorp

20· ·only going to select Wyoming wind generation in its

21· ·RFP?

22· · · · A· · The RFP explicitly includes wind across

23· ·our system, so to the extent that wind at any

24· ·location is cost-effective, either inside or outside

25· ·of Wyoming, then we would expect to include it in
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·1· ·our selection of RFP results.

·2· · · · Q· · So if the Company's RFP selected a

·3· ·non-Wyoming wind resource located where there is

·4· ·sufficient transmission to Utah, could a Utah wind

·5· ·resource defer that non-Wyoming wind resource?

·6· · · · A· · So our QF PDDRR methodology looks at the

·7· ·preferred portfolio from our IRP, and the current

·8· ·preferred portfolio in the IRP includes the wind

·9· ·resources which we discussed previously, a 2021 wind

10· ·resource, also 2031 in Wyoming, and 2036 in Goshen

11· ·in Idaho.· So those are the resources that are

12· ·available to be deferred by a QF.· At this time, to

13· ·the extent that an additional opportunity comes up

14· ·to procure wind in some other location, once we

15· ·execute that contract, that contract will go into

16· ·our analysis and be accounted for, but those

17· ·potential contracts are not available to be deferred

18· ·by QF's.

19· · · · Q· · So you're basing what is deferrable based

20· ·on the IRP rather than the RFP that this Commission

21· ·ordered you to revise to include non-Wyoming wind?

22· · · · A· · Yes.· The deferrable resources -- for the

23· ·purposes of calculating avoided costs -- are

24· ·resources in the IRP preferred portfolio.

25· · · · Q· · So let's go to the real world now.· Could
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·1· ·a Wyoming wind resource take the place of or defer a

·2· ·resource acquisition in your Wyoming wind RFP?

·3· · · · A· · At the moment, we have a signed contract

·4· ·with a Wyoming qualifying facility and to the extent

·5· ·that contract remains valid and so on, that would

·6· ·reduce our ability to procure any additional

·7· ·resources in the RFP.

·8· · · · Q· · So what about a Utah wind resource?

·9· ·Assume for the sake of argument -- you said this is

10· ·possible -- that your wind RFP might select a

11· ·non-Wyoming wind resource, so that could be the

12· ·resource that PacifiCorp would acquire, correct?

13· · · · A· · Yes.

14· · · · Q· · So that could be the actual resource that

15· ·PacifiCorp could acquire?

16· · · · A· · Yes.

17· · · · Q· · And could, in actuality, a Wyoming wind QF

18· ·that's of the same size defer that non-Wyoming wind

19· ·resource?

20· · · · A· · I guess I don't quite understand what you

21· ·mean by defer.· By the time we finish the RFP and

22· ·pick a resource, that resource will no longer be

23· ·deferrable.· If, before the RFP finishes, we sign a

24· ·QF in Wyoming, sorry, we sign a QF in Utah and

25· ·before we've completed our RFP analysis, it may be
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·1· ·the result that because of this new QF in Utah, it's

·2· ·no longer economic to acquire this non-Wyoming wind

·3· ·resource from the RFP.· Maybe, had that QF not been

·4· ·there, it would have been economic, but since that

·5· ·QF was added, perhaps you could say that's

·6· ·deferrable.· But I don't know all the details of the

·7· ·models and so on that would pick those portfolios.

·8· ·And for QF avoided costs, we use the IRP preferred

·9· ·portfolio even though, you know, there is new

10· ·information that we're collecting all the time.· But

11· ·the only changes to the preferred portfolio we make

12· ·are signed contracts, and it would have to be pretty

13· ·explicit resources which are acquired, basically.

14· · · · Q· · So as I understand it, the methodology

15· ·that the Company is proposing here to use, the PDDRR

16· ·methodology, does not account for that potential

17· ·actual circumstance?

18· · · · A· · Like I've mentioned previously, those

19· ·potential actual circumstances are well beyond our

20· ·ability to predict what the outcomes are going to

21· ·be.· PDDRR is a simple mechanism to take the IRP,

22· ·which is heavily vetted, public, and so on, and use

23· ·that to develop a wind cost that we believe are just

24· ·and reasonable.

25· · · · Q· · The answer was yes?
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·1· · · · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· Can you please repeat

·2· ·the question?

·3· · · · · · · · · MR. SANGER:· Can the reporter repeat

·4· ·the question?

·5· · · · · · · · · (The question was repeated.)

·6· · · · A· · The current PDDRR methodology does not

·7· ·account for potential supplied resources that could

·8· ·be acquired between now and the next IRP preferred

·9· ·portfolio coming out.

10· · · · Q· · And the Company has also issued a solar

11· ·RFP, correct?

12· · · · A· · That's correct.

13· · · · Q· · And is it possible that this solar RFP

14· ·could select PPAs that have prices and benefits that

15· ·are better than the all-in economic benefits

16· ·associated with the Wyoming wind and transmission?

17· · · · A· · It is possible that there will be

18· ·opportunities to acquire solar that provide economic

19· ·benefits.· Those economic benefits could be bigger

20· ·than those benefits from the wind and transmission.

21· ·Just because they're bigger doesn't mean that you

22· ·can't necessarily have both, and it is also

23· ·possible, though, that as in the prior example, the

24· ·procurement of these solar resources could cause the

25· ·Wyoming wind and transmission no longer to be
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·1· ·economic.

·2· · · · Q· · Thank you.· As I understand it, you are

·3· ·basing your recommendation on using the last IRP,

·4· ·that list of resources, rather than an RFP that may

·5· ·be issued right now.· So if it's in the IRP, then it

·6· ·flows into the PDDRR methodology, correct?

·7· · · · A· · If it's in the RFP, or we have signed a

·8· ·contract, acquired a resource, that's what's

·9· ·accounted for in the PDDRR methodology, not the

10· ·potential outcomes of ongoing RFPs or negotiations

11· ·and so on.

12· · · · Q· · Are you familiar with the IRP process?

13· · · · A· · Generally.

14· · · · Q· · So is it correct that, usually, the IRP

15· ·identifies the least-cost, least-risk resource for

16· ·planning purposes?

17· · · · A· · It identifies a least-cost, least-risk

18· ·portfolio, yes.

19· · · · Q· · And then, usually, as I understand it,

20· ·what happens is the IRP is acknowledged or approved

21· ·or accepted, whatever the individual state does, and

22· ·then after that, the Company issues its RFP.· Is

23· ·that usually the planning steps, how it happens?

24· · · · A· · That is one way to do it, yes.

25· · · · Q· · Is that kind of the idea, that the IRP
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·1· ·figures out what you need and then after your need

·2· ·is identified, then you go out and issue the RFP?

·3· · · · A· · That certainly is a good way to do it

·4· ·because everybody's on the same page and it allows

·5· ·you to -- no one is surprised by the result in that

·6· ·instance.

·7· · · · Q· · So in this circumstance, we're not doing

·8· ·that, correct?

·9· · · · A· · In this circumstance, we issued a wind RFP

10· ·to procure resources that were identified in the

11· ·IRP, and we're also issuing a solar RFP to gain

12· ·additional information about the potential supply of

13· ·solar resources and the potential costs and benefits

14· ·that could occur.

15· · · · Q· · Just so I'm clear and understanding, this

16· ·particular time you are issuing RFPs prior to the

17· ·IRP being ruled upon in any particular state?

18· · · · A· · I'm not familiar with the timeline of

19· ·acknowledgment, acceptance, et cetera, that's

20· ·necessary for the IRP before an RFP might be issued.

21· · · · Q· · So do you know whether or not the IRP has

22· ·been approved or acknowledged in the state of the

23· ·Utah?

24· · · · A· · I don't know.

25· · · · Q· · And in Oregon?
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·1· · · · A· · I don't know.

·2· · · · Q· · Would you accept, subject to check, that

·3· ·at least in Oregon, the IRP has not yet been

·4· ·acknowledged?

·5· · · · A· · Yes.

·6· · · · Q· · So let's assume, for the sake of argument,

·7· ·that this RFP is being issued prior to IRP or IRP

·8· ·acknowledgment.· In that circumstance, would it be

·9· ·reasonable to use something other than what is in

10· ·the IRP, the preferred portfolio in the IRP, but to

11· ·use what the Company is actually doing on the ground

12· ·in terms of acquiring resources?

13· · · · A· · So the intent through all this --

14· · · · Q· · So, I guess, maybe you can answer it yes

15· ·or no and then provide your explanation.

16· · · · A· · Would it be appropriate to use something

17· ·different, that's the question?

18· · · · Q· · Yes.

19· · · · A· · And the answer is yes.· And the first

20· ·question in my summary was, what methodology should

21· ·be used to produce avoided cost pricing for QFs

22· ·consistent with the customer indifference standard.

23· ·That's ultimately what we're doing here, and we

24· ·believe the PDDRR methodology using the IRP

25· ·preferred portfolio accomplishes that.· And there
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·1· ·may be instances where other information comes along

·2· ·and it would be appropriate to change what we're

·3· ·doing.· To the extent we get solar RFP results which

·4· ·are well below what current avoided costs are, we

·5· ·should probably bring those to you and say, look,

·6· ·our process is broken, we need to change this

·7· ·because we have very strong evidence that avoided

·8· ·costs are less than what's currently being

·9· ·calculated under the PDDRR methodology.· I'm not

10· ·proposing that here, but if there's a difference

11· ·between avoided costs being calculated and avoided

12· ·costs in reality that's not consistent with the

13· ·customer indifference standard, then it's

14· ·appropriate to amend those.

15· · · · Q· · So in certain circumstances, it may be

16· ·appropriate to not use the preferred portfolio

17· ·that's identified into IRP in the PDDRR methodology?

18· · · · A· · Certainly.

19· · · · Q· · Thank you.· I'd like to move on to the

20· ·QFQ.· Can you provide a brief explanation -- I think

21· ·you did in the beginning of your testimony -- but

22· ·another brief explanation of what the QFQ actually

23· ·is and make sure we're on the same page?

24· · · · A· · The idea of the QFQ is that customers

25· ·should not be obligated to pay QFs for the same
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·1· ·increment of capacity -- for avoiding the same

·2· ·increment of capacity in the Company's portfolio.

·3· ·So if two QFs come along and receive prices that are

·4· ·based on the same increment of capacity, as we

·5· ·noted, the aggregate effect is the highest cost

·6· ·resources are avoided first and there's a declining

·7· ·avoided cost as we add additional resources to our

·8· ·system.· So the idea of the QFQ is to ensure that

·9· ·QFs can receive prices, prices that they can lock in

10· ·for a certain length of time, subject to the rules

11· ·in Schedule 38, but also to ensure that customers

12· ·are maintaining indifference and are protected from

13· ·overpaying.

14· · · · Q· · I apologize.· It was not a very good

15· ·question.· Can you tell us what it actually is, not

16· ·it's purpose, but what is this thing, QFQ?

17· · · · A· · The QFQ is the list of all of the QFs that

18· ·are currently negotiating for contracts with the

19· ·Company.

20· · · · Q· · Thanks.· And the Company's basic principle

21· ·regarding incorporating QFs in the QFQ is that you

22· ·should not pay any more than the avoided cost,

23· ·correct?

24· · · · A· · Correct.

25· · · · Q· · Should it also be a basic principle, with
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·1· ·regard to incorporating the QFQ, to ensure that

·2· ·avoided costs are not set below the Company's actual

·3· ·avoided costs?

·4· · · · A· · Certainly, it's appropriate to set avoided

·5· ·costs at avoided costs.

·6· · · · Q· · Thank you.· I'm going to refer to your

·7· ·direct testimony at page 35, and there's a table

·8· ·there.· Now, I read this table as showing the

·9· ·difference for various resource types between the

10· ·avoided cost prices and Schedule 37 based on the

11· ·current GRID proxy method and either the proxy PDDRR

12· ·method using the May queue, or using the proxy PDDRR

13· ·method using the August queue; is that correct?

14· · · · A· · Correct.

15· · · · Q· · And switching to the PDDRR methodology for

16· ·the May queue resulted in a price reduction for all

17· ·resource types, and switching to the August queue

18· ·resulted in a rate decrease for all types except for

19· ·wind, correct?

20· · · · A· · That's correct.

21· · · · Q· · And the difference between the May and the

22· ·August queue was around $2 to $3; is that correct?

23· ·Looking at the May and August queue?

24· · · · A· · Yes.

25· · · · Q· · And that's over a three-month period,
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·1· ·correct?· About three to four months?

·2· · · · A· · Yes.

·3· · · · Q· · So over a three- to four-month period of

·4· ·time, the prices changed $2 to $3?

·5· · · · A· · I guess I would like to clarify that it's

·6· ·not related to the passing of time that these prices

·7· ·changed.· We took the queue in May -- and we agree

·8· ·that using the entire QFQ is inappropriate for

·9· ·setting Schedule 37 rates -- and so as an

10· ·alternative, based on Parties' indication that the

11· ·entire QFQ was too much -- we put in a QFQ that

12· ·removed a bunch of those resources which were in the

13· ·queue in May.· So we assumed that -- we had evidence

14· ·that those resources were not signed, and we don't

15· ·know what might be signed that is later queued, but

16· ·we believe that was a reasonable midpoint on which

17· ·to base the Schedule 37 avoided costs.· And I would

18· ·point to Figure 1R in my rebuttal testimony which

19· ·provides a clear illustration of these numbers.

20· ·It's on line 482, page 23.

21· · · · Q· · I guess the definition of "clear" is in

22· ·the eye of the beholder.

23· · · · A· · I guess the point is, we have demonstrated

24· ·the effect of the QFQ.· We have the entire queue in

25· ·May -- that's on the right -- we have the Company's
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·1· ·proposal which is the August position -- that's in

·2· ·the middle -- and we have the signed queue with no

·3· ·QFQ, assuming no QF additions occur during the

·4· ·pendency of the Schedule 37 tariff.· So there's the

·5· ·trend.· Those are the impacts of the QFQ on avoided

·6· ·costs.· We believe the August proposal is reasonable

·7· ·and, you know, that's what we support.

·8· · · · Q· · So getting the QFQ correct is very

·9· ·important because it can have a pretty significant

10· ·change in the avoided cost prices?

11· · · · A· · Certainly.

12· · · · Q· · Thanks.· I'd like to move on to your

13· ·testimony, your surrebuttal testimony, and I can

14· ·refer you to the page number, but I just wanted to

15· ·paraphase your testimony in that, it's your position

16· ·that it is impossible to evaluate the reasonableness

17· ·of Coalition witnesses John Lowe and Neal Townsend,

18· ·as well as Utah Clean Energy witness Ken Dragoon's

19· ·recommendations, because they have not provided

20· ·supporting calculations?

21· · · · A· · That is my position, yes.

22· · · · Q· · Are you familiar with how the Oregon and

23· ·Washington Commissions have made or are making

24· ·methodological changes in avoided cost rates?

25· · · · A· · I am generally familiar.
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·1· · · · Q· · I would like to provide a REC

·2· ·cross-examination exhibit.· May I approach the

·3· ·witness?

·4· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Yes.

·5· · · (REC Cross-Examination Exhibit No. 1 marked.)

·6· ·BY MR. SANGER:

·7· · · · Q· · Are you familiar with this document?

·8· · · · A· · I believe I've seen it.· I believe I

·9· ·attended some of the stakeholder meetings associated

10· ·with this process.

11· · · · Q· · Can you summarize what you think it is?

12· · · · A· · Washington is reconsidering how to prepare

13· ·an avoided cost methodology that is applicable to

14· ·qualifying facilities.

15· · · · Q· · And is one of those issues, what is the

16· ·appropriate avoided cost methodology for calculating

17· ·QF energy and capacity rates?

18· · · · A· · It is.

19· · · · Q· · And as you mentioned, you participated in

20· ·some of those workshops.· Did you help prepare

21· ·PacifiCorp's comments in that proceeding?

22· · · · A· · It probably went through my email box, so,

23· ·likely.

24· · · · Q· · And did PacifiCorp provide any supporting

25· ·calculations or work papers with those comments?
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·1· · · · A· · I don't believe so.

·2· · · · Q· · And do you know how long those comments

·3· ·were?

·4· · · · A· · No.

·5· · · · Q· · Would you accept that they were only six

·6· ·pages?

·7· · · · A· · Okay.

·8· · · · Q· · So do you think it's reasonable for the

·9· ·Washington Commission to set an appropriate avoided

10· ·cost methodology for calculating QF energy and

11· ·capacity rates based on six pages of comments

12· ·without supporting calculations?

13· · · · · · · · · MS. HOGLE:· Objection.· The reason

14· ·why I'm objecting is because I don't think it's

15· ·relevant to avoided cost rates and our calculations

16· ·here in Utah.

17· · · · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· Can I respond?

18· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Is the objection

19· ·withdrawn or do we need to deal with the objection?

20· · · · · · · · · MS. HOGLE:· The objection is

21· ·withdrawn.

22· · · · A· · I believe the stakeholder process here is

23· ·intended to find information to inform that process.

24· ·So I believe the fact that there's only comments in

25· ·this is appropriate at that stage of that
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·1· ·proceeding.

·2· ·BY MR. SANGER:

·3· · · · Q· · Thank you.· Are you familiar with how

·4· ·Oregon adopted its current renewable avoided cost

·5· ·rates?

·6· · · · A· · I am, generally.

·7· · · · Q· · And did you participate in that process?

·8· · · · A· · No.

·9· · · · · · · · · MR. SANGER:· I'd like to hand out

10· ·both of them at the same time, REC Cross-Examination

11· ·Exhibit Nos. 3 and 4.· May I do so at this time?

12· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Yes.

13· · ·(REC Cross-Examination Exhibit Nos. 3 and 4 marked.)

14· ·BY MR. SANGER:

15· · · · Q· · REC Cross-Examination Exhibit No. 3 was a

16· ·ruling in Docket UM1396.· Was this the docket that

17· ·the Oregon Commission adopted renewable avoided cost

18· ·rates?

19· · · · A· · I believe so, but I was not involved in

20· ·that docket, or particularly in avoided costs at the

21· ·time.

22· · · · Q· · So I'd like to refer you to page 3 of REC

23· ·Exhibit No. 3, and this is a ruling reopening a case

24· ·to accept comments.· And on page 3, it discusses the

25· ·two various approaches for calculating rates during
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·1· ·the resource deficiency period.· And it discusses

·2· ·that, if a peaking resource precedes another major

·3· ·resource, the avoided cost will be based on the

·4· ·market plus a premium for capacity, and the market

·5· ·rate will be in effect until the start of the next

·6· ·major resource.

·7· · · · · · ·For the renewable QF, which the developer

·8· ·will cede the RECs over to the utility, the proposed

·9· ·QF may choose an avoided cost stream based on the

10· ·avoided cost of the major renewable acquisition.

11· · · · · · ·When the major avoidable resource is a gas

12· ·plant, Gas CCCT, all QFs may choose an avoided cost

13· ·stream based on the cost of the Gas CCCT.

14· · · · · · ·In your brief, limited review of this,

15· ·does that kind of encapsulate what the Oregon

16· ·process is for renewable avoided costs?

17· · · · · · · · · MS. HOGLE:· Objection, Your Honor.  I

18· ·believe that Mr. MacNeil has testified that he was

19· ·not part of this proceeding and he did not even

20· ·participate, and so I don't think Mr. Sanger has

21· ·provided sufficient foundation to even question

22· ·Mr. MacNeil about this.· So I object to even the

23· ·question.

24· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Mr. Sanger, do

25· ·you want to respond to the objection?
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·1· · · · · · · · · MR. SANGER:· Yes.· So I think we have

·2· ·established that Oregon has a renewable avoided cost

·3· ·rate methodology.· Mr. MacNeil is familiar with

·4· ·that, explained what it means.· My question is, on

·5· ·this exhibit, the Oregon Commission has made a

·6· ·proposal to adopt a renewable avoided cost rate

·7· ·methodology.· That is on page 3 of the exhibit.· And

·8· ·what I would like Mr. MacNeil to answer is not

·9· ·whether he participated in the case but to read this

10· ·page and tell me if that is generally consistent, on

11· ·a high level, with the current methodology.· This

12· ·could be a page from any document, and I'd like him

13· ·to take a look at it and tell me whether or not it's

14· ·consistent with his understanding of the current

15· ·Oregon renewable avoided cost methodology.

16· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Whether any of

17· ·these three options that are on this page are

18· ·consistent?

19· · · · · · · · · MR. SANGER:· Yes.

20· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Ms. Hogle, do

21· ·you have anything else to say on your objection with

22· ·that clarification?

23· · · · · · · · · MS. HOGLE:· I do.· Thank you.· And I

24· ·guess my reaction to that is that this is the first

25· ·time that we've taken a look at these documents.· It
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·1· ·could be taken out of context.· I'd like to see the

·2· ·full record of the proceeding to see how these three

·3· ·questions relate to that.· I think it's insufficient

·4· ·material for him to be asking the question, given

·5· ·Mr. MacNeil did not participate in that proceeding.

·6· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Does any other

·7· ·party in this docket have anything they want to add

·8· ·to this objection?· As I'm considering the relevance

·9· ·of this, I'm recalling that as the line of

10· ·questioning began, this was based on Mr. MacNeil's

11· ·criticism of other parties' proposals for lacking

12· ·sufficient calculations and background.· I think

13· ·there's some relevance.· I think our relevance on

14· ·this is -- does have its limits, but at this point,

15· ·I think I'm not prepared to cut off this particular

16· ·question.

17· · · · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· Please repeat the

18· ·question.

19· ·BY MR. SANGER:

20· · · · Q· · What I would prefer is if you look at

21· ·page 3, where it says, "For resource deficiency

22· ·periods, avoided costs will be based on one of the

23· ·following."· And my question to you is whether that

24· ·summary is, at least on a high level, generally

25· ·consistent with what the current Oregon renewable
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·1· ·avoided cost methodology is?

·2· · · · A· · I understand that the standard renewable

·3· ·costs in Oregon continue to use this methodology,

·4· ·and when the Commission considered changing the

·5· ·methodology for nonstandard QFs, it adopted a

·6· ·different approach and neglected to establish a

·7· ·renewable avoided cost methodology at that time,

·8· ·and it is continuing to consider the appropriate

·9· ·renewable methodology for nonstandard QFs.· And

10· ·pertinent to this, I was not involved in this, but

11· ·what I identified in a case in Oregon is the REC

12· ·price, the implied REC price that Oregon customers

13· ·pay to QFs who choose to have -- to defer renewable

14· ·resources is in the ballpark of $20 to $30 per

15· ·megawatt hour for just the REC.· So if you have

16· ·nonstandard rates, you're a wind resource, if you

17· ·opt to also cede your REC -- that's electronic and

18· ·has no impact on the system other than RPS

19· ·compliance -- those resources are paid an extra $20

20· ·to $30 per megawatt hour.

21· · · · · · ·Pertinent to this -- this is what the

22· ·Commission ordered -- I don't know that they truly

23· ·appreciated what they were ordering at the time, and

24· ·I certainly expect that this may be changed in the

25· ·near future because I do not believe a $20 to $30
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·1· ·REC price is an appropriate price for the Company to

·2· ·acquire renewable energy credits (inaudible)RPS.· So

·3· ·it's an example of, these are the rules, but if we

·4· ·don't fully understand how those are going to be

·5· ·applied and the results, you can see things that are

·6· ·just foolish in the outcomes that are not apparent

·7· ·in very reasonable statements of principle and

·8· ·methodology.

·9· · · · Q· · So I think the answer was yes, that this

10· ·summary is -- on a high level, represents the

11· ·current Oregon Schedule 37 approach.

12· · · · A· · I said that it still is correct for the

13· ·standard rates, yes.

14· · · · Q· · Thank you.· So the next question I wanted

15· ·to ask you is, would it surprise you that PacifiCorp

16· ·believed that in consideration of this proposal,

17· ·that the questions were primarily legal and policy

18· ·in nature and therefore should not require

19· ·evidentiary proceedings?

20· · · · · · · · · MS. HOGLE:· Objection.· Mr. MacNeil

21· ·doesn't know what PacifiCorp believed or did not

22· ·believe, so I think that question is objectionable.

23· ·BY MR. SANGER:

24· · · · Q· · I'd like to refer you, then -- I'll

25· ·move -- I believe that she's correct that I haven't
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·1· ·laid the proper foundation so I will attempt to do

·2· ·that.· If you refer to REC Exhibit No. 4, page 9 of

·3· ·10, at the bottom of that -- you could look at the

·4· ·first page as well, which are PacifiCorp's opening

·5· ·comments responding to this document -- if you look

·6· ·at the bottom of that page it says, "Procedural

·7· ·Issues."· And the question is, "Which of these

·8· ·issues should be the subject of evidentiary

·9· ·proceedings?"· And then PacifiCorp says, "PacifiCorp

10· ·believes that the issues raised in Order No. 10-448

11· ·are primarily legal and policy in nature and

12· ·therefore should not require evidentiary

13· ·proceedings.· However, if the Commission determines

14· ·that the avoided cost framework should be modified

15· ·further, PacifiCorp may recommend that those new

16· ·modifications be subject to evidentiary

17· ·proceedings."

18· · · · A· · That is what it says.

19· · · · Q· · Does that surprise you?

20· · · · A· · It doesn't surprise me because these rates

21· ·have remained in effect since this happened and it

22· ·took my analysis of the results to point out how

23· ·preposterous it was.· Had we known, we would have

24· ·brought this up much sooner.

25· · · · Q· · And under these "preposterous rates" for
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·1· ·renewable rates in Oregon, are there a large number

·2· ·of renewable QFs entering into contracts with

·3· ·PacifiCorp now?

·4· · · · A· · I'm not sure of the total number of QFs

·5· ·which have entered into rates based on this

·6· ·methodology.· I know we did procure a couple hundred

·7· ·of megawatts of solar resources in Oregon under the

·8· ·standard methodology.· I do know that currently Utah

·9· ·customers, in fact, are allocated the largest share

10· ·of those costs.· It remains to be seen because

11· ·renewable rates have not been paid to QFs, whether

12· ·Utah will continue to pay for those RECs that Oregon

13· ·is intending for, based on its RPS compliance.

14· · · · Q· · I just have one further line of

15· ·questioning.· So I'd like you to refer to

16· ·John Lowe's direct testimony.· There's an exhibit to

17· ·that which is the current Oregon avoided cost rates.

18· · · · A· · I don't believe I have the exhibit.

19· · · · Q· · I can hand it to you, sir.· Is that the

20· ·current PacifiCorp Oregon Schedule 37 or, at least

21· ·at the time of this filing, was it the current one?

22· · · · A· · I believe it is the current one, yes.

23· · · · Q· · Are you aware of whether any QFs have been

24· ·able to enter into contracts with PacifiCorp under

25· ·that schedule?
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·1· · · · A· · I'm not sure.

·2· · · · Q· · Okay.

·3· · · · · · · · · MR. SANGER:· Thank you.· I have no

·4· ·further questions.

·5· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Thank you.  I

·6· ·think we'll go to redirect now from Ms. Hogle.· And

·7· ·there's a point that I was just reminded of.· Just

·8· ·for clarification on the record, we're using the

·9· ·abbreviation "RECs."· There's a party that is

10· ·abbreviated "REC," and then there is a term of art

11· ·that we're using, so it might be good to avoid the

12· ·abbreviation for clarify in the record.· Usually,

13· ·context would clarify that, but to avoid potential

14· ·confusion, let's try to avoid using the acronym

15· ·"REC" as we're speaking.· Ms. Hogle, with that,

16· ·we'll go to you for redirect.

17· · · · · · · · · ·REDIRECT EXAMINATION

18· · · · · · · · · MS. HOGLE:· Just maybe a couple.  I

19· ·think he answered one of them already.

20· ·BY MS. HOGLE:

21· · · · Q· · Mr. MacNeil, do Oregon rules include

22· ·renewable rates for Schedule 38?

23· · · · A· · Not at this time.

24· · · · Q· · During Mr. Sanger's line of questioning,

25· ·he was also asking you -- and I think he took you
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·1· ·through a table in your testimony regarding the

·2· ·differences in prices between the queue in May and

·3· ·the queue in August 2017.· How long will the prices

·4· ·be in effect for Schedule 37?

·5· · · · A· · So from the time the Commission approves

·6· ·the new tariff and it takes effect until it approves

·7· ·a new tariff and that tariff takes effect.· So we

·8· ·file annually following -- within 30 days of our IRP

·9· ·or IRP update, and if it's a smooth process it could

10· ·be approved within 30 days.· If it's not smooth, we

11· ·did get a rate update this year in, I believe, June,

12· ·but the current proposal is still on the table so it

13· ·could be a while.

14· · · · Q· · For the prices in the August queue, will

15· ·the Company be making another filing in June 2018,

16· ·approximately?

17· · · · A· · Yes.· So following the filing of the 2017

18· ·IRP update in March 2018, we will be filing to

19· ·update Schedule 37, and it will include new

20· ·assumptions and so on at that time.· We would

21· ·include a reasonable portion of the QFQ at that time

22· ·as well.

23· · · · · · · · · MS. HOGLE:· I have no further

24· ·questions.· Thank you.

25· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Any recross,
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·1· ·Ms. Hayes?

·2· · · · · · · · · MS. HAYES:· No, thank you.

·3· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Mr. Sanger?

·4· · · · · · · · · MR. SANGER:· No, thank you.

·5· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:

·6· ·Commissioner Clark, do you have any questions for

·7· ·Mr. MacNeil?

·8· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER CLARK:· I don't,

·9· ·currently, but I'm wondering if we could make

10· ·certain that Mr. MacNeil would be available,

11· ·potentially, after the other witnesses have

12· ·testified.· I might have a question or two for him

13· ·then.

14· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Any concerns,

15· ·Ms. Hogle, with that?

16· · · · · · · · · MS. HOGLE:· The Company has no

17· ·concerns.· He will be made available.· Thank you.

18· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:

19· ·Commissioner White, do you have any questions?

20· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER WHITE:· I'll reserve any

21· ·questions that I have to a later time.

22· ·BY COMMISSIONER LEVAR:

23· · · · Q· · I have a couple for you.· And this

24· ·question may not be within your job duties.· If it's

25· ·not, just let me know.· But since Rocky Mountain
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·1· ·Power filed -- PacifiCorp filed its 2017 IRP on the

·2· ·issue of deferring like-resources during the --

·3· ·establishing the deficiency period based on

·4· ·like-resources, has PacifiCorp been calculating

·5· ·Schedule 38 pricing under that methodology since the

·6· ·filing of the 2017 IRP that contained deferrable

·7· ·resources?

·8· · · · A· · Yes.· So once the 2017 IRP was filed, we

·9· ·have been employing the like-for-like deferral,

10· ·which came out of Order 12-035-100, and that

11· ·includes a queue of solar resources deferring solar,

12· ·wind deferring wind, other resources deferring

13· ·thermal.

14· · · · Q· · So that's already happening in Schedule

15· ·38, correct?

16· · · · A· · Yes.

17· · · · Q· · Just a couple of different questions on

18· ·two different issues.· Are you aware of any Schedule

19· ·37 projects that connect to the transmission system?

20· · · · A· · I'm not familiar with what the

21· ·interconnection rules are -- not rules, but

22· ·specifics are for those resources.

23· · · · Q· · So you don't know, yes or no, whether all

24· ·Schedule 37 projects connect directly to the

25· ·distribution system?
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·1· · · · A· · I do not.

·2· · · · Q· · I want to ask you about something about

·3· ·Mr. Lowe's testimony and surrebuttal.· I think it's

·4· ·pretty much the same suggestion in both, and this is

·5· ·to queue position.· I'll just read from Mr. Lowe's

·6· ·direct testimony, and I believe his statement in

·7· ·surrebuttal is about the same.· It says, "A more

·8· ·reasonable position would be to use the historic

·9· ·percentage of QFs that are constructed as compared

10· ·to the entire queue or certain completion milestones

11· ·that show a proposed project is likely to be

12· ·constructed like competing" -- I should have given

13· ·you the line numbers.· I'm sorry.· I'm on page 24 of

14· ·Mr. Lowe's direct, lines 503 through 506.· I don't

15· ·know if you have that in front of you.· And my

16· ·question is -- it's a hypothetical one -- but

17· ·looking at that language, if we were to consider

18· ·ordering something along the lines of what is

19· ·suggested there, is there sufficient specificity, or

20· ·are there more details that -- if we were inclined

21· ·to order something like that, would you need

22· ·additional details from an order to know how to

23· ·implement something like that?

24· · · · A· · I would definitely need additional

25· ·details.
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·1· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· That's all the

·2· ·questions I have.· Thank you, Mr. MacNeil.

·3· · · · · · · · · MR. SANGER:· I have a question.· Is

·4· ·now the time for me to move for the admission of my

·5· ·cross-examination exhibits or should I do that

·6· ·later?

·7· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Now would be an

·8· ·appropriate time for that.

·9· · · · · · · · · MR. SANGER:· I'd like to move for the

10· ·admission of my cross-examination exhibits, REC

11· ·Exhibits 1, 2, 3, and 4.

12· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· If any party has

13· ·any objection, please indicate to me.

14· · · · · · · · · MS. HOGLE:· I just have a comment.  I

15· ·see three cross-examination exhibits; I don't see

16· ·four.· I apologize.

17· · · · · · · · · MR. SANGER:· REC Cross-Examination

18· ·Exhibit No. 3 was the ruling, and you have 1396.

19· ·And I can hand you a copy if I neglected to do so.

20· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· If this helps, I

21· ·have a 1, 3, and 4, but I don't have a 2.

22· · · · · · · · · MR. SANGER:· You're right.· I did not

23· ·use Cross-Examination Exhibit No. 2, so I will not

24· ·move for the admission of that.

25· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· So your motion
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·1· ·is for 1, 3, 4?

·2· · · · · · · · · MR. SANGER:· Yes.

·3· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Okay.· If any

·4· ·party objects to this motion, please indicate to me.

·5· ·I'm not seeing any objections, so the motion is

·6· ·granted.· Ms. Hogle, do you have anything else?

·7· · · · · · · · · MS. HOGLE:· The Company rests its

·8· ·case, however, Mr. MacNeil will be available for any

·9· ·questions that the Commission may have after

10· ·questioning the other witnesses.· Thank you.

11· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Thank you.

12· ·Let's go to Mr. Jetter now.

13· · · · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· Thank you.· The Division

14· ·would like to call and have sworn in

15· ·Dr. Abdinasir Abdulle.

16· · · · · · · · · DR. ABDINASIR ABDULLE,

17· ·having been first duly sworn to tell the truth, was

18· · · · · · examined and testified as follows:

19· ·BY MR. JETTER:

20· · · · Q· · Would you please state your name and

21· ·occupation for the record?

22· · · · A· · My name is Abdinasir Abdulle,

23· ·A-b-d-i-n-a-s-i-r A-b-d-u-l-l-e, and I am working

24· ·for the Division of Public Utilities.· I'm here to

25· ·testify on their behalf.
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·1· · · · Q· · Thank you.· And in the course of your

·2· ·employment with the Division of Public Utilities,

·3· ·did you have an opportunity to review the filings in

·4· ·this case?

·5· · · · A· · Yes, I did.

·6· · · · Q· · And did you create and cause to be filed

·7· ·with the Commission three DPU prefiled testimonies

·8· ·which are direct testimony, rebuttal, and

·9· ·surrebuttal, along with any exhibits that --

10· · · · A· · Yes, I did.

11· · · · Q· · Do you have any corrections or edits you'd

12· ·like to make to this?

13· · · · A· · No.

14· · · · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· I'd like to move at this

15· ·time to enter those three prefiled testimonies into

16· ·the record.

17· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· If any party

18· ·objects, please indicate to me.· I'm not seeing any

19· ·objections, so the motion is granted.

20· ·BY MR. JETTER:

21· · · · Q· · Thank you.· And following up on that,

22· ·briefly, if you were asked the same questions in

23· ·those testimonies that you have prefiled today,

24· ·would your answers remain the same?

25· · · · A· · Yes.
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·1· · · · Q· · Thank you.· I have no further questions

·2· ·for Dr. Abdulle.· He's available for cross.

·3· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· I think I will

·4· ·go to Mr. Snarr first.

·5· · · · · · · · · MR. SNARR:· No questions.

·6· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Ms. Hogle, do

·7· ·you have any questions?

·8· · · · · · · · · MS. HOGLE:· No questions.

·9· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Ms. Hayes.

10· · · · · · · · · MS. HAYES:· Yes, just a few.· Thank

11· ·you.

12· · · · · · · · · · CROSS-EXAMINATION

13· ·BY MS. HAYES:

14· · · · Q· · Good morning, Dr. Abdulle.· You have

15· ·testified that like-for-like deferral is one way to

16· ·preserve customer indifference, but you have also

17· ·testified that it is not the only way to preserve

18· ·customer indifference; is that correct?

19· · · · A· · Yes.

20· · · · Q· · Under the traditional proxy PDDRR method,

21· ·a renewable resource can displace a thermal

22· ·resource, no problem, right?

23· · · · A· · Currently, that's the case.

24· · · · Q· · Do you think it's appropriate that having

25· ·renewable resources in the preferred portfolio
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·1· ·should make avoided cost pricing more restrictive

·2· ·for renewable QFs?

·3· · · · A· · I didn't see this case as being more

·4· ·restrictive, but if that's the case, I don't think

·5· ·it's wise.

·6· · · · Q· · Okay.

·7· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER CLARK:· Chair LeVar, I'm

·8· ·having difficulty hearing the witness.

·9· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· If there's a way

10· ·to adjust the microphone closer to your mouth.

11· ·BY MS. HAYES:

12· · · · Q· · So under the Company's proposal when there

13· ·is a renewable resource in the preferred portfolio,

14· ·there's a limitation on the types of renewables

15· ·we're allowing to make deferrals; is that correct?

16· · · · A· · Yes.· The Company is proposing

17· ·like-for-like.

18· · · · Q· · So having renewable resources in the

19· ·portfolio does make pricing for QFs more limiting,

20· ·doesn't it?

21· · · · A· · Yes, in a sense.

22· · · · Q· · So you've testified that the Company's

23· ·proposal leads to the calculation of a specific

24· ·avoided cost for each resource type, correct?

25· · · · A· · Yes.
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·1· · · · Q· · But it does more than just calculate

·2· ·pricing specific to each resource type, doesn't it?

·3· ·I'll explain that a little bit.· The pricing

·4· ·assumptions limit resource deferrals to resources of

·5· ·the same type, correct?

·6· · · · A· · Yes.

·7· · · · Q· · So the utility's proposed pricing

·8· ·effectively limits what a QF can defer; is that

·9· ·correct?

10· · · · A· · Yes.· When I tested the proposal limits,

11· ·it's like-for-like, so far.

12· · · · Q· · But in reality, a QF will defer whatever

13· ·is next deferrable, correct?

14· · · · A· · The current methodology which says defer

15· ·what's next, not considering the like-for-like, is

16· ·the next thermal that should be deferred.· But

17· ·currently the way they're proposing is still the

18· ·next -- the next like resources should be deferring.

19· · · · Q· · Okay.· But, sort of putting aside the

20· ·modeling assumptions, won't what is actually

21· ·deferred, in reality, just be whatever is next,

22· ·regardless of type?

23· · · · A· · Can you rephrase the question?

24· · · · Q· · It just seems like, regardless of what the

25· ·modeling assumptions are, what will actually be
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·1· ·deferred is just whatever comes up next.

·2· · · · A· · I don't understand what you are saying.

·3· · · · Q· · Okay.· Forget it.

·4· · · · A· · It's the model we are talking about.

·5· · · · Q· · Okay.· So you recommend that Schedule 37

·6· ·QFs be placed in the middle of the Schedule 38

·7· ·queue; is that correct?

·8· · · · A· · Yes.

·9· · · · Q· · Do you have reason to believe that

10· ·potential Schedule 37 QFs will come online after

11· ·half of the Schedule 37 -- half of the Schedule 38

12· ·projects?

13· · · · A· · I don't follow it.

14· · · · Q· · Well, you've recommended that the Schedule

15· ·37 projects come in in the middle of Schedule 38

16· ·queue, right?· I'm just wondering if you have reason

17· ·to believe that chronologically those Schedule 37

18· ·projects will, sort of, happen after those will

19· ·actually come online?

20· · · · A· · Well, the way I understand it is, the

21· ·queue process, it's not when it's coming -- nobody

22· ·knows when they will even come.· But what we're

23· ·saying is that it's unfair for the Company or for

24· ·ratepayers that we don't consider any queue at all

25· ·putting (inaudible) at the beginning.· It's also
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·1· ·unfair to put it at the end, so we're just coming up

·2· ·with a compromise position of the middle to be

·3· ·reviewed later on.

·4· · · · Q· · How many megawatts, roughly, is the middle

·5· ·of the queue?

·6· · · · A· · I don't have a number for that.

·7· · · · Q· · Would you accept, subject to check, that

·8· ·based on Mr. MacNeil's surrebuttal testimony -- or

·9· ·rebuttal testimony -- it's about 750 megawatts?

10· · · · A· · I would accept that, subject to check.

11· · · · Q· · I believe at the time of Mr. MacNeil's

12· ·rebuttal testimony, the queue was roughly

13· ·1,500-megawatts long.· We can confer at a break if

14· ·that's incorrect.· So do you have reason to believe

15· ·that it takes the same amount of time for

16· ·25 megawatts of Schedule 37 QFs to come online as it

17· ·does 750 megawatts of Schedule 38 QFs?

18· · · · A· · The question is, do I believe that it will

19· ·take the same amount of time, 25 and 700?· I don't

20· ·know.· I don't have any way to say.· If we bring the

21· ·25 now, it will come faster than the others and

22· ·whatever will bring it first.

23· · · · Q· · Okay.· That's all my questions.

24· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Mr. Sanger?

25· · · · · · · · · · CROSS-EXAMINATION
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·1· ·BY MR. SANGER:

·2· · · · Q· · Very short cross-examination, Dr. Abdulle.

·3· ·I'd like to refer to your testimony on page 4, your

·4· ·rebuttal testimony.· There is a question starting on

·5· ·line 70 where you are being asked to comment on

·6· ·Mr. Townsend and Mr. Lowe for the Coalition's

·7· ·recommendation that for all QFs regardless of size,

·8· ·the 2021 Wyoming wind resource should be the

·9· ·appropriate proxy for calculating avoided cost.· Do

10· ·you remember that question?

11· · · · A· · Yes.

12· · · · Q· · I want to go to the bottom, the last two

13· ·sentences of your answer, starting on the end of

14· ·line 82 where you state that, "The Commission has

15· ·neither acknowledged nor approved the projects or

16· ·the IRP analysis supporting them.· It may be

17· ·premature to include them in avoided cost

18· ·calculations."· That is your testimony, correct?

19· · · · A· · That's why it's in there.

20· · · · Q· · If the Commission acknowledges or approves

21· ·the projects for the IRP analysis, do you then

22· ·believe that it may be mature or the appropriate

23· ·time to include them in the avoided cost

24· ·calculations?

25· · · · A· · Yes, but it will all depend on the
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·1· ·calculations of avoided cost and the IRP

·2· ·calculation.· All those things will be factored in.

·3· · · · Q· · Okay.· So I heard Mr. MacNeil here talk

·4· ·earlier that under at least the PDDRR methodology,

·5· ·that as soon as they file it, the preferred

·6· ·portfolio and other inputs and assumptions are

·7· ·calculated in the Schedule 38 rate process.· Do you

·8· ·agree with that?

·9· · · · A· · Yes.

10· · · · Q· · So in this case, since these are not

11· ·included in the preferred portfolio, then you're

12· ·recommending that they not be accounted for in

13· ·Schedule 38 until after the IRP is acknowledged and

14· ·approved?

15· · · · A· · Even though the statement is saying it's

16· ·not included, it's premature.· I think including it

17· ·would be okay.

18· · · · Q· · Okay.· Thank you.· I have no further

19· ·questions.

20· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Any redirect,

21· ·Mr. Jetter?

22· · · · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· I have no redirect.

23· ·Thank you.

24· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:

25· ·Commissioner White, do you have any questions?
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·1· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER WHITE:· No questions.

·2· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:

·3· ·Commissioner Clark?

·4· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER CLARK:· No questions.

·5· ·Thank you.

·6· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· I don't have

·7· ·any, so thank you, Dr. Abdulle.· Mr. Jetter,

·8· ·anything further?

·9· · · · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· Nothing further from the

10· ·Division.

11· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· We'll go to

12· ·Mr. Snarr.

13· · · · · · · · · MR. SNARR:· We'd like to call

14· ·Cheryl Murray as a witness on behalf of the Office

15· ·of Consumer Services.

16· · · · · · · · · · · CHERYL MURRAY,

17· ·having been first duly sworn to tell the truth, was

18· · · · · ·examined and testified as follows:

19· ·BY MR. SNARR:

20· · · · Q· · Could you please state your name, business

21· ·address, and by whom you're employed?

22· · · · A· · My name is Cheryl Murray.· My business

23· ·address is 160 East 300 South, and I am employed as

24· ·a utility analyst for the Office of Consumer

25· ·Services.
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·1· · · · Q· · Did you prefile direct and rebuttal

·2· ·testimony in this docket?

·3· · · · A· · Yes.· On October 3, 2017, I submitted

·4· ·seven pages of direct testimony, and on

·5· ·October 31st, I submitted three pages of rebuttal

·6· ·testimony.

·7· · · · Q· · Do you have any corrections you would wish

·8· ·to make to either your direct or rebuttal testimony?

·9· · · · A· · No.

10· · · · Q· · And if you were asked those same questions

11· ·today, would your answers be the same?

12· · · · A· · Yes.

13· · · · · · · · · MR. SNARR:· I'd like to move the

14· ·Office of Consumer Services exhibits, identified as

15· ·OCS 1D and OCS 1R, into evidence.

16· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· If any party

17· ·objects to that motion, please indicate to me.· I'm

18· ·not seeing any objections, so the motion is granted.

19· ·BY MR. SNARR:

20· · · · Q· · What specific issues did you address in

21· ·your testimony?

22· · · · A· · In my direct testimony, I provided the

23· ·Office's position regarding the issue of renewable

24· ·energy certificate ownership, and the Company's

25· ·proposals for including Schedule 37 qualifying QFs
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·1· ·in the QFQ.· In rebuttal testimony, I addressed an

·2· ·issue raised by Mr. Neal Townsend regarding the

·3· ·Company's proposed Wyoming wind projects.

·4· · · · Q· · Do you have a summary of your prefiled

·5· ·testimony?

·6· · · · A· · Yes.

·7· · · · Q· · Could you please provide that?

·8· · · · A· · Yes.· First, I want to reiterate that any

·9· ·proposal or recommendation not addressed in my

10· ·direct testimony does not indicate Office support or

11· ·opposition to a particular issue.

12· · · · · · ·Renewable resources identified in the

13· ·Company's integrated resource plan include RECs,

14· ·which would accrue to ratepayers upon acquisition of

15· ·those resources.· In this docket, the Company

16· ·proposes that a QF -- if a QF defers a renewable

17· ·resource that would otherwise produce RECs,

18· ·renewable energy certificates, for the benefit of

19· ·customers, the Company should retain the

20· ·QF-generated renewable energy certificates for the

21· ·benefit of the customers.

22· · · · · · ·The Office's third said the Company's

23· ·proposal is a reasonable way to allocate those

24· ·renewable energy certificates and that only by

25· ·allowing the Company to keep those QF-generated
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·1· ·renewable energy certificates, can the PURPA

·2· ·customer indifference standards be met.

·3· · · · · · ·Regarding the Company's proposal to

·4· ·include Schedule 37 QFs at the end of the QFQ, as

·5· ·stated in my testimony, the Office believes that

·6· ·including Schedule 37 QFs in the QFQ is appropriate.

·7· ·However, placement at the end of the QFQ would

·8· ·likely not produce the most reasonable result.· The

·9· ·Division of Public Utilities suggests including

10· ·Schedule 37 QFs at the midpoint of the QF pricing

11· ·queue and reevaluating this proposal in the future

12· ·as appropriate.· The Office supports the Division's

13· ·recommendation.

14· · · · · · ·On behalf of the Renewable Energy

15· ·Coalition, Mr. Townsend advocates for including the

16· ·Wyoming wind projects as deferrable resources for

17· ·avoided cost pricing purposes.· He also recommends

18· ·that the Commission consider whether Schedule 37 and

19· ·38 renewable QFs should be credited with the

20· ·equivalent of avoided transmission costs, given the

21· ·linkage between the development of the 2021 Wyoming

22· ·wind resources and the addition of new Wyoming

23· ·transmission capacity.· However, if and when

24· ·PacifiCorp declares it is not going to pursue the

25· ·wind projects, he recommends that the resource be
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·1· ·removed from the avoided cost calculation.· The

·2· ·office agrees that if the Commission allows the

·3· ·Wyoming wind resources to be included as a

·4· ·deferrable resource for avoided cost pricing but the

·5· ·Company decides for any reason not to pursue those

·6· ·resources, they should immediately be removed from

·7· ·avoided cost calculations.

·8· · · · · · ·In my rebuttal testimony, I stated that

·9· ·under the circumstances I just described, the

10· ·Wyoming wind resources should be removed from

11· ·avoided cost pricing calculations or avoided cost

12· ·pricing would be overvalued and the ratepayer

13· ·indifference standard could not be upheld.· To

14· ·clarify this point, the concept is to calculate as

15· ·accurately as is reasonable, appropriate avoided

16· ·cost pricing.· Thus, whether avoided cost pricing

17· ·would be higher or lower with the inclusion of

18· ·Wyoming wind resources, if those resources are not

19· ·acquired, they should not be included as deferrable

20· ·resources.

21· · · · Q· · Does that conclude your summary?

22· · · · A· · Yes.

23· · · · · · · · · MR. SNARR:· We would make Ms. Murray

24· ·available for cross-examination.

25· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Thank you.
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·1· ·Mr. Jetter, do you have any questions?

·2· · · · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· I have no questions.

·3· ·Thank you.

·4· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Ms. Hogle?

·5· · · · · · · · · MS. HOGLE:· Just a couple.· Thank

·6· ·you.

·7· · · · · · · · · · CROSS-EXAMINATION

·8· ·BY MS. HOGLE:

·9· · · · Q· · Ms. Murray, you just testified about your

10· ·support, or the Office's support, for the midpoint

11· ·of the queue.· Were you in the room when Mr. MacNeil

12· ·testified about the Company's filing in August?

13· · · · A· · Yes.

14· · · · Q· · Does the 36 percent of the queue and the

15· ·Company's August filing, is that reasonable as

16· ·compared to the midpoint of the queue that the OCS

17· ·proposes?

18· · · · A· · I haven't done an actual calculation of

19· ·what the difference would be in the avoided cost

20· ·pricing.· I think that what we're looking at is the

21· ·idea that Schedule 37 QFs be included in the queue.

22· ·I'm not sure that anyone has provided a precise

23· ·evaluation as to where it is most appropriate.· So

24· ·what we're looking at is what we think is a

25· ·reasonable way to start and to continue to look at
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·1· ·the issue.

·2· · · · Q· · Certainly, but I believe that one of the

·3· ·challenges that the OCS had with respect to the

·4· ·Company's original May position was that it was too

·5· ·extreme in terms of the prices.· Am I characterizing

·6· ·that correctly?

·7· · · · A· · Our original position -- which is still

·8· ·our position -- is that if you put it at the end of

·9· ·the queue, we think that is very, very likely to be

10· ·an inappropriate placement.

11· · · · Q· · And why is that?

12· · · · A· · Well, because if you look at the size of

13· ·the QFs, if you look at the time it takes to build a

14· ·QF, there are, in our estimation, there are

15· ·generally differences in how long it takes to build

16· ·a larger QF as opposed to a 3-megawatt QF.· So

17· ·calculating it based on -- and also, the larger QFs,

18· ·I can't give you a number or a percentage of how

19· ·many actually get built, but we do know that there

20· ·are a fair amount that fall out of the queue without

21· ·being built.· And so if a lot of your pricing is

22· ·based on that number, then it is very likely that

23· ·your Schedule 37 pricing will not be appropriate.

24· · · · Q· · So it will produce -- if you put them at

25· ·the end of the queue, it will produce much lower
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·1· ·prices because it assumes --

·2· · · · A· · Yes.

·3· · · · Q· · So isn't 36 percent less than the middle,

·4· ·then -- wouldn't that produce avoided cost prices

·5· ·that are higher than the midpoint that the OCS

·6· ·proposes?

·7· · · · A· · Potentially.· I guess I have to say I am

·8· ·not certain -- was his 36 percent based on capacity,

·9· ·or megawatts, or on a number of QFs in the queue.

10· · · · · · · · · MS. HOGLE:· Thank you.· No further

11· ·questions.

12· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Ms. Hayes, any

13· ·questions?

14· · · · · · · · · MS. HAYES:· No questions.· Thank you.

15· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Mr. Sanger?

16· · · · · · · · · MR. SANGER:· No questions.

17· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Any redirect,

18· ·Mr. Snarr?

19· · · · · · · · · MR. SNARR:· No.

20· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:

21· ·Commissioner Clark, do you have any questions?

22· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER CLARK:· No questions.

23· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:

24· ·Commissioner White?

25· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER WHITE:· No questions.
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·1· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· I don't have

·2· ·any.· Thank you.· Do you have anything further,

·3· ·Mr. Snarr?

·4· · · · · · · · · MR. SNARR:· No.· That concludes our

·5· ·presentation.

·6· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Thank you.· With

·7· ·the concerns that Mr. Sanger raised this morning on

·8· ·one of his witnesses, I think we'll go to Renewable

·9· ·Energy Coalition first and then conclude with Utah

10· ·Clean Energy.· So we'll go to you, Mr. Sanger.

11· · · · · · · · · MR. SANGER:· I call Mr. John Lowe to

12· ·the witness stand.

13· · · · · · · · · · · · JOHN LOWE,

14· ·having been first duly sworn to tell the truth, was

15· · · · · · examined and testified as follows:

16· ·BY MR. SANGER:

17· · · · Q· · Mr. Lowe, can you please provide your name

18· ·and position?

19· · · · A· · John R. Lowe, and I'm an executive

20· ·director and founder of the Renewable Energy

21· ·Coalition.

22· · · · Q· · Thank you.· And under your direction, or

23· ·as you prepared it, did you prepare direct and

24· ·surrebuttal testimony including exhibits, in this

25· ·proceeding?
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·1· · · · A· · Yes.

·2· · · · Q· · If I asked you the same questions today,

·3· ·would your answers be the same?

·4· · · · A· · Yes.

·5· · · · · · · · · MR. SANGER:· I move for the admission

·6· ·of the direct and surrebuttal testimony and exhibits

·7· ·of Mr. John Lowe on behalf of Renewable Energy

·8· ·Coalition.

·9· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· If any party

10· ·objects to that motion, please indicate to me.· I'm

11· ·not seeing any objections, so the motion is granted.

12· ·BY MR. SANGER:

13· · · · Q· · Mr. Lowe, do you have a summary of your

14· ·testimony?

15· · · · A· · Yes, I do.· I'm going to not read this,

16· ·but summarize it.· I believe Rocky Mountain Power

17· ·has proposed some very significant changes to the

18· ·methodology for Schedule 37, and the Coalition's

19· ·position is that we don't believe that those are

20· ·necessary and may be inappropriate in some ways.· We

21· ·are concerned about the approach of like-to-like on

22· ·renewables, which has been discussed quite a bit in

23· ·the hearing so I don't know that I need to go into

24· ·detail on that issue.· We're also concerned about

25· ·whether the Wyoming wind and transmission projects
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·1· ·should be considered for the purpose of avoided cost

·2· ·development and whether they're deferrable or not

·3· ·deferrable, or at least planned under the IRP.· I'm

·4· ·not sure that Mr. MacNeil's proposal on the separate

·5· ·avoided cost rate -- we don't believe that it's

·6· ·inconsistent with our understanding of the customer

·7· ·indifference standard.

·8· · · · · · ·Also, with regard to the ownership of

·9· ·RECs, I think the Coalition's position is as it's

10· ·been in Oregon, that the ownership of RECs under a

11· ·renewable situation -- renewable avoided cost,

12· ·renewable contract -- is: resource sufficiency,

13· ·project keeps the RECs; resource deficiency, project

14· ·turns over the RECs to the utility.· But under a

15· ·standard avoided cost involving a baseload or a

16· ·thermal project, that the RECs would belong to the

17· ·project.

18· · · · · · ·With regard to the queue, my testimony

19· ·indicates that we are not in support of the position

20· ·that Rocky Mountain has proposed on putting Schedule

21· ·37 at the end of the queue.· We have obviously

22· ·proposed some other thoughts on how to approach

23· ·that, recognizing that there probably does need to

24· ·be more conversation about that.· But, in general, I

25· ·would say that I don't understand why Schedule 37 --
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·1· ·which is involving small projects that are usually

·2· ·pretty nimble in terms of coming online and don't

·3· ·really involve a lot of cost compared to Schedule 38

·4· ·projects -- why we're being quite so concerned about

·5· ·some of these issues, frankly.· So that's my

·6· ·summary.

·7· · · · · · · · · MR. SANGER:· Thank you.· Mr. Lowe is

·8· ·available for cross-examination.

·9· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· And I'm

10· ·wondering if we should break a little bit early for

11· ·lunch, just for continuity purposes as we move

12· ·through cross-examination.· I'm not seeing anyone

13· ·objecting to that, so why don't we break for

14· ·approximately one hour and we'll reconvene at about

15· ·12:45.

16· · · · · · · · · (A recess was taken.)

17· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· We are back on

18· ·the record.· Mr. Lowe, you're still under oath.· And

19· ·Mr. Sanger, did you have anything else before

20· ·cross-examination?

21· · · · · · · · · MR. SANGER:· No, thank you.

22· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Okay.· I think

23· ·we'll go to Ms. Hayes next.

24· · · · · · · · · MS. HAYES:· Thank you.

25· · · · · · · · · · CROSS-EXAMINATION
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·1· ·BY MS. HAYES:

·2· · · · Q· · I have one question.· Mr. Lowe, you have

·3· ·recommended putting Schedule 37 QFs into the

·4· ·Schedule 38 queue based on metrics such as the

·5· ·percentage of projects that have been developed or

·6· ·development milestones; is that correct?

·7· · · · A· · Yes.

·8· · · · Q· · Given that recommendation, or that

·9· ·willingness to subject Schedule 37 QFs to that

10· ·queue, would you support eliminating the 25-megawatt

11· ·annual cap on Schedule 37 development?

12· · · · A· · Absolutely.· I don't recall that there's a

13· ·cap anywhere else in the other service states of

14· ·PacifiCorp, or even Idaho Power, for that matter,

15· ·where the Coalition operates.

16· · · · · · · · · MS. HAYES:· I have no other

17· ·questions.

18· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Mr. Jetter, do

19· ·you have any questions for Mr. Lowe?

20· · · · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· I have no questions.

21· ·Thank you.

22· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Mr. Snarr?

23· · · · · · · · · MR. SNARR:· No questions.

24· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Thank you.

25· ·Ms. Hogle?
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·1· · · · · · · · · MS. HOGLE:· I just have a few.

·2· · · · · · · · · · CROSS-EXAMINATION

·3· ·BY MS. HOGLE:

·4· · · · Q· · Mr. Lowe, just wanting to go back to the

·5· ·question that you just responded to.· Did you file

·6· ·testimony in the Wyoming proceedings dealing with

·7· ·Schedule 37?

·8· · · · A· · Yes.

·9· · · · Q· · Isn't it true that Wyoming has a cap for

10· ·Schedule 37 rates?

11· · · · A· · I don't remember a cap in terms of total

12· ·megawatts.

13· · · · Q· · Subject to check, will you accept --

14· · · · A· · Oh, absolutely.

15· · · · Q· · Okay.· I just wanted to clarify that.  I

16· ·wondered if my questioning would jog your memory.

17· ·Okay.· Can you please turn to your direct testimony,

18· ·starting in line 296, please?

19· · · · A· · Okay.

20· · · · Q· · And I believe you respond to the question,

21· ·"Can a renewable rate work with RMP's current

22· ·Schedule 37 methodology?"· Correct?

23· · · · A· · Yes.

24· · · · Q· · And then you -- I believe you then use

25· ·Oregon's non-PDDRR methodology and renewable rates,
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·1· ·correct, when you cite Exhibit A?

·2· · · · A· · Yes.

·3· · · · Q· · Can you turn to that Exhibit A, please?

·4· · · · A· · Okay.

·5· · · · Q· · And before that, you say in your testimony

·6· ·on lines 300 -- and I'll just read it for you,· "At

·7· ·the time the rates were set, the Oregon Commission

·8· ·determined that Rocky Mountain Power's next planned

·9· ·renewable resource acquisition was 2028."· I'd like

10· ·you to go to page 5 of that Exhibit A, please.

11· · · · A· · Okay.

12· · · · Q· · As I understand it, those are the avoided

13· ·cost prices for standard fixed avoided cost rates

14· ·for Schedule 37, correct?

15· · · · A· · Yes.· That's what it says, standard fixed.

16· · · · Q· · So I'd like you to go down to where that

17· ·2028 for Rocky Mountain Power's next planned

18· ·renewable resource acquisition would be, and go all

19· ·the way to that second table to the right.

20· · · · A· · Yes.

21· · · · Q· · And I deal with dollars per megawatt hours

22· ·so I know it says 471, but that would be $47 per

23· ·megawatt hour is what that would represent in terms

24· ·of the standard fixed avoided cost prices; is that

25· ·correct?
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·1· · · · A· · Yes.

·2· · · · Q· · Now, I'd like you to turn to page 7 of

·3· ·that Exhibit A.

·4· · · · A· · Okay.

·5· · · · Q· · And my understanding is that's the prices

·6· ·for renewable fixed avoided cost prices for Schedule

·7· ·37, correct?

·8· · · · A· · Yes.

·9· · · · Q· · Going down to that column -- the first

10· ·column down to 2028, again, and across to that

11· ·second table there.· Am I correct that that would

12· ·be, then, $74 per megawatt hour for renewable fixed

13· ·avoided cost price for --

14· · · · A· · The on-peak price.

15· · · · Q· · Right, for Schedule 37.· So that's a

16· ·difference of about $25 or so?

17· · · · A· · I'd have to do the math but somewhere in

18· ·that neighborhood.

19· · · · Q· · And so why is that so different?· Why is

20· ·the difference so much?

21· · · · A· · Well, the standard avoided cost is based

22· ·upon a thermal or baseload kind of resource, and the

23· ·renewable resource is based upon a renewable

24· ·resource, such as wind, in this particular example.

25· ·So those costs are obviously different.· Presumably,
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·1· ·there may be some value associated with RECs in

·2· ·there, but I don't know what that is.· I don't know

·3· ·if it's 5 cents or 1 dollar, I have no idea.· But,

·4· ·generally, I think it's a difference between the

·5· ·resource type that is considered in the stat.  I

·6· ·think there's fixed -- excuse me, thermal plant 2028

·7· ·under this particular schedule and renewable as well

·8· ·for that same date by coincidence.· I think that was

·9· ·discussed earlier by Mr. MacNeil.

10· · · · Q· · Isn't the only difference, really, who

11· ·retains the RECs?· Is that the difference, who

12· ·retains the RECs?

13· · · · A· · Well, certainly starting in 2028 under the

14· ·renewable price, the RECs would be retained by the

15· ·utility.· And not retained -- excuse me -- retained

16· ·by the utility under the renewable rate beginning

17· ·2028 under the prices we were looking at on page 5,

18· ·the standard rates.· The presumption is the RECs are

19· ·retained by the project for that entire timeframe

20· ·because it's not renewable.

21· · · · Q· · Okay.· So are you comparing something,

22· ·like, given that you quoted it in your testimony in

23· ·Utah, is that what you're proposing in Utah?· Is

24· ·that your proposal here, those numbers?

25· · · · A· · I don't know that we proposed any numbers.
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·1· ·I think we were proposing a process or a methodology

·2· ·similar to Oregon.· Presumably, the numbers should

·3· ·be something similar, I would guess, but I don't

·4· ·have any idea.· I didn't do any analysis like that.

·5· ·I don't do that type of thing, actually.

·6· · · · Q· · Do you know what the value of a REC is in

·7· ·the market now?· Just curious.

·8· · · · A· · I don't work with that every single day.

·9· ·The last thing I heard was somewhere in the

10· ·neighborhood of a dollar.

11· · · · · · · · · MS. HOGLE:· Thank you.· I have no

12· ·further questions.

13· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Any redirect,

14· ·Mr. Sanger?

15· · · · · · · · · MR. SANGER:· Yes, thank you.

16· · · · · · · · · ·REDIRECT EXAMINATION

17· ·BY MR. SANGER:

18· · · · Q· · So referring to the exhibit that Ms. Hogle

19· ·just referred you to, I'd like to go back to page 7,

20· ·where Ms. Hogle pointed out that the rate in 2028

21· ·for a wind QF, the on-peak rate was $7.46.· Now, is

22· ·it your understanding that that rate is based on the

23· ·cost that PacifiCorp had in its last IRP for wind

24· ·resources?

25· · · · A· · That, I can't tell you for sure because
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·1· ·there was a lot of controversy, so to speak, when

·2· ·rates were set.· I can't tell you for sure, if

·3· ·that's the case.· Typically, it would be the case,

·4· ·okay?· But we had some abnormal things going on in

·5· ·the last year or so with some of these filings that

·6· ·disrupted that normal process, so I can't confirm it

·7· ·one way or the other.

·8· · · · Q· · If it was the case that it was based on

·9· ·the last IRP numbers, then wouldn't the resource

10· ·cost that resulted in this $7.46 be PacifiCorp's

11· ·resource cost that it estimated in its IRP?

12· · · · A· · Yes.

13· · · · Q· · So this would have been the cost that

14· ·PacifiCorp estimated that a wind generation resource

15· ·would be in its 2015 IRP?

16· · · · A· · Correct.

17· · · · Q· · And then in its 2017 IRP, if the cost of

18· ·wind generation is cut down, then this rate would

19· ·correspondingly come down?

20· · · · A· · Absolutely.· And the dates might change as

21· ·well, depending on when the resource was timed.

22· · · · Q· · So if there's any inaccuracy in these

23· ·prices, then it's because PacifiCorp's IRP is

24· ·inaccurate?

25· · · · A· · Or changed, yes.
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·1· · · · · · · · · MR. SANGER:· Thank you.

·2· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Any recross?

·3· ·Commissioner Clark, any questions for Mr. Lowe?

·4· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER CLARK:· Yes, thank you.

·5· ·BY COMMISSIONER CLARK:

·6· · · · Q· · I want to just give you an opportunity to

·7· ·help us a little more with your queue position

·8· ·position.· And for the record, I'm referring to what

·9· ·you have said on page 16 of -- I think it's your

10· ·surrebuttal.· We just have a couple of sentences on

11· ·this, but what I'm wondering is if you have applied

12· ·any of the alternative approaches that you describe

13· ·here and identified the percentage that would

14· ·pertain.· For example, have you, on some basis,

15· ·calculated an historical percentage, or one based on

16· ·completion of milestones?

17· · · · A· · Well, I think we're fairly knowledgeable

18· ·about some of those kinds of things.· I believe that

19· ·the completion rate has changed over time.· For

20· ·example, when I first started in this business in

21· ·'81 with PacifiCorp, we had a couple thousand

22· ·projects that were looking at developing, and

23· ·ultimately the Company entered into 70,

24· ·approximately, QF contracts.· I believe around 50 of

25· ·those actually were built back in the mid '80s.· Now
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·1· ·we're looking at a different generation of types of

·2· ·projects, particularly with solar.· I think we're

·3· ·seeing, maybe, a little bit different completion

·4· ·rate that's happening, but I believe that

·5· ·intelligence is available.· It's probably in the

·6· ·range of, like, 70, 75 percent.· Projects that are

·7· ·actually contracted for ultimately get built.

·8· · · · · · ·But in terms of any quantification beyond

·9· ·that in terms of what the resulting prices and so

10· ·forth, no, we haven't done that kind of analysis.

11· · · · Q· · The first approach you identify, I think,

12· ·is historic percentage of QFs constructed in

13· ·relation to the entire queue, right?

14· · · · A· · Correct.

15· · · · Q· · And so what historical period would you

16· ·think we should use and, again, I'm just

17· ·wondering --

18· · · · A· · Well, I think you should look at -- number

19· ·one, I think you should look at signed contracts,

20· ·probably.· That's probably the best metric to look

21· ·at to use.· And then I would look at, based upon

22· ·those signed contracts -- not people that have asked

23· ·for indicative pricing or have begun an inquiry

24· ·process on a power purchase agreement or those kind

25· ·of things but actual signed contracts -- then look
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·1· ·at, over time, how many projects out of this test

·2· ·group of signed contracts, maybe over a three-year

·3· ·period.· Because we know that when people sign

·4· ·contracts, they have, typically under the terms of

·5· ·the contract, about three years to complete the

·6· ·contracts -- or the construction -- along with

·7· ·interconnection stuff that takes maybe as long as

·8· ·that as well.· So three years is probably a pretty

·9· ·good time frame for looking back at determining how

10· ·many of those signed contracts actually developed,

11· ·and using that result to adjust, you know, what's

12· ·actually in the queue.

13· · · · Q· · So you'd recommend that method as opposed

14· ·to the historic percentage of constructed projects

15· ·in relation to the queue, in relation to the queue

16· ·rather than in relation to signed contracts?

17· · · · A· · Well, I would look at what I just

18· ·described.

19· · · · Q· · Because we've got three different methods

20· ·that are mentioned here in your testimony and I'm

21· ·trying to understand.

22· · · · A· · Well, those were suggestions on the kinds

23· ·of metrics that might be considered rather than

24· ·picking the very end, or picking the very beginning,

25· ·or picking some midpoint.· This at least has a
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·1· ·little more logic and a little more analytical basis

·2· ·to it, and the history, I think, demonstrates that

·3· ·it's a valid way of looking at it.· There may be

·4· ·different ways of taking that particular metric and

·5· ·that particular timeframe and applying it to

·6· ·something.· I don't know that we're married on one

·7· ·approach or the other, we're just trying to suggest

·8· ·some general approaches that should be considered,

·9· ·frankly.

10· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER CLARK:· Thanks very

11· ·much.

12· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:

13· ·Commissioner White?

14· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER WHITE:· Just a quick

15· ·follow-up question on Commissioner Clark's

16· ·questions.

17· ·BY COMMISSIONER WHITE:

18· · · · Q· · Would that process occur on a yearly

19· ·basis?· What would that look like in terms of that

20· ·process if the Commission were to administer and, I

21· ·guess, vet those averages?

22· · · · A· · Well, once again, Commissioner Jordan, I

23· ·don't know that we have thought to the next level of

24· ·that process, but we're rather suggesting a more

25· ·general metric or approach.· But it may be, for
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·1· ·example, something that would be looked at on an

·2· ·annual basis and may be adjusted.· Once you got your

·3· ·three-year picture every year, adjust it based upon

·4· ·what's happened in the additional year.· In other

·5· ·words, kind of a rolling situation.· But once again,

·6· ·that's just one out of -- probably everybody in this

·7· ·room will have a slightly different twist to it.

·8· · · · · · ·But the point I'm trying to get to is that

·9· ·there has to be some reasonable and fair way of

10· ·analyzing this queue business or the projects that

11· ·actually get built for determining their impact on

12· ·the avoided cost prices in some manner.· And there's

13· ·been all kinds of suggestions.· We're just

14· ·suggesting some metrics based upon my experience

15· ·with the amount of time it takes for projects to get

16· ·built and the amount of time it takes for the

17· ·interconnection process, and the amount of projects

18· ·that typically or historically we've seen drop out

19· ·of the process.· We've got something there that we

20· ·think is a reasonable way to consider.

21· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER WHITE:· I have no

22· ·further questions.

23· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Just for

24· ·clarification, the current process for Schedule 37

25· ·in Utah is that the Schedule 37 projects do not
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·1· ·receive any pricing adjustments based on the 38

·2· ·queue?

·3· · · · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· That's my understanding

·4· ·just based upon the proxy method which doesn't get

·5· ·into that queue business at all.

·6· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· That's the only

·7· ·question I have.· Thank you, Mr. Lowe.· Mr. Sanger?

·8· · · · · · · · · MR. SANGER:· I have no further

·9· ·questions for Mr. Lowe, but if there are no other

10· ·questions, I'd like to ask that he be excused from

11· ·the hearing for the rest of day.

12· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER CLARK:· No objection.

13· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· From any other

14· ·parties?· You're excused.· Thank you, Mr. Lowe.

15· · · · · · · · · MS. HAYES:· Mr. Chair, I don't

16· ·foresee this being an issue given the time, but I

17· ·did want to raise it.· If we could have Mr. Dragoon

18· ·testify today, that would be our preference, given

19· ·his travel needs.· But it does look like we may be

20· ·finishing the hearing today, but I did want to raise

21· ·that issue.

22· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· If there's no

23· ·objection from Mr. Sanger, just in the interest of

24· ·being safe, should we go to Mr. Dragoon next?

25· · · · · · · · · MR. SANGER:· We're happy to have the
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·1· ·hearing proceed however everybody else wants it to

·2· ·proceed.

·3· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Okay.· Let's go

·4· ·to Utah Clean Energy next.

·5· · · · · · · · · MS. HAYES:· Utah Clean Energy will

·6· ·call Mr. Ken Dragoon.

·7· · · · · · · · · · · ·KEN DRAGOON,

·8· ·having been first duly sworn to tell the truth, was

·9· · · · · · examined and testified as follows:

10· ·BY MS. HAYES:

11· · · · Q· · Mr. Dragoon, will you please state your

12· ·name and position for the record?

13· · · · A· · Ken Dragoon.· I'm the proprietor of Flink

14· ·Energy Consulting.

15· · · · Q· · Did you file direct, rebuttal, and

16· ·surrebuttal testimony on October 3rd, October 31st,

17· ·and November 21st, 2017, respectively, in this

18· ·docket?

19· · · · A· · Yes.

20· · · · Q· · And do you have any corrections or

21· ·modifications to any of that testimony to make

22· ·today?

23· · · · A· · No, I don't.

24· · · · Q· · So if I asked you the same questions

25· ·today, your answers would be the same?
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·1· · · · A· · Yes.

·2· · · · Q· · Do you have a summary of that testimony

·3· ·you would like to provide today?

·4· · · · A· · Yes, I do.

·5· · · · Q· · Please proceed.

·6· · · · A· · Mr. Chairman, Commissioners, thank you for

·7· ·this opportunity to speak with you.

·8· · · · · · ·The Company's proposal will result in

·9· ·avoided cost pricing that is discriminatory against

10· ·QFs.· It's not just and reasonable and it would

11· ·change the historical meaning of avoided cost.

12· · · · · · ·By limiting renewable QFs to deferring

13· ·resources of similar types, they may be denied

14· ·access to prices reflecting the Company's true

15· ·avoided costs.· Why, for example, should a renewable

16· ·QF be denied the avoided costs from deferring an

17· ·expensive thermal unit added early in the study

18· ·horizon just because a low-cost similar renewable

19· ·resource appears later in the portfolio?· That is

20· ·the Company's proposal as I understand it, and it

21· ·seems utterly contrary to both past practice and the

22· ·purpose of PURPA to allow QF resources access to

23· ·true avoided cost prices.

24· · · · · · ·I appreciate the Commission's intent to

25· ·allow renewable QFs to defer other renewables in the
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·1· ·portfolio, but QFs should not be denied access to

·2· ·true avoided cost pricing in the process.· PURPA

·3· ·calls for compensating QFs for a utility's actual

·4· ·incremental avoided energy and capacity costs, not

·5· ·just those not associated with a subset of

·6· ·comparable resources that happen to show up in an

·7· ·IRP portfolio.

·8· · · · · · ·The Company's direct testimony claims that

·9· ·we cannot accurately compare the cost and value of

10· ·one renewable resource based on the cost of a

11· ·renewable resource with different characteristics.

12· ·They say that renewable resource characteristics are

13· ·so different from one technology type to another

14· ·that they can't be compared.· They liken it to

15· ·comparing apples to doughnuts, concluding it can't

16· ·be done.· And, yet, the Company and standard

17· ·practice throughout the country in the nearly

18· ·40-year history of PURPA has allowed renewable QFs

19· ·of all stripes to defer thermal units.· It was a

20· ·founding concept.· The Company's conclusion is a

21· ·striking departure from precedent and calls for a

22· ·brief review of how they came to that very

23· ·surprising conclusion.

24· · · · · · ·The Company illustrates their point with

25· ·an example in which a solar resource defers a wind
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·1· ·resource.· In the example, the solar plant brings

·2· ·nearly four times as much effective capacity value

·3· ·than the wind resource.· So in their example, each

·4· ·megawatt of solar would defer almost 4 megawatts of

·5· ·wind and get a capacity payment based on 4 megawatts

·6· ·of wind.· That sounds like a lot of money, and it

·7· ·would be.· Of course, 1-megawatt solar produces a

·8· ·lot less energy than 4 megawatts of wind, so they

·9· ·reduce the huge capacity payment by the deferred

10· ·energy -- the wind -- and end up with big negative

11· ·energy payments.· In short, they calculate a

12· ·capacity payment that is very high and then claw it

13· ·back with negative energy payments.· Though the math

14· ·seems to work out, this is pretty extreme, and the

15· ·Company's conclusion is that it simply can't be

16· ·done.

17· · · · · · ·I agree that this is, to say the least, an

18· ·unsatisfactory way to compare resources and set

19· ·avoided costs, but I disagree that it can't be done

20· ·fairly, simply, and accurately.· My testimony took a

21· ·lot of heat for being short on details.· This was on

22· ·purpose because some significantly new ground is

23· ·being broken, and it deserves more thoughtful,

24· ·preferably cooperative, problem solving than is

25· ·typically available in adversarial proceedings such
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·1· ·as this.

·2· · · · · · ·Nevertheless, I was struck that their

·3· ·example would have been completely different and

·4· ·make much more sense by changing a single word in

·5· ·their direct testimony.· If, instead of deferring

·6· ·resources based on the relative effective capacity

·7· ·value, they deferred resources based on energy

·8· ·value, the results would have made a lot more sense.

·9· ·So just to illustrate using the Company's example:

10· ·In very round numbers, 1 megawatt of solar would

11· ·produce a little less than 3,000-megawatt hours of

12· ·energy per year.· 1 megawatt of the wind project

13· ·would produce a bit less than 4,000-megawatt hours

14· ·per year.· If solar defers wind based on energy

15· ·instead of capacity, each megawatt of solar would

16· ·defer about three quarters of a megawatt of wind.

17· ·That would be -- doing that means that each megawatt

18· ·hour of solar is deferring 1-megawatt hour of wind

19· ·energy.· So already we're much closer than what we

20· ·expect, 1 megawatt of solar deferring 3/4 of a

21· ·megawatt of wind.

22· · · · · · ·Now, there are other differences between

23· ·the resources to take into account, the main one

24· ·being capacity.· One megawatt of solar brings about

25· ·6/10 of a megawatt of effective capacity, and
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·1· ·.75 megawatts of wind brings about a tenth of a

·2· ·megawatt of capacity.· So you've got about half a

·3· ·megawatt more effective capacity from the solar

·4· ·plant than the deferred wind, and that should be

·5· ·credited back to the solar plant.· The value of the

·6· ·energy is a little different, too, because of the

·7· ·timing, so another adjustment should be made for

·8· ·that, etc.· But there are other things like

·9· ·integration costs.

10· · · · · · ·That this approach seems to work in this

11· ·example doesn't, of course, mean that it works in

12· ·all cases or that it's the best approach.· But my

13· ·point is, that just because the Company came up with

14· ·a bad way of doing it doesn't mean there isn't a

15· ·good way.

16· · · · · · ·I urge the Commission to approve an

17· ·avoided cost pricing method that fairly compensates

18· ·QFs for energy and capacity that the utility will

19· ·actually avoid, consistent with the objectives of

20· ·the PURPA statute.· The Company's proposal does not

21· ·do this.

22· · · · · · ·Having reviewed the testimony in this

23· ·docket, here are my recommendations:· The Commission

24· ·should not approve the Company's proposed

25· ·implementation of Schedule 38 avoided cost pricing.
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·1· ·Instead, I recommend the Commission adopt either or

·2· ·both of the following:· Either use IRP portfolio

·3· ·resource costs to establish an avoided cost floor,

·4· ·or approve the recommendations of the Renewable

·5· ·Energy Coalition and allow renewable QFs to choose

·6· ·either renewable or a non-renewable avoided cost

·7· ·rate, a concept which I supported in my rebuttal

·8· ·testimony as a potentially more durable solution

·9· ·than setting an avoided cost floor.

10· · · · · · ·Second, require further, more thorough

11· ·evaluation of methods for setting renewable avoided

12· ·cost prices based on the deferral of renewable

13· ·resources of all types.

14· · · · · · ·My recommendations seek to further the

15· ·Commission's intention of allowing renewable QF

16· ·avoided costs be based on IRP preferred renewable

17· ·resource costs while ensuring just and reasonable

18· ·avoided cost rates.· The Company's proposal's

19· ·restrictions would result in undue changes in the

20· ·definition of avoided costs, resource deferral, and

21· ·the historical application of resource sufficiency

22· ·and deficiency.· Thank you very much.· That

23· ·concludes my testimony.

24· · · · · · · · · MS. HAYES:· Mr. Dragoon is available

25· ·for cross-examination.
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·1· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Thank you.

·2· ·Mr. Sanger, do you have any questions for this

·3· ·witness?

·4· · · · · · · · · MR. SANGER:· I do not.· Thank you.

·5· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Thank you.

·6· ·Mr. Jetter?

·7· · · · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· I have no questions.

·8· ·Thank you.

·9· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Mr. Snarr?

10· · · · · · · · · MR. SNARR:· I have no questions.

11· ·Thank you.

12· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Ms. Hogle?

13· · · · · · · · · MS. HOGLE:· No questions.· Thank you.

14· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:

15· ·Commissioner White?

16· ·BY COMMISSIONER WHITE:

17· · · · Q· · I just want to follow up on a point you

18· ·made in your summary regarding discrimination.· In

19· ·the context of PURPA, can you help me understand

20· ·what the specific discrimination is that would be

21· ·imposed by Rocky Mountain Power's current proposal?

22· · · · A· · Well, I'm not a lawyer so I would be over

23· ·my skis a bit to give you a legal definition, but

24· ·what I meant simply is that their proposal is

25· ·discriminating against renewable QFs by subjecting
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·1· ·them to having to take avoided costs that are

·2· ·actually below the actual avoided costs that the

·3· ·Company would receive.

·4· · · · Q· · So is it fair to say that -- it sounds

·5· ·what you're describing is that your criticism is

·6· ·inaccurate, I guess.· It does not capture the true

·7· ·avoided cost, it's not necessarily discriminatory,

·8· ·it's an accuracy issue?

·9· · · · A· · Well, because not all QFs are renewable.

10· ·That's what I had in mind.

11· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER WHITE:· That's all I

12· ·have.· Thank you.

13· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:

14· ·Commissioner Clark?

15· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER CLARK:· I have no

16· ·questions.· Thank you.

17· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· I don't have

18· ·any, either.· Thank you, Mr. Dragoon.

19· · · · · · · · · MS. HAYES:· Thank you.· At this time,

20· ·I would like to move the admission of Mr. Dragoon's

21· ·direct, rebuttal, and surrebuttal testimonies.

22· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· If any party

23· ·objects to that, please indicate to me.· I'm not

24· ·seeing any objections, so the motion is granted.

25· · · · · · · · · MS. HAYES:· If we are continuing with
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·1· ·Utah Clean Energy's witnesses, then I will call

·2· ·Ms. Kate Bowman to the witness stand.

·3· · · · · · · · · · · ·KATE BOWMAN,

·4· ·having been first duly sworn to tell the truth, was

·5· · · · · · examined and testified as follows:

·6· ·BY MS. HAYES:

·7· · · · Q· · Ms. Bowman, will you please state your

·8· ·name and position for the record?

·9· · · · A· · My name is Kate Bowman, and I'm the solar

10· ·project coordinator at Utah Clean Energy.

11· · · · Q· · Did you file direct, rebuttal, and

12· ·surrebuttal testimony on October 3rd, October 31st,

13· ·and November 21st, 2017, respectively?

14· · · · A· · Yes, I did.

15· · · · Q· · And I should note that your rebuttal

16· ·testimony contained an exhibit.

17· · · · A· · Yes.

18· · · · Q· · And do you have any corrections to make to

19· ·any of your testimony?

20· · · · A· · Yes, I'd like to make two corrections.

21· ·Fist, my surrebuttal testimony on the title page is

22· ·incorrectly labeled, "Rebuttal testimony," so I'd

23· ·like to correct that to say "surrebuttal."· And the

24· ·second correction, in my rebuttal testimony, I'd

25· ·like to make a correction beginning on line 37.· I'd
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·1· ·like to replace the number "18" with the number "25"

·2· ·and then omit the parenthetical following that.· So

·3· ·the complete sentence would read, "In reality, only

·4· ·25 small QF projects have ever been completed in

·5· ·Utah and only 5 Schedule 37 projects were completed

·6· ·in 2016, with a total capacity of 12.2 megawatts."

·7· · · · Q· · Thank you.· With those corrections, if I

·8· ·asked you the same questions today, would your

·9· ·answers be the same?

10· · · · A· · Yes.

11· · · · Q· · Do you have a summary you've prepared?

12· · · · A· · Yes, I do.

13· · · · Q· · Please proceed.

14· · · · A· · Thank you for the opportunity to speak on

15· ·this issue this morning.· In my testimony, I address

16· ·the Company's proposal to apply the Schedule 38

17· ·pricing method and also the Schedule 38 queuing

18· ·protocol to small qualifying facilities who take

19· ·standard offer rates under Schedule 37.· And I

20· ·explain that it's inappropriate to apply this

21· ·pricing method to Schedule 37 projects and that

22· ·doing so would result in artificially low avoided

23· ·cost prices for small QFs.

24· · · · · · ·First, small QFs would be burdened by the

25· ·complexity of participating in the Schedule 38
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·1· ·process and particularly the queuing process, which

·2· ·isn't warranted for these relatively small projects

·3· ·which are simple and completed relatively quickly.

·4· · · · · · ·And second, it's inappropriate to include

·5· ·small QFs in the queue, which includes projects that

·6· ·are unlikely to ever be built.· Doing so would

·7· ·artificially cap pricing for small QFs and would

·8· ·prevent these lower cost resources from being built.

·9· · · · · · ·I recommend no changes to Schedule 37 at

10· ·this time except for an adjustment to Schedule 37

11· ·rates to account for avoided line losses for small

12· ·QFs that are not connected to the transmission

13· ·system.· And although Utah Clean Energy's primary

14· ·position is that Schedule 37 projects should not be

15· ·included in the queue, if they are, I believe, the

16· ·25-megawatt cap on small QFs should be eliminated.

17· ·And that's my summary.· Thank you.

18· · · · · · · · · MS. HAYES:· Ms. Bowman is available

19· ·for cross-examination.

20· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Thank you.

21· ·Mr. Sanger, do you have any questions?

22· · · · · · · · · MR. SANGER:· Yes, I do have a

23· ·question.

24· · · · · · · · · · CROSS-EXAMINATION

25· ·BY MR. SANGER:
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·1· · · · Q· · Ms. Bowman, your primary recommendation is

·2· ·that there be no changes to the Schedule 37 except

·3· ·for an adjustment for line losses?

·4· · · · A· · Yes, that's correct.

·5· · · · Q· · Renewable Energy Coalition has similarly

·6· ·recommended no changes to Schedule 37, with the

·7· ·exception that QFs be provided a renewable avoided

·8· ·cost in addition to a nonrenewable avoided cost.

·9· ·Would Utah Clean Energy find that recommendation

10· ·acceptable?

11· · · · A· · Can you rephrase the question?

12· · · · Q· · So the current Schedule 37 only allows a

13· ·QF to sell non-renewable power.· It's based on the

14· ·costs -- Schedule 37 rates are based on the fixed

15· ·and variable costs of a thermal resource.· Renewable

16· ·Energy Coalition has recommended that that option

17· ·remain, but in addition, a renewable QF be provided

18· ·the opportunity to defer and be paid for deferring a

19· ·renewable resource acquisition, the Company's

20· ·renewable resource acquisition.· Is that something

21· ·that Utah Clean Energy could also support?

22· · · · A· · Without knowing -- getting too much into

23· ·the details of how the proposal would manifest

24· ·itself specifically, in concept, that's something

25· ·Utah Clean Energy would support.
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·1· · · · · · · · · MR. SANGER:· Thank you.

·2· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Thank you.

·3· ·Mr. Jetter, do you have any questions?

·4· · · · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· I do have a few brief

·5· ·questions.

·6· · · · · · · · · · CROSS-EXAMINATION

·7· ·BY MR. JETTER:

·8· · · · Q· · Good afternoon.· The questions I have are

·9· ·just to clarify a little bit about your

10· ·understanding of the 25-megawatt cap.· Is it your

11· ·understanding of the 25-megawatt cap that that cap

12· ·is a cumulative cap on annual projects, or do you

13· ·understand it as a cumulative cap on 37 perpetually,

14· ·or a cap on the current pricing included in the

15· ·current published tariff, at which point it would be

16· ·recalculated?

17· · · · A· · I understand it as a cap on the total

18· ·capacity of projects that are able to take standard

19· ·issue Schedule 37 pricing on an annual base.

20· · · · Q· · Okay.· And if it were the case that that

21· ·was a cap at which point it will be repriced, would

22· ·that change your opinion of the cap?

23· · · · A· · So that -- just to clarify your question

24· ·that the cap would be repriced on some sort of

25· ·timeline based on projects that had been -- QF
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·1· ·projects which had since been completed?

·2· · · · Q· · So I can give you a hypothetical to better

·3· ·explain.· If Rocky Mountain Power proposed a pricing

·4· ·which is updated annually and the pricing was --

·5· ·let's just -- random number here -- like, $30 per

·6· ·megawatt was the pricing -- and you reached

·7· ·25 megawatts of capacity under that pricing and it

·8· ·trigged a recalculation of that same cap, so another

·9· ·25-megawatt increment and let's say this happened,

10· ·hypothetically, in June.· Would that be troubling to

11· ·you to have it repriced at a 25-megawatt increment?

12· · · · A· · I think, conceptually, if I understand, I

13· ·don't see any issues with the idea of if small QFs

14· ·are not included in the queue, repricing, having

15· ·some sort of cap and on the amount of capacity that

16· ·can receive a standard offer price set at a certain

17· ·price and then refreshing the queue when that cap is

18· ·reached.· So if I'm understanding your question,

19· ·conceptually, I don't see an issue with that.· It

20· ·would depend on what that cap was and how often the

21· ·cap was refreshed.

22· · · · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· Thank you.· I have no

23· ·further questions.

24· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Thank you.

25· ·Mr. Snarr?
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·1· · · · · · · · · MR. SNARR:· I have no questions.

·2· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Ms. Hogle?

·3· · · · · · · · · MS. HOGLE:· Just a couple.· Thank

·4· ·you.

·5· · · · · · · · · · CROSS-EXAMINATION

·6· ·BY MS. HOGLE:

·7· · · · Q· · Ms. Bowman, in your summary, I believe you

·8· ·discussed Utah Clean Energy's resistance to adopting

·9· ·the Schedule 38 methodology for Schedule 37, and I

10· ·believe you generally stated that it was too

11· ·complicated and that Schedule 37 projects should not

12· ·participate in the queue.· Do you recall that?

13· · · · A· · Yes.

14· · · · Q· · Do you agree that under the Company's

15· ·proposal, Schedule 37 QFs would still receive

16· ·published rates?· So the QFs would not actually be

17· ·involved in the calculation, because whatever the

18· ·calculation is, they would receive published rates.

19· · · · A· · It's my understanding they would receive a

20· ·published rate, as you describe based on a more

21· ·complicated methodology.

22· · · · Q· · And then you also talked about or

23· ·recommended that line losses be accounted for with

24· ·Schedule 37 avoided cost pricing.· Can you provide a

25· ·little bit more detail on how that would be
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·1· ·calculated?

·2· · · · A· · I don't have a detailed calculation at

·3· ·this time, but my recommendation was specifically

·4· ·that if a small QF does not interconnect to the

·5· ·transmission system and the Company is therefore

·6· ·able to avoid line losses associated with

·7· ·transmission line losses, that the QF is credited

·8· ·with that avoided cost.

·9· · · · Q· · But you don't know --

10· · · · A· · I don't have a calculation to propose.

11· · · · · · · · · MS. HOGLE:· Thank you.· Those are all

12· ·my questions.

13· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Any redirect,

14· ·Ms. Hayes?

15· · · · · · · · · MS. HAYES:· No, thank you.

16· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:

17· ·Commissioner White?

18· ·BY COMMISSIONER WHITE:

19· · · · Q· · Just a follow-up.· I think I might be

20· ·asking something similar to what Ms. Hogle asked,

21· ·but in terms of the burden, can you help elaborate a

22· ·little bit more on terms of the potential burden or

23· ·extra transactional costs, etc. that would be --

24· ·that the Schedule 37 QFs would be subject to under

25· ·that if that Schedule 38 methodology were imported
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·1· ·to those size of projects?

·2· · · · A· · Sure.· Without commenting on the Schedule

·3· ·38 proposal itself which I haven't addressed, my

·4· ·understanding is that the Schedule 38 methodology is

·5· ·more complicated and designed because larger QFs do

·6· ·you have a significant impact on the Company's

·7· ·avoided costs, whereas a smaller QF project is

·8· ·maximum 3 megawatts, which is roughly comparable

·9· ·even to the size of some large net metering

10· ·projects.· They're much smaller and much simpler, so

11· ·the need for a more complicated Schedule 38

12· ·process -- there isn't a need for a more complicated

13· ·process because these projects are relatively small,

14· ·they're capped at a total of 25 megawatts per year,

15· ·so all of the Schedule 37 projects which come online

16· ·in a given year are smaller than your average,

17· ·individual, single Schedule 38 project.· And so

18· ·there's no need for a more confusing and complicated

19· ·process to determine pricing for these projects.

20· · · · Q· · So I guess the question is, is it more

21· ·complicated, potentially, to vet the actual

22· ·components of that methodology?· I guess what I'm

23· ·getting at is, is there any additional costs

24· ·associated with taking that price when a Schedule 37

25· ·project takes that standard price?
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·1· · · · A· · I think the most significant impact to

·2· ·applying the Schedule 38 methodology to small QFs

·3· ·would be the queue, which is what I've mainly

·4· ·focused my comments on, and the impact of placing a

·5· ·small QF either at the end of the queue or at a

·6· ·position that is inappropriate.· If the QF receives

·7· ·pricing based on a queue of projects ahead of it

·8· ·that ultimately are not constructed, then that QF

·9· ·will have received avoided cost pricing that's too

10· ·low.· And that has the largest potential effect on a

11· ·QF's ability to build projects at avoided cost.

12· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER WHITE:· That's all the

13· ·questions I have.

14· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:

15· ·Commissioner Clark?

16· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER CLARK:· No questions.

17· ·Thank you.

18· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Do you know how

19· ·many Schedule 37 projects, if any, are connected to

20· ·the transmission system?

21· · · · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· I don't know.

22· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Would you assume

23· ·there are some, or you still don't know?

24· · · · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· I still don't know.

25· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Thank you.
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·1· ·That's all I have.· Anything else, Ms. Hayes?

·2· · · · · · · · · MS. HAYES:· No, I think that's

·3· ·everything.

·4· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Mr. Sanger?

·5· · · · · · · · · MR. SANGER:· Thank you.· I'd like to

·6· ·call Mr. Neal Townsend to the witness stand, please.

·7· · · · · · · · · · · NEAL TOWNSEND,

·8· ·having been first duly sworn to tell the truth, was

·9· · · · · · examined and testified as follows:

10· ·BY MR. SANGER:

11· · · · Q· · Thank you, Mr. Townsend.· Can you please

12· ·provide your name and position?

13· · · · A· · My name is Neal Townsend.· My position is

14· ·principal at Energy Strategies.

15· · · · Q· · And on whose behalf are you testifying

16· ·today?

17· · · · A· · I'm here on behalf of the Renewable Energy

18· ·Coalition.

19· · · · Q· · And if I asked you the questions in your

20· ·direct and surrebuttal testimony today, would your

21· ·answers be the same?

22· · · · A· · Yes, with two minor corrections.

23· · · · Q· · Can you please point us in the direction

24· ·of those corrections?

25· · · · A· · In my direct testimony, at line 198, page
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·1· ·9 on my copy, I have a parenthetical that says,

·2· ·"Excluding market floor."· That should be stricken.

·3· ·So the sentence would begin, "Because its PDDRR

·4· ·calculated value declined significantly after ten

·5· ·years."

·6· · · · Q· · Thank you.

·7· · · · A· · And then on my surrebuttal testimony on

·8· ·line 129, there's apparently a typo.· It says,

·9· ·"Fixed cost after the 15th year OO," the term.  I

10· ·think that's to be "to."

11· · · · Q· · I'm sorry, which page and line number are

12· ·you on?

13· · · · A· · I'm on page 7, line 129.· My version has

14· ·two "Os" after the word "year."

15· · · · Q· · Thank you.

16· · · · A· · That's all of my corrections.

17· · · · Q· · Have you prepared a summary that you're

18· ·prepared to provide to the Commission this morning?

19· · · · A· · I have.· Good afternoon.· In my direct

20· ·testimony, I respond to several changes proposed by

21· ·Rocky Mountain Power to the calculation of avoided

22· ·cost pricing for qualifying facilities seeking

23· ·pricing under either Schedule 37 or Schedule 38.  I

24· ·note that currently RMP uses the proxy PDDRR method

25· ·to calculate avoided cost under Schedule 38.· RMP is
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·1· ·proposing to implement changes to the proxy PDDRR

·2· ·method and to adopt this method to determine avoided

·3· ·cost pricing under Schedule 37.· While I support

·4· ·RMP's proposal to calculate renewable avoided cost

·5· ·prices based on the deferral of renewable generation

·6· ·resources in its integrated resource plan, or IRP, I

·7· ·oppose RMP's proposal to limit the displacement to

·8· ·resources of the same type, i.e., wind for wind,

·9· ·solar for solar, etc.

10· · · · · · ·RMP's proposed restrictions are

11· ·unreasonable because they prevent a renewable QF

12· ·from being fairly compensated for its ability to

13· ·defer renewable plants that the Company is planning

14· ·to add, solely because the QFs resource type differs

15· ·from the resource type that the Company determines

16· ·is deferrable sooner in its IRP.· Implicit in RMP's

17· ·advocacy for these restrictions is the notion that

18· ·the Company is somehow unable to partially or wholly

19· ·defer a wind plant when a renewable QF using a

20· ·different technology timely comes online.

21· · · · · · ·This premise is highly implausible.· When

22· ·considering adding new resources in its IRP, the

23· ·Company must consider the impact of long-term QF

24· ·contracts on the need for Company-owned capacity

25· ·after taking account of the capacity characteristics
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·1· ·of the QF resources.· This evaluation must be

·2· ·performed irrespective of the QF resource type.· The

·3· ·idea, say, that new solar QF contracts would have no

·4· ·influence on whether Company-owned wind resources

·5· ·need to be added in the future is unreasonable and

·6· ·objectionable.

·7· · · · · · ·Instead, I recommend that any renewable QF

·8· ·seeking avoided cost pricing under either Schedule

·9· ·37 or 38 should have its avoided cost pricing based

10· ·on the next deferrable renewable resource

11· ·irrespective of resource type with appropriate

12· ·adjustments for capacity equivalence.· For Schedule

13· ·37, if the Commission adopts the proxy PDDRR method

14· ·to calculate avoided costs, I believe that removing

15· ·the like-for-like restriction will provide a more

16· ·reasonable and equitable treatment of RMP's avoided

17· ·costs.· Similarly, for Schedule 38, removing RMP's

18· ·proposed like-for-like restriction will provide a

19· ·more reasonable and equitable treatment of avoided

20· ·costs for all Schedule 38 renewable QFs.· In

21· ·addition, I recommend that the 2021 Wyoming wind

22· ·resource be considered the proxy resource for all

23· ·QFs seeking avoided cost pricing unless and until

24· ·RMP declares that it's not going to pursue this

25· ·project, regardless of whether such a declaration
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·1· ·results from a Commission decision, or for any other

·2· ·reason.· The Commission should also consider whether

·3· ·a QF should also be credited with the equivalent of

·4· ·avoided transmission costs, given the linkage that

·5· ·exists between the 2021 Wyoming wind resource and

·6· ·the related transmission capability.

·7· · · · · · ·Finally, I recommend the Commission reject

·8· ·RMP's suggestion that federal production tax credits

·9· ·should be removed from the real levelization payment

10· ·calculation.· In my surrebuttal testimony, I

11· ·reiterate my recommendation that RMP's like-for-like

12· ·proposal for establishing avoided cost pricing for

13· ·renewable QFs be rejected by the Commission; that

14· ·the PSC reject any attempts by RMP to make ad hoc

15· ·adjustments to the avoided cost calculation method,

16· ·such as removing production tax credits from the

17· ·real levelization payment calculation and; finally,

18· ·that the 2021 Wyoming wind plant be considered the

19· ·next deferrable resource unless or until RMP

20· ·declares it is not going to pursue this project,

21· ·regardless of the rationale for such a declaration.

22· ·That concludes my summary.

23· · · · Q· · Thank you.· I wanted to ask Mr. Townsend a

24· ·couple of clarifying questions that I think might

25· ·not have been entirely clear from Mr. Lowe's earlier
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·1· ·testimony.· So Renewable Energy Coalition's

·2· ·recommendation in this case regarding Schedule 37 is

·3· ·that the current approach to Schedule 37 should be

·4· ·retained with an adjustment to allow renewable

·5· ·resources to be deferred; is that correct?

·6· · · · A· · That's my understanding, yes.

·7· · · · Q· · So the Renewable Energy Coalition's

·8· ·position is that the queue change -- which is part

·9· ·of Rocky Mountain Power's proposed changes -- should

10· ·also be rejected?

11· · · · A· · Correct.

12· · · · Q· · However, if you're going to have a queue

13· ·adjustment to Schedule 37, then the Renewable Energy

14· ·Coalition's recommendation is that you use a

15· ·historic, reasonable, forecast of QFs that complete

16· ·their way through the queue to commercial operation?

17· · · · A· · That's correct.

18· · · · · · · · · MR. SANGER:· Thank you.

19· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Do you have

20· ·anything else before we go to cross-examination?

21· · · · · · · · · MR. SANGER:· No, thank you.

22· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Ms. Hayes, do

23· ·you have any questions for this witness?

24· · · · · · · · · MS. HAYES:· I do not.

25· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Mr. Jetter?
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·1· · · · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· No questions.

·2· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Mr. Snarr?

·3· · · · · · · · · MR. SNARR:· No questions.

·4· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Ms. Hogle?

·5· · · · · · · · · MS. HOGLE:· Just a minute.

·6· · · · · · · · · · CROSS-EXAMINATION

·7· ·BY MS. HOGLE:

·8· · · · Q· · I have a couple.· Mr. Townsend, did you

·9· ·read Mr. MacNeil's testimony?

10· · · · A· · Any of it?· Yes.

11· · · · Q· · His rebuttal testimony in particular?

12· · · · A· · Yes, I did.

13· · · · Q· · Would you mind turning to his rebuttal

14· ·testimony, page 25, figure 4R?· Am I correct that

15· ·this is the Company's -- figure 4R -- is the

16· ·Company's demonstration of solar deferring the 2021

17· ·wind?

18· · · · A· · Yes, that's the Company's depiction.

19· · · · Q· · Okay.· Do you agree that, based on this

20· ·figure, if you look at Utah solar deferring 2021

21· ·wind, that prices drop to negative, about 125 even,

22· ·up until 2030 or in 2030?· Do you admit that that's

23· ·true?

24· · · · A· · That's what the graph shows.· I assume

25· ·these are nominal prices.
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·1· · · · Q· · And so in your -- as I understand your

·2· ·testimony, is it your testimony that Utah solar be

·3· ·able to displace 2021 wind; is that correct?· And so

·4· ·you would then recommend that QFs receive negative

·5· ·$125 per megawatt hour pricing?

·6· · · · A· · My position is that Utah solar should

·7· ·definitely be able to defer the 2021 wind and,

·8· ·potentially, the associated transmission.· Now,

·9· ·these are not the prices that the QF will get paid.

10· ·We pay on a real levelized basis for capacity, and

11· ·that's what the QF would receive.· And that would

12· ·probably take into account all the changes that need

13· ·to be made for solar versus wind in the calculation

14· ·of that.· In addition, when the energy -- because we

15· ·have talked about it today already -- there's a

16· ·distinct difference in the amount of energy that

17· ·would be produced by solar versus wind, and that

18· ·gets captured in the GRID runs.· And when you

19· ·combine those two, capacity and energy, you get a

20· ·fairly reasonable avoided cost.· These are

21· ·PacifiCorp's approaches to establishing avoided cost

22· ·pricing.· And the fact that you get an unusual

23· ·result is just the fact of applying this method when

24· ·you're substituting one resource for another.· We've

25· ·been doing the same thing for quite some time when
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·1· ·we have allowed a renewable to defer a thermal.

·2· ·This is just simply an extension of that to allowing

·3· ·one renewable to displace a different renewable.

·4· ·That's all we're doing.

·5· · · · Q· · Mr. Townsend, just following up on that,

·6· ·did you have an opportunity to demonstrate how your

·7· ·proposal could be calculated when the Company

·8· ·requested additional information from you on this

·9· ·very topic?

10· · · · A· · No.· I did not calculate a number.· This

11· ·case is about method, not about the price itself,

12· ·and that's very clear in this case.· Let's keep in

13· ·mind that my proposal is, as I just stated, simply

14· ·an extension of the current way we've been doing

15· ·things where a renewable has been deferring a

16· ·thermal, and we make adjustments for capacity

17· ·contribution in that process.· I'm just extending

18· ·that to a renewable displacing a renewable.

19· · · · · · ·The prices that result from doing that,

20· ·these are PacifiCorp's IRP prices and so they're not

21· ·my prices; they're PacifiCorp's prices.· Therefore,

22· ·since it's based on the cost effectiveness of their

23· ·IRP, they are reasonable by definition, in my mind.

24· · · · · · · · · MS. HOGLE:· I have no further

25· ·questions.· Thank you.
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·1· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Any redirect,

·2· ·Mr. Sanger?

·3· · · · · · · · · MR. SANGER:· I do not have any

·4· ·redirect.· I note that I neglected to move for the

·5· ·admission of Mr. Townsend's testimony, so I would

·6· ·like to do that at this time, if possible.

·7· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· If anyone

·8· ·objects to that, please indicate to me.· I don't

·9· ·see any objections, so the motion is granted.

10· · · · · · · · · MS. HAYES:· May I also just interject

11· ·here briefly, to move for the admission of

12· ·Kate Bowman's testimony as well, which I neglected

13· ·to do?

14· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· And I neglected

15· ·to remind you.· If anyone objects to that, please

16· ·indicate to me.· I'm not seeing any objections, so

17· ·the motion is granted.· Anything further for this

18· ·witness, Mr. Sanger?

19· · · · · · · · · MR. SANGER:· No, I do not.

20· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:

21· ·Commissioner White, do you have any questions?

22· ·BY COMMISSIONER WHITE:

23· · · · Q· · Just in terms of -- you described how this

24· ·is really not much different than what's been done

25· ·with thermal resources in Schedule 38.
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·1· · · · A· · Correct.

·2· · · · Q· · Can you elaborate on how that would look,

·3· ·or that process would look, if you were to apply

·4· ·that concept in the Schedule 37 context, if you were

·5· ·going to try to adjust for location or other

·6· ·characteristics?

·7· · · · A· · I think we've only adjusted for capacity

·8· ·contributions.· And it's actually done in Schedule

·9· ·37 now because you've got different prices for

10· ·different type resources, that capacity equivalence

11· ·adjustments are already included in the current

12· ·method.· So we're just continuing to do that in this

13· ·new method.· And we're just really substituting in

14· ·the fact we're going to run this GRID run to

15· ·calculate the energy, and that's where we're going

16· ·to get some big differences because of the

17· ·displacement difference of the amount of energy.

18· · · · Q· · Would that change if it were a different

19· ·renewable resource that was in the portfolio?

20· · · · A· · Change in terms of what?

21· · · · Q· · I guess the process in terms of how

22· ·that -- I'm just trying to look at how this would be

23· ·updated.· Is that a more complex proposition or is

24· ·it the same?

25· · · · A· · I think it's the same that we've been
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·1· ·doing because if a renewable came today and said, I

·2· ·want renewable pricing under Schedule 38, it's going

·3· ·to be based on a thermal resource and they're going

·4· ·to make an adjustment for capacity equivalence on

·5· ·the capacity side, and they're going to displace

·6· ·based upon a capacity equivalence adjustment the

·7· ·amount of energy of the thermal resource.· And so

·8· ·we're just continuing to do that.· We're just

·9· ·expanding the pool of deferrable-type resources

10· ·beyond what it is today.· It's not really that much

11· ·different.

12· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER WHITE:· Thank you.

13· ·That's all the questions I have.

14· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:

15· ·Commissioner Clark, do you have any questions?

16· ·BY COMMISSIONER CLARK:

17· · · · Q· · Yes.· I think I'm going to cover, maybe,

18· ·the same concept, but I wanted you to do it in

19· ·connection with figure 4R again, which is page 25 of

20· ·Mr. MacNeil's rebuttal.· Would you restate -- I know

21· ·you have answered the question when Ms. Hogle asked

22· ·it -- but restate why, in your view, the 2030 price

23· ·would not be negative $130, or whatever it is, per

24· ·megawatt hour, why that's not what the QF would

25· ·actually realize.
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·1· · · · A· · Well, I think these may be nominal

·2· ·values -- you'd have to ask the Company that, I

·3· ·didn't prepare this graph so I'm not the right

·4· ·person to talk about this graph -- but my belief is

·5· ·this is nominal because in a real levelized world,

·6· ·everything is positive.· You start out low and you

·7· ·go up over time.· That's the way real levelization

·8· ·works, and you're just looking on the energy side.

·9· ·We're going to make a big, huge adjustment on the

10· ·capacity side when solar is displacing wind.· That

11· ·happens because of the capacity contributions of the

12· ·two types of resources, solar being much more

13· ·capacity credited than the wind.· But then when you

14· ·get to the energy side, you're going to simply

15· ·displace a quarter of the energy that that wind

16· ·plant was going to produce, so you're going to

17· ·replace that other three quarters with probably

18· ·thermal generation.· So you're going to get a big

19· ·negative number.· And that makes sense when you

20· ·combine it with the capacity side, and then you're

21· ·looking at the total all-in number and you're going

22· ·to get a reasonable outcome, in my opinion.

23· · · · Q· · I understand better what you said the

24· ·first time.

25· · · · A· · This is one of those where you have to
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·1· ·work through the numbers and they start to make

·2· ·sense.

·3· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER CLARK:· That concludes

·4· ·my questions.

·5· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· I just want to

·6· ·follow up a little bit on what Commissioner White

·7· ·was asking just to make sure I'm understanding your

·8· ·description of the difference between Schedule 37

·9· ·and Schedule 38.· Now that we have a filed IRP that

10· ·has deferrable renewable resources, aren't the

11· ·Schedule 38 calculations now being done where the

12· ·capacity payments during the sufficiency period are

13· ·based on a like renewable -- the next like renewable

14· ·in the IRP?· Is that how --

15· · · · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· The sufficiency period?

16· ·That would be based upon market transactions.

17· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· I'm sorry.  I

18· ·meant deficiency period.· Yes, I meant deficiency

19· ·period.· Isn't that being calculated under Schedule

20· ·38?· Now that there's an IRP with renewable

21· ·resources, isn't that being calculated --

22· · · · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· I don't know how

23· ·they're doing it since they published a new IRP and

24· ·since it hasn't been acknowledged.· I would assume,

25· ·though, that once they have a new IRP, they're using
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·1· ·their interpretation of that.· I'm just saying that

·2· ·interpretation ought to be adjusted to just allow a

·3· ·renewable resource to displace a renewable resource,

·4· ·not this like-for-like, which I think is too

·5· ·restrictive.

·6· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Thank you.  I

·7· ·understand.· I don't have any further questions.

·8· ·Thank you, Mr. Townsend.· Mr. Sanger, do you have

·9· ·anything further?

10· · · · · · · · · MR. SANGER:· No, thank you.

11· · · · · · · · · COMMISSIONER LEVAR:· Anything further

12· ·from any other party before we adjourn?· Thank you.

13· ·We're adjourned.

14· · · · · (The hearing concluded at 1:50 p.m.)
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		444						LN		16		7		false		           7   the queue position from the May filing.  Again, this				false

		445						LN		16		8		false		           8   does not represent the end of the queue in August,				false

		446						LN		16		9		false		           9   but rather a point in the middle that is intended to				false

		447						LN		16		10		false		          10   more accurately represent the Company's avoided				false

		448						LN		16		11		false		          11   costs between now and the next Schedule 37 tariff				false

		449						LN		16		12		false		          12   update, likely in June 2018.				false

		450						LN		16		13		false		          13             Utah Clean Energy proposes that small QFs				false

		451						LN		16		14		false		          14   interconnected on the distribution system receive				false

		452						LN		16		15		false		          15   higher rates to account for avoided line losses.				false

		453						LN		16		16		false		          16   However, merely being connected to the distribution				false

		454						LN		16		17		false		          17   system does not necessarily indicate that a resource				false

		455						LN		16		18		false		          18   has lower line losses.  Since this is a complicated				false

		456						LN		16		19		false		          19   issue that hasn't been considered in detail and				false

		457						LN		16		20		false		          20   Utah Clean Energy hasn't made a specific proposal, I				false

		458						LN		16		21		false		          21   believe it would be better to address avoided line				false

		459						LN		16		22		false		          22   losses at a future time.				false

		460						LN		16		23		false		          23             Finally, in June 2017, the Company				false

		461						LN		16		24		false		          24   proposed two non-routine changes to the Schedule 38				false

		462						LN		16		25		false		          25   avoided cost methodology.  Both were contested by				false

		463						PG		17		0		false		page 17				false

		464						LN		17		1		false		           1   parties.  These changes concern renewable energy				false

		465						LN		17		2		false		           2   credit ownership when a QF is displacing a renewable				false

		466						LN		17		3		false		           3   resource and avoided energy costs beyond the end of				false

		467						LN		17		4		false		           4   the IRP study period.  None of the parties oppose				false

		468						LN		17		5		false		           5   the Company's non-routine updates.				false

		469						LN		17		6		false		           6             In summary, to achieve just and reasonable				false

		470						LN		17		7		false		           7   avoided cost rates and maintain the customer				false

		471						LN		17		8		false		           8   indifference standard, the Company requests that the				false

		472						LN		17		9		false		           9   Commission: 1) approve the Company's two non-routine				false

		473						LN		17		10		false		          10   methodology changes but otherwise maintain the				false

		474						LN		17		11		false		          11   existing Schedule 38 methodology, including				false

		475						LN		17		12		false		          12   specifically the like-for-like deferral of renewable				false

		476						LN		17		13		false		          13   resources; 2) acknowledge that avoided costs for				false

		477						LN		17		14		false		          14   Utah wind QFs are appropriately based on deferral of				false

		478						LN		17		15		false		          15   2013 wind resources in the 2017 IRP preferred				false

		479						LN		17		16		false		          16   portfolio rather than the 2021 wind resources; 3)				false

		480						LN		17		17		false		          17   deny the Coalition's request that QFs be allowed to				false

		481						LN		17		18		false		          18   choose between renewable and non-renewable pricing				false

		482						LN		17		19		false		          19   options and; 4) accept the use of the Schedule 38				false

		483						LN		17		20		false		          20   methodology for setting Schedule 37 rates,				false

		484						LN		17		21		false		          21   specifically by approving the rates proposed in the				false

		485						LN		17		22		false		          22   Company's August filing based on a partial QF queue.				false

		486						LN		17		23		false		          23   That concludes my summary.				false

		487						LN		17		24		false		          24                  MS. HOGLE:  Thank you, Mr. MacNeil.				false

		488						LN		17		25		false		          25   Mr. MacNeil is available for cross-examination.				false

		489						PG		18		0		false		page 18				false

		490						LN		18		1		false		           1                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Thank you,				false

		491						LN		18		2		false		           2   Ms. Hogle.  Mr. Jetter?				false

		492						LN		18		3		false		           3                  MR. JETTER:  I don't have any				false

		493						LN		18		4		false		           4   questions.				false

		494						LN		18		5		false		           5                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Thank you.				false

		495						LN		18		6		false		           6   Mr. Snarr?				false

		496						LN		18		7		false		           7                  MR. SNARR:  The Office has no				false

		497						LN		18		8		false		           8   questions.				false

		498						LN		18		9		false		           9                  COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Pardon me,				false

		499						LN		18		10		false		          10   Chair LeVar.  I'm led to understand that the parties				false

		500						LN		18		11		false		          11   who are listening not in this room are having a				false

		501						LN		18		12		false		          12   difficult time hearing the witness.  Could we ask				false

		502						LN		18		13		false		          13   you to pull the microphone a little closer to your				false

		503						LN		18		14		false		          14   mouth?				false

		504						LN		18		15		false		          15                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Thank you.				false

		505						LN		18		16		false		          16   Ms. Hayes.				false

		506						LN		18		17		false		          17                    CROSS-EXAMINATION				false

		507						LN		18		18		false		          18   BY MS. HAYES:				false

		508						LN		18		19		false		          19        Q    Good morning, Mr. MacNeil.  In your				false

		509						LN		18		20		false		          20   rebuttal testimony and again in your summary this				false

		510						LN		18		21		false		          21   morning, you indicated that Utah Clean Energy				false

		511						LN		18		22		false		          22   proposed that all QF resources should be eligible to				false

		512						LN		18		23		false		          23   defer the 2021 Wyoming wind and transmission				false

		513						LN		18		24		false		          24   resources.  Utah Clean Energy did not actually				false

		514						LN		18		25		false		          25   propose that, did they?				false

		515						PG		19		0		false		page 19				false

		516						LN		19		1		false		           1        A    I guess I'm not -- I understand that the				false

		517						LN		19		2		false		           2   testimony says that, but it isn't clear to me how				false

		518						LN		19		3		false		           3   you can add a QF and pay them based on a resource				false

		519						LN		19		4		false		           4   and not remove that resource.  How is that avoided				false

		520						LN		19		5		false		           5   cost?				false

		521						LN		19		6		false		           6        Q    Can you point to me somewhere in Utah				false

		522						LN		19		7		false		           7   Clean Energy's testimony where we propose that				false

		523						LN		19		8		false		           8   resources be able to defer the wind and				false

		524						LN		19		9		false		           9   transmission?				false

		525						LN		19		10		false		          10        A    I guess the clearest thing I can point to				false

		526						LN		19		11		false		          11   is the data request which says you don't have any				false

		527						LN		19		12		false		          12   calculations.  If you want me to sit here and have				false

		528						LN		19		13		false		          13   me go through your testimony again, I could, but --				false

		529						LN		19		14		false		          14        Q    So would you agree that it is a				false

		530						LN		19		15		false		          15   mischaracterization of Utah Clean Energy's testimony				false

		531						LN		19		16		false		          16   to say that we do propose -- that the wind be				false

		532						LN		19		17		false		          17   deferrable?				false

		533						LN		19		18		false		          18        A    I would agree that to the extent you				false

		534						LN		19		19		false		          19   indicate that your testimony does not indicate that				false

		535						LN		19		20		false		          20   that's your position.				false

		536						LN		19		21		false		          21        Q    In fact, Mr. Dragoon's testimony said that				false

		537						LN		19		22		false		          22   the deferrability of that wind is irrelevant,				false

		538						LN		19		23		false		          23   correct?				false

		539						LN		19		24		false		          24        A    I'll take that, subject to check.				false

		540						LN		19		25		false		          25        Q    All right.  If we could turn to your				false

		541						PG		20		0		false		page 20				false

		542						LN		20		1		false		           1   surrebuttal testimony, at lines 48 to 50.  I'll find				false

		543						LN		20		2		false		           2   you a page number momentarily.				false

		544						LN		20		3		false		           3        A    I'm there.				false

		545						LN		20		4		false		           4        Q    You say that Mr. Dragoon appears to				false

		546						LN		20		5		false		           5   conclude that Mr. Townsend's analysis was				false

		547						LN		20		6		false		           6   inadequate, although Mr. Dragoon does not actually				false

		548						LN		20		7		false		           7   conclude that, does he?  I'll point you to				false

		549						LN		20		8		false		           8   Mr. Dragoon's rebuttal testimony on page 5, starting				false

		550						LN		20		9		false		           9   at line 70.  Do you want to read that?				false

		551						LN		20		10		false		          10        A    I'm reading it.  Just one moment, please.				false

		552						LN		20		11		false		          11        Q    Doesn't Mr. Dragoon say that				false

		553						LN		20		12		false		          12   Mr. Townsend's analysis shows that different				false

		554						LN		20		13		false		          13   operating characteristics need not be a barrier to				false

		555						LN		20		14		false		          14   setting avoided cost rates?				false

		556						LN		20		15		false		          15        A    It does say that, and he's describing his				false

		557						LN		20		16		false		          16   review of the example provided.  But he says there				false

		558						LN		20		17		false		          17   may be simpler solutions.				false

		559						LN		20		18		false		          18        Q    Sure.  But Mr. Dragoon's testimony				false

		560						LN		20		19		false		          19   actually says pretty much the opposite of what you				false

		561						LN		20		20		false		          20   represented in your testimony, correct?				false

		562						LN		20		21		false		          21        A    Implementation of the Commission's ruling				false

		563						LN		20		22		false		          22   that renewable resources can defer renewable				false

		564						LN		20		23		false		          23   resources deserves more thought and discussion than				false

		565						LN		20		24		false		          24   it has received to date.  I mean, that says there				false

		566						LN		20		25		false		          25   hasn't been enough analysis which means the analysis				false

		567						PG		21		0		false		page 21				false

		568						LN		21		1		false		           1   is inadequate.				false

		569						LN		21		2		false		           2        Q    Well, do you agree that reasonable minds				false

		570						LN		21		3		false		           3   could differ on that?				false

		571						LN		21		4		false		           4        A    On more thought and discussion?				false

		572						LN		21		5		false		           5        Q    Utah Clean Energy has recommended that				false

		573						LN		21		6		false		           6   this topic does deserve more thought and is				false

		574						LN		21		7		false		           7   discussion, but Mr. Dragoon prefaced that by saying				false

		575						LN		21		8		false		           8   that Mr. Townsend's analysis shows that different				false

		576						LN		21		9		false		           9   operating characteristics need not be a barrier to				false

		577						LN		21		10		false		          10   setting avoided cost rates, correct?				false

		578						LN		21		11		false		          11        A    It does say that and I guess I would agree				false

		579						LN		21		12		false		          12   that that need not be a barrier, but I think it is				false

		580						LN		21		13		false		          13   still a barrier based on the record we have and the				false

		581						LN		21		14		false		          14   information we've been able to achieve in this				false

		582						LN		21		15		false		          15   docket.				false

		583						LN		21		16		false		          16        Q    So in your surrebuttal testimony at page				false

		584						LN		21		17		false		          17   3, you give an example.  You say that Mr. Dragoon				false

		585						LN		21		18		false		          18   recommends replacing 3.8 megawatts of wind with				false

		586						LN		21		19		false		          19   1 megawatt of tracking solar.  Mr. Dragoon did not				false

		587						LN		21		20		false		          20   actually make that recommendation, did he?				false

		588						LN		21		21		false		          21        A    I'm not sure.				false

		589						LN		21		22		false		          22                  MS. HOGLE:  I'm not sure where she's				false

		590						LN		21		23		false		          23   reading from from his surrebuttal.  Can you point to				false

		591						LN		21		24		false		          24   line numbers, Ms. Hayes?				false

		592						LN		21		25		false		          25                  MS. HAYES:  Lines 56 to 59, and				false

		593						PG		22		0		false		page 22				false

		594						LN		22		1		false		           1   there's also a footnote.				false

		595						LN		22		2		false		           2                  MS. HOGLE:  Are you there,				false

		596						LN		22		3		false		           3   Mr. MacNeil?				false

		597						LN		22		4		false		           4                  THE WITNESS:  Yes.  Please repeat the				false

		598						LN		22		5		false		           5   question.				false

		599						LN		22		6		false		           6   BY MS. HAYES:				false

		600						LN		22		7		false		           7        Q    Mr. Dragoon didn't actually make that				false

		601						LN		22		8		false		           8   recommendation, did he?				false

		602						LN		22		9		false		           9        A    I guess I'm still not clear on what				false

		603						LN		22		10		false		          10   Mr. Dragoon's recommendation is.  He suggests that				false

		604						LN		22		11		false		          11   it's possible to pay a price based on a renewable				false

		605						LN		22		12		false		          12   resource in the portfolio, but, you know, using the				false

		606						LN		22		13		false		          13   operational characteristics to adjust that price				false

		607						LN		22		14		false		          14   somehow, but I haven't seen any calculations which				false

		608						LN		22		15		false		          15   would say how many megawatts.  The only translation				false

		609						LN		22		16		false		          16   between resources which has been on the table that				false

		610						LN		22		17		false		          17   I've seen is capacity equivalence.  That's what the				false

		611						LN		22		18		false		          18   PDDRR methodology uses, that's the example I give				false

		612						LN		22		19		false		          19   there.				false

		613						LN		22		20		false		          20        Q    Right.  So you give an example based on				false

		614						LN		22		21		false		          21   capacity equivalence; is that correct?				false

		615						LN		22		22		false		          22        A    That example is based on capacity				false

		616						LN		22		23		false		          23   equivalence.				false

		617						LN		22		24		false		          24        Q    Right.  And that is not an example that				false

		618						LN		22		25		false		          25   Mr. Dragoon included in his testimony, correct?				false
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		620						LN		23		1		false		           1        A    Certainly, that example is not in the				false

		621						LN		23		2		false		           2   testimony.				false

		622						LN		23		3		false		           3        Q    Okay.  Thank you.  But Mr. Dragoon, in his				false

		623						LN		23		4		false		           4   testimony, did recommend using a cost per kilowatt				false

		624						LN		23		5		false		           5   hour as a floor on avoided cost prices?				false

		625						LN		23		6		false		           6                  MS. HOGLE:  Excuse me.  Can you				false

		626						LN		23		7		false		           7   please point to the piece of testimony and line				false

		627						LN		23		8		false		           8   number where he makes that recommendation, please,				false

		628						LN		23		9		false		           9   for the witness?				false

		629						LN		23		10		false		          10                  MS. HAYES:  Yes.  In Mr. Dragoon's				false

		630						LN		23		11		false		          11   testimony?				false

		631						LN		23		12		false		          12                  MS. HOGLE:  Yes.  If he's to answer				false

		632						LN		23		13		false		          13   any questions, he needs to know what you're looking				false

		633						LN		23		14		false		          14   at.				false

		634						LN		23		15		false		          15   BY MS. HAYES:				false

		635						LN		23		16		false		          16        Q    Yes.  If you'll look at Mr. Dragoon's				false

		636						LN		23		17		false		          17   direct testimony at the bottom of page 10, and going				false

		637						LN		23		18		false		          18   on to page 11.  And I'll give you a chance to read				false

		638						LN		23		19		false		          19   that, and let me know when you've read that.				false

		639						LN		23		20		false		          20        A    I've read that.				false

		640						LN		23		21		false		          21        Q    So he does recommend using a cost per				false

		641						LN		23		22		false		          22   kilowatt hour as a floor on renewable avoided cost				false

		642						LN		23		23		false		          23   prices, adjusting it for resource characteristics;				false

		643						LN		23		24		false		          24   is that correct?				false

		644						LN		23		25		false		          25        A    Yes.				false
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		646						LN		24		1		false		           1        Q    All right.  And so a kilowatt hour				false

		647						LN		24		2		false		           2   comparison is more of an energy comparison, correct?				false

		648						LN		24		3		false		           3        A    Certainly, the example which is included				false

		649						LN		24		4		false		           4   here is an energy comparison, but the adjustments				false

		650						LN		24		5		false		           5   for any differences such as capacity value or				false

		651						LN		24		6		false		           6   integration costs, quoting from lines 196 to 198, I				false

		652						LN		24		7		false		           7   don't know whether those are also energy based or				false

		653						LN		24		8		false		           8   what those might be based on.				false

		654						LN		24		9		false		           9        Q    Okay.  So if you'll go back to your				false

		655						LN		24		10		false		          10   rebuttal testimony at page 20, line 431, you				false

		656						LN		24		11		false		          11   insinuate that Utah Clean Energy's proposal ignores				false

		657						LN		24		12		false		          12   the benefits of preferred portfolio resources; is				false

		658						LN		24		13		false		          13   that correct?				false

		659						LN		24		14		false		          14        A    Yes.				false

		660						LN		24		15		false		          15        Q    Were you referring to that portion of				false

		661						LN		24		16		false		          16   Mr. Dragoon's testimony that we were just looking				false

		662						LN		24		17		false		          17   at?				false

		663						LN		24		18		false		          18        A    I believe so, yes.				false

		664						LN		24		19		false		          19        Q    In that section, didn't Mr. Dragoon				false

		665						LN		24		20		false		          20   specifically condition his example on resources of				false

		666						LN		24		21		false		          21   similar characteristics and adjust for differences				false

		667						LN		24		22		false		          22   in other characteristics?				false

		668						LN		24		23		false		          23        A    What was that example again from his				false

		669						LN		24		24		false		          24   testimony?				false

		670						LN		24		25		false		          25        Q    The dollar per megawatt hour floor, and				false
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		672						LN		25		1		false		           1   then adjusting for resources with similar				false

		673						LN		25		2		false		           2   characteristics and adjusting for other				false

		674						LN		25		3		false		           3   characteristics?				false

		675						LN		25		4		false		           4                  MS. HOGLE:  And that was, again, in				false

		676						LN		25		5		false		           5   what piece of testimony?				false

		677						LN		25		6		false		           6        A    I'm there and can answer the question.				false

		678						LN		25		7		false		           7   His example appears to be based on similar				false

		679						LN		25		8		false		           8   characteristics, but the question he asks himself is				false

		680						LN		25		9		false		           9   how do you propose to calculate an avoided cost				false

		681						LN		25		10		false		          10   floor for renewable QF if it is a different type				false

		682						LN		25		11		false		          11   than the renewable resource called for in the IRP				false

		683						LN		25		12		false		          12   preferred portfolio.  Of a different type, I read				false

		684						LN		25		13		false		          13   that to mean different characteristics.				false

		685						LN		25		14		false		          14        Q    Okay.  What is the annual cap on Schedule				false

		686						LN		25		15		false		          15   37 projects?				false

		687						LN		25		16		false		          16        A    The cap within the tariff is 25 megawatts				false

		688						LN		25		17		false		          17   signed in a tariff before the tariff is replaced.				false

		689						LN		25		18		false		          18        Q    25 megawatts will not have a significant				false

		690						LN		25		19		false		          19   impact on avoided cost pricing will it?				false

		691						LN		25		20		false		          20        A    It could have a significant impact over				false

		692						LN		25		21		false		          21   the life of 25 megawatts of resources.				false

		693						LN		25		22		false		          22        Q    Relative to 12.2 megawatts and				false

		694						LN		25		23		false		          23   800 megawatts, for example, 25 megawatts is a lot				false

		695						LN		25		24		false		          24   closer to 12.2, isn't it?				false

		696						LN		25		25		false		          25        A    Yes.				false
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		699						LN		26		2		false		           2   won't have a significant impact on avoided cost				false
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		950						LN		35		19		false		          19   testimony -- well, throughout all of your testimony,				false

		951						LN		35		20		false		          20   you talk about the Wyoming wind and talk about the				false

		952						LN		35		21		false		          21   fact that it provides "all in" economic benefits to				false

		953						LN		35		22		false		          22   the Company.  And if you want a specific reference,				false

		954						LN		35		23		false		          23   I can provide one, but is that generally --				false

		955						LN		35		24		false		          24        A    Yes.				false

		956						LN		35		25		false		          25        Q    So in other words, the wind and				false

		957						PG		36		0		false		page 36				false

		958						LN		36		1		false		           1   transmission project is a really good deal?				false

		959						LN		36		2		false		           2        A    It was better for customers than the				false

		960						LN		36		3		false		           3   alternative of not doing those projects.				false

		961						LN		36		4		false		           4        Q    So is it fair to say that you're pursuing				false

		962						LN		36		5		false		           5   it because it's cheap?				false

		963						LN		36		6		false		           6        A    Because it represents a part of the				false

		964						LN		36		7		false		           7   least-cost, least-risk preferred portfolio, yes.				false

		965						LN		36		8		false		           8        Q    And you're getting a lot of that wind,				false

		966						LN		36		9		false		           9   aren't you?				false

		967						LN		36		10		false		          10        A    The 2017 IRP preferred portfolio included				false

		968						LN		36		11		false		          11   1,100 megawatts of new wind.				false

		969						LN		36		12		false		          12        Q    Is it fair to say that you're getting as				false

		970						LN		36		13		false		          13   much of that wind as you can?				false

		971						LN		36		14		false		          14        A    The limit on how much of that wind will				false

		972						LN		36		15		false		          15   actually be procured will be based on how much of it				false

		973						LN		36		16		false		          16   is cost effective to customers but also based on how				false

		974						LN		36		17		false		          17   much the transmission limits allow.  So, yes.				false

		975						LN		36		18		false		          18        Q    And you indicate that the fact that the				false

		976						LN		36		19		false		          19   wind is renewable has nothing to do with why it was				false

		977						LN		36		20		false		          20   selected in the preferred portfolio; is that				false

		978						LN		36		21		false		          21   correct?				false

		979						LN		36		22		false		          22        A    That's correct.				false

		980						LN		36		23		false		          23        Q    Rather, it was selected based on the fact				false

		981						LN		36		24		false		          24   that it was so cost effective?				false

		982						LN		36		25		false		          25        A    Yes.  It's contribution to the preferred				false

		983						PG		37		0		false		page 37				false

		984						LN		37		1		false		           1   portfolio, yes.				false

		985						LN		37		2		false		           2        Q    And you're essentially arguing in this				false

		986						LN		37		3		false		           3   docket that the wind is so cost effective it's below				false

		987						LN		37		4		false		           4   avoided cost; is that correct?				false

		988						LN		37		5		false		           5        A    Yes.				false

		989						LN		37		6		false		           6        Q    Is it fair to say -- let's see.  I'm				false

		990						LN		37		7		false		           7   sorry.  So is it fair to say that at a certain				false

		991						LN		37		8		false		           8   price, forcing renewable QFs to take an IRP				false

		992						LN		37		9		false		           9   renewable price would be forcing them to take a				false

		993						LN		37		10		false		          10   price that is below avoided cost?				false

		994						LN		37		11		false		          11        A    Certainly, there are resources in our				false

		995						LN		37		12		false		          12   portfolio which are not the highest cost, the				false

		996						LN		37		13		false		          13   incremental capacity of energy that will be added to				false

		997						LN		37		14		false		          14   the system.  And, in that case, you can find prices				false

		998						LN		37		15		false		          15   in our portfolio which are less than our incremental				false

		999						LN		37		16		false		          16   cost and less than avoided costs.				false

		1000						LN		37		17		false		          17        Q    In that sense, an avoided cost floor would				false

		1001						LN		37		18		false		          18   be appropriate, would it not, to safeguard against				false

		1002						LN		37		19		false		          19   violating PURPA?				false

		1003						LN		37		20		false		          20        A    I guess I can't tell you whether a floor				false

		1004						LN		37		21		false		          21   is appropriate without knowing what it's a floor on,				false

		1005						LN		37		22		false		          22   how it will be applied, and so on.				false

		1006						LN		37		23		false		          23        Q    But it is true that there are renewable				false

		1007						LN		37		24		false		          24   prices in your portfolio that are below avoided				false

		1008						LN		37		25		false		          25   cost?				false

		1009						PG		38		0		false		page 38				false

		1010						LN		38		1		false		           1        A    The 2021 wind is an example, yes.				false

		1011						LN		38		2		false		           2                  MS. HAYES:  That's all my questions.				false

		1012						LN		38		3		false		           3   Thank you.				false

		1013						LN		38		4		false		           4                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Thank you.				false

		1014						LN		38		5		false		           5   Mr. Sanger.				false

		1015						LN		38		6		false		           6                  MS. HOGLE:  I apologize.  Can I, at				false

		1016						LN		38		7		false		           7   this time, move for the admission -- before I				false

		1017						LN		38		8		false		           8   forget, I don't want to forget -- for the admission				false

		1018						LN		38		9		false		           9   of Mr. MacNeil's rebuttal testimony with work				false

		1019						LN		38		10		false		          10   papers, surrebuttal testimony -- and I've just				false

		1020						LN		38		11		false		          11   noticed it does have an exhibit -- and so I also				false

		1021						LN		38		12		false		          12   move for the exhibit to that surrebuttal testimony				false

		1022						LN		38		13		false		          13   to be admitted into the record.				false

		1023						LN		38		14		false		          14                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  If any party				false

		1024						LN		38		15		false		          15   objects to that motion at this time, please indicate				false

		1025						LN		38		16		false		          16   to me.  I'm not seeing any objections, so the motion				false

		1026						LN		38		17		false		          17   is granted. Mr. Sanger.				false

		1027						LN		38		18		false		          18                    CROSS-EXAMINATION				false

		1028						LN		38		19		false		          19   BY MR. SANGER:				false

		1029						LN		38		20		false		          20        Q    Good morning, Mr. MacNeil.  I'd like to				false

		1030						LN		38		21		false		          21   ask you some questions about what you describe as				false

		1031						LN		38		22		false		          22   the customer indifference standard.				false

		1032						LN		38		23		false		          23        A    Okay.				false

		1033						LN		38		24		false		          24        Q    If you could please refer to your				false

		1034						LN		38		25		false		          25   testimony at -- direct testimony -- at page 5?  On				false

		1035						PG		39		0		false		page 39				false

		1036						LN		39		1		false		           1   lines 98 and 99, you state, "The accuracy of avoided				false

		1037						LN		39		2		false		           2   cost pricing relative to these requirements" the				false

		1038						LN		39		3		false		           3   requirements of PURPA "is known as the customer				false

		1039						LN		39		4		false		           4   indifference standard."  Is that correct?				false

		1040						LN		39		5		false		           5        A    That's what it says.				false

		1041						LN		39		6		false		           6        Q    And you have a couple of footnotes there				false

		1042						LN		39		7		false		           7   citing to a number of cases.  And, as I see it, the				false

		1043						LN		39		8		false		           8   FERC case that you cite to is a Southern California				false

		1044						LN		39		9		false		           9   Edison case, correct?				false

		1045						LN		39		10		false		          10        A    Yes.				false

		1046						LN		39		11		false		          11        Q    I assume that you have read that case?				false

		1047						LN		39		12		false		          12        A    Not recently.				false

		1048						LN		39		13		false		          13        Q    At any point in time?				false

		1049						LN		39		14		false		          14        A    Perhaps.  I'm not sure.				false

		1050						LN		39		15		false		          15        Q    Okay.  Do you know if the Federal Energy				false

		1051						LN		39		16		false		          16   Regulatory Commission uses the term "customer				false

		1052						LN		39		17		false		          17   indifference standard" in that case?				false

		1053						LN		39		18		false		          18        A    I view the customer indifference standard				false

		1054						LN		39		19		false		          19   as the summary of all of that.  Out of all of that				false

		1055						LN		39		20		false		          20   legal wrangling, we have derived this simple concept				false

		1056						LN		39		21		false		          21   of a customer indifference standard, that if we can				false

		1057						LN		39		22		false		          22   compare customers with a QF and without a QF, if the				false

		1058						LN		39		23		false		          23   customers are indifferent, that would appear to be				false

		1059						LN		39		24		false		          24   our avoided costs.				false

		1060						LN		39		25		false		          25        Q    Your testimony says that PURPA				false

		1061						PG		40		0		false		page 40				false

		1062						LN		40		1		false		           1   requirements are known as the customer indifference				false

		1063						LN		40		2		false		           2   standard.  And my question is since it's known as				false

		1064						LN		40		3		false		           3   that, I'm wondering if FERC has used that term in				false

		1065						LN		40		4		false		           4   coming up with what you believe is known as the				false

		1066						LN		40		5		false		           5   customer indifference standard?				false

		1067						LN		40		6		false		           6        A    I'm not sure.				false

		1068						LN		40		7		false		           7        Q    Are you aware of any FERC decisions that				false

		1069						LN		40		8		false		           8   have ever used the term "customer indifference				false

		1070						LN		40		9		false		           9   standard?"				false

		1071						LN		40		10		false		          10        A    I'm not.				false

		1072						LN		40		11		false		          11        Q    Thank you.  Now, it is your view that the				false

		1073						LN		40		12		false		          12   customer indifference standard means that avoided				false

		1074						LN		40		13		false		          13   cost rates should be based upon the most reasonable				false

		1075						LN		40		14		false		          14   forecast of the Company's resource costs?				false

		1076						LN		40		15		false		          15        A    They're intended to set just and				false

		1077						LN		40		16		false		          16   reasonable rates for customers, so, yes.				false

		1078						LN		40		17		false		          17        Q    And it should be based on a reasonable				false

		1079						LN		40		18		false		          18   forecast?				false

		1080						LN		40		19		false		          19        A    Yes.				false

		1081						LN		40		20		false		          20        Q    And I assume you would agree that if --				false

		1082						LN		40		21		false		          21   the customers would be harmed if avoided cost rates				false

		1083						LN		40		22		false		          22   are set higher than the most reasonable forecast?				false

		1084						LN		40		23		false		          23        A    The -- if customers pay in excess of				false

		1085						LN		40		24		false		          24   avoided costs, then customers would be harmed, yes.				false

		1086						LN		40		25		false		          25        Q    And would the converse be true, that if				false

		1087						PG		41		0		false		page 41				false

		1088						LN		41		1		false		           1   avoided cost rates are set too low, would customers				false

		1089						LN		41		2		false		           2   be harmed in that circumstance?				false

		1090						LN		41		3		false		           3        A    I suppose not, because if customers'				false

		1091						LN		41		4		false		           4   actual avoided cost was higher, they're getting a				false

		1092						LN		41		5		false		           5   better deal.				false

		1093						LN		41		6		false		           6        Q    So assume for the sake of argument that				false

		1094						LN		41		7		false		           7   the customer -- the Company's actual avoided costs				false

		1095						LN		41		8		false		           8   are $30 per megawatt hour.  And if the avoided cost				false

		1096						LN		41		9		false		           9   rates are set at $20 per megawatt hour, do you see				false

		1097						LN		41		10		false		          10   any possibility that customers could be harmed in				false

		1098						LN		41		11		false		          11   that circumstance?  Let me give you an example.				false

		1099						LN		41		12		false		          12   Let's assume for the sake of argument that, because				false

		1100						LN		41		13		false		          13   the avoided cost rates that are administratively				false

		1101						LN		41		14		false		          14   determined are set at $20, that QFs are unable to				false

		1102						LN		41		15		false		          15   contract with the Company.  Would that result in				false

		1103						LN		41		16		false		          16   harm to the Company if avoided cost rates are set				false

		1104						LN		41		17		false		          17   too low and lower than the Company's actual avoided				false

		1105						LN		41		18		false		          18   costs?				false

		1106						LN		41		19		false		          19        A    I guess I would have to say no.  The				false

		1107						LN		41		20		false		          20   Company is still going to procure the resources it				false

		1108						LN		41		21		false		          21   intends to procure, it hasn't signed a QF contract,				false

		1109						LN		41		22		false		          22   there's no difference in that example.  It's just				false

		1110						LN		41		23		false		          23   the continued expectation of future conditions.				false

		1111						LN		41		24		false		          24        Q    So if the Company builds a resource at $30				false

		1112						LN		41		25		false		          25   and the avoided cost rates are set at $20 so the				false

		1113						PG		42		0		false		page 42				false

		1114						LN		42		1		false		           1   Company does not enter into a contract with a QF but				false

		1115						LN		42		2		false		           2   builds its own resource at $30, then customers in				false

		1116						LN		42		3		false		           3   that circumstance are not harmed?				false

		1117						LN		42		4		false		           4        A    When the Company procures resources, it				false

		1118						LN		42		5		false		           5   does so through a competitive process, and it finds				false

		1119						LN		42		6		false		           6   the least-cost opportunities to serve customers.  To				false

		1120						LN		42		7		false		           7   the extent some shortfall in avoided cost prices has				false

		1121						LN		42		8		false		           8   led to less QF procurement, hopefully the RFP				false

		1122						LN		42		9		false		           9   process would allow QFs to develop as well, but, you				false

		1123						LN		42		10		false		          10   know, we have to set a reasonable avoided cost.				false

		1124						LN		42		11		false		          11   That's why we're trying to set something that's not				false

		1125						LN		42		12		false		          12   too high and not too low.				false

		1126						LN		42		13		false		          13        Q    But if it is set too low, in your view,				false

		1127						LN		42		14		false		          14   customers are not harmed?				false

		1128						LN		42		15		false		          15        A    I think for compliance with PURPA, it's				false

		1129						LN		42		16		false		          16   appropriate to set avoided costs at a rate which				false

		1130						LN		42		17		false		          17   causes customers to be indifferent.				false

		1131						LN		42		18		false		          18        Q    Okay.  Thank you.  So I'd like to ask you				false

		1132						LN		42		19		false		          19   some questions in terms of my understanding and				false

		1133						LN		42		20		false		          20   everybody's understanding of the foundational terms				false

		1134						LN		42		21		false		          21   of -- at a very high level, how Rocky Mountain Power				false

		1135						LN		42		22		false		          22   calculates capacity payments to QFs.  First of all,				false

		1136						LN		42		23		false		          23   for energy costs, when you calculate the energy				false

		1137						LN		42		24		false		          24   costs you do it essentially based on a GRID model?				false

		1138						LN		42		25		false		          25        A    That's correct.				false

		1139						PG		43		0		false		page 43				false

		1140						LN		43		1		false		           1        Q    And then for Schedule 38, you determine				false

		1141						LN		43		2		false		           2   the capacity costs based on the PDDRR methodology?				false

		1142						LN		43		3		false		           3        A    That's correct.				false

		1143						LN		43		4		false		           4        Q    And then historically the current Schedule				false

		1144						LN		43		5		false		           5   37 rates -- the capacity costs are based on fixed				false

		1145						LN		43		6		false		           6   and variable costs of a thermal resource in the last				false

		1146						LN		43		7		false		           7   IRP?				false

		1147						LN		43		8		false		           8        A    That's correct.				false

		1148						LN		43		9		false		           9        Q    And the date upon which either the current				false

		1149						LN		43		10		false		          10   methodology for Schedule 37 or the PDDRR methodology				false

		1150						LN		43		11		false		          11   is based on the resource sufficiency/deficiency date				false

		1151						LN		43		12		false		          12   in the IRP?				false

		1152						LN		43		13		false		          13        A    It's based on the date of the next major				false

		1153						LN		43		14		false		          14   thermal resource.				false

		1154						LN		43		15		false		          15        Q    Is that based on the IRP?				false

		1155						LN		43		16		false		          16        A    It is drawn from the IRP preferred				false

		1156						LN		43		17		false		          17   portfolio.				false

		1157						LN		43		18		false		          18        Q    So prior to the date in the IRP of				false

		1158						LN		43		19		false		          19   acquiring your next major resource, QF is paid				false

		1159						LN		43		20		false		          20   energy prices based on the GRID model run, and then				false

		1160						LN		43		21		false		          21   after that it's paid capacity payments based on the				false

		1161						LN		43		22		false		          22   next deferrable resource in the IRP?				false

		1162						LN		43		23		false		          23        A    So during the sufficiency period as it's				false

		1163						LN		43		24		false		          24   called, that doesn't mean that the Company has				false

		1164						LN		43		25		false		          25   adequate capacity to serve customers.  It means that				false

		1165						PG		44		0		false		page 44				false

		1166						LN		44		1		false		           1   the market opportunities that we have access to				false

		1167						LN		44		2		false		           2   are -- there are sufficient market opportunities				false

		1168						LN		44		3		false		           3   available such that capacity from those market				false

		1169						LN		44		4		false		           4   opportunities can be used to serve customers.  And				false

		1170						LN		44		5		false		           5   in both Schedule 37 and Schedule 38, we include the				false

		1171						LN		44		6		false		           6   avoided cost associated with displacing those market				false

		1172						LN		44		7		false		           7   opportunities during the entire time frame up until				false

		1173						LN		44		8		false		           8   a new resource is displaced.				false

		1174						LN		44		9		false		           9        Q    Thanks.  That's a little more detailed.  I				false

		1175						LN		44		10		false		          10   appreciate that.  So as I understand it, one of the				false

		1176						LN		44		11		false		          11   major changes that the Company is proposing in this				false

		1177						LN		44		12		false		          12   case is that for renewable resources of the same				false

		1178						LN		44		13		false		          13   kind, like, same -- like is how you describe it --				false

		1179						LN		44		14		false		          14   in the next -- the date in which you're going to				false

		1180						LN		44		15		false		          15   acquire that renewable resource in the IRP, the				false

		1181						LN		44		16		false		          16   capacity payments will be based on the cost of that				false

		1182						LN		44		17		false		          17   renewable resource rather than a thermal plant?				false

		1183						LN		44		18		false		          18        A    That is correct.				false

		1184						LN		44		19		false		          19        Q    Is it correct that in the Company's past				false

		1185						LN		44		20		false		          20   IRPs, they didn't always include renewable resources				false

		1186						LN		44		21		false		          21   as the least-cost, least-risk resource in the				false

		1187						LN		44		22		false		          22   preferred portfolio?				false

		1188						LN		44		23		false		          23        A    The preferred portfolio makes up the				false

		1189						LN		44		24		false		          24   resource additions that are part of a least-cost,				false

		1190						LN		44		25		false		          25   least-risk plan, given the forecasts of prices and				false

		1191						PG		45		0		false		page 45				false

		1192						LN		45		1		false		           1   conditions at that time.  So what's actually in the				false

		1193						LN		45		2		false		           2   preferred portfolio changes every year when we do an				false

		1194						LN		45		3		false		           3   IRP or an IRP update.  And, yes, there have been				false

		1195						LN		45		4		false		           4   times when it has not contained renewable resources.				false

		1196						LN		45		5		false		           5        Q    In the current IRP, there's a wide variety				false

		1197						LN		45		6		false		           6   of various resources, including renewable resources				false

		1198						LN		45		7		false		           7   in the preferred portfolio, correct?				false

		1199						LN		45		8		false		           8        A    Yes.				false

		1200						LN		45		9		false		           9        Q    I'd like to direct you to page 9 of your				false

		1201						LN		45		10		false		          10   direct testimony.  This includes the list of those				false

		1202						LN		45		11		false		          11   resources the Company considers deferrable in the				false

		1203						LN		45		12		false		          12   preferred portfolio?				false

		1204						LN		45		13		false		          13        A    That's correct.				false

		1205						LN		45		14		false		          14        Q    Can you tell me what you mean by				false

		1206						LN		45		15		false		          15   deferrable when you say "considered deferrable,"				false

		1207						LN		45		16		false		          16   what that means?				false

		1208						LN		45		17		false		          17        A    Those are resources that we would consider				false

		1209						LN		45		18		false		          18   removing from the IRP preferred portfolio when we				false

		1210						LN		45		19		false		          19   add QFs.				false

		1211						LN		45		20		false		          20        Q    Thanks.  And the next major baseload				false

		1212						LN		45		21		false		          21   renewable resource is the 2029 geothermal project,				false

		1213						LN		45		22		false		          22   correct?  That's on line 186.				false

		1214						LN		45		23		false		          23        A    Yes.				false

		1215						LN		45		24		false		          24        Q    Where is that geothermal resource located?				false

		1216						LN		45		25		false		          25        A    Oregon.  Portland.				false

		1217						PG		46		0		false		page 46				false

		1218						LN		46		1		false		           1        Q    Okay.  And under Rocky Mountain Power's				false

		1219						LN		46		2		false		           2   like-for-like approach, a Utah QF would be paid				false

		1220						LN		46		3		false		           3   capacity payments based on this 2029 geothermal				false

		1221						LN		46		4		false		           4   project in Portland?  There's a 3-megawatt hydro				false

		1222						LN		46		5		false		           5   resource and they are selecting -- they want to be				false

		1223						LN		46		6		false		           6   paid -- their avoided cost rate would be based on				false

		1224						LN		46		7		false		           7   GRID market purchases until 2029, and then starting				false

		1225						LN		46		8		false		           8   in 2029, they'll be paid capacity payments based on				false

		1226						LN		46		9		false		           9   this geothermal resource?				false

		1227						LN		46		10		false		          10        A    It's difficult to see whether there's a				false

		1228						LN		46		11		false		          11   distinction between this geothermal resource and a				false

		1229						LN		46		12		false		          12   thermal resource for the purposes of Utah avoided				false

		1230						LN		46		13		false		          13   costs.				false

		1231						LN		46		14		false		          14        Q    So I had thought that in your testimony,				false

		1232						LN		46		15		false		          15   you considered hydro generation like, or similar to,				false

		1233						LN		46		16		false		          16   geothermal generation, right?				false

		1234						LN		46		17		false		          17        A    Yes.				false

		1235						LN		46		18		false		          18        Q    So I thought that a hydro resource would				false

		1236						LN		46		19		false		          19   be -- or the geothermal resource would be deferred				false

		1237						LN		46		20		false		          20   by -- or the avoided cost rate payments would be				false

		1238						LN		46		21		false		          21   based on the next deferrable-like-resource in the				false

		1239						LN		46		22		false		          22   IRP, which in this case is a 2029 geothermal				false

		1240						LN		46		23		false		          23   resource.				false

		1241						LN		46		24		false		          24        A    I guess in my testimony I gave the example				false

		1242						LN		46		25		false		          25   of a baseload resource deferring the 2029 simple				false

		1243						PG		47		0		false		page 47				false

		1244						LN		47		1		false		           1   cycle.  I don't know that a renewable resource based				false

		1245						LN		47		2		false		           2   on the Utah rules would necessarily defer the				false

		1246						LN		47		3		false		           3   geothermal resource.				false

		1247						LN		47		4		false		           4        Q    I'm looking at the Company's proposal in				false

		1248						LN		47		5		false		           5   this case and if you are a Utah wind QF, my				false

		1249						LN		47		6		false		           6   understanding of the Company's proposal is that,				false

		1250						LN		47		7		false		           7   looking at this list of what the Company calls				false

		1251						LN		47		8		false		           8   deferrable resources, that the Utah wind resource				false

		1252						LN		47		9		false		           9   would be paid capacity payments based on the 2031				false

		1253						LN		47		10		false		          10   acquisition of Dave Johnston wind.				false

		1254						LN		47		11		false		          11        A    Okay.				false

		1255						LN		47		12		false		          12        Q    Is that correct?				false

		1256						LN		47		13		false		          13        A    Yes.				false

		1257						LN		47		14		false		          14        Q    So as I understood it, a hydro resource				false

		1258						LN		47		15		false		          15   would be considered like a geothermal resource in				false

		1259						LN		47		16		false		          16   terms of determining its payments under your the				false

		1260						LN		47		17		false		          17   PDDRR methodology?				false

		1261						LN		47		18		false		          18        A    They're certainly both renewable and they				false

		1262						LN		47		19		false		          19   would seem to be like, but I guess I just don't know				false

		1263						LN		47		20		false		          20   that there's a distinction between a baseload				false

		1264						LN		47		21		false		          21   renewable resource and a baseload non-renewable				false

		1265						LN		47		22		false		          22   resource for the purposes of Utah avoided costs.				false

		1266						LN		47		23		false		          23        Q    So is the Company proposing in this case				false

		1267						LN		47		24		false		          24   that, starting in 2029, if you're a renewable hydro				false

		1268						LN		47		25		false		          25   project, you would give up your renewable energy				false

		1269						PG		48		0		false		page 48				false

		1270						LN		48		1		false		           1   certificates to the Company in 2029?				false

		1271						LN		48		2		false		           2        A    Certainly if that hydro project is being				false

		1272						LN		48		3		false		           3   paid based on the geothermal resource, but if it was				false

		1273						LN		48		4		false		           4   being based on a simple cycle, it would not.				false

		1274						LN		48		5		false		           5        Q    So what is the Company proposing in this				false

		1275						LN		48		6		false		           6   case?  So if you look at your testimony on page 8,				false

		1276						LN		48		7		false		           7   starting at line 167, it says, "Biomass, biogas,				false

		1277						LN		48		8		false		           8   hydro, and other renewable resources with similar				false

		1278						LN		48		9		false		           9   output profiles would also be eligible to displace				false

		1279						LN		48		10		false		          10   the geothermal resource."				false

		1280						LN		48		11		false		          11        A    What line is that again?				false

		1281						LN		48		12		false		          12        Q    Line 167 to 168.				false

		1282						LN		48		13		false		          13        A    In direct?				false

		1283						LN		48		14		false		          14        Q    In your direct testimony, opposite side of				false

		1284						LN		48		15		false		          15   the page.  And then you go on, "Any renewable				false

		1285						LN		48		16		false		          16   resource with relatively flat output over a daily				false

		1286						LN		48		17		false		          17   and monthly time frame would be considered a				false

		1287						LN		48		18		false		          18   resource of the same type as the geothermal resource				false

		1288						LN		48		19		false		          19   in the 2017 IRP."				false

		1289						LN		48		20		false		          20        A    Yes.				false

		1290						LN		48		21		false		          21        Q    So my assumption was that -- and then when				false

		1291						LN		48		22		false		          22   I flipped over to the next page, the one where you				false

		1292						LN		48		23		false		          23   have the list of all the various resources -- that				false

		1293						LN		48		24		false		          24   since there is a 2029 geothermal resource, if a Utah				false

		1294						LN		48		25		false		          25   hydro project came to you, they would be paid an				false

		1295						PG		49		0		false		page 49				false

		1296						LN		49		1		false		           1   avoided cost rate based on energy payments until				false

		1297						LN		49		2		false		           2   2029 and capacity payments based on a geothermal				false

		1298						LN		49		3		false		           3   resource starting in 2029?				false

		1299						LN		49		4		false		           4        A    Yes.				false

		1300						LN		49		5		false		           5        Q    Okay.  Great.  So if there was no				false

		1301						LN		49		6		false		           6   geothermal resource in your IRP, though, then the				false

		1302						LN		49		7		false		           7   hydro resource would be paid based on the next				false

		1303						LN		49		8		false		           8   deferrable thermal resource, correct?				false

		1304						LN		49		9		false		           9        A    That's correct.				false

		1305						LN		49		10		false		          10        Q    And in your IRP, you've got a thermal				false

		1306						LN		49		11		false		          11   resource in 2029, the Utah North simple cycle				false

		1307						LN		49		12		false		          12   turbine -- and this is on line 175 -- and then a				false

		1308						LN		49		13		false		          13   2030 Willamette Valley combined cycle combustion				false

		1309						LN		49		14		false		          14   turbine.  And where is the Willamette Valley				false

		1310						LN		49		15		false		          15   combined cycle combustion turbine located?				false

		1311						LN		49		16		false		          16        A    It's in West Main, Oregon.				false

		1312						LN		49		17		false		          17        Q    Okay.  And that is considered deferrable				false

		1313						LN		49		18		false		          18   by a 3-megawatt hydro unit?				false

		1314						LN		49		19		false		          19        A    To the extent other things earlier than				false

		1315						LN		49		20		false		          20   that have been deferred, yes.				false

		1316						LN		49		21		false		          21        Q    Okay.  So you consider an Oregon west				false

		1317						LN		49		22		false		          22   geothermal project deferrable by a Utah hydro unit,				false

		1318						LN		49		23		false		          23   as well as an Oregon gas-fired unit deferrable by a				false

		1319						LN		49		24		false		          24   Utah hydro unit?				false

		1320						LN		49		25		false		          25        A    Those are the capacity additions in the				false

		1321						PG		50		0		false		page 50				false

		1322						LN		50		1		false		           1   IRP preferred portfolio, yes.				false

		1323						LN		50		2		false		           2        Q    Okay.  Thanks.  So let's use another				false

		1324						LN		50		3		false		           3   hypothetical here.  Let's assume in your 2017 IRP				false

		1325						LN		50		4		false		           4   that you only identified two types of resources:  A				false

		1326						LN		50		5		false		           5   thousand megawatts of wind in 2020, and a thousand				false

		1327						LN		50		6		false		           6   megawatts of wind in 2025.  That's all the IRP says				false

		1328						LN		50		7		false		           7   that you're going to acquire.  Now, would this 2000				false

		1329						LN		50		8		false		           8   megawatts of wind provide some capacity value to the				false

		1330						LN		50		9		false		           9   Company?				false

		1331						LN		50		10		false		          10        A    Certainly in the IRP analysis, the				false

		1332						LN		50		11		false		          11   capacity contribution of the wind would be taken				false

		1333						LN		50		12		false		          12   into account as it builds a portfolio of resources				false

		1334						LN		50		13		false		          13   necessary to serve customers over the (inaudible)				false

		1335						LN		50		14		false		          14   so, yes.				false

		1336						LN		50		15		false		          15        Q    It might be helpful -- maybe it's only				false

		1337						LN		50		16		false		          16   me -- but it might be helpful if you say the yes				false

		1338						LN		50		17		false		          17   first, and then give the explanation.  I think it's				false

		1339						LN		50		18		false		          18   very helpful that you give the explanation, but				false

		1340						LN		50		19		false		          19   sometimes it's hard to know whether you're getting				false

		1341						LN		50		20		false		          20   to the yes or no.				false

		1342						LN		50		21		false		          21        A    Okay.				false

		1343						LN		50		22		false		          22        Q    So if the 2017 IRP did not include any				false

		1344						LN		50		23		false		          23   solar thermal resources in the preferred portfolio,				false

		1345						LN		50		24		false		          24   then a Utah solar facility would only be paid energy				false

		1346						LN		50		25		false		          25   prices based on the GRID model in all years?				false

		1347						PG		51		0		false		page 51				false

		1348						LN		51		1		false		           1        A    To the extent that there were no solar				false

		1349						LN		51		2		false		           2   resources in the IRP and no thermal resources in the				false

		1350						LN		51		3		false		           3   IRP, then I believe there would still probably be				false

		1351						LN		51		4		false		           4   some market transactions that were assumed to				false

		1352						LN		51		5		false		           5   provide capacity during the term of the IRP.  Those				false

		1353						LN		51		6		false		           6   tend to go all the way through the end of the IRP				false

		1354						LN		51		7		false		           7   study period.  We tend to maximize our use of those				false

		1355						LN		51		8		false		           8   lowest cost capacity resources, but the solar price				false

		1356						LN		51		9		false		           9   would be based on deferring market capacity.				false

		1357						LN		51		10		false		          10        Q    So, yes?				false

		1358						LN		51		11		false		          11        A    Yes.				false

		1359						LN		51		12		false		          12        Q    Thanks.  So under these circumstances,				false

		1360						LN		51		13		false		          13   PacifiCorp could acquire 2,000 megawatts of wind				false

		1361						LN		51		14		false		          14   generation, but a Utah hydro or solar facility would				false

		1362						LN		51		15		false		          15   only be paid energy and not capacity over its entire				false

		1363						LN		51		16		false		          16   15-year contract term?				false

		1364						LN		51		17		false		          17        A    The wind resource would be paid the fixed				false

		1365						LN		51		18		false		          18   costs of a wind resource in the IRP portfolio				false

		1366						LN		51		19		false		          19   because we believe that's a reasonable change to the				false

		1367						LN		51		20		false		          20   IRP portfolio consistent with the least-cost,				false

		1368						LN		51		21		false		          21   least-risk standard.  The solar resource would be				false

		1369						LN		51		22		false		          22   paid market price because that is consistent with				false

		1370						LN		51		23		false		          23   the IRP preferred portfolio as well.				false

		1371						LN		51		24		false		          24        Q    So, yes?				false

		1372						LN		51		25		false		          25        A    Yes.				false

		1373						PG		52		0		false		page 52				false

		1374						LN		52		1		false		           1        Q    So if the IRP does not call for the				false

		1375						LN		52		2		false		           2   acquisition of thermal resources or a renewable				false

		1376						LN		52		3		false		           3   resource of the same like-kind, then they're not				false

		1377						LN		52		4		false		           4   paid capacity based on the circumstances that I have				false

		1378						LN		52		5		false		           5   described.				false

		1379						LN		52		6		false		           6                  MS. HOGLE:  I'm sorry.  Excuse me.				false

		1380						LN		52		7		false		           7   Objection.  I think he's mischaracterizing				false

		1381						LN		52		8		false		           8   Mr. MacDaniel's [sic] testimony.  I believe				false

		1382						LN		52		9		false		           9   Mr. MacDaniel [sic] has said "yes" to the extent				false

		1383						LN		52		10		false		          10   that the resource is displacing market purchases.				false

		1384						LN		52		11		false		          11   Those markets purchases, to the extent they're				false

		1385						LN		52		12		false		          12   displacing capacity, are being paid capacity; is				false

		1386						LN		52		13		false		          13   that correct, Mr. MacDaniel [sic]?				false

		1387						LN		52		14		false		          14        A    Yes.  Market purchases are a capacity				false

		1388						LN		52		15		false		          15   resource which we procure as part of our least-cost,				false

		1389						LN		52		16		false		          16   least-risk IRP preferred portfolio, and we would				false

		1390						LN		52		17		false		          17   compensate QFs for those to the extent it's				false

		1391						LN		52		18		false		          18   appropriate to do so, based on the portfolio.				false

		1392						LN		52		19		false		          19   BY MR. SANGER:				false

		1393						LN		52		20		false		          20        Q    So your market purchases are short-term				false

		1394						LN		52		21		false		          21   purchases in the market, a two- to five-year period?				false

		1395						LN		52		22		false		          22        A    I mean, it could be one hour, two.				false

		1396						LN		52		23		false		          23        Q    And those include some capacity benefits				false

		1397						LN		52		24		false		          24   is what Ms. Hogle was trying to clarify?				false

		1398						LN		52		25		false		          25        A    Yes.				false

		1399						PG		53		0		false		page 53				false

		1400						LN		53		1		false		           1        Q    It's a small capacity.  They're energy				false

		1401						LN		53		2		false		           2   purchases but they're not a hundred percent energy?				false

		1402						LN		53		3		false		           3        A    Correct.				false

		1403						LN		53		4		false		           4        Q    So in my example of the preferred				false

		1404						LN		53		5		false		           5   portfolio including 2,000 megawatts of wind and no				false

		1405						LN		53		6		false		           6   other resources, if Rocky Mountain Power entered				false

		1406						LN		53		7		false		           7   into contracts with a thousand megawatts of Utah				false

		1407						LN		53		8		false		           8   solar, then would that defer any of the planned Utah				false

		1408						LN		53		9		false		           9   wind resources?				false

		1409						LN		53		10		false		          10        A    I would need to run the IRP models in				false

		1410						LN		53		11		false		          11   order to determine what our least-cost, least-risk				false

		1411						LN		53		12		false		          12   plan would be with a thousand megawatts of solar.  A				false

		1412						LN		53		13		false		          13   thousand megawatts of solar is a very substantial				false

		1413						LN		53		14		false		          14   acquisition.  We did add about a thousand megawatts				false

		1414						LN		53		15		false		          15   of solar in 2016 thereabouts, so it does happen, but				false

		1415						LN		53		16		false		          16   it would be very difficult to say -- for me to say				false

		1416						LN		53		17		false		          17   using the PDDRR methodology or anything, that a				false

		1417						LN		53		18		false		          18   least-cost, least-risk plan could be -- that we				false

		1418						LN		53		19		false		          19   could shortcut the entire IRP process and conclude				false

		1419						LN		53		20		false		          20   how a thousand megawatts of solar wind would				false

		1420						LN		53		21		false		          21   contribute to our preferred portfolio.				false

		1421						LN		53		22		false		          22        Q    I'm sorry.  I didn't quite know whether				false

		1422						LN		53		23		false		          23   that was a yes or no.				false

		1423						LN		53		24		false		          24        A    Could you repeat the question?				false

		1424						LN		53		25		false		          25        Q    So if Rocky Mountain Power entered into				false

		1425						PG		54		0		false		page 54				false

		1426						LN		54		1		false		           1   contract with a thousand megawatts of Utah solar				false

		1427						LN		54		2		false		           2   PPAs, then that would not defer a single megawatt of				false

		1428						LN		54		3		false		           3   the 2,000 megawatts of wind resources in the				false

		1429						LN		54		4		false		           4   preferred portfolio?				false

		1430						LN		54		5		false		           5        A    I don't know.  That's what we need the				false

		1431						LN		54		6		false		           6   IRP to tell us.				false

		1432						LN		54		7		false		           7        Q    And you have -- how many years of				false

		1433						LN		54		8		false		           8   experience do you have working with PacifiCorp?				false

		1434						LN		54		9		false		           9        A    Eight years.				false

		1435						LN		54		10		false		          10        Q    Eight years experience.  Now, if you were				false

		1436						LN		54		11		false		          11   to guess, would you guess that the acquisition of a				false

		1437						LN		54		12		false		          12   thousand megawatts of solar might defer a single				false

		1438						LN		54		13		false		          13   megawatt of the Utah wind?				false

		1439						LN		54		14		false		          14                  MS. HOGLE:  Objection.  That's				false

		1440						LN		54		15		false		          15   speculative.  I believe he's already testified that				false

		1441						LN		54		16		false		          16   he wasn't sure, that he didn't know, whether there				false

		1442						LN		54		17		false		          17   would be a displacement.				false

		1443						LN		54		18		false		          18   BY MR. SANGER:				false
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		1935						LN		73		16		false		          16   that it is impossible to evaluate the reasonableness				false

		1936						LN		73		17		false		          17   of Coalition witnesses John Lowe and Neal Townsend,				false

		1937						LN		73		18		false		          18   as well as Utah Clean Energy witness Ken Dragoon's				false

		1938						LN		73		19		false		          19   recommendations, because they have not provided				false

		1939						LN		73		20		false		          20   supporting calculations?				false

		1940						LN		73		21		false		          21        A    That is my position, yes.				false

		1941						LN		73		22		false		          22        Q    Are you familiar with how the Oregon and				false

		1942						LN		73		23		false		          23   Washington Commissions have made or are making				false

		1943						LN		73		24		false		          24   methodological changes in avoided cost rates?				false

		1944						LN		73		25		false		          25        A    I am generally familiar.				false

		1945						PG		74		0		false		page 74				false

		1946						LN		74		1		false		           1        Q    I would like to provide a REC				false

		1947						LN		74		2		false		           2   cross-examination exhibit.  May I approach the				false

		1948						LN		74		3		false		           3   witness?				false

		1949						LN		74		4		false		           4                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Yes.				false

		1950						LN		74		5		false		           5      (REC Cross-Examination Exhibit No. 1 marked.)				false

		1951						LN		74		6		false		           6   BY MR. SANGER:				false

		1952						LN		74		7		false		           7        Q    Are you familiar with this document?				false

		1953						LN		74		8		false		           8        A    I believe I've seen it.  I believe I				false

		1954						LN		74		9		false		           9   attended some of the stakeholder meetings associated				false

		1955						LN		74		10		false		          10   with this process.				false

		1956						LN		74		11		false		          11        Q    Can you summarize what you think it is?				false

		1957						LN		74		12		false		          12        A    Washington is reconsidering how to prepare				false

		1958						LN		74		13		false		          13   an avoided cost methodology that is applicable to				false

		1959						LN		74		14		false		          14   qualifying facilities.				false

		1960						LN		74		15		false		          15        Q    And is one of those issues, what is the				false

		1961						LN		74		16		false		          16   appropriate avoided cost methodology for calculating				false

		1962						LN		74		17		false		          17   QF energy and capacity rates?				false

		1963						LN		74		18		false		          18        A    It is.				false

		1964						LN		74		19		false		          19        Q    And as you mentioned, you participated in				false

		1965						LN		74		20		false		          20   some of those workshops.  Did you help prepare				false

		1966						LN		74		21		false		          21   PacifiCorp's comments in that proceeding?				false

		1967						LN		74		22		false		          22        A    It probably went through my email box, so,				false

		1968						LN		74		23		false		          23   likely.				false

		1969						LN		74		24		false		          24        Q    And did PacifiCorp provide any supporting				false

		1970						LN		74		25		false		          25   calculations or work papers with those comments?				false

		1971						PG		75		0		false		page 75				false

		1972						LN		75		1		false		           1        A    I don't believe so.				false

		1973						LN		75		2		false		           2        Q    And do you know how long those comments				false

		1974						LN		75		3		false		           3   were?				false

		1975						LN		75		4		false		           4        A    No.				false

		1976						LN		75		5		false		           5        Q    Would you accept that they were only six				false

		1977						LN		75		6		false		           6   pages?				false

		1978						LN		75		7		false		           7        A    Okay.				false

		1979						LN		75		8		false		           8        Q    So do you think it's reasonable for the				false

		1980						LN		75		9		false		           9   Washington Commission to set an appropriate avoided				false

		1981						LN		75		10		false		          10   cost methodology for calculating QF energy and				false

		1982						LN		75		11		false		          11   capacity rates based on six pages of comments				false

		1983						LN		75		12		false		          12   without supporting calculations?				false

		1984						LN		75		13		false		          13                  MS. HOGLE:  Objection.  The reason				false

		1985						LN		75		14		false		          14   why I'm objecting is because I don't think it's				false

		1986						LN		75		15		false		          15   relevant to avoided cost rates and our calculations				false

		1987						LN		75		16		false		          16   here in Utah.				false

		1988						LN		75		17		false		          17                  THE WITNESS:  Can I respond?				false

		1989						LN		75		18		false		          18                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Is the objection				false

		1990						LN		75		19		false		          19   withdrawn or do we need to deal with the objection?				false

		1991						LN		75		20		false		          20                  MS. HOGLE:  The objection is				false

		1992						LN		75		21		false		          21   withdrawn.				false

		1993						LN		75		22		false		          22        A    I believe the stakeholder process here is				false

		1994						LN		75		23		false		          23   intended to find information to inform that process.				false

		1995						LN		75		24		false		          24   So I believe the fact that there's only comments in				false

		1996						LN		75		25		false		          25   this is appropriate at that stage of that				false

		1997						PG		76		0		false		page 76				false

		1998						LN		76		1		false		           1   proceeding.				false

		1999						LN		76		2		false		           2   BY MR. SANGER:				false

		2000						LN		76		3		false		           3        Q    Thank you.  Are you familiar with how				false

		2001						LN		76		4		false		           4   Oregon adopted its current renewable avoided cost				false

		2002						LN		76		5		false		           5   rates?				false

		2003						LN		76		6		false		           6        A    I am, generally.				false

		2004						LN		76		7		false		           7        Q    And did you participate in that process?				false

		2005						LN		76		8		false		           8        A    No.				false

		2006						LN		76		9		false		           9                  MR. SANGER:  I'd like to hand out				false

		2007						LN		76		10		false		          10   both of them at the same time, REC Cross-Examination				false

		2008						LN		76		11		false		          11   Exhibit Nos. 3 and 4.  May I do so at this time?				false

		2009						LN		76		12		false		          12                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Yes.				false

		2010						LN		76		13		false		          13     (REC Cross-Examination Exhibit Nos. 3 and 4 marked.)				false

		2011						LN		76		14		false		          14   BY MR. SANGER:				false

		2012						LN		76		15		false		          15        Q    REC Cross-Examination Exhibit No. 3 was a				false

		2013						LN		76		16		false		          16   ruling in Docket UM1396.  Was this the docket that				false

		2014						LN		76		17		false		          17   the Oregon Commission adopted renewable avoided cost				false

		2015						LN		76		18		false		          18   rates?				false

		2016						LN		76		19		false		          19        A    I believe so, but I was not involved in				false

		2017						LN		76		20		false		          20   that docket, or particularly in avoided costs at the				false

		2018						LN		76		21		false		          21   time.				false

		2019						LN		76		22		false		          22        Q    So I'd like to refer you to page 3 of REC				false

		2020						LN		76		23		false		          23   Exhibit No. 3, and this is a ruling reopening a case				false

		2021						LN		76		24		false		          24   to accept comments.  And on page 3, it discusses the				false

		2022						LN		76		25		false		          25   two various approaches for calculating rates during				false

		2023						PG		77		0		false		page 77				false

		2024						LN		77		1		false		           1   the resource deficiency period.  And it discusses				false

		2025						LN		77		2		false		           2   that, if a peaking resource precedes another major				false

		2026						LN		77		3		false		           3   resource, the avoided cost will be based on the				false

		2027						LN		77		4		false		           4   market plus a premium for capacity, and the market				false

		2028						LN		77		5		false		           5   rate will be in effect until the start of the next				false

		2029						LN		77		6		false		           6   major resource.				false

		2030						LN		77		7		false		           7             For the renewable QF, which the developer				false

		2031						LN		77		8		false		           8   will cede the RECs over to the utility, the proposed				false

		2032						LN		77		9		false		           9   QF may choose an avoided cost stream based on the				false

		2033						LN		77		10		false		          10   avoided cost of the major renewable acquisition.				false

		2034						LN		77		11		false		          11             When the major avoidable resource is a gas				false

		2035						LN		77		12		false		          12   plant, Gas CCCT, all QFs may choose an avoided cost				false

		2036						LN		77		13		false		          13   stream based on the cost of the Gas CCCT.				false

		2037						LN		77		14		false		          14             In your brief, limited review of this,				false

		2038						LN		77		15		false		          15   does that kind of encapsulate what the Oregon				false

		2039						LN		77		16		false		          16   process is for renewable avoided costs?				false

		2040						LN		77		17		false		          17                  MS. HOGLE:  Objection, Your Honor.  I				false

		2041						LN		77		18		false		          18   believe that Mr. MacNeil has testified that he was				false

		2042						LN		77		19		false		          19   not part of this proceeding and he did not even				false

		2043						LN		77		20		false		          20   participate, and so I don't think Mr. Sanger has				false

		2044						LN		77		21		false		          21   provided sufficient foundation to even question				false

		2045						LN		77		22		false		          22   Mr. MacNeil about this.  So I object to even the				false

		2046						LN		77		23		false		          23   question.				false

		2047						LN		77		24		false		          24                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Mr. Sanger, do				false

		2048						LN		77		25		false		          25   you want to respond to the objection?				false

		2049						PG		78		0		false		page 78				false

		2050						LN		78		1		false		           1                  MR. SANGER:  Yes.  So I think we have				false

		2051						LN		78		2		false		           2   established that Oregon has a renewable avoided cost				false

		2052						LN		78		3		false		           3   rate methodology.  Mr. MacNeil is familiar with				false

		2053						LN		78		4		false		           4   that, explained what it means.  My question is, on				false

		2054						LN		78		5		false		           5   this exhibit, the Oregon Commission has made a				false

		2055						LN		78		6		false		           6   proposal to adopt a renewable avoided cost rate				false

		2056						LN		78		7		false		           7   methodology.  That is on page 3 of the exhibit.  And				false

		2057						LN		78		8		false		           8   what I would like Mr. MacNeil to answer is not				false

		2058						LN		78		9		false		           9   whether he participated in the case but to read this				false

		2059						LN		78		10		false		          10   page and tell me if that is generally consistent, on				false

		2060						LN		78		11		false		          11   a high level, with the current methodology.  This				false

		2061						LN		78		12		false		          12   could be a page from any document, and I'd like him				false

		2062						LN		78		13		false		          13   to take a look at it and tell me whether or not it's				false

		2063						LN		78		14		false		          14   consistent with his understanding of the current				false

		2064						LN		78		15		false		          15   Oregon renewable avoided cost methodology.				false

		2065						LN		78		16		false		          16                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Whether any of				false

		2066						LN		78		17		false		          17   these three options that are on this page are				false

		2067						LN		78		18		false		          18   consistent?				false

		2068						LN		78		19		false		          19                  MR. SANGER:  Yes.				false

		2069						LN		78		20		false		          20                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Ms. Hogle, do				false

		2070						LN		78		21		false		          21   you have anything else to say on your objection with				false

		2071						LN		78		22		false		          22   that clarification?				false

		2072						LN		78		23		false		          23                  MS. HOGLE:  I do.  Thank you.  And I				false

		2073						LN		78		24		false		          24   guess my reaction to that is that this is the first				false

		2074						LN		78		25		false		          25   time that we've taken a look at these documents.  It				false

		2075						PG		79		0		false		page 79				false

		2076						LN		79		1		false		           1   could be taken out of context.  I'd like to see the				false

		2077						LN		79		2		false		           2   full record of the proceeding to see how these three				false

		2078						LN		79		3		false		           3   questions relate to that.  I think it's insufficient				false

		2079						LN		79		4		false		           4   material for him to be asking the question, given				false

		2080						LN		79		5		false		           5   Mr. MacNeil did not participate in that proceeding.				false

		2081						LN		79		6		false		           6                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Does any other				false

		2082						LN		79		7		false		           7   party in this docket have anything they want to add				false

		2083						LN		79		8		false		           8   to this objection?  As I'm considering the relevance				false

		2084						LN		79		9		false		           9   of this, I'm recalling that as the line of				false

		2085						LN		79		10		false		          10   questioning began, this was based on Mr. MacNeil's				false

		2086						LN		79		11		false		          11   criticism of other parties' proposals for lacking				false

		2087						LN		79		12		false		          12   sufficient calculations and background.  I think				false

		2088						LN		79		13		false		          13   there's some relevance.  I think our relevance on				false

		2089						LN		79		14		false		          14   this is -- does have its limits, but at this point,				false

		2090						LN		79		15		false		          15   I think I'm not prepared to cut off this particular				false

		2091						LN		79		16		false		          16   question.				false

		2092						LN		79		17		false		          17                  THE WITNESS:  Please repeat the				false

		2093						LN		79		18		false		          18   question.				false

		2094						LN		79		19		false		          19   BY MR. SANGER:				false

		2095						LN		79		20		false		          20        Q    What I would prefer is if you look at				false

		2096						LN		79		21		false		          21   page 3, where it says, "For resource deficiency				false

		2097						LN		79		22		false		          22   periods, avoided costs will be based on one of the				false

		2098						LN		79		23		false		          23   following."  And my question to you is whether that				false

		2099						LN		79		24		false		          24   summary is, at least on a high level, generally				false

		2100						LN		79		25		false		          25   consistent with what the current Oregon renewable				false

		2101						PG		80		0		false		page 80				false

		2102						LN		80		1		false		           1   avoided cost methodology is?				false

		2103						LN		80		2		false		           2        A    I understand that the standard renewable				false

		2104						LN		80		3		false		           3   costs in Oregon continue to use this methodology,				false

		2105						LN		80		4		false		           4   and when the Commission considered changing the				false

		2106						LN		80		5		false		           5   methodology for nonstandard QFs, it adopted a				false

		2107						LN		80		6		false		           6   different approach and neglected to establish a				false

		2108						LN		80		7		false		           7   renewable avoided cost methodology at that time,				false

		2109						LN		80		8		false		           8   and it is continuing to consider the appropriate				false

		2110						LN		80		9		false		           9   renewable methodology for nonstandard QFs.  And				false

		2111						LN		80		10		false		          10   pertinent to this, I was not involved in this, but				false

		2112						LN		80		11		false		          11   what I identified in a case in Oregon is the REC				false

		2113						LN		80		12		false		          12   price, the implied REC price that Oregon customers				false

		2114						LN		80		13		false		          13   pay to QFs who choose to have -- to defer renewable				false

		2115						LN		80		14		false		          14   resources is in the ballpark of $20 to $30 per				false

		2116						LN		80		15		false		          15   megawatt hour for just the REC.  So if you have				false

		2117						LN		80		16		false		          16   nonstandard rates, you're a wind resource, if you				false

		2118						LN		80		17		false		          17   opt to also cede your REC -- that's electronic and				false

		2119						LN		80		18		false		          18   has no impact on the system other than RPS				false

		2120						LN		80		19		false		          19   compliance -- those resources are paid an extra $20				false

		2121						LN		80		20		false		          20   to $30 per megawatt hour.				false

		2122						LN		80		21		false		          21             Pertinent to this -- this is what the				false

		2123						LN		80		22		false		          22   Commission ordered -- I don't know that they truly				false

		2124						LN		80		23		false		          23   appreciated what they were ordering at the time, and				false

		2125						LN		80		24		false		          24   I certainly expect that this may be changed in the				false

		2126						LN		80		25		false		          25   near future because I do not believe a $20 to $30				false

		2127						PG		81		0		false		page 81				false

		2128						LN		81		1		false		           1   REC price is an appropriate price for the Company to				false

		2129						LN		81		2		false		           2   acquire renewable energy credits (inaudible)RPS.  So				false

		2130						LN		81		3		false		           3   it's an example of, these are the rules, but if we				false

		2131						LN		81		4		false		           4   don't fully understand how those are going to be				false

		2132						LN		81		5		false		           5   applied and the results, you can see things that are				false

		2133						LN		81		6		false		           6   just foolish in the outcomes that are not apparent				false

		2134						LN		81		7		false		           7   in very reasonable statements of principle and				false

		2135						LN		81		8		false		           8   methodology.				false

		2136						LN		81		9		false		           9        Q    So I think the answer was yes, that this				false

		2137						LN		81		10		false		          10   summary is -- on a high level, represents the				false

		2138						LN		81		11		false		          11   current Oregon Schedule 37 approach.				false

		2139						LN		81		12		false		          12        A    I said that it still is correct for the				false

		2140						LN		81		13		false		          13   standard rates, yes.				false

		2141						LN		81		14		false		          14        Q    Thank you.  So the next question I wanted				false

		2142						LN		81		15		false		          15   to ask you is, would it surprise you that PacifiCorp				false

		2143						LN		81		16		false		          16   believed that in consideration of this proposal,				false

		2144						LN		81		17		false		          17   that the questions were primarily legal and policy				false

		2145						LN		81		18		false		          18   in nature and therefore should not require				false

		2146						LN		81		19		false		          19   evidentiary proceedings?				false

		2147						LN		81		20		false		          20                  MS. HOGLE:  Objection.  Mr. MacNeil				false

		2148						LN		81		21		false		          21   doesn't know what PacifiCorp believed or did not				false

		2149						LN		81		22		false		          22   believe, so I think that question is objectionable.				false

		2150						LN		81		23		false		          23   BY MR. SANGER:				false

		2151						LN		81		24		false		          24        Q    I'd like to refer you, then -- I'll				false

		2152						LN		81		25		false		          25   move -- I believe that she's correct that I haven't				false

		2153						PG		82		0		false		page 82				false

		2154						LN		82		1		false		           1   laid the proper foundation so I will attempt to do				false

		2155						LN		82		2		false		           2   that.  If you refer to REC Exhibit No. 4, page 9 of				false

		2156						LN		82		3		false		           3   10, at the bottom of that -- you could look at the				false

		2157						LN		82		4		false		           4   first page as well, which are PacifiCorp's opening				false

		2158						LN		82		5		false		           5   comments responding to this document -- if you look				false

		2159						LN		82		6		false		           6   at the bottom of that page it says, "Procedural				false

		2160						LN		82		7		false		           7   Issues."  And the question is, "Which of these				false

		2161						LN		82		8		false		           8   issues should be the subject of evidentiary				false

		2162						LN		82		9		false		           9   proceedings?"  And then PacifiCorp says, "PacifiCorp				false

		2163						LN		82		10		false		          10   believes that the issues raised in Order No. 10-448				false

		2164						LN		82		11		false		          11   are primarily legal and policy in nature and				false

		2165						LN		82		12		false		          12   therefore should not require evidentiary				false

		2166						LN		82		13		false		          13   proceedings.  However, if the Commission determines				false

		2167						LN		82		14		false		          14   that the avoided cost framework should be modified				false

		2168						LN		82		15		false		          15   further, PacifiCorp may recommend that those new				false

		2169						LN		82		16		false		          16   modifications be subject to evidentiary				false

		2170						LN		82		17		false		          17   proceedings."				false

		2171						LN		82		18		false		          18        A    That is what it says.				false

		2172						LN		82		19		false		          19        Q    Does that surprise you?				false

		2173						LN		82		20		false		          20        A    It doesn't surprise me because these rates				false

		2174						LN		82		21		false		          21   have remained in effect since this happened and it				false

		2175						LN		82		22		false		          22   took my analysis of the results to point out how				false

		2176						LN		82		23		false		          23   preposterous it was.  Had we known, we would have				false

		2177						LN		82		24		false		          24   brought this up much sooner.				false

		2178						LN		82		25		false		          25        Q    And under these "preposterous rates" for				false

		2179						PG		83		0		false		page 83				false

		2180						LN		83		1		false		           1   renewable rates in Oregon, are there a large number				false

		2181						LN		83		2		false		           2   of renewable QFs entering into contracts with				false

		2182						LN		83		3		false		           3   PacifiCorp now?				false

		2183						LN		83		4		false		           4        A    I'm not sure of the total number of QFs				false

		2184						LN		83		5		false		           5   which have entered into rates based on this				false

		2185						LN		83		6		false		           6   methodology.  I know we did procure a couple hundred				false

		2186						LN		83		7		false		           7   of megawatts of solar resources in Oregon under the				false

		2187						LN		83		8		false		           8   standard methodology.  I do know that currently Utah				false

		2188						LN		83		9		false		           9   customers, in fact, are allocated the largest share				false

		2189						LN		83		10		false		          10   of those costs.  It remains to be seen because				false

		2190						LN		83		11		false		          11   renewable rates have not been paid to QFs, whether				false

		2191						LN		83		12		false		          12   Utah will continue to pay for those RECs that Oregon				false

		2192						LN		83		13		false		          13   is intending for, based on its RPS compliance.				false

		2193						LN		83		14		false		          14        Q    I just have one further line of				false

		2194						LN		83		15		false		          15   questioning.  So I'd like you to refer to				false

		2195						LN		83		16		false		          16   John Lowe's direct testimony.  There's an exhibit to				false

		2196						LN		83		17		false		          17   that which is the current Oregon avoided cost rates.				false

		2197						LN		83		18		false		          18        A    I don't believe I have the exhibit.				false

		2198						LN		83		19		false		          19        Q    I can hand it to you, sir.  Is that the				false

		2199						LN		83		20		false		          20   current PacifiCorp Oregon Schedule 37 or, at least				false

		2200						LN		83		21		false		          21   at the time of this filing, was it the current one?				false

		2201						LN		83		22		false		          22        A    I believe it is the current one, yes.				false

		2202						LN		83		23		false		          23        Q    Are you aware of whether any QFs have been				false

		2203						LN		83		24		false		          24   able to enter into contracts with PacifiCorp under				false

		2204						LN		83		25		false		          25   that schedule?				false
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		2207						LN		84		2		false		           2        Q    Okay.				false

		2208						LN		84		3		false		           3                  MR. SANGER:  Thank you.  I have no				false

		2209						LN		84		4		false		           4   further questions.				false

		2210						LN		84		5		false		           5                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Thank you.  I				false

		2211						LN		84		6		false		           6   think we'll go to redirect now from Ms. Hogle.  And				false

		2212						LN		84		7		false		           7   there's a point that I was just reminded of.  Just				false

		2213						LN		84		8		false		           8   for clarification on the record, we're using the				false

		2214						LN		84		9		false		           9   abbreviation "RECs."  There's a party that is				false

		2215						LN		84		10		false		          10   abbreviated "REC," and then there is a term of art				false

		2216						LN		84		11		false		          11   that we're using, so it might be good to avoid the				false

		2217						LN		84		12		false		          12   abbreviation for clarify in the record.  Usually,				false

		2218						LN		84		13		false		          13   context would clarify that, but to avoid potential				false

		2219						LN		84		14		false		          14   confusion, let's try to avoid using the acronym				false

		2220						LN		84		15		false		          15   "REC" as we're speaking.  Ms. Hogle, with that,				false

		2221						LN		84		16		false		          16   we'll go to you for redirect.				false

		2222						LN		84		17		false		          17                   REDIRECT EXAMINATION				false

		2223						LN		84		18		false		          18                  MS. HOGLE:  Just maybe a couple.  I				false

		2224						LN		84		19		false		          19   think he answered one of them already.				false

		2225						LN		84		20		false		          20   BY MS. HOGLE:				false

		2226						LN		84		21		false		          21        Q    Mr. MacNeil, do Oregon rules include				false

		2227						LN		84		22		false		          22   renewable rates for Schedule 38?				false

		2228						LN		84		23		false		          23        A    Not at this time.				false

		2229						LN		84		24		false		          24        Q    During Mr. Sanger's line of questioning,				false

		2230						LN		84		25		false		          25   he was also asking you -- and I think he took you				false
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		2232						LN		85		1		false		           1   through a table in your testimony regarding the				false

		2233						LN		85		2		false		           2   differences in prices between the queue in May and				false

		2234						LN		85		3		false		           3   the queue in August 2017.  How long will the prices				false

		2235						LN		85		4		false		           4   be in effect for Schedule 37?				false

		2236						LN		85		5		false		           5        A    So from the time the Commission approves				false

		2237						LN		85		6		false		           6   the new tariff and it takes effect until it approves				false

		2238						LN		85		7		false		           7   a new tariff and that tariff takes effect.  So we				false

		2239						LN		85		8		false		           8   file annually following -- within 30 days of our IRP				false

		2240						LN		85		9		false		           9   or IRP update, and if it's a smooth process it could				false

		2241						LN		85		10		false		          10   be approved within 30 days.  If it's not smooth, we				false

		2242						LN		85		11		false		          11   did get a rate update this year in, I believe, June,				false

		2243						LN		85		12		false		          12   but the current proposal is still on the table so it				false

		2244						LN		85		13		false		          13   could be a while.				false

		2245						LN		85		14		false		          14        Q    For the prices in the August queue, will				false

		2246						LN		85		15		false		          15   the Company be making another filing in June 2018,				false

		2247						LN		85		16		false		          16   approximately?				false

		2248						LN		85		17		false		          17        A    Yes.  So following the filing of the 2017				false

		2249						LN		85		18		false		          18   IRP update in March 2018, we will be filing to				false

		2250						LN		85		19		false		          19   update Schedule 37, and it will include new				false

		2251						LN		85		20		false		          20   assumptions and so on at that time.  We would				false

		2252						LN		85		21		false		          21   include a reasonable portion of the QFQ at that time				false

		2253						LN		85		22		false		          22   as well.				false

		2254						LN		85		23		false		          23                  MS. HOGLE:  I have no further				false

		2255						LN		85		24		false		          24   questions.  Thank you.				false

		2256						LN		85		25		false		          25                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Any recross,				false
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		2258						LN		86		1		false		           1   Ms. Hayes?				false

		2259						LN		86		2		false		           2                  MS. HAYES:  No, thank you.				false

		2260						LN		86		3		false		           3                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Mr. Sanger?				false

		2261						LN		86		4		false		           4                  MR. SANGER:  No, thank you.				false

		2262						LN		86		5		false		           5                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:				false

		2263						LN		86		6		false		           6   Commissioner Clark, do you have any questions for				false

		2264						LN		86		7		false		           7   Mr. MacNeil?				false

		2265						LN		86		8		false		           8                  COMMISSIONER CLARK:  I don't,				false

		2266						LN		86		9		false		           9   currently, but I'm wondering if we could make				false

		2267						LN		86		10		false		          10   certain that Mr. MacNeil would be available,				false

		2268						LN		86		11		false		          11   potentially, after the other witnesses have				false

		2269						LN		86		12		false		          12   testified.  I might have a question or two for him				false

		2270						LN		86		13		false		          13   then.				false

		2271						LN		86		14		false		          14                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Any concerns,				false

		2272						LN		86		15		false		          15   Ms. Hogle, with that?				false

		2273						LN		86		16		false		          16                  MS. HOGLE:  The Company has no				false

		2274						LN		86		17		false		          17   concerns.  He will be made available.  Thank you.				false

		2275						LN		86		18		false		          18                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:				false

		2276						LN		86		19		false		          19   Commissioner White, do you have any questions?				false

		2277						LN		86		20		false		          20                  COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I'll reserve any				false

		2278						LN		86		21		false		          21   questions that I have to a later time.				false

		2279						LN		86		22		false		          22   BY COMMISSIONER LEVAR:				false

		2280						LN		86		23		false		          23        Q    I have a couple for you.  And this				false

		2281						LN		86		24		false		          24   question may not be within your job duties.  If it's				false

		2282						LN		86		25		false		          25   not, just let me know.  But since Rocky Mountain				false
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		2284						LN		87		1		false		           1   Power filed -- PacifiCorp filed its 2017 IRP on the				false

		2285						LN		87		2		false		           2   issue of deferring like-resources during the --				false

		2286						LN		87		3		false		           3   establishing the deficiency period based on				false

		2287						LN		87		4		false		           4   like-resources, has PacifiCorp been calculating				false

		2288						LN		87		5		false		           5   Schedule 38 pricing under that methodology since the				false

		2289						LN		87		6		false		           6   filing of the 2017 IRP that contained deferrable				false

		2290						LN		87		7		false		           7   resources?				false

		2291						LN		87		8		false		           8        A    Yes.  So once the 2017 IRP was filed, we				false

		2292						LN		87		9		false		           9   have been employing the like-for-like deferral,				false

		2293						LN		87		10		false		          10   which came out of Order 12-035-100, and that				false

		2294						LN		87		11		false		          11   includes a queue of solar resources deferring solar,				false

		2295						LN		87		12		false		          12   wind deferring wind, other resources deferring				false

		2296						LN		87		13		false		          13   thermal.				false

		2297						LN		87		14		false		          14        Q    So that's already happening in Schedule				false

		2298						LN		87		15		false		          15   38, correct?				false

		2299						LN		87		16		false		          16        A    Yes.				false

		2300						LN		87		17		false		          17        Q    Just a couple of different questions on				false

		2301						LN		87		18		false		          18   two different issues.  Are you aware of any Schedule				false

		2302						LN		87		19		false		          19   37 projects that connect to the transmission system?				false

		2303						LN		87		20		false		          20        A    I'm not familiar with what the				false

		2304						LN		87		21		false		          21   interconnection rules are -- not rules, but				false

		2305						LN		87		22		false		          22   specifics are for those resources.				false

		2306						LN		87		23		false		          23        Q    So you don't know, yes or no, whether all				false

		2307						LN		87		24		false		          24   Schedule 37 projects connect directly to the				false

		2308						LN		87		25		false		          25   distribution system?				false

		2309						PG		88		0		false		page 88				false

		2310						LN		88		1		false		           1        A    I do not.				false

		2311						LN		88		2		false		           2        Q    I want to ask you about something about				false

		2312						LN		88		3		false		           3   Mr. Lowe's testimony and surrebuttal.  I think it's				false

		2313						LN		88		4		false		           4   pretty much the same suggestion in both, and this is				false

		2314						LN		88		5		false		           5   to queue position.  I'll just read from Mr. Lowe's				false

		2315						LN		88		6		false		           6   direct testimony, and I believe his statement in				false

		2316						LN		88		7		false		           7   surrebuttal is about the same.  It says, "A more				false

		2317						LN		88		8		false		           8   reasonable position would be to use the historic				false

		2318						LN		88		9		false		           9   percentage of QFs that are constructed as compared				false

		2319						LN		88		10		false		          10   to the entire queue or certain completion milestones				false

		2320						LN		88		11		false		          11   that show a proposed project is likely to be				false

		2321						LN		88		12		false		          12   constructed like competing" -- I should have given				false

		2322						LN		88		13		false		          13   you the line numbers.  I'm sorry.  I'm on page 24 of				false

		2323						LN		88		14		false		          14   Mr. Lowe's direct, lines 503 through 506.  I don't				false

		2324						LN		88		15		false		          15   know if you have that in front of you.  And my				false

		2325						LN		88		16		false		          16   question is -- it's a hypothetical one -- but				false

		2326						LN		88		17		false		          17   looking at that language, if we were to consider				false

		2327						LN		88		18		false		          18   ordering something along the lines of what is				false

		2328						LN		88		19		false		          19   suggested there, is there sufficient specificity, or				false

		2329						LN		88		20		false		          20   are there more details that -- if we were inclined				false

		2330						LN		88		21		false		          21   to order something like that, would you need				false

		2331						LN		88		22		false		          22   additional details from an order to know how to				false

		2332						LN		88		23		false		          23   implement something like that?				false

		2333						LN		88		24		false		          24        A    I would definitely need additional				false

		2334						LN		88		25		false		          25   details.				false
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		2336						LN		89		1		false		           1                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  That's all the				false

		2337						LN		89		2		false		           2   questions I have.  Thank you, Mr. MacNeil.				false

		2338						LN		89		3		false		           3                  MR. SANGER:  I have a question.  Is				false

		2339						LN		89		4		false		           4   now the time for me to move for the admission of my				false

		2340						LN		89		5		false		           5   cross-examination exhibits or should I do that				false

		2341						LN		89		6		false		           6   later?				false

		2342						LN		89		7		false		           7                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Now would be an				false

		2343						LN		89		8		false		           8   appropriate time for that.				false

		2344						LN		89		9		false		           9                  MR. SANGER:  I'd like to move for the				false

		2345						LN		89		10		false		          10   admission of my cross-examination exhibits, REC				false

		2346						LN		89		11		false		          11   Exhibits 1, 2, 3, and 4.				false

		2347						LN		89		12		false		          12                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  If any party has				false

		2348						LN		89		13		false		          13   any objection, please indicate to me.				false

		2349						LN		89		14		false		          14                  MS. HOGLE:  I just have a comment.  I				false

		2350						LN		89		15		false		          15   see three cross-examination exhibits; I don't see				false

		2351						LN		89		16		false		          16   four.  I apologize.				false

		2352						LN		89		17		false		          17                  MR. SANGER:  REC Cross-Examination				false

		2353						LN		89		18		false		          18   Exhibit No. 3 was the ruling, and you have 1396.				false

		2354						LN		89		19		false		          19   And I can hand you a copy if I neglected to do so.				false

		2355						LN		89		20		false		          20                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  If this helps, I				false

		2356						LN		89		21		false		          21   have a 1, 3, and 4, but I don't have a 2.				false

		2357						LN		89		22		false		          22                  MR. SANGER:  You're right.  I did not				false

		2358						LN		89		23		false		          23   use Cross-Examination Exhibit No. 2, so I will not				false

		2359						LN		89		24		false		          24   move for the admission of that.				false

		2360						LN		89		25		false		          25                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  So your motion				false
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		2362						LN		90		1		false		           1   is for 1, 3, 4?				false

		2363						LN		90		2		false		           2                  MR. SANGER:  Yes.				false

		2364						LN		90		3		false		           3                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Okay.  If any				false

		2365						LN		90		4		false		           4   party objects to this motion, please indicate to me.				false

		2366						LN		90		5		false		           5   I'm not seeing any objections, so the motion is				false

		2367						LN		90		6		false		           6   granted.  Ms. Hogle, do you have anything else?				false

		2368						LN		90		7		false		           7                  MS. HOGLE:  The Company rests its				false

		2369						LN		90		8		false		           8   case, however, Mr. MacNeil will be available for any				false

		2370						LN		90		9		false		           9   questions that the Commission may have after				false

		2371						LN		90		10		false		          10   questioning the other witnesses.  Thank you.				false

		2372						LN		90		11		false		          11                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Thank you.				false

		2373						LN		90		12		false		          12   Let's go to Mr. Jetter now.				false

		2374						LN		90		13		false		          13                  MR. JETTER:  Thank you.  The Division				false

		2375						LN		90		14		false		          14   would like to call and have sworn in				false

		2376						LN		90		15		false		          15   Dr. Abdinasir Abdulle.				false

		2377						LN		90		16		false		          16                  DR. ABDINASIR ABDULLE,				false

		2378						LN		90		17		false		          17   having been first duly sworn to tell the truth, was				false

		2379						LN		90		18		false		          18            examined and testified as follows:				false

		2380						LN		90		19		false		          19   BY MR. JETTER:				false

		2381						LN		90		20		false		          20        Q    Would you please state your name and				false

		2382						LN		90		21		false		          21   occupation for the record?				false

		2383						LN		90		22		false		          22        A    My name is Abdinasir Abdulle,				false

		2384						LN		90		23		false		          23   A-b-d-i-n-a-s-i-r A-b-d-u-l-l-e, and I am working				false

		2385						LN		90		24		false		          24   for the Division of Public Utilities.  I'm here to				false

		2386						LN		90		25		false		          25   testify on their behalf.				false
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		2388						LN		91		1		false		           1        Q    Thank you.  And in the course of your				false

		2389						LN		91		2		false		           2   employment with the Division of Public Utilities,				false

		2390						LN		91		3		false		           3   did you have an opportunity to review the filings in				false

		2391						LN		91		4		false		           4   this case?				false

		2392						LN		91		5		false		           5        A    Yes, I did.				false

		2393						LN		91		6		false		           6        Q    And did you create and cause to be filed				false

		2394						LN		91		7		false		           7   with the Commission three DPU prefiled testimonies				false

		2395						LN		91		8		false		           8   which are direct testimony, rebuttal, and				false

		2396						LN		91		9		false		           9   surrebuttal, along with any exhibits that --				false

		2397						LN		91		10		false		          10        A    Yes, I did.				false

		2398						LN		91		11		false		          11        Q    Do you have any corrections or edits you'd				false

		2399						LN		91		12		false		          12   like to make to this?				false

		2400						LN		91		13		false		          13        A    No.				false

		2401						LN		91		14		false		          14                  MR. JETTER:  I'd like to move at this				false

		2402						LN		91		15		false		          15   time to enter those three prefiled testimonies into				false

		2403						LN		91		16		false		          16   the record.				false

		2404						LN		91		17		false		          17                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  If any party				false

		2405						LN		91		18		false		          18   objects, please indicate to me.  I'm not seeing any				false

		2406						LN		91		19		false		          19   objections, so the motion is granted.				false

		2407						LN		91		20		false		          20   BY MR. JETTER:				false

		2408						LN		91		21		false		          21        Q    Thank you.  And following up on that,				false

		2409						LN		91		22		false		          22   briefly, if you were asked the same questions in				false

		2410						LN		91		23		false		          23   those testimonies that you have prefiled today,				false

		2411						LN		91		24		false		          24   would your answers remain the same?				false

		2412						LN		91		25		false		          25        A    Yes.				false
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		2414						LN		92		1		false		           1        Q    Thank you.  I have no further questions				false

		2415						LN		92		2		false		           2   for Dr. Abdulle.  He's available for cross.				false

		2416						LN		92		3		false		           3                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  I think I will				false

		2417						LN		92		4		false		           4   go to Mr. Snarr first.				false

		2418						LN		92		5		false		           5                  MR. SNARR:  No questions.				false

		2419						LN		92		6		false		           6                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Ms. Hogle, do				false

		2420						LN		92		7		false		           7   you have any questions?				false

		2421						LN		92		8		false		           8                  MS. HOGLE:  No questions.				false

		2422						LN		92		9		false		           9                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Ms. Hayes.				false

		2423						LN		92		10		false		          10                  MS. HAYES:  Yes, just a few.  Thank				false

		2424						LN		92		11		false		          11   you.				false
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		2920						LN		111		13		false		          13   cap anywhere else in the other service states of				false

		2921						LN		111		14		false		          14   PacifiCorp, or even Idaho Power, for that matter,				false

		2922						LN		111		15		false		          15   where the Coalition operates.				false

		2923						LN		111		16		false		          16                  MS. HAYES:  I have no other				false

		2924						LN		111		17		false		          17   questions.				false

		2925						LN		111		18		false		          18                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Mr. Jetter, do				false

		2926						LN		111		19		false		          19   you have any questions for Mr. Lowe?				false

		2927						LN		111		20		false		          20                  MR. JETTER:  I have no questions.				false

		2928						LN		111		21		false		          21   Thank you.				false

		2929						LN		111		22		false		          22                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Mr. Snarr?				false

		2930						LN		111		23		false		          23                  MR. SNARR:  No questions.				false

		2931						LN		111		24		false		          24                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Thank you.				false

		2932						LN		111		25		false		          25   Ms. Hogle?				false

		2933						PG		112		0		false		page 112				false

		2934						LN		112		1		false		           1                  MS. HOGLE:  I just have a few.				false

		2935						LN		112		2		false		           2                    CROSS-EXAMINATION				false

		2936						LN		112		3		false		           3   BY MS. HOGLE:				false

		2937						LN		112		4		false		           4        Q    Mr. Lowe, just wanting to go back to the				false

		2938						LN		112		5		false		           5   question that you just responded to.  Did you file				false

		2939						LN		112		6		false		           6   testimony in the Wyoming proceedings dealing with				false

		2940						LN		112		7		false		           7   Schedule 37?				false

		2941						LN		112		8		false		           8        A    Yes.				false

		2942						LN		112		9		false		           9        Q    Isn't it true that Wyoming has a cap for				false

		2943						LN		112		10		false		          10   Schedule 37 rates?				false

		2944						LN		112		11		false		          11        A    I don't remember a cap in terms of total				false

		2945						LN		112		12		false		          12   megawatts.				false

		2946						LN		112		13		false		          13        Q    Subject to check, will you accept --				false

		2947						LN		112		14		false		          14        A    Oh, absolutely.				false

		2948						LN		112		15		false		          15        Q    Okay.  I just wanted to clarify that.  I				false

		2949						LN		112		16		false		          16   wondered if my questioning would jog your memory.				false

		2950						LN		112		17		false		          17   Okay.  Can you please turn to your direct testimony,				false

		2951						LN		112		18		false		          18   starting in line 296, please?				false

		2952						LN		112		19		false		          19        A    Okay.				false

		2953						LN		112		20		false		          20        Q    And I believe you respond to the question,				false

		2954						LN		112		21		false		          21   "Can a renewable rate work with RMP's current				false

		2955						LN		112		22		false		          22   Schedule 37 methodology?"  Correct?				false

		2956						LN		112		23		false		          23        A    Yes.				false

		2957						LN		112		24		false		          24        Q    And then you -- I believe you then use				false

		2958						LN		112		25		false		          25   Oregon's non-PDDRR methodology and renewable rates,				false

		2959						PG		113		0		false		page 113				false

		2960						LN		113		1		false		           1   correct, when you cite Exhibit A?				false

		2961						LN		113		2		false		           2        A    Yes.				false

		2962						LN		113		3		false		           3        Q    Can you turn to that Exhibit A, please?				false

		2963						LN		113		4		false		           4        A    Okay.				false

		2964						LN		113		5		false		           5        Q    And before that, you say in your testimony				false

		2965						LN		113		6		false		           6   on lines 300 -- and I'll just read it for you,  "At				false

		2966						LN		113		7		false		           7   the time the rates were set, the Oregon Commission				false

		2967						LN		113		8		false		           8   determined that Rocky Mountain Power's next planned				false

		2968						LN		113		9		false		           9   renewable resource acquisition was 2028."  I'd like				false

		2969						LN		113		10		false		          10   you to go to page 5 of that Exhibit A, please.				false

		2970						LN		113		11		false		          11        A    Okay.				false

		2971						LN		113		12		false		          12        Q    As I understand it, those are the avoided				false

		2972						LN		113		13		false		          13   cost prices for standard fixed avoided cost rates				false

		2973						LN		113		14		false		          14   for Schedule 37, correct?				false

		2974						LN		113		15		false		          15        A    Yes.  That's what it says, standard fixed.				false

		2975						LN		113		16		false		          16        Q    So I'd like you to go down to where that				false

		2976						LN		113		17		false		          17   2028 for Rocky Mountain Power's next planned				false

		2977						LN		113		18		false		          18   renewable resource acquisition would be, and go all				false

		2978						LN		113		19		false		          19   the way to that second table to the right.				false

		2979						LN		113		20		false		          20        A    Yes.				false

		2980						LN		113		21		false		          21        Q    And I deal with dollars per megawatt hours				false

		2981						LN		113		22		false		          22   so I know it says 471, but that would be $47 per				false

		2982						LN		113		23		false		          23   megawatt hour is what that would represent in terms				false

		2983						LN		113		24		false		          24   of the standard fixed avoided cost prices; is that				false

		2984						LN		113		25		false		          25   correct?				false

		2985						PG		114		0		false		page 114				false

		2986						LN		114		1		false		           1        A    Yes.				false

		2987						LN		114		2		false		           2        Q    Now, I'd like you to turn to page 7 of				false

		2988						LN		114		3		false		           3   that Exhibit A.				false

		2989						LN		114		4		false		           4        A    Okay.				false

		2990						LN		114		5		false		           5        Q    And my understanding is that's the prices				false

		2991						LN		114		6		false		           6   for renewable fixed avoided cost prices for Schedule				false

		2992						LN		114		7		false		           7   37, correct?				false

		2993						LN		114		8		false		           8        A    Yes.				false

		2994						LN		114		9		false		           9        Q    Going down to that column -- the first				false

		2995						LN		114		10		false		          10   column down to 2028, again, and across to that				false

		2996						LN		114		11		false		          11   second table there.  Am I correct that that would				false

		2997						LN		114		12		false		          12   be, then, $74 per megawatt hour for renewable fixed				false

		2998						LN		114		13		false		          13   avoided cost price for --				false

		2999						LN		114		14		false		          14        A    The on-peak price.				false

		3000						LN		114		15		false		          15        Q    Right, for Schedule 37.  So that's a				false

		3001						LN		114		16		false		          16   difference of about $25 or so?				false

		3002						LN		114		17		false		          17        A    I'd have to do the math but somewhere in				false

		3003						LN		114		18		false		          18   that neighborhood.				false

		3004						LN		114		19		false		          19        Q    And so why is that so different?  Why is				false

		3005						LN		114		20		false		          20   the difference so much?				false

		3006						LN		114		21		false		          21        A    Well, the standard avoided cost is based				false

		3007						LN		114		22		false		          22   upon a thermal or baseload kind of resource, and the				false

		3008						LN		114		23		false		          23   renewable resource is based upon a renewable				false

		3009						LN		114		24		false		          24   resource, such as wind, in this particular example.				false

		3010						LN		114		25		false		          25   So those costs are obviously different.  Presumably,				false

		3011						PG		115		0		false		page 115				false

		3012						LN		115		1		false		           1   there may be some value associated with RECs in				false

		3013						LN		115		2		false		           2   there, but I don't know what that is.  I don't know				false

		3014						LN		115		3		false		           3   if it's 5 cents or 1 dollar, I have no idea.  But,				false

		3015						LN		115		4		false		           4   generally, I think it's a difference between the				false

		3016						LN		115		5		false		           5   resource type that is considered in the stat.  I				false

		3017						LN		115		6		false		           6   think there's fixed -- excuse me, thermal plant 2028				false

		3018						LN		115		7		false		           7   under this particular schedule and renewable as well				false

		3019						LN		115		8		false		           8   for that same date by coincidence.  I think that was				false

		3020						LN		115		9		false		           9   discussed earlier by Mr. MacNeil.				false

		3021						LN		115		10		false		          10        Q    Isn't the only difference, really, who				false

		3022						LN		115		11		false		          11   retains the RECs?  Is that the difference, who				false

		3023						LN		115		12		false		          12   retains the RECs?				false

		3024						LN		115		13		false		          13        A    Well, certainly starting in 2028 under the				false

		3025						LN		115		14		false		          14   renewable price, the RECs would be retained by the				false

		3026						LN		115		15		false		          15   utility.  And not retained -- excuse me -- retained				false

		3027						LN		115		16		false		          16   by the utility under the renewable rate beginning				false

		3028						LN		115		17		false		          17   2028 under the prices we were looking at on page 5,				false

		3029						LN		115		18		false		          18   the standard rates.  The presumption is the RECs are				false

		3030						LN		115		19		false		          19   retained by the project for that entire timeframe				false

		3031						LN		115		20		false		          20   because it's not renewable.				false

		3032						LN		115		21		false		          21        Q    Okay.  So are you comparing something,				false

		3033						LN		115		22		false		          22   like, given that you quoted it in your testimony in				false

		3034						LN		115		23		false		          23   Utah, is that what you're proposing in Utah?  Is				false

		3035						LN		115		24		false		          24   that your proposal here, those numbers?				false

		3036						LN		115		25		false		          25        A    I don't know that we proposed any numbers.				false

		3037						PG		116		0		false		page 116				false

		3038						LN		116		1		false		           1   I think we were proposing a process or a methodology				false

		3039						LN		116		2		false		           2   similar to Oregon.  Presumably, the numbers should				false

		3040						LN		116		3		false		           3   be something similar, I would guess, but I don't				false

		3041						LN		116		4		false		           4   have any idea.  I didn't do any analysis like that.				false

		3042						LN		116		5		false		           5   I don't do that type of thing, actually.				false

		3043						LN		116		6		false		           6        Q    Do you know what the value of a REC is in				false

		3044						LN		116		7		false		           7   the market now?  Just curious.				false

		3045						LN		116		8		false		           8        A    I don't work with that every single day.				false

		3046						LN		116		9		false		           9   The last thing I heard was somewhere in the				false

		3047						LN		116		10		false		          10   neighborhood of a dollar.				false

		3048						LN		116		11		false		          11                  MS. HOGLE:  Thank you.  I have no				false

		3049						LN		116		12		false		          12   further questions.				false

		3050						LN		116		13		false		          13                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Any redirect,				false

		3051						LN		116		14		false		          14   Mr. Sanger?				false

		3052						LN		116		15		false		          15                  MR. SANGER:  Yes, thank you.				false

		3053						LN		116		16		false		          16                   REDIRECT EXAMINATION				false

		3054						LN		116		17		false		          17   BY MR. SANGER:				false

		3055						LN		116		18		false		          18        Q    So referring to the exhibit that Ms. Hogle				false

		3056						LN		116		19		false		          19   just referred you to, I'd like to go back to page 7,				false

		3057						LN		116		20		false		          20   where Ms. Hogle pointed out that the rate in 2028				false

		3058						LN		116		21		false		          21   for a wind QF, the on-peak rate was $7.46.  Now, is				false

		3059						LN		116		22		false		          22   it your understanding that that rate is based on the				false

		3060						LN		116		23		false		          23   cost that PacifiCorp had in its last IRP for wind				false

		3061						LN		116		24		false		          24   resources?				false

		3062						LN		116		25		false		          25        A    That, I can't tell you for sure because				false

		3063						PG		117		0		false		page 117				false

		3064						LN		117		1		false		           1   there was a lot of controversy, so to speak, when				false

		3065						LN		117		2		false		           2   rates were set.  I can't tell you for sure, if				false

		3066						LN		117		3		false		           3   that's the case.  Typically, it would be the case,				false

		3067						LN		117		4		false		           4   okay?  But we had some abnormal things going on in				false

		3068						LN		117		5		false		           5   the last year or so with some of these filings that				false

		3069						LN		117		6		false		           6   disrupted that normal process, so I can't confirm it				false

		3070						LN		117		7		false		           7   one way or the other.				false

		3071						LN		117		8		false		           8        Q    If it was the case that it was based on				false

		3072						LN		117		9		false		           9   the last IRP numbers, then wouldn't the resource				false

		3073						LN		117		10		false		          10   cost that resulted in this $7.46 be PacifiCorp's				false

		3074						LN		117		11		false		          11   resource cost that it estimated in its IRP?				false

		3075						LN		117		12		false		          12        A    Yes.				false

		3076						LN		117		13		false		          13        Q    So this would have been the cost that				false

		3077						LN		117		14		false		          14   PacifiCorp estimated that a wind generation resource				false

		3078						LN		117		15		false		          15   would be in its 2015 IRP?				false

		3079						LN		117		16		false		          16        A    Correct.				false

		3080						LN		117		17		false		          17        Q    And then in its 2017 IRP, if the cost of				false

		3081						LN		117		18		false		          18   wind generation is cut down, then this rate would				false

		3082						LN		117		19		false		          19   correspondingly come down?				false

		3083						LN		117		20		false		          20        A    Absolutely.  And the dates might change as				false

		3084						LN		117		21		false		          21   well, depending on when the resource was timed.				false

		3085						LN		117		22		false		          22        Q    So if there's any inaccuracy in these				false

		3086						LN		117		23		false		          23   prices, then it's because PacifiCorp's IRP is				false

		3087						LN		117		24		false		          24   inaccurate?				false

		3088						LN		117		25		false		          25        A    Or changed, yes.				false

		3089						PG		118		0		false		page 118				false

		3090						LN		118		1		false		           1                  MR. SANGER:  Thank you.				false

		3091						LN		118		2		false		           2                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Any recross?				false

		3092						LN		118		3		false		           3   Commissioner Clark, any questions for Mr. Lowe?				false

		3093						LN		118		4		false		           4                  COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Yes, thank you.				false

		3094						LN		118		5		false		           5   BY COMMISSIONER CLARK:				false

		3095						LN		118		6		false		           6        Q    I want to just give you an opportunity to				false

		3096						LN		118		7		false		           7   help us a little more with your queue position				false

		3097						LN		118		8		false		           8   position.  And for the record, I'm referring to what				false

		3098						LN		118		9		false		           9   you have said on page 16 of -- I think it's your				false

		3099						LN		118		10		false		          10   surrebuttal.  We just have a couple of sentences on				false

		3100						LN		118		11		false		          11   this, but what I'm wondering is if you have applied				false

		3101						LN		118		12		false		          12   any of the alternative approaches that you describe				false

		3102						LN		118		13		false		          13   here and identified the percentage that would				false

		3103						LN		118		14		false		          14   pertain.  For example, have you, on some basis,				false

		3104						LN		118		15		false		          15   calculated an historical percentage, or one based on				false

		3105						LN		118		16		false		          16   completion of milestones?				false

		3106						LN		118		17		false		          17        A    Well, I think we're fairly knowledgeable				false

		3107						LN		118		18		false		          18   about some of those kinds of things.  I believe that				false

		3108						LN		118		19		false		          19   the completion rate has changed over time.  For				false

		3109						LN		118		20		false		          20   example, when I first started in this business in				false

		3110						LN		118		21		false		          21   '81 with PacifiCorp, we had a couple thousand				false

		3111						LN		118		22		false		          22   projects that were looking at developing, and				false

		3112						LN		118		23		false		          23   ultimately the Company entered into 70,				false

		3113						LN		118		24		false		          24   approximately, QF contracts.  I believe around 50 of				false

		3114						LN		118		25		false		          25   those actually were built back in the mid '80s.  Now				false

		3115						PG		119		0		false		page 119				false

		3116						LN		119		1		false		           1   we're looking at a different generation of types of				false

		3117						LN		119		2		false		           2   projects, particularly with solar.  I think we're				false

		3118						LN		119		3		false		           3   seeing, maybe, a little bit different completion				false

		3119						LN		119		4		false		           4   rate that's happening, but I believe that				false

		3120						LN		119		5		false		           5   intelligence is available.  It's probably in the				false

		3121						LN		119		6		false		           6   range of, like, 70, 75 percent.  Projects that are				false

		3122						LN		119		7		false		           7   actually contracted for ultimately get built.				false

		3123						LN		119		8		false		           8             But in terms of any quantification beyond				false

		3124						LN		119		9		false		           9   that in terms of what the resulting prices and so				false

		3125						LN		119		10		false		          10   forth, no, we haven't done that kind of analysis.				false

		3126						LN		119		11		false		          11        Q    The first approach you identify, I think,				false

		3127						LN		119		12		false		          12   is historic percentage of QFs constructed in				false

		3128						LN		119		13		false		          13   relation to the entire queue, right?				false

		3129						LN		119		14		false		          14        A    Correct.				false

		3130						LN		119		15		false		          15        Q    And so what historical period would you				false

		3131						LN		119		16		false		          16   think we should use and, again, I'm just				false

		3132						LN		119		17		false		          17   wondering --				false

		3133						LN		119		18		false		          18        A    Well, I think you should look at -- number				false

		3134						LN		119		19		false		          19   one, I think you should look at signed contracts,				false

		3135						LN		119		20		false		          20   probably.  That's probably the best metric to look				false

		3136						LN		119		21		false		          21   at to use.  And then I would look at, based upon				false

		3137						LN		119		22		false		          22   those signed contracts -- not people that have asked				false

		3138						LN		119		23		false		          23   for indicative pricing or have begun an inquiry				false

		3139						LN		119		24		false		          24   process on a power purchase agreement or those kind				false

		3140						LN		119		25		false		          25   of things but actual signed contracts -- then look				false

		3141						PG		120		0		false		page 120				false

		3142						LN		120		1		false		           1   at, over time, how many projects out of this test				false

		3143						LN		120		2		false		           2   group of signed contracts, maybe over a three-year				false

		3144						LN		120		3		false		           3   period.  Because we know that when people sign				false

		3145						LN		120		4		false		           4   contracts, they have, typically under the terms of				false

		3146						LN		120		5		false		           5   the contract, about three years to complete the				false

		3147						LN		120		6		false		           6   contracts -- or the construction -- along with				false

		3148						LN		120		7		false		           7   interconnection stuff that takes maybe as long as				false

		3149						LN		120		8		false		           8   that as well.  So three years is probably a pretty				false

		3150						LN		120		9		false		           9   good time frame for looking back at determining how				false

		3151						LN		120		10		false		          10   many of those signed contracts actually developed,				false

		3152						LN		120		11		false		          11   and using that result to adjust, you know, what's				false

		3153						LN		120		12		false		          12   actually in the queue.				false

		3154						LN		120		13		false		          13        Q    So you'd recommend that method as opposed				false

		3155						LN		120		14		false		          14   to the historic percentage of constructed projects				false

		3156						LN		120		15		false		          15   in relation to the queue, in relation to the queue				false

		3157						LN		120		16		false		          16   rather than in relation to signed contracts?				false

		3158						LN		120		17		false		          17        A    Well, I would look at what I just				false

		3159						LN		120		18		false		          18   described.				false

		3160						LN		120		19		false		          19        Q    Because we've got three different methods				false

		3161						LN		120		20		false		          20   that are mentioned here in your testimony and I'm				false

		3162						LN		120		21		false		          21   trying to understand.				false

		3163						LN		120		22		false		          22        A    Well, those were suggestions on the kinds				false

		3164						LN		120		23		false		          23   of metrics that might be considered rather than				false
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		3656						LN		139		21		false		          21   complicated methodology.				false

		3657						LN		139		22		false		          22        Q    And then you also talked about or				false

		3658						LN		139		23		false		          23   recommended that line losses be accounted for with				false

		3659						LN		139		24		false		          24   Schedule 37 avoided cost pricing.  Can you provide a				false

		3660						LN		139		25		false		          25   little bit more detail on how that would be				false

		3661						PG		140		0		false		page 140				false

		3662						LN		140		1		false		           1   calculated?				false

		3663						LN		140		2		false		           2        A    I don't have a detailed calculation at				false

		3664						LN		140		3		false		           3   this time, but my recommendation was specifically				false

		3665						LN		140		4		false		           4   that if a small QF does not interconnect to the				false

		3666						LN		140		5		false		           5   transmission system and the Company is therefore				false

		3667						LN		140		6		false		           6   able to avoid line losses associated with				false

		3668						LN		140		7		false		           7   transmission line losses, that the QF is credited				false

		3669						LN		140		8		false		           8   with that avoided cost.				false

		3670						LN		140		9		false		           9        Q    But you don't know --				false

		3671						LN		140		10		false		          10        A    I don't have a calculation to propose.				false

		3672						LN		140		11		false		          11                  MS. HOGLE:  Thank you.  Those are all				false

		3673						LN		140		12		false		          12   my questions.				false

		3674						LN		140		13		false		          13                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Any redirect,				false

		3675						LN		140		14		false		          14   Ms. Hayes?				false

		3676						LN		140		15		false		          15                  MS. HAYES:  No, thank you.				false

		3677						LN		140		16		false		          16                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:				false

		3678						LN		140		17		false		          17   Commissioner White?				false

		3679						LN		140		18		false		          18   BY COMMISSIONER WHITE:				false

		3680						LN		140		19		false		          19        Q    Just a follow-up.  I think I might be				false

		3681						LN		140		20		false		          20   asking something similar to what Ms. Hogle asked,				false

		3682						LN		140		21		false		          21   but in terms of the burden, can you help elaborate a				false

		3683						LN		140		22		false		          22   little bit more on terms of the potential burden or				false

		3684						LN		140		23		false		          23   extra transactional costs, etc. that would be --				false

		3685						LN		140		24		false		          24   that the Schedule 37 QFs would be subject to under				false

		3686						LN		140		25		false		          25   that if that Schedule 38 methodology were imported				false

		3687						PG		141		0		false		page 141				false

		3688						LN		141		1		false		           1   to those size of projects?				false

		3689						LN		141		2		false		           2        A    Sure.  Without commenting on the Schedule				false

		3690						LN		141		3		false		           3   38 proposal itself which I haven't addressed, my				false

		3691						LN		141		4		false		           4   understanding is that the Schedule 38 methodology is				false

		3692						LN		141		5		false		           5   more complicated and designed because larger QFs do				false

		3693						LN		141		6		false		           6   you have a significant impact on the Company's				false

		3694						LN		141		7		false		           7   avoided costs, whereas a smaller QF project is				false

		3695						LN		141		8		false		           8   maximum 3 megawatts, which is roughly comparable				false

		3696						LN		141		9		false		           9   even to the size of some large net metering				false

		3697						LN		141		10		false		          10   projects.  They're much smaller and much simpler, so				false

		3698						LN		141		11		false		          11   the need for a more complicated Schedule 38				false

		3699						LN		141		12		false		          12   process -- there isn't a need for a more complicated				false

		3700						LN		141		13		false		          13   process because these projects are relatively small,				false

		3701						LN		141		14		false		          14   they're capped at a total of 25 megawatts per year,				false

		3702						LN		141		15		false		          15   so all of the Schedule 37 projects which come online				false

		3703						LN		141		16		false		          16   in a given year are smaller than your average,				false

		3704						LN		141		17		false		          17   individual, single Schedule 38 project.  And so				false

		3705						LN		141		18		false		          18   there's no need for a more confusing and complicated				false

		3706						LN		141		19		false		          19   process to determine pricing for these projects.				false

		3707						LN		141		20		false		          20        Q    So I guess the question is, is it more				false

		3708						LN		141		21		false		          21   complicated, potentially, to vet the actual				false

		3709						LN		141		22		false		          22   components of that methodology?  I guess what I'm				false

		3710						LN		141		23		false		          23   getting at is, is there any additional costs				false

		3711						LN		141		24		false		          24   associated with taking that price when a Schedule 37				false

		3712						LN		141		25		false		          25   project takes that standard price?				false

		3713						PG		142		0		false		page 142				false

		3714						LN		142		1		false		           1        A    I think the most significant impact to				false

		3715						LN		142		2		false		           2   applying the Schedule 38 methodology to small QFs				false

		3716						LN		142		3		false		           3   would be the queue, which is what I've mainly				false

		3717						LN		142		4		false		           4   focused my comments on, and the impact of placing a				false

		3718						LN		142		5		false		           5   small QF either at the end of the queue or at a				false

		3719						LN		142		6		false		           6   position that is inappropriate.  If the QF receives				false

		3720						LN		142		7		false		           7   pricing based on a queue of projects ahead of it				false

		3721						LN		142		8		false		           8   that ultimately are not constructed, then that QF				false

		3722						LN		142		9		false		           9   will have received avoided cost pricing that's too				false

		3723						LN		142		10		false		          10   low.  And that has the largest potential effect on a				false

		3724						LN		142		11		false		          11   QF's ability to build projects at avoided cost.				false

		3725						LN		142		12		false		          12                  COMMISSIONER WHITE:  That's all the				false

		3726						LN		142		13		false		          13   questions I have.				false

		3727						LN		142		14		false		          14                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:				false

		3728						LN		142		15		false		          15   Commissioner Clark?				false

		3729						LN		142		16		false		          16                  COMMISSIONER CLARK:  No questions.				false

		3730						LN		142		17		false		          17   Thank you.				false

		3731						LN		142		18		false		          18                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Do you know how				false

		3732						LN		142		19		false		          19   many Schedule 37 projects, if any, are connected to				false

		3733						LN		142		20		false		          20   the transmission system?				false

		3734						LN		142		21		false		          21                  THE WITNESS:  I don't know.				false

		3735						LN		142		22		false		          22                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Would you assume				false

		3736						LN		142		23		false		          23   there are some, or you still don't know?				false

		3737						LN		142		24		false		          24                  THE WITNESS:  I still don't know.				false

		3738						LN		142		25		false		          25                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Thank you.				false

		3739						PG		143		0		false		page 143				false

		3740						LN		143		1		false		           1   That's all I have.  Anything else, Ms. Hayes?				false

		3741						LN		143		2		false		           2                  MS. HAYES:  No, I think that's				false

		3742						LN		143		3		false		           3   everything.				false

		3743						LN		143		4		false		           4                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Mr. Sanger?				false

		3744						LN		143		5		false		           5                  MR. SANGER:  Thank you.  I'd like to				false

		3745						LN		143		6		false		           6   call Mr. Neal Townsend to the witness stand, please.				false

		3746						LN		143		7		false		           7                      NEAL TOWNSEND,				false

		3747						LN		143		8		false		           8   having been first duly sworn to tell the truth, was				false

		3748						LN		143		9		false		           9            examined and testified as follows:				false

		3749						LN		143		10		false		          10   BY MR. SANGER:				false

		3750						LN		143		11		false		          11        Q    Thank you, Mr. Townsend.  Can you please				false

		3751						LN		143		12		false		          12   provide your name and position?				false

		3752						LN		143		13		false		          13        A    My name is Neal Townsend.  My position is				false

		3753						LN		143		14		false		          14   principal at Energy Strategies.				false

		3754						LN		143		15		false		          15        Q    And on whose behalf are you testifying				false

		3755						LN		143		16		false		          16   today?				false

		3756						LN		143		17		false		          17        A    I'm here on behalf of the Renewable Energy				false

		3757						LN		143		18		false		          18   Coalition.				false

		3758						LN		143		19		false		          19        Q    And if I asked you the questions in your				false

		3759						LN		143		20		false		          20   direct and surrebuttal testimony today, would your				false

		3760						LN		143		21		false		          21   answers be the same?				false

		3761						LN		143		22		false		          22        A    Yes, with two minor corrections.				false

		3762						LN		143		23		false		          23        Q    Can you please point us in the direction				false

		3763						LN		143		24		false		          24   of those corrections?				false

		3764						LN		143		25		false		          25        A    In my direct testimony, at line 198, page				false

		3765						PG		144		0		false		page 144				false

		3766						LN		144		1		false		           1   9 on my copy, I have a parenthetical that says,				false

		3767						LN		144		2		false		           2   "Excluding market floor."  That should be stricken.				false

		3768						LN		144		3		false		           3   So the sentence would begin, "Because its PDDRR				false

		3769						LN		144		4		false		           4   calculated value declined significantly after ten				false

		3770						LN		144		5		false		           5   years."				false

		3771						LN		144		6		false		           6        Q    Thank you.				false

		3772						LN		144		7		false		           7        A    And then on my surrebuttal testimony on				false

		3773						LN		144		8		false		           8   line 129, there's apparently a typo.  It says,				false

		3774						LN		144		9		false		           9   "Fixed cost after the 15th year OO," the term.  I				false

		3775						LN		144		10		false		          10   think that's to be "to."				false

		3776						LN		144		11		false		          11        Q    I'm sorry, which page and line number are				false

		3777						LN		144		12		false		          12   you on?				false

		3778						LN		144		13		false		          13        A    I'm on page 7, line 129.  My version has				false

		3779						LN		144		14		false		          14   two "Os" after the word "year."				false

		3780						LN		144		15		false		          15        Q    Thank you.				false

		3781						LN		144		16		false		          16        A    That's all of my corrections.				false

		3782						LN		144		17		false		          17        Q    Have you prepared a summary that you're				false

		3783						LN		144		18		false		          18   prepared to provide to the Commission this morning?				false

		3784						LN		144		19		false		          19        A    I have.  Good afternoon.  In my direct				false

		3785						LN		144		20		false		          20   testimony, I respond to several changes proposed by				false

		3786						LN		144		21		false		          21   Rocky Mountain Power to the calculation of avoided				false

		3787						LN		144		22		false		          22   cost pricing for qualifying facilities seeking				false

		3788						LN		144		23		false		          23   pricing under either Schedule 37 or Schedule 38.  I				false

		3789						LN		144		24		false		          24   note that currently RMP uses the proxy PDDRR method				false

		3790						LN		144		25		false		          25   to calculate avoided cost under Schedule 38.  RMP is				false

		3791						PG		145		0		false		page 145				false

		3792						LN		145		1		false		           1   proposing to implement changes to the proxy PDDRR				false

		3793						LN		145		2		false		           2   method and to adopt this method to determine avoided				false

		3794						LN		145		3		false		           3   cost pricing under Schedule 37.  While I support				false

		3795						LN		145		4		false		           4   RMP's proposal to calculate renewable avoided cost				false

		3796						LN		145		5		false		           5   prices based on the deferral of renewable generation				false

		3797						LN		145		6		false		           6   resources in its integrated resource plan, or IRP, I				false

		3798						LN		145		7		false		           7   oppose RMP's proposal to limit the displacement to				false

		3799						LN		145		8		false		           8   resources of the same type, i.e., wind for wind,				false

		3800						LN		145		9		false		           9   solar for solar, etc.				false

		3801						LN		145		10		false		          10             RMP's proposed restrictions are				false

		3802						LN		145		11		false		          11   unreasonable because they prevent a renewable QF				false

		3803						LN		145		12		false		          12   from being fairly compensated for its ability to				false

		3804						LN		145		13		false		          13   defer renewable plants that the Company is planning				false

		3805						LN		145		14		false		          14   to add, solely because the QFs resource type differs				false

		3806						LN		145		15		false		          15   from the resource type that the Company determines				false

		3807						LN		145		16		false		          16   is deferrable sooner in its IRP.  Implicit in RMP's				false

		3808						LN		145		17		false		          17   advocacy for these restrictions is the notion that				false

		3809						LN		145		18		false		          18   the Company is somehow unable to partially or wholly				false

		3810						LN		145		19		false		          19   defer a wind plant when a renewable QF using a				false

		3811						LN		145		20		false		          20   different technology timely comes online.				false

		3812						LN		145		21		false		          21             This premise is highly implausible.  When				false

		3813						LN		145		22		false		          22   considering adding new resources in its IRP, the				false

		3814						LN		145		23		false		          23   Company must consider the impact of long-term QF				false

		3815						LN		145		24		false		          24   contracts on the need for Company-owned capacity				false

		3816						LN		145		25		false		          25   after taking account of the capacity characteristics				false

		3817						PG		146		0		false		page 146				false

		3818						LN		146		1		false		           1   of the QF resources.  This evaluation must be				false

		3819						LN		146		2		false		           2   performed irrespective of the QF resource type.  The				false

		3820						LN		146		3		false		           3   idea, say, that new solar QF contracts would have no				false

		3821						LN		146		4		false		           4   influence on whether Company-owned wind resources				false

		3822						LN		146		5		false		           5   need to be added in the future is unreasonable and				false

		3823						LN		146		6		false		           6   objectionable.				false

		3824						LN		146		7		false		           7             Instead, I recommend that any renewable QF				false

		3825						LN		146		8		false		           8   seeking avoided cost pricing under either Schedule				false

		3826						LN		146		9		false		           9   37 or 38 should have its avoided cost pricing based				false

		3827						LN		146		10		false		          10   on the next deferrable renewable resource				false

		3828						LN		146		11		false		          11   irrespective of resource type with appropriate				false

		3829						LN		146		12		false		          12   adjustments for capacity equivalence.  For Schedule				false

		3830						LN		146		13		false		          13   37, if the Commission adopts the proxy PDDRR method				false

		3831						LN		146		14		false		          14   to calculate avoided costs, I believe that removing				false

		3832						LN		146		15		false		          15   the like-for-like restriction will provide a more				false

		3833						LN		146		16		false		          16   reasonable and equitable treatment of RMP's avoided				false

		3834						LN		146		17		false		          17   costs.  Similarly, for Schedule 38, removing RMP's				false

		3835						LN		146		18		false		          18   proposed like-for-like restriction will provide a				false

		3836						LN		146		19		false		          19   more reasonable and equitable treatment of avoided				false

		3837						LN		146		20		false		          20   costs for all Schedule 38 renewable QFs.  In				false

		3838						LN		146		21		false		          21   addition, I recommend that the 2021 Wyoming wind				false

		3839						LN		146		22		false		          22   resource be considered the proxy resource for all				false

		3840						LN		146		23		false		          23   QFs seeking avoided cost pricing unless and until				false

		3841						LN		146		24		false		          24   RMP declares that it's not going to pursue this				false

		3842						LN		146		25		false		          25   project, regardless of whether such a declaration				false

		3843						PG		147		0		false		page 147				false

		3844						LN		147		1		false		           1   results from a Commission decision, or for any other				false

		3845						LN		147		2		false		           2   reason.  The Commission should also consider whether				false

		3846						LN		147		3		false		           3   a QF should also be credited with the equivalent of				false

		3847						LN		147		4		false		           4   avoided transmission costs, given the linkage that				false

		3848						LN		147		5		false		           5   exists between the 2021 Wyoming wind resource and				false

		3849						LN		147		6		false		           6   the related transmission capability.				false

		3850						LN		147		7		false		           7             Finally, I recommend the Commission reject				false

		3851						LN		147		8		false		           8   RMP's suggestion that federal production tax credits				false

		3852						LN		147		9		false		           9   should be removed from the real levelization payment				false

		3853						LN		147		10		false		          10   calculation.  In my surrebuttal testimony, I				false

		3854						LN		147		11		false		          11   reiterate my recommendation that RMP's like-for-like				false

		3855						LN		147		12		false		          12   proposal for establishing avoided cost pricing for				false

		3856						LN		147		13		false		          13   renewable QFs be rejected by the Commission; that				false

		3857						LN		147		14		false		          14   the PSC reject any attempts by RMP to make ad hoc				false

		3858						LN		147		15		false		          15   adjustments to the avoided cost calculation method,				false

		3859						LN		147		16		false		          16   such as removing production tax credits from the				false

		3860						LN		147		17		false		          17   real levelization payment calculation and; finally,				false

		3861						LN		147		18		false		          18   that the 2021 Wyoming wind plant be considered the				false

		3862						LN		147		19		false		          19   next deferrable resource unless or until RMP				false

		3863						LN		147		20		false		          20   declares it is not going to pursue this project,				false

		3864						LN		147		21		false		          21   regardless of the rationale for such a declaration.				false

		3865						LN		147		22		false		          22   That concludes my summary.				false

		3866						LN		147		23		false		          23        Q    Thank you.  I wanted to ask Mr. Townsend a				false

		3867						LN		147		24		false		          24   couple of clarifying questions that I think might				false

		3868						LN		147		25		false		          25   not have been entirely clear from Mr. Lowe's earlier				false

		3869						PG		148		0		false		page 148				false

		3870						LN		148		1		false		           1   testimony.  So Renewable Energy Coalition's				false

		3871						LN		148		2		false		           2   recommendation in this case regarding Schedule 37 is				false

		3872						LN		148		3		false		           3   that the current approach to Schedule 37 should be				false

		3873						LN		148		4		false		           4   retained with an adjustment to allow renewable				false

		3874						LN		148		5		false		           5   resources to be deferred; is that correct?				false

		3875						LN		148		6		false		           6        A    That's my understanding, yes.				false

		3876						LN		148		7		false		           7        Q    So the Renewable Energy Coalition's				false

		3877						LN		148		8		false		           8   position is that the queue change -- which is part				false

		3878						LN		148		9		false		           9   of Rocky Mountain Power's proposed changes -- should				false

		3879						LN		148		10		false		          10   also be rejected?				false

		3880						LN		148		11		false		          11        A    Correct.				false

		3881						LN		148		12		false		          12        Q    However, if you're going to have a queue				false

		3882						LN		148		13		false		          13   adjustment to Schedule 37, then the Renewable Energy				false

		3883						LN		148		14		false		          14   Coalition's recommendation is that you use a				false

		3884						LN		148		15		false		          15   historic, reasonable, forecast of QFs that complete				false

		3885						LN		148		16		false		          16   their way through the queue to commercial operation?				false

		3886						LN		148		17		false		          17        A    That's correct.				false

		3887						LN		148		18		false		          18                  MR. SANGER:  Thank you.				false

		3888						LN		148		19		false		          19                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Do you have				false

		3889						LN		148		20		false		          20   anything else before we go to cross-examination?				false

		3890						LN		148		21		false		          21                  MR. SANGER:  No, thank you.				false

		3891						LN		148		22		false		          22                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Ms. Hayes, do				false

		3892						LN		148		23		false		          23   you have any questions for this witness?				false

		3893						LN		148		24		false		          24                  MS. HAYES:  I do not.				false

		3894						LN		148		25		false		          25                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Mr. Jetter?				false

		3895						PG		149		0		false		page 149				false

		3896						LN		149		1		false		           1                  MR. JETTER:  No questions.				false

		3897						LN		149		2		false		           2                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Mr. Snarr?				false

		3898						LN		149		3		false		           3                  MR. SNARR:  No questions.				false

		3899						LN		149		4		false		           4                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Ms. Hogle?				false

		3900						LN		149		5		false		           5                  MS. HOGLE:  Just a minute.				false

		3901						LN		149		6		false		           6                    CROSS-EXAMINATION				false
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 1                      PROCEEDINGS
 2                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  We are here this
 3   morning for two Public Service Commission dockets
 4   that have been consolidated, Docket No. 17-035-T07,
 5   which is Rocky Mountain Power's Proposed Tariff
 6   Revisions to Electric Service Schedule No. 37,
 7   Avoided Cost Purchases from Qualifying Facilities,
 8   and Docket No. 17-035-37, Rocky Mountain Power's
 9   2017 Avoided Cost Input Charges Quarterly Compliance
10   Filing.  We'll go to appearances now for the
11   Utility.
12                  MS. HOGLE:  Good morning,
13   Chair LeVar, Commissioner Clark, and Commissioner
14   White.  My name is Yvonne Hogle, and I'm here on
15   behalf of Rocky Mountain Power.  With me at counsel
16   table is Mr. Dan MacNeil, who is PacifiCorp's
17   resource and commercial strategy adviser.  Thank
18   you.
19                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Thank you.  For
20   the Division of Public Utilities?
21                  MR. JETTER:  Good morning.  I'm
22   Justin Jetter, and I'm here today representing the
23   Utah Division of Public Utilities.  The Division
24   intends to call a witness at the hearing today,
25   Dr. Abdinasir Abdulle.
0006
 1                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  For the Office?
 2                  MR. SNARR:  My name is Steven Snarr.
 3   I represent the Office of Consumer Services.
 4                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Thank you.
 5   We'll go to Utah Clean Energy next.
 6                  MS. HAYES:  Good morning.
 7   Sophie Hayes on behalf of Utah Clean Energy.  With
 8   me at counsel table is Mr. Ken Dragoon.  Utah Clean
 9   Energy will also be calling Kate Bowman.
10                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Thank you.  For
11   the Renewable Energy Coalition?
12                  MR. SANGER:  My name is Irion Sanger
13   on behalf of Renewable Energy Coalition, and here
14   with me today is Mr. John Lowe, the executive
15   director of Renewable Energy Coalition.  We'll also
16   be calling Mr. Neal Townsend as a witness for
17   Renewable Energy.
18                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Thank you.  Does
19   anyone else have any preliminary matters before we
20   go to the Utility's first witness?  Ms. Hogle.
21                  MS. HOGLE:  Thank you.  The Company
22   calls Mr. MacNeil.
23                     DANIEL MACNEIL,
24   having been first duly sworn to tell the truth, was
25            examined and testified as follows:
0007
 1   BY MS. HOGLE:
 2        Q    Good morning, Mr. MacNeil.
 3        A    Good morning.
 4        Q    Could you please state your name and your
 5   position for the record?
 6        A    Daniel MacNeil, M-a-c N-e-i-l, and I'm a
 7   resource and strategy adviser for PacifiCorp.
 8        Q    And in that capacity, did you prepare
 9   direct testimony with work papers dated August 17th,
10   2017, rebuttal testimony dated with work papers
11   October 31st, 2017, and surrebuttal testimony dated
12   November 21st, 2017?
13        A    Yes.
14        Q    And do you have any changes to any of
15   those pieces of testimony that you would like to
16   make today?
17        A    No.
18        Q    So if I were to ask you the questions
19   therein again here today, your answers would be the
20   same?
21        A    Yes.
22                  MS. HOGLE:  Thank you.  At this time,
23   I'd like to move for the admission into the record
24   of Mr. MacNeil's direct testimony with work papers
25   dated August 17, 2017, rebuttal testimony with work
0008
 1   papers dated October 31st, 2017, and surrebuttal
 2   testimony dated November 21st, 2017.
 3                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  If anyone
 4   objects to this motion, please indicate to me.
 5                  MS. HAYES:  Yes.  I would prefer to
 6   cross-examine the witness before agreeing to admit
 7   those pieces of testimony into the record, if that's
 8   all right.
 9                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Ms. Hogle, do
10   you have any response to that objection?
11                  MS. HOGLE:  I guess I'm a little
12   surprised because to my knowledge, Ms. Hayes has
13   never required that the Company's testimony not be
14   admitted until after cross-examination.  I guess I'm
15   not sure what the difference is.
16                  MS. HAYES:  There are some statements
17   in Mr. MacNeil's testimony that I would like to
18   clarify because I feel like he misrepresented Utah
19   Clean Energy's position.
20                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Considering the
21   objection, I don't think any party could be
22   prejudiced if we put off the admission of the
23   testimony until after cross-examination.  It's not
24   typically how we do things, but I don't see any
25   prejudice to Rocky Mountain Power to do so, so I
0009
 1   think we'll hold the motion until the conclusion of
 2   cross-examination.
 3                  MS. HOGLE:  And does Ms. Hayes
 4   believe that he misrepresented UCE's position with
 5   respect with to all of his testimony or is it --
 6                  MS. HAYES:  No, just specific
 7   sections.
 8                  MS. HOGLE:  In each of the direct,
 9   rebuttal, and surrebuttal testimony?
10                  MS. HAYES:  Rebuttal and surrebuttal.
11                  MS. HOGLE:  Do you have any objection
12   to anything in the direct testimony?
13                  MS. HAYES:  No.
14                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  And so you're
15   modifying your objection at this point?
16                  MS. HOGLE:  I am.  Thank you.
17                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  If anyone
18   objects to admission of the direct testimony with
19   the exhibits and work papers, please indicate to me.
20   I'm not seeing any objections, so that motion is
21   granted.  We'll await a second motion after
22   cross-examination.
23   BY MS. HOGLE:
24        Q    Mr. MacNeil, do you have a summary that
25   you would like to provide to the Commission and
0010
 1   parties today?
 2        A    I do.
 3        Q    Please proceed.
 4        A    Thank you, Chairman LeVar, and
 5   Commissioners White and Clark, for the opportunity
 6   to testify this morning.
 7             The Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act
 8   of 1978, PURPA, specifies that qualifying
 9   facilities, QFs, are to be paid a rate that is just
10   and reasonable to retail customers and does not
11   exceed a utility's incremental cost of alternative
12   electric energy.  This is known as the customer
13   indifference standard.  Because QF power purchase
14   expense is included in the Company's Energy
15   Balancing Account in Utah, the rates paid to QFs are
16   generally subject to true-up and collected from
17   customers annually.  As a result, while the Company
18   supports setting accurate avoided costs for
19   compliance with PURPA and in the interest of its
20   customers, it is generally indifferent to the rates
21   QFs ultimately receive.  With that in mind, the
22   primary questions in this proceeding are twofold:
23   First, what methodology should be used to produce
24   avoided cost pricing for QFs, consistent with the
25   customer indifference standard.  And second, what
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 1   avoided cost prices for small QFs should be
 2   published in the Schedule 37 tariff.
 3             The Company currently uses the Partial
 4   Displacement Differential Revenue Requirement
 5   methodology, PDDRR, to calculate avoided cost prices
 6   for non-standard QFs under Schedule 38.  In this
 7   proceeding, the Company has also proposed using the
 8   PDDRR methodology for standard QFs under Schedule
 9   37.
10             The PDDRR methodology includes two
11   components:  First, avoided fixed costs are
12   calculated based on the proxy resource in the IRP
13   preferred portfolio that a QF is assumed to
14   displace.  Second, avoided energy costs are
15   calculated using the Generation and Regulation
16   Initiative Decision Tools model, GRID, which is also
17   used to set net power costs in rate cases.  Two
18   scenarios are prepared.  The first has existing
19   resources, planned resources from the most recent
20   IRP preferred portfolio, as well as signed and
21   prior-queued potential QFs.
22             The second run is the same as the first
23   run with two exceptions: the capacity of the
24   displaced IRP resource is reduced and the operating
25   characteristics of the proposed QF project are
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 1   added, with its energy dispatched at zero cost.  The
 2   difference in costs between the two runs is the
 3   avoided energy cost.
 4             Identifying the proxy resource to be
 5   displaced is the issue at the core of the proposals
 6   made by the parties.  In the IRP and when the
 7   Company is proposing resource additions, the Company
 8   uses sophisticated portfolio optimization models to
 9   identify the changes in its portfolio that are
10   expected to occur with different combinations of
11   resources.  These models are powerful but take a
12   great deal of time to run.  The intent of the PDDRR
13   methodology is to produce a reasonable estimate of
14   expected portfolio changes for the purpose of
15   providing prices quickly in response to the
16   hundreds of QF pricing requests the Company receives
17   each year.  In accordance with the Commission order
18   in Docket No. 12-035-100, when the Company's IRP
19   preferred portfolio includes renewable resources
20   that are the same type as a QF project, the next
21   deferrable renewable resource of that type in the
22   preferred portfolio is used as a proxy.  If the
23   Company's IRP preferred portfolio does not include a
24   renewable resource that is the same type as a QF,
25   the next deferrable thermal resource in the IRP
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 1   preferred portfolio is used instead.  Resources
 2   become part of the IRP preferred portfolio because
 3   they support an optimized balance of cost and risk
 4   for the portfolio as a whole.  Limiting deferral of
 5   renewable resources to QFs of the same type helps
 6   the existing methodology to maintain this optimized
 7   balance, thus ensuring the customer indifference
 8   standard is met.
 9             The Coalition and Utah Clean Energy
10   instead suggest that it is appropriate to prepare
11   avoided costs for QFs of all types, based on
12   displacement of renewable resources of any type.  In
13   particular, they propose that avoided costs be based
14   on the costs and characteristics of the 2021 Wyoming
15   wind resource identified in the 2017 IRP preferred
16   portfolio.  Despite this being contrary to the
17   Commission's previous ruling, Parties provide no
18   evidence that having baseload or solar resources
19   defer the 2021 Wyoming wind resource, maintains a
20   reasonable balance of cost and risk consistent with
21   the IRP preferred portfolio, nor have they produced
22   any calculations of avoided cost which would allow
23   the impact of their proposals on customers to be
24   identified.  In fact, when the Company asked the
25   Coalition and Utah Clean Energy to provide
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 1   calculations illustrating their proposed
 2   methodologies, both responded that they had not
 3   prepared calculations.  The Company's best
 4   interpretation of avoided costs based on deferral of
 5   the 2021 wind resources indicates that avoided costs
 6   would be lower than under the Company's proposal.
 7   This indicates that there are other higher cost
 8   resources remaining in the Company's portfolio
 9   besides the 2021 wind resources, such that they are
10   not an appropriate basis for setting avoided costs.
11   Because there is no evidence in the record which
12   demonstrates the effect of the assumption changes
13   proposed by the Coalition and Utah Clean Energy, it
14   is impossible to judge whether the resulting avoided
15   cost prices would be just and reasonable and
16   consistent with the customer indifference standard.
17             Utah Clean Energy has also proposed that
18   avoided costs be calculated based on the deferral of
19   thermal resources as is done today but with a floor
20   on avoided costs based on renewable resources in the
21   IRP preferred portfolio.  The proposal produces
22   inaccurate avoided costs by ignoring geographic and
23   operational differences between renewable resources
24   and by failing to account for the aggregate effects
25   of QFs on the Company's portfolio and system.
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 1             Further, to the extent the IRP evaluated
 2   resource options that are of the same type and
 3   location as a QF, the absence of those resources in
 4   the preferred portfolio is evidence that their costs
 5   are in excess of avoided costs.  Again, Utah Clean
 6   Energy has not provided any supporting documentation
 7   or calculations that would allow avoided cost rates
 8   to be prepared based on its proposal so it is
 9   impossible to judge the impact, relative to the
10   customer indifference standard.
11             The Coalitions' proposal to allow QFs to
12   choose between renewable and non-renewable pricing
13   options is inconsistent with FERC precedent, as Utah
14   does not have a renewable portfolio standard or
15   other obligation to acquire renewable resources.
16   Because system operations and dispatch would be the
17   same for a given project regardless of renewable
18   energy credit ownership, there's no basis for paying
19   different prices for renewable and non-renewable
20   resources.
21             With regard to the QFQ for the purposes of
22   setting Schedule 37 rates, the Company's May filing
23   in Docket No. 17-035-T07 calculated Schedule 37
24   rates assuming a queue position was established at
25   the end of the queue at the time the 2017 IRP was
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 1   filed.  In response to concerns raised by parties,
 2   the Company's August filing proposed rates based on
 3   a smaller queue that only included higher queued
 4   resources from the May filing that had not dropped
 5   out or moved to the end of the queue by that time.
 6   The remaining resources are roughly 36 percent of
 7   the queue position from the May filing.  Again, this
 8   does not represent the end of the queue in August,
 9   but rather a point in the middle that is intended to
10   more accurately represent the Company's avoided
11   costs between now and the next Schedule 37 tariff
12   update, likely in June 2018.
13             Utah Clean Energy proposes that small QFs
14   interconnected on the distribution system receive
15   higher rates to account for avoided line losses.
16   However, merely being connected to the distribution
17   system does not necessarily indicate that a resource
18   has lower line losses.  Since this is a complicated
19   issue that hasn't been considered in detail and
20   Utah Clean Energy hasn't made a specific proposal, I
21   believe it would be better to address avoided line
22   losses at a future time.
23             Finally, in June 2017, the Company
24   proposed two non-routine changes to the Schedule 38
25   avoided cost methodology.  Both were contested by
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 1   parties.  These changes concern renewable energy
 2   credit ownership when a QF is displacing a renewable
 3   resource and avoided energy costs beyond the end of
 4   the IRP study period.  None of the parties oppose
 5   the Company's non-routine updates.
 6             In summary, to achieve just and reasonable
 7   avoided cost rates and maintain the customer
 8   indifference standard, the Company requests that the
 9   Commission: 1) approve the Company's two non-routine
10   methodology changes but otherwise maintain the
11   existing Schedule 38 methodology, including
12   specifically the like-for-like deferral of renewable
13   resources; 2) acknowledge that avoided costs for
14   Utah wind QFs are appropriately based on deferral of
15   2013 wind resources in the 2017 IRP preferred
16   portfolio rather than the 2021 wind resources; 3)
17   deny the Coalition's request that QFs be allowed to
18   choose between renewable and non-renewable pricing
19   options and; 4) accept the use of the Schedule 38
20   methodology for setting Schedule 37 rates,
21   specifically by approving the rates proposed in the
22   Company's August filing based on a partial QF queue.
23   That concludes my summary.
24                  MS. HOGLE:  Thank you, Mr. MacNeil.
25   Mr. MacNeil is available for cross-examination.
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 1                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Thank you,
 2   Ms. Hogle.  Mr. Jetter?
 3                  MR. JETTER:  I don't have any
 4   questions.
 5                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Thank you.
 6   Mr. Snarr?
 7                  MR. SNARR:  The Office has no
 8   questions.
 9                  COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Pardon me,
10   Chair LeVar.  I'm led to understand that the parties
11   who are listening not in this room are having a
12   difficult time hearing the witness.  Could we ask
13   you to pull the microphone a little closer to your
14   mouth?
15                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Thank you.
16   Ms. Hayes.
17                    CROSS-EXAMINATION
18   BY MS. HAYES:
19        Q    Good morning, Mr. MacNeil.  In your
20   rebuttal testimony and again in your summary this
21   morning, you indicated that Utah Clean Energy
22   proposed that all QF resources should be eligible to
23   defer the 2021 Wyoming wind and transmission
24   resources.  Utah Clean Energy did not actually
25   propose that, did they?
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 1        A    I guess I'm not -- I understand that the
 2   testimony says that, but it isn't clear to me how
 3   you can add a QF and pay them based on a resource
 4   and not remove that resource.  How is that avoided
 5   cost?
 6        Q    Can you point to me somewhere in Utah
 7   Clean Energy's testimony where we propose that
 8   resources be able to defer the wind and
 9   transmission?
10        A    I guess the clearest thing I can point to
11   is the data request which says you don't have any
12   calculations.  If you want me to sit here and have
13   me go through your testimony again, I could, but --
14        Q    So would you agree that it is a
15   mischaracterization of Utah Clean Energy's testimony
16   to say that we do propose -- that the wind be
17   deferrable?
18        A    I would agree that to the extent you
19   indicate that your testimony does not indicate that
20   that's your position.
21        Q    In fact, Mr. Dragoon's testimony said that
22   the deferrability of that wind is irrelevant,
23   correct?
24        A    I'll take that, subject to check.
25        Q    All right.  If we could turn to your
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 1   surrebuttal testimony, at lines 48 to 50.  I'll find
 2   you a page number momentarily.
 3        A    I'm there.
 4        Q    You say that Mr. Dragoon appears to
 5   conclude that Mr. Townsend's analysis was
 6   inadequate, although Mr. Dragoon does not actually
 7   conclude that, does he?  I'll point you to
 8   Mr. Dragoon's rebuttal testimony on page 5, starting
 9   at line 70.  Do you want to read that?
10        A    I'm reading it.  Just one moment, please.
11        Q    Doesn't Mr. Dragoon say that
12   Mr. Townsend's analysis shows that different
13   operating characteristics need not be a barrier to
14   setting avoided cost rates?
15        A    It does say that, and he's describing his
16   review of the example provided.  But he says there
17   may be simpler solutions.
18        Q    Sure.  But Mr. Dragoon's testimony
19   actually says pretty much the opposite of what you
20   represented in your testimony, correct?
21        A    Implementation of the Commission's ruling
22   that renewable resources can defer renewable
23   resources deserves more thought and discussion than
24   it has received to date.  I mean, that says there
25   hasn't been enough analysis which means the analysis
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 1   is inadequate.
 2        Q    Well, do you agree that reasonable minds
 3   could differ on that?
 4        A    On more thought and discussion?
 5        Q    Utah Clean Energy has recommended that
 6   this topic does deserve more thought and is
 7   discussion, but Mr. Dragoon prefaced that by saying
 8   that Mr. Townsend's analysis shows that different
 9   operating characteristics need not be a barrier to
10   setting avoided cost rates, correct?
11        A    It does say that and I guess I would agree
12   that that need not be a barrier, but I think it is
13   still a barrier based on the record we have and the
14   information we've been able to achieve in this
15   docket.
16        Q    So in your surrebuttal testimony at page
17   3, you give an example.  You say that Mr. Dragoon
18   recommends replacing 3.8 megawatts of wind with
19   1 megawatt of tracking solar.  Mr. Dragoon did not
20   actually make that recommendation, did he?
21        A    I'm not sure.
22                  MS. HOGLE:  I'm not sure where she's
23   reading from from his surrebuttal.  Can you point to
24   line numbers, Ms. Hayes?
25                  MS. HAYES:  Lines 56 to 59, and
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 1   there's also a footnote.
 2                  MS. HOGLE:  Are you there,
 3   Mr. MacNeil?
 4                  THE WITNESS:  Yes.  Please repeat the
 5   question.
 6   BY MS. HAYES:
 7        Q    Mr. Dragoon didn't actually make that
 8   recommendation, did he?
 9        A    I guess I'm still not clear on what
10   Mr. Dragoon's recommendation is.  He suggests that
11   it's possible to pay a price based on a renewable
12   resource in the portfolio, but, you know, using the
13   operational characteristics to adjust that price
14   somehow, but I haven't seen any calculations which
15   would say how many megawatts.  The only translation
16   between resources which has been on the table that
17   I've seen is capacity equivalence.  That's what the
18   PDDRR methodology uses, that's the example I give
19   there.
20        Q    Right.  So you give an example based on
21   capacity equivalence; is that correct?
22        A    That example is based on capacity
23   equivalence.
24        Q    Right.  And that is not an example that
25   Mr. Dragoon included in his testimony, correct?
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 1        A    Certainly, that example is not in the
 2   testimony.
 3        Q    Okay.  Thank you.  But Mr. Dragoon, in his
 4   testimony, did recommend using a cost per kilowatt
 5   hour as a floor on avoided cost prices?
 6                  MS. HOGLE:  Excuse me.  Can you
 7   please point to the piece of testimony and line
 8   number where he makes that recommendation, please,
 9   for the witness?
10                  MS. HAYES:  Yes.  In Mr. Dragoon's
11   testimony?
12                  MS. HOGLE:  Yes.  If he's to answer
13   any questions, he needs to know what you're looking
14   at.
15   BY MS. HAYES:
16        Q    Yes.  If you'll look at Mr. Dragoon's
17   direct testimony at the bottom of page 10, and going
18   on to page 11.  And I'll give you a chance to read
19   that, and let me know when you've read that.
20        A    I've read that.
21        Q    So he does recommend using a cost per
22   kilowatt hour as a floor on renewable avoided cost
23   prices, adjusting it for resource characteristics;
24   is that correct?
25        A    Yes.
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 1        Q    All right.  And so a kilowatt hour
 2   comparison is more of an energy comparison, correct?
 3        A    Certainly, the example which is included
 4   here is an energy comparison, but the adjustments
 5   for any differences such as capacity value or
 6   integration costs, quoting from lines 196 to 198, I
 7   don't know whether those are also energy based or
 8   what those might be based on.
 9        Q    Okay.  So if you'll go back to your
10   rebuttal testimony at page 20, line 431, you
11   insinuate that Utah Clean Energy's proposal ignores
12   the benefits of preferred portfolio resources; is
13   that correct?
14        A    Yes.
15        Q    Were you referring to that portion of
16   Mr. Dragoon's testimony that we were just looking
17   at?
18        A    I believe so, yes.
19        Q    In that section, didn't Mr. Dragoon
20   specifically condition his example on resources of
21   similar characteristics and adjust for differences
22   in other characteristics?
23        A    What was that example again from his
24   testimony?
25        Q    The dollar per megawatt hour floor, and
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 1   then adjusting for resources with similar
 2   characteristics and adjusting for other
 3   characteristics?
 4                  MS. HOGLE:  And that was, again, in
 5   what piece of testimony?
 6        A    I'm there and can answer the question.
 7   His example appears to be based on similar
 8   characteristics, but the question he asks himself is
 9   how do you propose to calculate an avoided cost
10   floor for renewable QF if it is a different type
11   than the renewable resource called for in the IRP
12   preferred portfolio.  Of a different type, I read
13   that to mean different characteristics.
14        Q    Okay.  What is the annual cap on Schedule
15   37 projects?
16        A    The cap within the tariff is 25 megawatts
17   signed in a tariff before the tariff is replaced.
18        Q    25 megawatts will not have a significant
19   impact on avoided cost pricing will it?
20        A    It could have a significant impact over
21   the life of 25 megawatts of resources.
22        Q    Relative to 12.2 megawatts and
23   800 megawatts, for example, 25 megawatts is a lot
24   closer to 12.2, isn't it?
25        A    Yes.
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 1        Q    And you testified that 12.2 megawatts
 2   won't have a significant impact on avoided cost
 3   prices, didn't you?
 4        A    12.2 megawatts of what?
 5        Q    QFs.
 6        A    QFs.  Which line was that?
 7        Q    I don't know.  I'll look for that and get
 8   back to you on that.  Line 111 in your surrebuttal
 9   testimony.
10        A    So the point here is that it's not how
11   many megawatts we might acquire under Schedule 37
12   that could impact avoided costs, but during the term
13   that Schedule 37 tariff rates are in effect, we
14   could acquire up to 800 megawatts of new resources
15   via our fees, Schedule 38, etc., and the rates in
16   Schedule 37 could be overstated at that point.
17        Q    Do you agree that standard-offer QFs have
18   smaller capacity increments?
19        A    Yes.
20        Q    And shorter lead times?
21        A    Sure.
22        Q    Do Schedule 38 projects take less time to
23   complete than Schedule 37 projects?
24        A    I guess I'm not sure of the relevance.
25        Q    Well, is it reasonable to assume that an
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 1   80-megawatt project takes less time to complete than
 2   a 3-megawatt project?
 3        A    Ultimately, I don't care how long it takes
 4   a QF to come online.  I care about the term in which
 5   it is online and the Company's avoided costs during
 6   that time period.  For both Schedule 37 and 38, we
 7   assume partial displacement, which is, you can
 8   receive a slice of the next resource even if that
 9   resource can't be modified by that size.  You
10   perfectly can remove your aggregate capacity worth
11   of that resource.  That's how we account for lead
12   times and capacity increments by not restraining --
13   we wouldn't say you're not big enough to defer a new
14   gas plant.  We'll let you defer a tiny slice of that
15   gas plant.
16        Q    Doesn't subjecting Schedule 37 QFs to the
17   queue of Schedule 38 QFs effectively assume that
18   they will come online after the Schedule 38 QFs?
19        A    The point is that we're setting an avoided
20   cost that is reasonable and just for customers, that
21   includes the conditions we expect to occur during
22   the term of the tariff.  So, yes, we're calculating
23   avoided cost that includes resources being brought
24   online in front of them to account for that effect.
25        Q    Right.  Because the resources that come on
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 1   first displace the higher cost deferrable resources,
 2   correct?
 3        A    Yes.
 4        Q    And so making small QFs subject to the
 5   queue is the same as assuming that they will take
 6   longer to be completed than all the QFs in front of
 7   them, correct?
 8        A    It's not saying that they will be longer
 9   to be completed; it's saying that the capacity
10   increments that they're being paid for come after
11   capacity increments that will be acquired by the
12   Company from other QFs and other resources before
13   that QF -- the small QF -- is signed.
14        Q    Right.  Which is the same as saying that
15   the 3-megawatt resource will be signed after those
16   80-megawatt resources, correct?
17        A    Correct.
18        Q    So with regard to the like-for-like
19   deferral, rather than basing capacity payments for
20   all renewable QFs on the fixed cost of the next
21   deferrable resource, you are instead designating
22   multiple next deferrable resources; is that correct?
23        A    The current Schedule 38 methodology says
24   that when there's a like renewable resource, it
25   defers -- a QF of the same type defers that
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 1   resource.  So, yes.  When there's a like renewable
 2   resource, we defer that resource rather than other
 3   things in the preferred portfolio.
 4        Q    In this way, capacity payments for QFs
 5   will be based on the operating characteristics of
 6   corresponding resource types in the Company's
 7   portfolio, rather than simply the order of resource
 8   additions selected by the IRP, correct?
 9        A    That is what happens, yes.
10        Q    So, for example, let's just say we have
11   solar called for in the IRP in 2020, and wind and
12   geothermal called for in 2025.  Solar QFs will get
13   capacity payments beginning in 2020 based on the IRP
14   solar costs, while wind and other renewable QF types
15   will not get capacity payments until 2025; is that
16   correct?
17        A    In your example, yes.
18        Q    But isn't it true that wind and geothermal
19   QFs will, in actuality, be incrementally displacing
20   or deferring the next deferrable resource, that is
21   the solar resource, that is called for in 2020?
22        A    Not necessarily.  The whole point of the
23   IRP process, which is a lengthy and detailed
24   process, is to calculate a portfolio of resources
25   over the next 20 years that will serve customers at
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 1   least cost, least risk portfolio.  When you ask me
 2   what resource you're displacing and couldn't it
 3   displace this resource or that resource, the answer
 4   is it could, but actually running the IRP models, we
 5   don't know that that's what the models would choose
 6   to do.  We don't know that the need for solar is
 7   producing some aspect of the portfolio, is providing
 8   some benefit, that geothermal and wind resources
 9   cannot provide.  And the intent of the PDDRR
10   methodology is to have rules to give us an
11   approximate solution without having to run the
12   entire IRP.  And the straightforward, clean rule we
13   have today is if there are like renewable resources,
14   we defer the like renewable resources because they
15   have the same characteristics as the resources in
16   the IRP preferred portfolio.
17        Q    Won't there be an IRP in 2019?
18        A    There will be an IRP update in March of
19   2018.
20        Q    Will that IRP and all other IRPs consider
21   the QFs that have come online between now and then
22   in its load and resource balance?
23        A    Yes.
24        Q    And won't all those executed QF contracts
25   become IRP assumptions going forward?
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 1        A    Yes.
 2        Q    So the reality is that QFs, regardless of
 3   type, that are in place before the next IRP will
 4   impact the Company's resource portfolio going
 5   forward, correct?
 6        A    Absolutely, yes.
 7        Q    So it's possible, then, that QF contracts
 8   for wind, solar, and geothermal resources might
 9   change the portfolio of new resources going forward?
10        A    I would say it is -- it will absolutely
11   change the portfolio going forward.
12        Q    Yes.  So then it's possible that the 2019
13   IRP will reshuffle the Company's deferrable resource
14   designations and resource specific deficiency
15   periods, isn't it?
16        A    Yes, it is very likely that that will
17   happen.  And in the IRP, they have the appropriate
18   tools to see how that reshuffling happens.  Not --
19   outside of the IRP, we don't have the tools to say
20   what the equivalence is.  It's not just capacity
21   equivalence, it's all the characteristics that that
22   resource contributes to the preferred portfolio.
23   You know, to the extent we want to acquire
24   resources -- and we're looking to acquire some wind
25   and solar in our RFP process -- we use the same
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 1   models that we use in the IRP.  When we go procure
 2   resources to serve customers, we look at all those
 3   details.  But we're not running all those models
 4   because we have to send out 200 QF pricing requests
 5   every year within 30 days.
 6        Q    So the Company is proposing to set avoided
 7   cost capacity payments based on resource types
 8   rather than on the energy and capacity that the
 9   utility will actually avoid, right?
10        A    Our best estimate of the capacity that the
11   utility will actually avoid is by looking at the
12   preferred portfolio, the information it contains,
13   the information it doesn't contain, that there are
14   no -- in your example -- there are no wind and
15   geothermal resources prior to 2025.  We look at that
16   information, and we take that and say, what is the
17   expected change associated with adding this new
18   resource to that portfolio.  And, yes, that's the
19   answer to your question.
20        Q    In this docket, we're dealing with PURPA's
21   requirement that electric utilities purchase energy
22   and capacity from QFs at the utility's avoided cost;
23   is that correct?
24        A    Yes.
25        Q    The utility's must-purchase obligation is
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 1   not a resource planning requirement, is it?
 2        A    No.
 3        Q    Did you say the purpose of the proxy PDDRR
 4   method is to produce a comparable portfolio as that
 5   in the Company's IRP; is that correct?
 6        A    The intent of making a comparable
 7   portfolio is that the IRP preferred portfolio is the
 8   least-cost, least-risk solution.  If customers are
 9   going to be indifferent to whatever the outcome is
10   of QF pricing, it needs to be equivalent to that
11   least-cost, least-risk solution.  And there are a
12   lot of details that are very difficult to capture
13   according to how a portfolio fits together, all the
14   different components.  And the best way we believe
15   to maintain that least cost, least risk solution
16   from the IRP preferred portfolio is to displace QFs
17   by looking at the resources of the same type.
18        Q    PURPA doesn't require QFs to replace the
19   utility's IRP resources one-for-one, does it?
20        A    No.
21        Q    PURPA requires states to set avoided cost
22   rates based on avoided energy and capacity, correct?
23        A    Correct.
24        Q    You referenced some factors to take into
25   account when setting rates in your rebuttal
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 1   testimony, didn't you?
 2        A    I did.
 3        Q    And in your testimony you also omitted
 4   some other factors that should be taken into account
 5   to the extent practical?
 6        A    I'm not familiar with what you're
 7   referencing.
 8        Q    18 CFR 292.304, subsection e?
 9        A    Do you have that?
10        Q    Well, in your testimony -- let's see.
11   Page 19.
12                  MS. HOGLE:  In what piece of
13   testimony is that?
14                  MS. HAYES:  Rebuttal testimony, page
15   19.
16   BY MS. HAYES:
17        Q    I'm just wondering if you also looked
18   at -- you quote (e)(2).  I'm wondering if you also
19   looked at (e) (1), (3), and (4).
20        A    I have read those, but off the top of my
21   head --
22        Q    Those weren't something you considered in
23   your preparation?
24                  MS. HOGLE:  Can you please refresh
25   his memory?  Can you quote the language so he knows
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 1   what you're talking about?
 2                  MS. HAYES:  I don't need to get into
 3   it.  I'm just wondering if that was something that
 4   he used in the preparation of pricing.
 5                  MS. HOGLE:  So is that a question for
 6   him?
 7                  MS. HAYES:  Yes.
 8        A    I believe the PDDRR methodology reasonably
 9   accounts for the requirements of PURPA.  It's been a
10   long road to get where we are with the PDDRR
11   methodology, so I believe it reasonably accounts for
12   all of those factors.  But off the top of my head, I
13   don't know, I can't give you specific examples.
14   BY MS. HAYES:
15        Q    Okay.  You were focusing on just this
16   section?
17        A    That's what I referenced in my testimony.
18        Q    All right.  Let's see.  In your rebuttal
19   testimony -- well, throughout all of your testimony,
20   you talk about the Wyoming wind and talk about the
21   fact that it provides "all in" economic benefits to
22   the Company.  And if you want a specific reference,
23   I can provide one, but is that generally --
24        A    Yes.
25        Q    So in other words, the wind and
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 1   transmission project is a really good deal?
 2        A    It was better for customers than the
 3   alternative of not doing those projects.
 4        Q    So is it fair to say that you're pursuing
 5   it because it's cheap?
 6        A    Because it represents a part of the
 7   least-cost, least-risk preferred portfolio, yes.
 8        Q    And you're getting a lot of that wind,
 9   aren't you?
10        A    The 2017 IRP preferred portfolio included
11   1,100 megawatts of new wind.
12        Q    Is it fair to say that you're getting as
13   much of that wind as you can?
14        A    The limit on how much of that wind will
15   actually be procured will be based on how much of it
16   is cost effective to customers but also based on how
17   much the transmission limits allow.  So, yes.
18        Q    And you indicate that the fact that the
19   wind is renewable has nothing to do with why it was
20   selected in the preferred portfolio; is that
21   correct?
22        A    That's correct.
23        Q    Rather, it was selected based on the fact
24   that it was so cost effective?
25        A    Yes.  It's contribution to the preferred
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 1   portfolio, yes.
 2        Q    And you're essentially arguing in this
 3   docket that the wind is so cost effective it's below
 4   avoided cost; is that correct?
 5        A    Yes.
 6        Q    Is it fair to say -- let's see.  I'm
 7   sorry.  So is it fair to say that at a certain
 8   price, forcing renewable QFs to take an IRP
 9   renewable price would be forcing them to take a
10   price that is below avoided cost?
11        A    Certainly, there are resources in our
12   portfolio which are not the highest cost, the
13   incremental capacity of energy that will be added to
14   the system.  And, in that case, you can find prices
15   in our portfolio which are less than our incremental
16   cost and less than avoided costs.
17        Q    In that sense, an avoided cost floor would
18   be appropriate, would it not, to safeguard against
19   violating PURPA?
20        A    I guess I can't tell you whether a floor
21   is appropriate without knowing what it's a floor on,
22   how it will be applied, and so on.
23        Q    But it is true that there are renewable
24   prices in your portfolio that are below avoided
25   cost?
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 1        A    The 2021 wind is an example, yes.
 2                  MS. HAYES:  That's all my questions.
 3   Thank you.
 4                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Thank you.
 5   Mr. Sanger.
 6                  MS. HOGLE:  I apologize.  Can I, at
 7   this time, move for the admission -- before I
 8   forget, I don't want to forget -- for the admission
 9   of Mr. MacNeil's rebuttal testimony with work
10   papers, surrebuttal testimony -- and I've just
11   noticed it does have an exhibit -- and so I also
12   move for the exhibit to that surrebuttal testimony
13   to be admitted into the record.
14                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  If any party
15   objects to that motion at this time, please indicate
16   to me.  I'm not seeing any objections, so the motion
17   is granted. Mr. Sanger.
18                    CROSS-EXAMINATION
19   BY MR. SANGER:
20        Q    Good morning, Mr. MacNeil.  I'd like to
21   ask you some questions about what you describe as
22   the customer indifference standard.
23        A    Okay.
24        Q    If you could please refer to your
25   testimony at -- direct testimony -- at page 5?  On
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 1   lines 98 and 99, you state, "The accuracy of avoided
 2   cost pricing relative to these requirements" the
 3   requirements of PURPA "is known as the customer
 4   indifference standard."  Is that correct?
 5        A    That's what it says.
 6        Q    And you have a couple of footnotes there
 7   citing to a number of cases.  And, as I see it, the
 8   FERC case that you cite to is a Southern California
 9   Edison case, correct?
10        A    Yes.
11        Q    I assume that you have read that case?
12        A    Not recently.
13        Q    At any point in time?
14        A    Perhaps.  I'm not sure.
15        Q    Okay.  Do you know if the Federal Energy
16   Regulatory Commission uses the term "customer
17   indifference standard" in that case?
18        A    I view the customer indifference standard
19   as the summary of all of that.  Out of all of that
20   legal wrangling, we have derived this simple concept
21   of a customer indifference standard, that if we can
22   compare customers with a QF and without a QF, if the
23   customers are indifferent, that would appear to be
24   our avoided costs.
25        Q    Your testimony says that PURPA
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 1   requirements are known as the customer indifference
 2   standard.  And my question is since it's known as
 3   that, I'm wondering if FERC has used that term in
 4   coming up with what you believe is known as the
 5   customer indifference standard?
 6        A    I'm not sure.
 7        Q    Are you aware of any FERC decisions that
 8   have ever used the term "customer indifference
 9   standard?"
10        A    I'm not.
11        Q    Thank you.  Now, it is your view that the
12   customer indifference standard means that avoided
13   cost rates should be based upon the most reasonable
14   forecast of the Company's resource costs?
15        A    They're intended to set just and
16   reasonable rates for customers, so, yes.
17        Q    And it should be based on a reasonable
18   forecast?
19        A    Yes.
20        Q    And I assume you would agree that if --
21   the customers would be harmed if avoided cost rates
22   are set higher than the most reasonable forecast?
23        A    The -- if customers pay in excess of
24   avoided costs, then customers would be harmed, yes.
25        Q    And would the converse be true, that if
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 1   avoided cost rates are set too low, would customers
 2   be harmed in that circumstance?
 3        A    I suppose not, because if customers'
 4   actual avoided cost was higher, they're getting a
 5   better deal.
 6        Q    So assume for the sake of argument that
 7   the customer -- the Company's actual avoided costs
 8   are $30 per megawatt hour.  And if the avoided cost
 9   rates are set at $20 per megawatt hour, do you see
10   any possibility that customers could be harmed in
11   that circumstance?  Let me give you an example.
12   Let's assume for the sake of argument that, because
13   the avoided cost rates that are administratively
14   determined are set at $20, that QFs are unable to
15   contract with the Company.  Would that result in
16   harm to the Company if avoided cost rates are set
17   too low and lower than the Company's actual avoided
18   costs?
19        A    I guess I would have to say no.  The
20   Company is still going to procure the resources it
21   intends to procure, it hasn't signed a QF contract,
22   there's no difference in that example.  It's just
23   the continued expectation of future conditions.
24        Q    So if the Company builds a resource at $30
25   and the avoided cost rates are set at $20 so the
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 1   Company does not enter into a contract with a QF but
 2   builds its own resource at $30, then customers in
 3   that circumstance are not harmed?
 4        A    When the Company procures resources, it
 5   does so through a competitive process, and it finds
 6   the least-cost opportunities to serve customers.  To
 7   the extent some shortfall in avoided cost prices has
 8   led to less QF procurement, hopefully the RFP
 9   process would allow QFs to develop as well, but, you
10   know, we have to set a reasonable avoided cost.
11   That's why we're trying to set something that's not
12   too high and not too low.
13        Q    But if it is set too low, in your view,
14   customers are not harmed?
15        A    I think for compliance with PURPA, it's
16   appropriate to set avoided costs at a rate which
17   causes customers to be indifferent.
18        Q    Okay.  Thank you.  So I'd like to ask you
19   some questions in terms of my understanding and
20   everybody's understanding of the foundational terms
21   of -- at a very high level, how Rocky Mountain Power
22   calculates capacity payments to QFs.  First of all,
23   for energy costs, when you calculate the energy
24   costs you do it essentially based on a GRID model?
25        A    That's correct.
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 1        Q    And then for Schedule 38, you determine
 2   the capacity costs based on the PDDRR methodology?
 3        A    That's correct.
 4        Q    And then historically the current Schedule
 5   37 rates -- the capacity costs are based on fixed
 6   and variable costs of a thermal resource in the last
 7   IRP?
 8        A    That's correct.
 9        Q    And the date upon which either the current
10   methodology for Schedule 37 or the PDDRR methodology
11   is based on the resource sufficiency/deficiency date
12   in the IRP?
13        A    It's based on the date of the next major
14   thermal resource.
15        Q    Is that based on the IRP?
16        A    It is drawn from the IRP preferred
17   portfolio.
18        Q    So prior to the date in the IRP of
19   acquiring your next major resource, QF is paid
20   energy prices based on the GRID model run, and then
21   after that it's paid capacity payments based on the
22   next deferrable resource in the IRP?
23        A    So during the sufficiency period as it's
24   called, that doesn't mean that the Company has
25   adequate capacity to serve customers.  It means that
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 1   the market opportunities that we have access to
 2   are -- there are sufficient market opportunities
 3   available such that capacity from those market
 4   opportunities can be used to serve customers.  And
 5   in both Schedule 37 and Schedule 38, we include the
 6   avoided cost associated with displacing those market
 7   opportunities during the entire time frame up until
 8   a new resource is displaced.
 9        Q    Thanks.  That's a little more detailed.  I
10   appreciate that.  So as I understand it, one of the
11   major changes that the Company is proposing in this
12   case is that for renewable resources of the same
13   kind, like, same -- like is how you describe it --
14   in the next -- the date in which you're going to
15   acquire that renewable resource in the IRP, the
16   capacity payments will be based on the cost of that
17   renewable resource rather than a thermal plant?
18        A    That is correct.
19        Q    Is it correct that in the Company's past
20   IRPs, they didn't always include renewable resources
21   as the least-cost, least-risk resource in the
22   preferred portfolio?
23        A    The preferred portfolio makes up the
24   resource additions that are part of a least-cost,
25   least-risk plan, given the forecasts of prices and
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 1   conditions at that time.  So what's actually in the
 2   preferred portfolio changes every year when we do an
 3   IRP or an IRP update.  And, yes, there have been
 4   times when it has not contained renewable resources.
 5        Q    In the current IRP, there's a wide variety
 6   of various resources, including renewable resources
 7   in the preferred portfolio, correct?
 8        A    Yes.
 9        Q    I'd like to direct you to page 9 of your
10   direct testimony.  This includes the list of those
11   resources the Company considers deferrable in the
12   preferred portfolio?
13        A    That's correct.
14        Q    Can you tell me what you mean by
15   deferrable when you say "considered deferrable,"
16   what that means?
17        A    Those are resources that we would consider
18   removing from the IRP preferred portfolio when we
19   add QFs.
20        Q    Thanks.  And the next major baseload
21   renewable resource is the 2029 geothermal project,
22   correct?  That's on line 186.
23        A    Yes.
24        Q    Where is that geothermal resource located?
25        A    Oregon.  Portland.
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 1        Q    Okay.  And under Rocky Mountain Power's
 2   like-for-like approach, a Utah QF would be paid
 3   capacity payments based on this 2029 geothermal
 4   project in Portland?  There's a 3-megawatt hydro
 5   resource and they are selecting -- they want to be
 6   paid -- their avoided cost rate would be based on
 7   GRID market purchases until 2029, and then starting
 8   in 2029, they'll be paid capacity payments based on
 9   this geothermal resource?
10        A    It's difficult to see whether there's a
11   distinction between this geothermal resource and a
12   thermal resource for the purposes of Utah avoided
13   costs.
14        Q    So I had thought that in your testimony,
15   you considered hydro generation like, or similar to,
16   geothermal generation, right?
17        A    Yes.
18        Q    So I thought that a hydro resource would
19   be -- or the geothermal resource would be deferred
20   by -- or the avoided cost rate payments would be
21   based on the next deferrable-like-resource in the
22   IRP, which in this case is a 2029 geothermal
23   resource.
24        A    I guess in my testimony I gave the example
25   of a baseload resource deferring the 2029 simple
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 1   cycle.  I don't know that a renewable resource based
 2   on the Utah rules would necessarily defer the
 3   geothermal resource.
 4        Q    I'm looking at the Company's proposal in
 5   this case and if you are a Utah wind QF, my
 6   understanding of the Company's proposal is that,
 7   looking at this list of what the Company calls
 8   deferrable resources, that the Utah wind resource
 9   would be paid capacity payments based on the 2031
10   acquisition of Dave Johnston wind.
11        A    Okay.
12        Q    Is that correct?
13        A    Yes.
14        Q    So as I understood it, a hydro resource
15   would be considered like a geothermal resource in
16   terms of determining its payments under your the
17   PDDRR methodology?
18        A    They're certainly both renewable and they
19   would seem to be like, but I guess I just don't know
20   that there's a distinction between a baseload
21   renewable resource and a baseload non-renewable
22   resource for the purposes of Utah avoided costs.
23        Q    So is the Company proposing in this case
24   that, starting in 2029, if you're a renewable hydro
25   project, you would give up your renewable energy
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 1   certificates to the Company in 2029?
 2        A    Certainly if that hydro project is being
 3   paid based on the geothermal resource, but if it was
 4   being based on a simple cycle, it would not.
 5        Q    So what is the Company proposing in this
 6   case?  So if you look at your testimony on page 8,
 7   starting at line 167, it says, "Biomass, biogas,
 8   hydro, and other renewable resources with similar
 9   output profiles would also be eligible to displace
10   the geothermal resource."
11        A    What line is that again?
12        Q    Line 167 to 168.
13        A    In direct?
14        Q    In your direct testimony, opposite side of
15   the page.  And then you go on, "Any renewable
16   resource with relatively flat output over a daily
17   and monthly time frame would be considered a
18   resource of the same type as the geothermal resource
19   in the 2017 IRP."
20        A    Yes.
21        Q    So my assumption was that -- and then when
22   I flipped over to the next page, the one where you
23   have the list of all the various resources -- that
24   since there is a 2029 geothermal resource, if a Utah
25   hydro project came to you, they would be paid an
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 1   avoided cost rate based on energy payments until
 2   2029 and capacity payments based on a geothermal
 3   resource starting in 2029?
 4        A    Yes.
 5        Q    Okay.  Great.  So if there was no
 6   geothermal resource in your IRP, though, then the
 7   hydro resource would be paid based on the next
 8   deferrable thermal resource, correct?
 9        A    That's correct.
10        Q    And in your IRP, you've got a thermal
11   resource in 2029, the Utah North simple cycle
12   turbine -- and this is on line 175 -- and then a
13   2030 Willamette Valley combined cycle combustion
14   turbine.  And where is the Willamette Valley
15   combined cycle combustion turbine located?
16        A    It's in West Main, Oregon.
17        Q    Okay.  And that is considered deferrable
18   by a 3-megawatt hydro unit?
19        A    To the extent other things earlier than
20   that have been deferred, yes.
21        Q    Okay.  So you consider an Oregon west
22   geothermal project deferrable by a Utah hydro unit,
23   as well as an Oregon gas-fired unit deferrable by a
24   Utah hydro unit?
25        A    Those are the capacity additions in the
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 1   IRP preferred portfolio, yes.
 2        Q    Okay.  Thanks.  So let's use another
 3   hypothetical here.  Let's assume in your 2017 IRP
 4   that you only identified two types of resources:  A
 5   thousand megawatts of wind in 2020, and a thousand
 6   megawatts of wind in 2025.  That's all the IRP says
 7   that you're going to acquire.  Now, would this 2000
 8   megawatts of wind provide some capacity value to the
 9   Company?
10        A    Certainly in the IRP analysis, the
11   capacity contribution of the wind would be taken
12   into account as it builds a portfolio of resources
13   necessary to serve customers over the (inaudible)
14   so, yes.
15        Q    It might be helpful -- maybe it's only
16   me -- but it might be helpful if you say the yes
17   first, and then give the explanation.  I think it's
18   very helpful that you give the explanation, but
19   sometimes it's hard to know whether you're getting
20   to the yes or no.
21        A    Okay.
22        Q    So if the 2017 IRP did not include any
23   solar thermal resources in the preferred portfolio,
24   then a Utah solar facility would only be paid energy
25   prices based on the GRID model in all years?
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 1        A    To the extent that there were no solar
 2   resources in the IRP and no thermal resources in the
 3   IRP, then I believe there would still probably be
 4   some market transactions that were assumed to
 5   provide capacity during the term of the IRP.  Those
 6   tend to go all the way through the end of the IRP
 7   study period.  We tend to maximize our use of those
 8   lowest cost capacity resources, but the solar price
 9   would be based on deferring market capacity.
10        Q    So, yes?
11        A    Yes.
12        Q    Thanks.  So under these circumstances,
13   PacifiCorp could acquire 2,000 megawatts of wind
14   generation, but a Utah hydro or solar facility would
15   only be paid energy and not capacity over its entire
16   15-year contract term?
17        A    The wind resource would be paid the fixed
18   costs of a wind resource in the IRP portfolio
19   because we believe that's a reasonable change to the
20   IRP portfolio consistent with the least-cost,
21   least-risk standard.  The solar resource would be
22   paid market price because that is consistent with
23   the IRP preferred portfolio as well.
24        Q    So, yes?
25        A    Yes.
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 1        Q    So if the IRP does not call for the
 2   acquisition of thermal resources or a renewable
 3   resource of the same like-kind, then they're not
 4   paid capacity based on the circumstances that I have
 5   described.
 6                  MS. HOGLE:  I'm sorry.  Excuse me.
 7   Objection.  I think he's mischaracterizing
 8   Mr. MacDaniel's [sic] testimony.  I believe
 9   Mr. MacDaniel [sic] has said "yes" to the extent
10   that the resource is displacing market purchases.
11   Those markets purchases, to the extent they're
12   displacing capacity, are being paid capacity; is
13   that correct, Mr. MacDaniel [sic]?
14        A    Yes.  Market purchases are a capacity
15   resource which we procure as part of our least-cost,
16   least-risk IRP preferred portfolio, and we would
17   compensate QFs for those to the extent it's
18   appropriate to do so, based on the portfolio.
19   BY MR. SANGER:
20        Q    So your market purchases are short-term
21   purchases in the market, a two- to five-year period?
22        A    I mean, it could be one hour, two.
23        Q    And those include some capacity benefits
24   is what Ms. Hogle was trying to clarify?
25        A    Yes.
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 1        Q    It's a small capacity.  They're energy
 2   purchases but they're not a hundred percent energy?
 3        A    Correct.
 4        Q    So in my example of the preferred
 5   portfolio including 2,000 megawatts of wind and no
 6   other resources, if Rocky Mountain Power entered
 7   into contracts with a thousand megawatts of Utah
 8   solar, then would that defer any of the planned Utah
 9   wind resources?
10        A    I would need to run the IRP models in
11   order to determine what our least-cost, least-risk
12   plan would be with a thousand megawatts of solar.  A
13   thousand megawatts of solar is a very substantial
14   acquisition.  We did add about a thousand megawatts
15   of solar in 2016 thereabouts, so it does happen, but
16   it would be very difficult to say -- for me to say
17   using the PDDRR methodology or anything, that a
18   least-cost, least-risk plan could be -- that we
19   could shortcut the entire IRP process and conclude
20   how a thousand megawatts of solar wind would
21   contribute to our preferred portfolio.
22        Q    I'm sorry.  I didn't quite know whether
23   that was a yes or no.
24        A    Could you repeat the question?
25        Q    So if Rocky Mountain Power entered into
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 1   contract with a thousand megawatts of Utah solar
 2   PPAs, then that would not defer a single megawatt of
 3   the 2,000 megawatts of wind resources in the
 4   preferred portfolio?
 5        A    I don't know.  That's what we need the
 6   IRP to tell us.
 7        Q    And you have -- how many years of
 8   experience do you have working with PacifiCorp?
 9        A    Eight years.
10        Q    Eight years experience.  Now, if you were
11   to guess, would you guess that the acquisition of a
12   thousand megawatts of solar might defer a single
13   megawatt of the Utah wind?
14                  MS. HOGLE:  Objection.  That's
15   speculative.  I believe he's already testified that
16   he wasn't sure, that he didn't know, whether there
17   would be a displacement.
18   BY MR. SANGER:
19        Q    What if Rocky Mountain Power acquired
20   2,000 megawatts of solar?  Is there any point at
21   which you become sure that at least a megawatt of
22   that wind would be deferred by the acquisition of
23   Utah solar?
24        A    At some point it would have to, but I
25   don't know what that point is.
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 1        Q    Okay.  Thank you.  So I want to move on a
 2   little bit here now to renewable energy
 3   certificates.  I think we answered this before, but
 4   I just want to make it clear.  So in our previous
 5   example, we talked about a biomass unit being
 6   deferred by a hydro unit -- the 2029 period of a
 7   biomass unit -- so under that circumstance, if the
 8   QF is paid based on the deferred cost of a renewable
 9   biomass project, then it is paid those fixed costs
10   and gives up its renewable energy certificates,
11   correct?
12        A    Yes.
13        Q    Conversely, if they're paid based on the
14   cost of a thermal resource, then they keep their
15   renewable energy certificates?
16        A    That's correct.
17        Q    And I assume it would be the case if the
18   resource in the preferred portfolio was a biomass
19   unit that did not qualify under the RPS, then the QF
20   would keep its renewable energy certificates?
21        A    The intent is that there's an alignment
22   between the retention and -- customers are
23   indifferent between the renewable energy credits
24   they would have received from the resource being
25   deferred and what they receive from the QF, so, yes.
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 1        Q    So the key distinction in terms of REC
 2   ownership is whether the resource in the preferred
 3   portfolio qualifies under the RPS?
 4        A    Whether it provides renewable energy
 5   credits, there's no RPS in Utah, so --
 6        Q    Under a RPS?
 7        A    I mean, it doesn't even have to be an RPS.
 8   The renewable energy credits could be used for lots
 9   of things.  There's voluntary sales, we're in
10   compliance with -- future environmental federal law
11   potentially could look at renewable energy credits.
12        Q    So it's the creation of renewable energy
13   certificates that makes the difference?
14        A    Yes.
15        Q    Thanks.  So I wanted to, again, move on to
16   another subject.  Do other states have renewable
17   avoided cost rates?
18        A    Yes.
19        Q    And I'd like to refer to your rebuttal
20   testimony on page 10, lines 201 to 212.  There, you
21   state that renewable avoided cost rates are paid
22   based on the incremental value of RECs transferred
23   to a QF to the utility based on the value of those
24   RECs for RPS compliance.
25        A    I said that generally that would be a way
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 1   to set avoided costs.
 2        Q    Well, so you're asked the question how are
 3   they typically implemented and -- yes, so you say --
 4   thank you.  What other states use a renewable
 5   avoided cost rate?
 6        A    I'm familiar with Oregon and I know that
 7   California has some, but just based on case law that
 8   I have seen cited.  I don't have particular details
 9   on that.
10        Q    So when you're talking about how they're
11   typically implemented, you're talking about Oregon?
12        A    No.
13        Q    Okay.  You're talking about Oregon and
14   California?
15        A    It's my understanding of how one would
16   calculate the incremental value.
17        Q    Right.  I was trying to understand what
18   was your sample size, what areas were you basing
19   that opinion on.  I heard Oregon and California.
20        A    I guess it -- I don't have a larger sample
21   that I have verified is calculated this way.
22        Q    Okay.  Oregon was one of the states in
23   your sample.  I wanted to go over how Oregon's
24   renewable avoided cost methodology works.  Are you
25   familiar with that?
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 1        A    I am.
 2        Q    So -- and I understand the Company is not
 3   supportive of that methodology; is that correct?
 4        A    That is correct.
 5        Q    But I'd like to just get some of the facts
 6   of that right now.  So is the Oregon renewable
 7   avoided cost rate based on the incremental value of
 8   the RECs transferred from the QF to the utility?
 9        A    No.
10        Q    Maybe you could explain how the Oregon
11   renewable avoided cost rate is calculated?
12        A    So in Oregon for standard avoided costs,
13   which is basically a spreadsheet calculation similar
14   to our Schedule 37, they have a proxy resource,
15   renewable resource, from the IRP.  It may not have
16   been selected in the IRP preferred portfolio and,
17   in fact, current rates are not based on an IRP
18   resource that was selected in the preferred
19   portfolio.  And in the deficiency period, when
20   Oregon is assumed to be -- to have run out of
21   renewable energy credits for compliance with its
22   RPS, the cost of that renewable resource is used to
23   set the avoided cost price.  So the all-in cost of,
24   currently, a wind resource, is used to set the
25   avoided cost price.  And there are some adjustments
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 1   in that calculation to account for other renewable
 2   resources.  And so there's adjustments to
 3   integration costs and capacity contribution that --
 4   the concept being, the other resources may provide
 5   more capacity value than the wind resource and that
 6   they should be compensated to account for that
 7   additional value.
 8        Q    And in Oregon right now, the date of
 9   deficiency is 2028, correct?
10        A    Under the standard tariff, the date of
11   deficiency is 2028, yes.
12        Q    And under the renewable tariff, as well?
13        A    They both happen to be 2028.
14        Q    That's just a coincidence?
15        A    Yes.
16        Q    So starting in 2028, the fixed and
17   variable costs of the deferrable wind resource are
18   what's paid to the QF under the renewable rate?
19        A    I believe so, yes.
20        Q    Okay.  And as you testified a minute ago
21   to the Commissioners, the Oregon renewable avoided
22   cost rate is not limited by like-for-like?
23        A    It does allow for any resource to be paid
24   and it's calculated based on wind resource.
25        Q    So going back to your statement on page 10
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 1   when you were talking about how they're typically
 2   implemented and how they're generally implemented,
 3   in at least half of your sample size, that's not how
 4   they're implemented, that the rates are not based on
 5   the value of the REC that's transferred for RPS
 6   purposes.
 7        A    Okay.
 8        Q    I wanted to move on to the issue of
 9   Wyoming transmission and whether that's -- Wyoming
10   wind and transmission and whether that's a
11   deferrable resource.
12                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Mr. Sanger, this
13   might be an appropriate time to take a break,
14   assuming we're really close to the end, to give our
15   court reporter a break.
16                (A short break was taken.)
17                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  We're back on
18   the record, and before we continue with Mr. Sanger's
19   cross-examination, the court reporter has asked me
20   to give everyone a reminder to please be deliberate
21   in your speaking.  Getting an accurate record of
22   this proceeding is important for a lot of reasons,
23   so please remember that as you're speaking.  With
24   that, we'll go back to Mr. Sanger.
25   BY MR. SANGER:
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 1        Q    Mr. MacNeil, I'd like to ask you about the
 2   Wyoming wind and transmission now.
 3        A    Okay.
 4        Q    So as I understand it, Rocky Mountain
 5   Power's position is that Utah QFs do not displace or
 6   defer the Company's Wyoming wind resources because
 7   they do not interconnect with or use the Company's
 8   Wyoming transmission system; is that correct?
 9        A    That's our position.
10        Q    So does this mean that a Wyoming QF that
11   interconnects with or uses the Company's Wyoming
12   transmission system could partially displace or
13   defer the Wyoming wind?
14        A    Potentially, yes.
15        Q    Now, does the Company's Wyoming wind RFP
16   allow non-Wyoming wind generation to bid into it?
17        A    Yes.
18        Q    So is it possible that the RFP could
19   select a non-Wyoming wind resource, or is PacifiCorp
20   only going to select Wyoming wind generation in its
21   RFP?
22        A    The RFP explicitly includes wind across
23   our system, so to the extent that wind at any
24   location is cost-effective, either inside or outside
25   of Wyoming, then we would expect to include it in
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 1   our selection of RFP results.
 2        Q    So if the Company's RFP selected a
 3   non-Wyoming wind resource located where there is
 4   sufficient transmission to Utah, could a Utah wind
 5   resource defer that non-Wyoming wind resource?
 6        A    So our QF PDDRR methodology looks at the
 7   preferred portfolio from our IRP, and the current
 8   preferred portfolio in the IRP includes the wind
 9   resources which we discussed previously, a 2021 wind
10   resource, also 2031 in Wyoming, and 2036 in Goshen
11   in Idaho.  So those are the resources that are
12   available to be deferred by a QF.  At this time, to
13   the extent that an additional opportunity comes up
14   to procure wind in some other location, once we
15   execute that contract, that contract will go into
16   our analysis and be accounted for, but those
17   potential contracts are not available to be deferred
18   by QF's.
19        Q    So you're basing what is deferrable based
20   on the IRP rather than the RFP that this Commission
21   ordered you to revise to include non-Wyoming wind?
22        A    Yes.  The deferrable resources -- for the
23   purposes of calculating avoided costs -- are
24   resources in the IRP preferred portfolio.
25        Q    So let's go to the real world now.  Could
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 1   a Wyoming wind resource take the place of or defer a
 2   resource acquisition in your Wyoming wind RFP?
 3        A    At the moment, we have a signed contract
 4   with a Wyoming qualifying facility and to the extent
 5   that contract remains valid and so on, that would
 6   reduce our ability to procure any additional
 7   resources in the RFP.
 8        Q    So what about a Utah wind resource?
 9   Assume for the sake of argument -- you said this is
10   possible -- that your wind RFP might select a
11   non-Wyoming wind resource, so that could be the
12   resource that PacifiCorp would acquire, correct?
13        A    Yes.
14        Q    So that could be the actual resource that
15   PacifiCorp could acquire?
16        A    Yes.
17        Q    And could, in actuality, a Wyoming wind QF
18   that's of the same size defer that non-Wyoming wind
19   resource?
20        A    I guess I don't quite understand what you
21   mean by defer.  By the time we finish the RFP and
22   pick a resource, that resource will no longer be
23   deferrable.  If, before the RFP finishes, we sign a
24   QF in Wyoming, sorry, we sign a QF in Utah and
25   before we've completed our RFP analysis, it may be
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 1   the result that because of this new QF in Utah, it's
 2   no longer economic to acquire this non-Wyoming wind
 3   resource from the RFP.  Maybe, had that QF not been
 4   there, it would have been economic, but since that
 5   QF was added, perhaps you could say that's
 6   deferrable.  But I don't know all the details of the
 7   models and so on that would pick those portfolios.
 8   And for QF avoided costs, we use the IRP preferred
 9   portfolio even though, you know, there is new
10   information that we're collecting all the time.  But
11   the only changes to the preferred portfolio we make
12   are signed contracts, and it would have to be pretty
13   explicit resources which are acquired, basically.
14        Q    So as I understand it, the methodology
15   that the Company is proposing here to use, the PDDRR
16   methodology, does not account for that potential
17   actual circumstance?
18        A    Like I've mentioned previously, those
19   potential actual circumstances are well beyond our
20   ability to predict what the outcomes are going to
21   be.  PDDRR is a simple mechanism to take the IRP,
22   which is heavily vetted, public, and so on, and use
23   that to develop a wind cost that we believe are just
24   and reasonable.
25        Q    The answer was yes?
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 1                  THE WITNESS:  Can you please repeat
 2   the question?
 3                  MR. SANGER:  Can the reporter repeat
 4   the question?
 5                  (The question was repeated.)
 6        A    The current PDDRR methodology does not
 7   account for potential supplied resources that could
 8   be acquired between now and the next IRP preferred
 9   portfolio coming out.
10        Q    And the Company has also issued a solar
11   RFP, correct?
12        A    That's correct.
13        Q    And is it possible that this solar RFP
14   could select PPAs that have prices and benefits that
15   are better than the all-in economic benefits
16   associated with the Wyoming wind and transmission?
17        A    It is possible that there will be
18   opportunities to acquire solar that provide economic
19   benefits.  Those economic benefits could be bigger
20   than those benefits from the wind and transmission.
21   Just because they're bigger doesn't mean that you
22   can't necessarily have both, and it is also
23   possible, though, that as in the prior example, the
24   procurement of these solar resources could cause the
25   Wyoming wind and transmission no longer to be
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 1   economic.
 2        Q    Thank you.  As I understand it, you are
 3   basing your recommendation on using the last IRP,
 4   that list of resources, rather than an RFP that may
 5   be issued right now.  So if it's in the IRP, then it
 6   flows into the PDDRR methodology, correct?
 7        A    If it's in the RFP, or we have signed a
 8   contract, acquired a resource, that's what's
 9   accounted for in the PDDRR methodology, not the
10   potential outcomes of ongoing RFPs or negotiations
11   and so on.
12        Q    Are you familiar with the IRP process?
13        A    Generally.
14        Q    So is it correct that, usually, the IRP
15   identifies the least-cost, least-risk resource for
16   planning purposes?
17        A    It identifies a least-cost, least-risk
18   portfolio, yes.
19        Q    And then, usually, as I understand it,
20   what happens is the IRP is acknowledged or approved
21   or accepted, whatever the individual state does, and
22   then after that, the Company issues its RFP.  Is
23   that usually the planning steps, how it happens?
24        A    That is one way to do it, yes.
25        Q    Is that kind of the idea, that the IRP
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 1   figures out what you need and then after your need
 2   is identified, then you go out and issue the RFP?
 3        A    That certainly is a good way to do it
 4   because everybody's on the same page and it allows
 5   you to -- no one is surprised by the result in that
 6   instance.
 7        Q    So in this circumstance, we're not doing
 8   that, correct?
 9        A    In this circumstance, we issued a wind RFP
10   to procure resources that were identified in the
11   IRP, and we're also issuing a solar RFP to gain
12   additional information about the potential supply of
13   solar resources and the potential costs and benefits
14   that could occur.
15        Q    Just so I'm clear and understanding, this
16   particular time you are issuing RFPs prior to the
17   IRP being ruled upon in any particular state?
18        A    I'm not familiar with the timeline of
19   acknowledgment, acceptance, et cetera, that's
20   necessary for the IRP before an RFP might be issued.
21        Q    So do you know whether or not the IRP has
22   been approved or acknowledged in the state of the
23   Utah?
24        A    I don't know.
25        Q    And in Oregon?
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 1        A    I don't know.
 2        Q    Would you accept, subject to check, that
 3   at least in Oregon, the IRP has not yet been
 4   acknowledged?
 5        A    Yes.
 6        Q    So let's assume, for the sake of argument,
 7   that this RFP is being issued prior to IRP or IRP
 8   acknowledgment.  In that circumstance, would it be
 9   reasonable to use something other than what is in
10   the IRP, the preferred portfolio in the IRP, but to
11   use what the Company is actually doing on the ground
12   in terms of acquiring resources?
13        A    So the intent through all this --
14        Q    So, I guess, maybe you can answer it yes
15   or no and then provide your explanation.
16        A    Would it be appropriate to use something
17   different, that's the question?
18        Q    Yes.
19        A    And the answer is yes.  And the first
20   question in my summary was, what methodology should
21   be used to produce avoided cost pricing for QFs
22   consistent with the customer indifference standard.
23   That's ultimately what we're doing here, and we
24   believe the PDDRR methodology using the IRP
25   preferred portfolio accomplishes that.  And there
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 1   may be instances where other information comes along
 2   and it would be appropriate to change what we're
 3   doing.  To the extent we get solar RFP results which
 4   are well below what current avoided costs are, we
 5   should probably bring those to you and say, look,
 6   our process is broken, we need to change this
 7   because we have very strong evidence that avoided
 8   costs are less than what's currently being
 9   calculated under the PDDRR methodology.  I'm not
10   proposing that here, but if there's a difference
11   between avoided costs being calculated and avoided
12   costs in reality that's not consistent with the
13   customer indifference standard, then it's
14   appropriate to amend those.
15        Q    So in certain circumstances, it may be
16   appropriate to not use the preferred portfolio
17   that's identified into IRP in the PDDRR methodology?
18        A    Certainly.
19        Q    Thank you.  I'd like to move on to the
20   QFQ.  Can you provide a brief explanation -- I think
21   you did in the beginning of your testimony -- but
22   another brief explanation of what the QFQ actually
23   is and make sure we're on the same page?
24        A    The idea of the QFQ is that customers
25   should not be obligated to pay QFs for the same
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 1   increment of capacity -- for avoiding the same
 2   increment of capacity in the Company's portfolio.
 3   So if two QFs come along and receive prices that are
 4   based on the same increment of capacity, as we
 5   noted, the aggregate effect is the highest cost
 6   resources are avoided first and there's a declining
 7   avoided cost as we add additional resources to our
 8   system.  So the idea of the QFQ is to ensure that
 9   QFs can receive prices, prices that they can lock in
10   for a certain length of time, subject to the rules
11   in Schedule 38, but also to ensure that customers
12   are maintaining indifference and are protected from
13   overpaying.
14        Q    I apologize.  It was not a very good
15   question.  Can you tell us what it actually is, not
16   it's purpose, but what is this thing, QFQ?
17        A    The QFQ is the list of all of the QFs that
18   are currently negotiating for contracts with the
19   Company.
20        Q    Thanks.  And the Company's basic principle
21   regarding incorporating QFs in the QFQ is that you
22   should not pay any more than the avoided cost,
23   correct?
24        A    Correct.
25        Q    Should it also be a basic principle, with
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 1   regard to incorporating the QFQ, to ensure that
 2   avoided costs are not set below the Company's actual
 3   avoided costs?
 4        A    Certainly, it's appropriate to set avoided
 5   costs at avoided costs.
 6        Q    Thank you.  I'm going to refer to your
 7   direct testimony at page 35, and there's a table
 8   there.  Now, I read this table as showing the
 9   difference for various resource types between the
10   avoided cost prices and Schedule 37 based on the
11   current GRID proxy method and either the proxy PDDRR
12   method using the May queue, or using the proxy PDDRR
13   method using the August queue; is that correct?
14        A    Correct.
15        Q    And switching to the PDDRR methodology for
16   the May queue resulted in a price reduction for all
17   resource types, and switching to the August queue
18   resulted in a rate decrease for all types except for
19   wind, correct?
20        A    That's correct.
21        Q    And the difference between the May and the
22   August queue was around $2 to $3; is that correct?
23   Looking at the May and August queue?
24        A    Yes.
25        Q    And that's over a three-month period,
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 1   correct?  About three to four months?
 2        A    Yes.
 3        Q    So over a three- to four-month period of
 4   time, the prices changed $2 to $3?
 5        A    I guess I would like to clarify that it's
 6   not related to the passing of time that these prices
 7   changed.  We took the queue in May -- and we agree
 8   that using the entire QFQ is inappropriate for
 9   setting Schedule 37 rates -- and so as an
10   alternative, based on Parties' indication that the
11   entire QFQ was too much -- we put in a QFQ that
12   removed a bunch of those resources which were in the
13   queue in May.  So we assumed that -- we had evidence
14   that those resources were not signed, and we don't
15   know what might be signed that is later queued, but
16   we believe that was a reasonable midpoint on which
17   to base the Schedule 37 avoided costs.  And I would
18   point to Figure 1R in my rebuttal testimony which
19   provides a clear illustration of these numbers.
20   It's on line 482, page 23.
21        Q    I guess the definition of "clear" is in
22   the eye of the beholder.
23        A    I guess the point is, we have demonstrated
24   the effect of the QFQ.  We have the entire queue in
25   May -- that's on the right -- we have the Company's
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 1   proposal which is the August position -- that's in
 2   the middle -- and we have the signed queue with no
 3   QFQ, assuming no QF additions occur during the
 4   pendency of the Schedule 37 tariff.  So there's the
 5   trend.  Those are the impacts of the QFQ on avoided
 6   costs.  We believe the August proposal is reasonable
 7   and, you know, that's what we support.
 8        Q    So getting the QFQ correct is very
 9   important because it can have a pretty significant
10   change in the avoided cost prices?
11        A    Certainly.
12        Q    Thanks.  I'd like to move on to your
13   testimony, your surrebuttal testimony, and I can
14   refer you to the page number, but I just wanted to
15   paraphase your testimony in that, it's your position
16   that it is impossible to evaluate the reasonableness
17   of Coalition witnesses John Lowe and Neal Townsend,
18   as well as Utah Clean Energy witness Ken Dragoon's
19   recommendations, because they have not provided
20   supporting calculations?
21        A    That is my position, yes.
22        Q    Are you familiar with how the Oregon and
23   Washington Commissions have made or are making
24   methodological changes in avoided cost rates?
25        A    I am generally familiar.
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 1        Q    I would like to provide a REC
 2   cross-examination exhibit.  May I approach the
 3   witness?
 4                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Yes.
 5      (REC Cross-Examination Exhibit No. 1 marked.)
 6   BY MR. SANGER:
 7        Q    Are you familiar with this document?
 8        A    I believe I've seen it.  I believe I
 9   attended some of the stakeholder meetings associated
10   with this process.
11        Q    Can you summarize what you think it is?
12        A    Washington is reconsidering how to prepare
13   an avoided cost methodology that is applicable to
14   qualifying facilities.
15        Q    And is one of those issues, what is the
16   appropriate avoided cost methodology for calculating
17   QF energy and capacity rates?
18        A    It is.
19        Q    And as you mentioned, you participated in
20   some of those workshops.  Did you help prepare
21   PacifiCorp's comments in that proceeding?
22        A    It probably went through my email box, so,
23   likely.
24        Q    And did PacifiCorp provide any supporting
25   calculations or work papers with those comments?
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 1        A    I don't believe so.
 2        Q    And do you know how long those comments
 3   were?
 4        A    No.
 5        Q    Would you accept that they were only six
 6   pages?
 7        A    Okay.
 8        Q    So do you think it's reasonable for the
 9   Washington Commission to set an appropriate avoided
10   cost methodology for calculating QF energy and
11   capacity rates based on six pages of comments
12   without supporting calculations?
13                  MS. HOGLE:  Objection.  The reason
14   why I'm objecting is because I don't think it's
15   relevant to avoided cost rates and our calculations
16   here in Utah.
17                  THE WITNESS:  Can I respond?
18                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Is the objection
19   withdrawn or do we need to deal with the objection?
20                  MS. HOGLE:  The objection is
21   withdrawn.
22        A    I believe the stakeholder process here is
23   intended to find information to inform that process.
24   So I believe the fact that there's only comments in
25   this is appropriate at that stage of that
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 1   proceeding.
 2   BY MR. SANGER:
 3        Q    Thank you.  Are you familiar with how
 4   Oregon adopted its current renewable avoided cost
 5   rates?
 6        A    I am, generally.
 7        Q    And did you participate in that process?
 8        A    No.
 9                  MR. SANGER:  I'd like to hand out
10   both of them at the same time, REC Cross-Examination
11   Exhibit Nos. 3 and 4.  May I do so at this time?
12                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Yes.
13     (REC Cross-Examination Exhibit Nos. 3 and 4 marked.)
14   BY MR. SANGER:
15        Q    REC Cross-Examination Exhibit No. 3 was a
16   ruling in Docket UM1396.  Was this the docket that
17   the Oregon Commission adopted renewable avoided cost
18   rates?
19        A    I believe so, but I was not involved in
20   that docket, or particularly in avoided costs at the
21   time.
22        Q    So I'd like to refer you to page 3 of REC
23   Exhibit No. 3, and this is a ruling reopening a case
24   to accept comments.  And on page 3, it discusses the
25   two various approaches for calculating rates during
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 1   the resource deficiency period.  And it discusses
 2   that, if a peaking resource precedes another major
 3   resource, the avoided cost will be based on the
 4   market plus a premium for capacity, and the market
 5   rate will be in effect until the start of the next
 6   major resource.
 7             For the renewable QF, which the developer
 8   will cede the RECs over to the utility, the proposed
 9   QF may choose an avoided cost stream based on the
10   avoided cost of the major renewable acquisition.
11             When the major avoidable resource is a gas
12   plant, Gas CCCT, all QFs may choose an avoided cost
13   stream based on the cost of the Gas CCCT.
14             In your brief, limited review of this,
15   does that kind of encapsulate what the Oregon
16   process is for renewable avoided costs?
17                  MS. HOGLE:  Objection, Your Honor.  I
18   believe that Mr. MacNeil has testified that he was
19   not part of this proceeding and he did not even
20   participate, and so I don't think Mr. Sanger has
21   provided sufficient foundation to even question
22   Mr. MacNeil about this.  So I object to even the
23   question.
24                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Mr. Sanger, do
25   you want to respond to the objection?
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 1                  MR. SANGER:  Yes.  So I think we have
 2   established that Oregon has a renewable avoided cost
 3   rate methodology.  Mr. MacNeil is familiar with
 4   that, explained what it means.  My question is, on
 5   this exhibit, the Oregon Commission has made a
 6   proposal to adopt a renewable avoided cost rate
 7   methodology.  That is on page 3 of the exhibit.  And
 8   what I would like Mr. MacNeil to answer is not
 9   whether he participated in the case but to read this
10   page and tell me if that is generally consistent, on
11   a high level, with the current methodology.  This
12   could be a page from any document, and I'd like him
13   to take a look at it and tell me whether or not it's
14   consistent with his understanding of the current
15   Oregon renewable avoided cost methodology.
16                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Whether any of
17   these three options that are on this page are
18   consistent?
19                  MR. SANGER:  Yes.
20                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Ms. Hogle, do
21   you have anything else to say on your objection with
22   that clarification?
23                  MS. HOGLE:  I do.  Thank you.  And I
24   guess my reaction to that is that this is the first
25   time that we've taken a look at these documents.  It
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 1   could be taken out of context.  I'd like to see the
 2   full record of the proceeding to see how these three
 3   questions relate to that.  I think it's insufficient
 4   material for him to be asking the question, given
 5   Mr. MacNeil did not participate in that proceeding.
 6                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Does any other
 7   party in this docket have anything they want to add
 8   to this objection?  As I'm considering the relevance
 9   of this, I'm recalling that as the line of
10   questioning began, this was based on Mr. MacNeil's
11   criticism of other parties' proposals for lacking
12   sufficient calculations and background.  I think
13   there's some relevance.  I think our relevance on
14   this is -- does have its limits, but at this point,
15   I think I'm not prepared to cut off this particular
16   question.
17                  THE WITNESS:  Please repeat the
18   question.
19   BY MR. SANGER:
20        Q    What I would prefer is if you look at
21   page 3, where it says, "For resource deficiency
22   periods, avoided costs will be based on one of the
23   following."  And my question to you is whether that
24   summary is, at least on a high level, generally
25   consistent with what the current Oregon renewable
0080
 1   avoided cost methodology is?
 2        A    I understand that the standard renewable
 3   costs in Oregon continue to use this methodology,
 4   and when the Commission considered changing the
 5   methodology for nonstandard QFs, it adopted a
 6   different approach and neglected to establish a
 7   renewable avoided cost methodology at that time,
 8   and it is continuing to consider the appropriate
 9   renewable methodology for nonstandard QFs.  And
10   pertinent to this, I was not involved in this, but
11   what I identified in a case in Oregon is the REC
12   price, the implied REC price that Oregon customers
13   pay to QFs who choose to have -- to defer renewable
14   resources is in the ballpark of $20 to $30 per
15   megawatt hour for just the REC.  So if you have
16   nonstandard rates, you're a wind resource, if you
17   opt to also cede your REC -- that's electronic and
18   has no impact on the system other than RPS
19   compliance -- those resources are paid an extra $20
20   to $30 per megawatt hour.
21             Pertinent to this -- this is what the
22   Commission ordered -- I don't know that they truly
23   appreciated what they were ordering at the time, and
24   I certainly expect that this may be changed in the
25   near future because I do not believe a $20 to $30
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 1   REC price is an appropriate price for the Company to
 2   acquire renewable energy credits (inaudible)RPS.  So
 3   it's an example of, these are the rules, but if we
 4   don't fully understand how those are going to be
 5   applied and the results, you can see things that are
 6   just foolish in the outcomes that are not apparent
 7   in very reasonable statements of principle and
 8   methodology.
 9        Q    So I think the answer was yes, that this
10   summary is -- on a high level, represents the
11   current Oregon Schedule 37 approach.
12        A    I said that it still is correct for the
13   standard rates, yes.
14        Q    Thank you.  So the next question I wanted
15   to ask you is, would it surprise you that PacifiCorp
16   believed that in consideration of this proposal,
17   that the questions were primarily legal and policy
18   in nature and therefore should not require
19   evidentiary proceedings?
20                  MS. HOGLE:  Objection.  Mr. MacNeil
21   doesn't know what PacifiCorp believed or did not
22   believe, so I think that question is objectionable.
23   BY MR. SANGER:
24        Q    I'd like to refer you, then -- I'll
25   move -- I believe that she's correct that I haven't
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 1   laid the proper foundation so I will attempt to do
 2   that.  If you refer to REC Exhibit No. 4, page 9 of
 3   10, at the bottom of that -- you could look at the
 4   first page as well, which are PacifiCorp's opening
 5   comments responding to this document -- if you look
 6   at the bottom of that page it says, "Procedural
 7   Issues."  And the question is, "Which of these
 8   issues should be the subject of evidentiary
 9   proceedings?"  And then PacifiCorp says, "PacifiCorp
10   believes that the issues raised in Order No. 10-448
11   are primarily legal and policy in nature and
12   therefore should not require evidentiary
13   proceedings.  However, if the Commission determines
14   that the avoided cost framework should be modified
15   further, PacifiCorp may recommend that those new
16   modifications be subject to evidentiary
17   proceedings."
18        A    That is what it says.
19        Q    Does that surprise you?
20        A    It doesn't surprise me because these rates
21   have remained in effect since this happened and it
22   took my analysis of the results to point out how
23   preposterous it was.  Had we known, we would have
24   brought this up much sooner.
25        Q    And under these "preposterous rates" for
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 1   renewable rates in Oregon, are there a large number
 2   of renewable QFs entering into contracts with
 3   PacifiCorp now?
 4        A    I'm not sure of the total number of QFs
 5   which have entered into rates based on this
 6   methodology.  I know we did procure a couple hundred
 7   of megawatts of solar resources in Oregon under the
 8   standard methodology.  I do know that currently Utah
 9   customers, in fact, are allocated the largest share
10   of those costs.  It remains to be seen because
11   renewable rates have not been paid to QFs, whether
12   Utah will continue to pay for those RECs that Oregon
13   is intending for, based on its RPS compliance.
14        Q    I just have one further line of
15   questioning.  So I'd like you to refer to
16   John Lowe's direct testimony.  There's an exhibit to
17   that which is the current Oregon avoided cost rates.
18        A    I don't believe I have the exhibit.
19        Q    I can hand it to you, sir.  Is that the
20   current PacifiCorp Oregon Schedule 37 or, at least
21   at the time of this filing, was it the current one?
22        A    I believe it is the current one, yes.
23        Q    Are you aware of whether any QFs have been
24   able to enter into contracts with PacifiCorp under
25   that schedule?
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 1        A    I'm not sure.
 2        Q    Okay.
 3                  MR. SANGER:  Thank you.  I have no
 4   further questions.
 5                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Thank you.  I
 6   think we'll go to redirect now from Ms. Hogle.  And
 7   there's a point that I was just reminded of.  Just
 8   for clarification on the record, we're using the
 9   abbreviation "RECs."  There's a party that is
10   abbreviated "REC," and then there is a term of art
11   that we're using, so it might be good to avoid the
12   abbreviation for clarify in the record.  Usually,
13   context would clarify that, but to avoid potential
14   confusion, let's try to avoid using the acronym
15   "REC" as we're speaking.  Ms. Hogle, with that,
16   we'll go to you for redirect.
17                   REDIRECT EXAMINATION
18                  MS. HOGLE:  Just maybe a couple.  I
19   think he answered one of them already.
20   BY MS. HOGLE:
21        Q    Mr. MacNeil, do Oregon rules include
22   renewable rates for Schedule 38?
23        A    Not at this time.
24        Q    During Mr. Sanger's line of questioning,
25   he was also asking you -- and I think he took you
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 1   through a table in your testimony regarding the
 2   differences in prices between the queue in May and
 3   the queue in August 2017.  How long will the prices
 4   be in effect for Schedule 37?
 5        A    So from the time the Commission approves
 6   the new tariff and it takes effect until it approves
 7   a new tariff and that tariff takes effect.  So we
 8   file annually following -- within 30 days of our IRP
 9   or IRP update, and if it's a smooth process it could
10   be approved within 30 days.  If it's not smooth, we
11   did get a rate update this year in, I believe, June,
12   but the current proposal is still on the table so it
13   could be a while.
14        Q    For the prices in the August queue, will
15   the Company be making another filing in June 2018,
16   approximately?
17        A    Yes.  So following the filing of the 2017
18   IRP update in March 2018, we will be filing to
19   update Schedule 37, and it will include new
20   assumptions and so on at that time.  We would
21   include a reasonable portion of the QFQ at that time
22   as well.
23                  MS. HOGLE:  I have no further
24   questions.  Thank you.
25                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Any recross,
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 1   Ms. Hayes?
 2                  MS. HAYES:  No, thank you.
 3                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Mr. Sanger?
 4                  MR. SANGER:  No, thank you.
 5                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:
 6   Commissioner Clark, do you have any questions for
 7   Mr. MacNeil?
 8                  COMMISSIONER CLARK:  I don't,
 9   currently, but I'm wondering if we could make
10   certain that Mr. MacNeil would be available,
11   potentially, after the other witnesses have
12   testified.  I might have a question or two for him
13   then.
14                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Any concerns,
15   Ms. Hogle, with that?
16                  MS. HOGLE:  The Company has no
17   concerns.  He will be made available.  Thank you.
18                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:
19   Commissioner White, do you have any questions?
20                  COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I'll reserve any
21   questions that I have to a later time.
22   BY COMMISSIONER LEVAR:
23        Q    I have a couple for you.  And this
24   question may not be within your job duties.  If it's
25   not, just let me know.  But since Rocky Mountain
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 1   Power filed -- PacifiCorp filed its 2017 IRP on the
 2   issue of deferring like-resources during the --
 3   establishing the deficiency period based on
 4   like-resources, has PacifiCorp been calculating
 5   Schedule 38 pricing under that methodology since the
 6   filing of the 2017 IRP that contained deferrable
 7   resources?
 8        A    Yes.  So once the 2017 IRP was filed, we
 9   have been employing the like-for-like deferral,
10   which came out of Order 12-035-100, and that
11   includes a queue of solar resources deferring solar,
12   wind deferring wind, other resources deferring
13   thermal.
14        Q    So that's already happening in Schedule
15   38, correct?
16        A    Yes.
17        Q    Just a couple of different questions on
18   two different issues.  Are you aware of any Schedule
19   37 projects that connect to the transmission system?
20        A    I'm not familiar with what the
21   interconnection rules are -- not rules, but
22   specifics are for those resources.
23        Q    So you don't know, yes or no, whether all
24   Schedule 37 projects connect directly to the
25   distribution system?
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 1        A    I do not.
 2        Q    I want to ask you about something about
 3   Mr. Lowe's testimony and surrebuttal.  I think it's
 4   pretty much the same suggestion in both, and this is
 5   to queue position.  I'll just read from Mr. Lowe's
 6   direct testimony, and I believe his statement in
 7   surrebuttal is about the same.  It says, "A more
 8   reasonable position would be to use the historic
 9   percentage of QFs that are constructed as compared
10   to the entire queue or certain completion milestones
11   that show a proposed project is likely to be
12   constructed like competing" -- I should have given
13   you the line numbers.  I'm sorry.  I'm on page 24 of
14   Mr. Lowe's direct, lines 503 through 506.  I don't
15   know if you have that in front of you.  And my
16   question is -- it's a hypothetical one -- but
17   looking at that language, if we were to consider
18   ordering something along the lines of what is
19   suggested there, is there sufficient specificity, or
20   are there more details that -- if we were inclined
21   to order something like that, would you need
22   additional details from an order to know how to
23   implement something like that?
24        A    I would definitely need additional
25   details.
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 1                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  That's all the
 2   questions I have.  Thank you, Mr. MacNeil.
 3                  MR. SANGER:  I have a question.  Is
 4   now the time for me to move for the admission of my
 5   cross-examination exhibits or should I do that
 6   later?
 7                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Now would be an
 8   appropriate time for that.
 9                  MR. SANGER:  I'd like to move for the
10   admission of my cross-examination exhibits, REC
11   Exhibits 1, 2, 3, and 4.
12                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  If any party has
13   any objection, please indicate to me.
14                  MS. HOGLE:  I just have a comment.  I
15   see three cross-examination exhibits; I don't see
16   four.  I apologize.
17                  MR. SANGER:  REC Cross-Examination
18   Exhibit No. 3 was the ruling, and you have 1396.
19   And I can hand you a copy if I neglected to do so.
20                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  If this helps, I
21   have a 1, 3, and 4, but I don't have a 2.
22                  MR. SANGER:  You're right.  I did not
23   use Cross-Examination Exhibit No. 2, so I will not
24   move for the admission of that.
25                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  So your motion
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 1   is for 1, 3, 4?
 2                  MR. SANGER:  Yes.
 3                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Okay.  If any
 4   party objects to this motion, please indicate to me.
 5   I'm not seeing any objections, so the motion is
 6   granted.  Ms. Hogle, do you have anything else?
 7                  MS. HOGLE:  The Company rests its
 8   case, however, Mr. MacNeil will be available for any
 9   questions that the Commission may have after
10   questioning the other witnesses.  Thank you.
11                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Thank you.
12   Let's go to Mr. Jetter now.
13                  MR. JETTER:  Thank you.  The Division
14   would like to call and have sworn in
15   Dr. Abdinasir Abdulle.
16                  DR. ABDINASIR ABDULLE,
17   having been first duly sworn to tell the truth, was
18            examined and testified as follows:
19   BY MR. JETTER:
20        Q    Would you please state your name and
21   occupation for the record?
22        A    My name is Abdinasir Abdulle,
23   A-b-d-i-n-a-s-i-r A-b-d-u-l-l-e, and I am working
24   for the Division of Public Utilities.  I'm here to
25   testify on their behalf.
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 1        Q    Thank you.  And in the course of your
 2   employment with the Division of Public Utilities,
 3   did you have an opportunity to review the filings in
 4   this case?
 5        A    Yes, I did.
 6        Q    And did you create and cause to be filed
 7   with the Commission three DPU prefiled testimonies
 8   which are direct testimony, rebuttal, and
 9   surrebuttal, along with any exhibits that --
10        A    Yes, I did.
11        Q    Do you have any corrections or edits you'd
12   like to make to this?
13        A    No.
14                  MR. JETTER:  I'd like to move at this
15   time to enter those three prefiled testimonies into
16   the record.
17                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  If any party
18   objects, please indicate to me.  I'm not seeing any
19   objections, so the motion is granted.
20   BY MR. JETTER:
21        Q    Thank you.  And following up on that,
22   briefly, if you were asked the same questions in
23   those testimonies that you have prefiled today,
24   would your answers remain the same?
25        A    Yes.
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 1        Q    Thank you.  I have no further questions
 2   for Dr. Abdulle.  He's available for cross.
 3                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  I think I will
 4   go to Mr. Snarr first.
 5                  MR. SNARR:  No questions.
 6                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Ms. Hogle, do
 7   you have any questions?
 8                  MS. HOGLE:  No questions.
 9                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Ms. Hayes.
10                  MS. HAYES:  Yes, just a few.  Thank
11   you.
12                    CROSS-EXAMINATION
13   BY MS. HAYES:
14        Q    Good morning, Dr. Abdulle.  You have
15   testified that like-for-like deferral is one way to
16   preserve customer indifference, but you have also
17   testified that it is not the only way to preserve
18   customer indifference; is that correct?
19        A    Yes.
20        Q    Under the traditional proxy PDDRR method,
21   a renewable resource can displace a thermal
22   resource, no problem, right?
23        A    Currently, that's the case.
24        Q    Do you think it's appropriate that having
25   renewable resources in the preferred portfolio
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 1   should make avoided cost pricing more restrictive
 2   for renewable QFs?
 3        A    I didn't see this case as being more
 4   restrictive, but if that's the case, I don't think
 5   it's wise.
 6        Q    Okay.
 7                  COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Chair LeVar, I'm
 8   having difficulty hearing the witness.
 9                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  If there's a way
10   to adjust the microphone closer to your mouth.
11   BY MS. HAYES:
12        Q    So under the Company's proposal when there
13   is a renewable resource in the preferred portfolio,
14   there's a limitation on the types of renewables
15   we're allowing to make deferrals; is that correct?
16        A    Yes.  The Company is proposing
17   like-for-like.
18        Q    So having renewable resources in the
19   portfolio does make pricing for QFs more limiting,
20   doesn't it?
21        A    Yes, in a sense.
22        Q    So you've testified that the Company's
23   proposal leads to the calculation of a specific
24   avoided cost for each resource type, correct?
25        A    Yes.
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 1        Q    But it does more than just calculate
 2   pricing specific to each resource type, doesn't it?
 3   I'll explain that a little bit.  The pricing
 4   assumptions limit resource deferrals to resources of
 5   the same type, correct?
 6        A    Yes.
 7        Q    So the utility's proposed pricing
 8   effectively limits what a QF can defer; is that
 9   correct?
10        A    Yes.  When I tested the proposal limits,
11   it's like-for-like, so far.
12        Q    But in reality, a QF will defer whatever
13   is next deferrable, correct?
14        A    The current methodology which says defer
15   what's next, not considering the like-for-like, is
16   the next thermal that should be deferred.  But
17   currently the way they're proposing is still the
18   next -- the next like resources should be deferring.
19        Q    Okay.  But, sort of putting aside the
20   modeling assumptions, won't what is actually
21   deferred, in reality, just be whatever is next,
22   regardless of type?
23        A    Can you rephrase the question?
24        Q    It just seems like, regardless of what the
25   modeling assumptions are, what will actually be
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 1   deferred is just whatever comes up next.
 2        A    I don't understand what you are saying.
 3        Q    Okay.  Forget it.
 4        A    It's the model we are talking about.
 5        Q    Okay.  So you recommend that Schedule 37
 6   QFs be placed in the middle of the Schedule 38
 7   queue; is that correct?
 8        A    Yes.
 9        Q    Do you have reason to believe that
10   potential Schedule 37 QFs will come online after
11   half of the Schedule 37 -- half of the Schedule 38
12   projects?
13        A    I don't follow it.
14        Q    Well, you've recommended that the Schedule
15   37 projects come in in the middle of Schedule 38
16   queue, right?  I'm just wondering if you have reason
17   to believe that chronologically those Schedule 37
18   projects will, sort of, happen after those will
19   actually come online?
20        A    Well, the way I understand it is, the
21   queue process, it's not when it's coming -- nobody
22   knows when they will even come.  But what we're
23   saying is that it's unfair for the Company or for
24   ratepayers that we don't consider any queue at all
25   putting (inaudible) at the beginning.  It's also
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 1   unfair to put it at the end, so we're just coming up
 2   with a compromise position of the middle to be
 3   reviewed later on.
 4        Q    How many megawatts, roughly, is the middle
 5   of the queue?
 6        A    I don't have a number for that.
 7        Q    Would you accept, subject to check, that
 8   based on Mr. MacNeil's surrebuttal testimony -- or
 9   rebuttal testimony -- it's about 750 megawatts?
10        A    I would accept that, subject to check.
11        Q    I believe at the time of Mr. MacNeil's
12   rebuttal testimony, the queue was roughly
13   1,500-megawatts long.  We can confer at a break if
14   that's incorrect.  So do you have reason to believe
15   that it takes the same amount of time for
16   25 megawatts of Schedule 37 QFs to come online as it
17   does 750 megawatts of Schedule 38 QFs?
18        A    The question is, do I believe that it will
19   take the same amount of time, 25 and 700?  I don't
20   know.  I don't have any way to say.  If we bring the
21   25 now, it will come faster than the others and
22   whatever will bring it first.
23        Q    Okay.  That's all my questions.
24                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Mr. Sanger?
25                    CROSS-EXAMINATION
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 1   BY MR. SANGER:
 2        Q    Very short cross-examination, Dr. Abdulle.
 3   I'd like to refer to your testimony on page 4, your
 4   rebuttal testimony.  There is a question starting on
 5   line 70 where you are being asked to comment on
 6   Mr. Townsend and Mr. Lowe for the Coalition's
 7   recommendation that for all QFs regardless of size,
 8   the 2021 Wyoming wind resource should be the
 9   appropriate proxy for calculating avoided cost.  Do
10   you remember that question?
11        A    Yes.
12        Q    I want to go to the bottom, the last two
13   sentences of your answer, starting on the end of
14   line 82 where you state that, "The Commission has
15   neither acknowledged nor approved the projects or
16   the IRP analysis supporting them.  It may be
17   premature to include them in avoided cost
18   calculations."  That is your testimony, correct?
19        A    That's why it's in there.
20        Q    If the Commission acknowledges or approves
21   the projects for the IRP analysis, do you then
22   believe that it may be mature or the appropriate
23   time to include them in the avoided cost
24   calculations?
25        A    Yes, but it will all depend on the
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 1   calculations of avoided cost and the IRP
 2   calculation.  All those things will be factored in.
 3        Q    Okay.  So I heard Mr. MacNeil here talk
 4   earlier that under at least the PDDRR methodology,
 5   that as soon as they file it, the preferred
 6   portfolio and other inputs and assumptions are
 7   calculated in the Schedule 38 rate process.  Do you
 8   agree with that?
 9        A    Yes.
10        Q    So in this case, since these are not
11   included in the preferred portfolio, then you're
12   recommending that they not be accounted for in
13   Schedule 38 until after the IRP is acknowledged and
14   approved?
15        A    Even though the statement is saying it's
16   not included, it's premature.  I think including it
17   would be okay.
18        Q    Okay.  Thank you.  I have no further
19   questions.
20                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Any redirect,
21   Mr. Jetter?
22                  MR. JETTER:  I have no redirect.
23   Thank you.
24                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:
25   Commissioner White, do you have any questions?
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 1                  COMMISSIONER WHITE:  No questions.
 2                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:
 3   Commissioner Clark?
 4                  COMMISSIONER CLARK:  No questions.
 5   Thank you.
 6                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  I don't have
 7   any, so thank you, Dr. Abdulle.  Mr. Jetter,
 8   anything further?
 9                  MR. JETTER:  Nothing further from the
10   Division.
11                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  We'll go to
12   Mr. Snarr.
13                  MR. SNARR:  We'd like to call
14   Cheryl Murray as a witness on behalf of the Office
15   of Consumer Services.
16                      CHERYL MURRAY,
17   having been first duly sworn to tell the truth, was
18           examined and testified as follows:
19   BY MR. SNARR:
20        Q    Could you please state your name, business
21   address, and by whom you're employed?
22        A    My name is Cheryl Murray.  My business
23   address is 160 East 300 South, and I am employed as
24   a utility analyst for the Office of Consumer
25   Services.
0100
 1        Q    Did you prefile direct and rebuttal
 2   testimony in this docket?
 3        A    Yes.  On October 3, 2017, I submitted
 4   seven pages of direct testimony, and on
 5   October 31st, I submitted three pages of rebuttal
 6   testimony.
 7        Q    Do you have any corrections you would wish
 8   to make to either your direct or rebuttal testimony?
 9        A    No.
10        Q    And if you were asked those same questions
11   today, would your answers be the same?
12        A    Yes.
13                  MR. SNARR:  I'd like to move the
14   Office of Consumer Services exhibits, identified as
15   OCS 1D and OCS 1R, into evidence.
16                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  If any party
17   objects to that motion, please indicate to me.  I'm
18   not seeing any objections, so the motion is granted.
19   BY MR. SNARR:
20        Q    What specific issues did you address in
21   your testimony?
22        A    In my direct testimony, I provided the
23   Office's position regarding the issue of renewable
24   energy certificate ownership, and the Company's
25   proposals for including Schedule 37 qualifying QFs
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 1   in the QFQ.  In rebuttal testimony, I addressed an
 2   issue raised by Mr. Neal Townsend regarding the
 3   Company's proposed Wyoming wind projects.
 4        Q    Do you have a summary of your prefiled
 5   testimony?
 6        A    Yes.
 7        Q    Could you please provide that?
 8        A    Yes.  First, I want to reiterate that any
 9   proposal or recommendation not addressed in my
10   direct testimony does not indicate Office support or
11   opposition to a particular issue.
12             Renewable resources identified in the
13   Company's integrated resource plan include RECs,
14   which would accrue to ratepayers upon acquisition of
15   those resources.  In this docket, the Company
16   proposes that a QF -- if a QF defers a renewable
17   resource that would otherwise produce RECs,
18   renewable energy certificates, for the benefit of
19   customers, the Company should retain the
20   QF-generated renewable energy certificates for the
21   benefit of the customers.
22             The Office's third said the Company's
23   proposal is a reasonable way to allocate those
24   renewable energy certificates and that only by
25   allowing the Company to keep those QF-generated
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 1   renewable energy certificates, can the PURPA
 2   customer indifference standards be met.
 3             Regarding the Company's proposal to
 4   include Schedule 37 QFs at the end of the QFQ, as
 5   stated in my testimony, the Office believes that
 6   including Schedule 37 QFs in the QFQ is appropriate.
 7   However, placement at the end of the QFQ would
 8   likely not produce the most reasonable result.  The
 9   Division of Public Utilities suggests including
10   Schedule 37 QFs at the midpoint of the QF pricing
11   queue and reevaluating this proposal in the future
12   as appropriate.  The Office supports the Division's
13   recommendation.
14             On behalf of the Renewable Energy
15   Coalition, Mr. Townsend advocates for including the
16   Wyoming wind projects as deferrable resources for
17   avoided cost pricing purposes.  He also recommends
18   that the Commission consider whether Schedule 37 and
19   38 renewable QFs should be credited with the
20   equivalent of avoided transmission costs, given the
21   linkage between the development of the 2021 Wyoming
22   wind resources and the addition of new Wyoming
23   transmission capacity.  However, if and when
24   PacifiCorp declares it is not going to pursue the
25   wind projects, he recommends that the resource be
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 1   removed from the avoided cost calculation.  The
 2   office agrees that if the Commission allows the
 3   Wyoming wind resources to be included as a
 4   deferrable resource for avoided cost pricing but the
 5   Company decides for any reason not to pursue those
 6   resources, they should immediately be removed from
 7   avoided cost calculations.
 8             In my rebuttal testimony, I stated that
 9   under the circumstances I just described, the
10   Wyoming wind resources should be removed from
11   avoided cost pricing calculations or avoided cost
12   pricing would be overvalued and the ratepayer
13   indifference standard could not be upheld.  To
14   clarify this point, the concept is to calculate as
15   accurately as is reasonable, appropriate avoided
16   cost pricing.  Thus, whether avoided cost pricing
17   would be higher or lower with the inclusion of
18   Wyoming wind resources, if those resources are not
19   acquired, they should not be included as deferrable
20   resources.
21        Q    Does that conclude your summary?
22        A    Yes.
23                  MR. SNARR:  We would make Ms. Murray
24   available for cross-examination.
25                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Thank you.
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 1   Mr. Jetter, do you have any questions?
 2                  MR. JETTER:  I have no questions.
 3   Thank you.
 4                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Ms. Hogle?
 5                  MS. HOGLE:  Just a couple.  Thank
 6   you.
 7                    CROSS-EXAMINATION
 8   BY MS. HOGLE:
 9        Q    Ms. Murray, you just testified about your
10   support, or the Office's support, for the midpoint
11   of the queue.  Were you in the room when Mr. MacNeil
12   testified about the Company's filing in August?
13        A    Yes.
14        Q    Does the 36 percent of the queue and the
15   Company's August filing, is that reasonable as
16   compared to the midpoint of the queue that the OCS
17   proposes?
18        A    I haven't done an actual calculation of
19   what the difference would be in the avoided cost
20   pricing.  I think that what we're looking at is the
21   idea that Schedule 37 QFs be included in the queue.
22   I'm not sure that anyone has provided a precise
23   evaluation as to where it is most appropriate.  So
24   what we're looking at is what we think is a
25   reasonable way to start and to continue to look at
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 1   the issue.
 2        Q    Certainly, but I believe that one of the
 3   challenges that the OCS had with respect to the
 4   Company's original May position was that it was too
 5   extreme in terms of the prices.  Am I characterizing
 6   that correctly?
 7        A    Our original position -- which is still
 8   our position -- is that if you put it at the end of
 9   the queue, we think that is very, very likely to be
10   an inappropriate placement.
11        Q    And why is that?
12        A    Well, because if you look at the size of
13   the QFs, if you look at the time it takes to build a
14   QF, there are, in our estimation, there are
15   generally differences in how long it takes to build
16   a larger QF as opposed to a 3-megawatt QF.  So
17   calculating it based on -- and also, the larger QFs,
18   I can't give you a number or a percentage of how
19   many actually get built, but we do know that there
20   are a fair amount that fall out of the queue without
21   being built.  And so if a lot of your pricing is
22   based on that number, then it is very likely that
23   your Schedule 37 pricing will not be appropriate.
24        Q    So it will produce -- if you put them at
25   the end of the queue, it will produce much lower
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 1   prices because it assumes --
 2        A    Yes.
 3        Q    So isn't 36 percent less than the middle,
 4   then -- wouldn't that produce avoided cost prices
 5   that are higher than the midpoint that the OCS
 6   proposes?
 7        A    Potentially.  I guess I have to say I am
 8   not certain -- was his 36 percent based on capacity,
 9   or megawatts, or on a number of QFs in the queue.
10                  MS. HOGLE:  Thank you.  No further
11   questions.
12                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Ms. Hayes, any
13   questions?
14                  MS. HAYES:  No questions.  Thank you.
15                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Mr. Sanger?
16                  MR. SANGER:  No questions.
17                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Any redirect,
18   Mr. Snarr?
19                  MR. SNARR:  No.
20                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:
21   Commissioner Clark, do you have any questions?
22                  COMMISSIONER CLARK:  No questions.
23                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:
24   Commissioner White?
25                  COMMISSIONER WHITE:  No questions.
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 1                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  I don't have
 2   any.  Thank you.  Do you have anything further,
 3   Mr. Snarr?
 4                  MR. SNARR:  No.  That concludes our
 5   presentation.
 6                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Thank you.  With
 7   the concerns that Mr. Sanger raised this morning on
 8   one of his witnesses, I think we'll go to Renewable
 9   Energy Coalition first and then conclude with Utah
10   Clean Energy.  So we'll go to you, Mr. Sanger.
11                  MR. SANGER:  I call Mr. John Lowe to
12   the witness stand.
13                        JOHN LOWE,
14   having been first duly sworn to tell the truth, was
15            examined and testified as follows:
16   BY MR. SANGER:
17        Q    Mr. Lowe, can you please provide your name
18   and position?
19        A    John R. Lowe, and I'm an executive
20   director and founder of the Renewable Energy
21   Coalition.
22        Q    Thank you.  And under your direction, or
23   as you prepared it, did you prepare direct and
24   surrebuttal testimony including exhibits, in this
25   proceeding?
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 1        A    Yes.
 2        Q    If I asked you the same questions today,
 3   would your answers be the same?
 4        A    Yes.
 5                  MR. SANGER:  I move for the admission
 6   of the direct and surrebuttal testimony and exhibits
 7   of Mr. John Lowe on behalf of Renewable Energy
 8   Coalition.
 9                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  If any party
10   objects to that motion, please indicate to me.  I'm
11   not seeing any objections, so the motion is granted.
12   BY MR. SANGER:
13        Q    Mr. Lowe, do you have a summary of your
14   testimony?
15        A    Yes, I do.  I'm going to not read this,
16   but summarize it.  I believe Rocky Mountain Power
17   has proposed some very significant changes to the
18   methodology for Schedule 37, and the Coalition's
19   position is that we don't believe that those are
20   necessary and may be inappropriate in some ways.  We
21   are concerned about the approach of like-to-like on
22   renewables, which has been discussed quite a bit in
23   the hearing so I don't know that I need to go into
24   detail on that issue.  We're also concerned about
25   whether the Wyoming wind and transmission projects
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 1   should be considered for the purpose of avoided cost
 2   development and whether they're deferrable or not
 3   deferrable, or at least planned under the IRP.  I'm
 4   not sure that Mr. MacNeil's proposal on the separate
 5   avoided cost rate -- we don't believe that it's
 6   inconsistent with our understanding of the customer
 7   indifference standard.
 8             Also, with regard to the ownership of
 9   RECs, I think the Coalition's position is as it's
10   been in Oregon, that the ownership of RECs under a
11   renewable situation -- renewable avoided cost,
12   renewable contract -- is: resource sufficiency,
13   project keeps the RECs; resource deficiency, project
14   turns over the RECs to the utility.  But under a
15   standard avoided cost involving a baseload or a
16   thermal project, that the RECs would belong to the
17   project.
18             With regard to the queue, my testimony
19   indicates that we are not in support of the position
20   that Rocky Mountain has proposed on putting Schedule
21   37 at the end of the queue.  We have obviously
22   proposed some other thoughts on how to approach
23   that, recognizing that there probably does need to
24   be more conversation about that.  But, in general, I
25   would say that I don't understand why Schedule 37 --
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 1   which is involving small projects that are usually
 2   pretty nimble in terms of coming online and don't
 3   really involve a lot of cost compared to Schedule 38
 4   projects -- why we're being quite so concerned about
 5   some of these issues, frankly.  So that's my
 6   summary.
 7                  MR. SANGER:  Thank you.  Mr. Lowe is
 8   available for cross-examination.
 9                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  And I'm
10   wondering if we should break a little bit early for
11   lunch, just for continuity purposes as we move
12   through cross-examination.  I'm not seeing anyone
13   objecting to that, so why don't we break for
14   approximately one hour and we'll reconvene at about
15   12:45.
16                  (A recess was taken.)
17                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  We are back on
18   the record.  Mr. Lowe, you're still under oath.  And
19   Mr. Sanger, did you have anything else before
20   cross-examination?
21                  MR. SANGER:  No, thank you.
22                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Okay.  I think
23   we'll go to Ms. Hayes next.
24                  MS. HAYES:  Thank you.
25                    CROSS-EXAMINATION
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 1   BY MS. HAYES:
 2        Q    I have one question.  Mr. Lowe, you have
 3   recommended putting Schedule 37 QFs into the
 4   Schedule 38 queue based on metrics such as the
 5   percentage of projects that have been developed or
 6   development milestones; is that correct?
 7        A    Yes.
 8        Q    Given that recommendation, or that
 9   willingness to subject Schedule 37 QFs to that
10   queue, would you support eliminating the 25-megawatt
11   annual cap on Schedule 37 development?
12        A    Absolutely.  I don't recall that there's a
13   cap anywhere else in the other service states of
14   PacifiCorp, or even Idaho Power, for that matter,
15   where the Coalition operates.
16                  MS. HAYES:  I have no other
17   questions.
18                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Mr. Jetter, do
19   you have any questions for Mr. Lowe?
20                  MR. JETTER:  I have no questions.
21   Thank you.
22                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Mr. Snarr?
23                  MR. SNARR:  No questions.
24                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Thank you.
25   Ms. Hogle?
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 1                  MS. HOGLE:  I just have a few.
 2                    CROSS-EXAMINATION
 3   BY MS. HOGLE:
 4        Q    Mr. Lowe, just wanting to go back to the
 5   question that you just responded to.  Did you file
 6   testimony in the Wyoming proceedings dealing with
 7   Schedule 37?
 8        A    Yes.
 9        Q    Isn't it true that Wyoming has a cap for
10   Schedule 37 rates?
11        A    I don't remember a cap in terms of total
12   megawatts.
13        Q    Subject to check, will you accept --
14        A    Oh, absolutely.
15        Q    Okay.  I just wanted to clarify that.  I
16   wondered if my questioning would jog your memory.
17   Okay.  Can you please turn to your direct testimony,
18   starting in line 296, please?
19        A    Okay.
20        Q    And I believe you respond to the question,
21   "Can a renewable rate work with RMP's current
22   Schedule 37 methodology?"  Correct?
23        A    Yes.
24        Q    And then you -- I believe you then use
25   Oregon's non-PDDRR methodology and renewable rates,
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 1   correct, when you cite Exhibit A?
 2        A    Yes.
 3        Q    Can you turn to that Exhibit A, please?
 4        A    Okay.
 5        Q    And before that, you say in your testimony
 6   on lines 300 -- and I'll just read it for you,  "At
 7   the time the rates were set, the Oregon Commission
 8   determined that Rocky Mountain Power's next planned
 9   renewable resource acquisition was 2028."  I'd like
10   you to go to page 5 of that Exhibit A, please.
11        A    Okay.
12        Q    As I understand it, those are the avoided
13   cost prices for standard fixed avoided cost rates
14   for Schedule 37, correct?
15        A    Yes.  That's what it says, standard fixed.
16        Q    So I'd like you to go down to where that
17   2028 for Rocky Mountain Power's next planned
18   renewable resource acquisition would be, and go all
19   the way to that second table to the right.
20        A    Yes.
21        Q    And I deal with dollars per megawatt hours
22   so I know it says 471, but that would be $47 per
23   megawatt hour is what that would represent in terms
24   of the standard fixed avoided cost prices; is that
25   correct?
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 1        A    Yes.
 2        Q    Now, I'd like you to turn to page 7 of
 3   that Exhibit A.
 4        A    Okay.
 5        Q    And my understanding is that's the prices
 6   for renewable fixed avoided cost prices for Schedule
 7   37, correct?
 8        A    Yes.
 9        Q    Going down to that column -- the first
10   column down to 2028, again, and across to that
11   second table there.  Am I correct that that would
12   be, then, $74 per megawatt hour for renewable fixed
13   avoided cost price for --
14        A    The on-peak price.
15        Q    Right, for Schedule 37.  So that's a
16   difference of about $25 or so?
17        A    I'd have to do the math but somewhere in
18   that neighborhood.
19        Q    And so why is that so different?  Why is
20   the difference so much?
21        A    Well, the standard avoided cost is based
22   upon a thermal or baseload kind of resource, and the
23   renewable resource is based upon a renewable
24   resource, such as wind, in this particular example.
25   So those costs are obviously different.  Presumably,
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 1   there may be some value associated with RECs in
 2   there, but I don't know what that is.  I don't know
 3   if it's 5 cents or 1 dollar, I have no idea.  But,
 4   generally, I think it's a difference between the
 5   resource type that is considered in the stat.  I
 6   think there's fixed -- excuse me, thermal plant 2028
 7   under this particular schedule and renewable as well
 8   for that same date by coincidence.  I think that was
 9   discussed earlier by Mr. MacNeil.
10        Q    Isn't the only difference, really, who
11   retains the RECs?  Is that the difference, who
12   retains the RECs?
13        A    Well, certainly starting in 2028 under the
14   renewable price, the RECs would be retained by the
15   utility.  And not retained -- excuse me -- retained
16   by the utility under the renewable rate beginning
17   2028 under the prices we were looking at on page 5,
18   the standard rates.  The presumption is the RECs are
19   retained by the project for that entire timeframe
20   because it's not renewable.
21        Q    Okay.  So are you comparing something,
22   like, given that you quoted it in your testimony in
23   Utah, is that what you're proposing in Utah?  Is
24   that your proposal here, those numbers?
25        A    I don't know that we proposed any numbers.
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 1   I think we were proposing a process or a methodology
 2   similar to Oregon.  Presumably, the numbers should
 3   be something similar, I would guess, but I don't
 4   have any idea.  I didn't do any analysis like that.
 5   I don't do that type of thing, actually.
 6        Q    Do you know what the value of a REC is in
 7   the market now?  Just curious.
 8        A    I don't work with that every single day.
 9   The last thing I heard was somewhere in the
10   neighborhood of a dollar.
11                  MS. HOGLE:  Thank you.  I have no
12   further questions.
13                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Any redirect,
14   Mr. Sanger?
15                  MR. SANGER:  Yes, thank you.
16                   REDIRECT EXAMINATION
17   BY MR. SANGER:
18        Q    So referring to the exhibit that Ms. Hogle
19   just referred you to, I'd like to go back to page 7,
20   where Ms. Hogle pointed out that the rate in 2028
21   for a wind QF, the on-peak rate was $7.46.  Now, is
22   it your understanding that that rate is based on the
23   cost that PacifiCorp had in its last IRP for wind
24   resources?
25        A    That, I can't tell you for sure because
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 1   there was a lot of controversy, so to speak, when
 2   rates were set.  I can't tell you for sure, if
 3   that's the case.  Typically, it would be the case,
 4   okay?  But we had some abnormal things going on in
 5   the last year or so with some of these filings that
 6   disrupted that normal process, so I can't confirm it
 7   one way or the other.
 8        Q    If it was the case that it was based on
 9   the last IRP numbers, then wouldn't the resource
10   cost that resulted in this $7.46 be PacifiCorp's
11   resource cost that it estimated in its IRP?
12        A    Yes.
13        Q    So this would have been the cost that
14   PacifiCorp estimated that a wind generation resource
15   would be in its 2015 IRP?
16        A    Correct.
17        Q    And then in its 2017 IRP, if the cost of
18   wind generation is cut down, then this rate would
19   correspondingly come down?
20        A    Absolutely.  And the dates might change as
21   well, depending on when the resource was timed.
22        Q    So if there's any inaccuracy in these
23   prices, then it's because PacifiCorp's IRP is
24   inaccurate?
25        A    Or changed, yes.
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 1                  MR. SANGER:  Thank you.
 2                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Any recross?
 3   Commissioner Clark, any questions for Mr. Lowe?
 4                  COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Yes, thank you.
 5   BY COMMISSIONER CLARK:
 6        Q    I want to just give you an opportunity to
 7   help us a little more with your queue position
 8   position.  And for the record, I'm referring to what
 9   you have said on page 16 of -- I think it's your
10   surrebuttal.  We just have a couple of sentences on
11   this, but what I'm wondering is if you have applied
12   any of the alternative approaches that you describe
13   here and identified the percentage that would
14   pertain.  For example, have you, on some basis,
15   calculated an historical percentage, or one based on
16   completion of milestones?
17        A    Well, I think we're fairly knowledgeable
18   about some of those kinds of things.  I believe that
19   the completion rate has changed over time.  For
20   example, when I first started in this business in
21   '81 with PacifiCorp, we had a couple thousand
22   projects that were looking at developing, and
23   ultimately the Company entered into 70,
24   approximately, QF contracts.  I believe around 50 of
25   those actually were built back in the mid '80s.  Now
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 1   we're looking at a different generation of types of
 2   projects, particularly with solar.  I think we're
 3   seeing, maybe, a little bit different completion
 4   rate that's happening, but I believe that
 5   intelligence is available.  It's probably in the
 6   range of, like, 70, 75 percent.  Projects that are
 7   actually contracted for ultimately get built.
 8             But in terms of any quantification beyond
 9   that in terms of what the resulting prices and so
10   forth, no, we haven't done that kind of analysis.
11        Q    The first approach you identify, I think,
12   is historic percentage of QFs constructed in
13   relation to the entire queue, right?
14        A    Correct.
15        Q    And so what historical period would you
16   think we should use and, again, I'm just
17   wondering --
18        A    Well, I think you should look at -- number
19   one, I think you should look at signed contracts,
20   probably.  That's probably the best metric to look
21   at to use.  And then I would look at, based upon
22   those signed contracts -- not people that have asked
23   for indicative pricing or have begun an inquiry
24   process on a power purchase agreement or those kind
25   of things but actual signed contracts -- then look
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 1   at, over time, how many projects out of this test
 2   group of signed contracts, maybe over a three-year
 3   period.  Because we know that when people sign
 4   contracts, they have, typically under the terms of
 5   the contract, about three years to complete the
 6   contracts -- or the construction -- along with
 7   interconnection stuff that takes maybe as long as
 8   that as well.  So three years is probably a pretty
 9   good time frame for looking back at determining how
10   many of those signed contracts actually developed,
11   and using that result to adjust, you know, what's
12   actually in the queue.
13        Q    So you'd recommend that method as opposed
14   to the historic percentage of constructed projects
15   in relation to the queue, in relation to the queue
16   rather than in relation to signed contracts?
17        A    Well, I would look at what I just
18   described.
19        Q    Because we've got three different methods
20   that are mentioned here in your testimony and I'm
21   trying to understand.
22        A    Well, those were suggestions on the kinds
23   of metrics that might be considered rather than
24   picking the very end, or picking the very beginning,
25   or picking some midpoint.  This at least has a
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 1   little more logic and a little more analytical basis
 2   to it, and the history, I think, demonstrates that
 3   it's a valid way of looking at it.  There may be
 4   different ways of taking that particular metric and
 5   that particular timeframe and applying it to
 6   something.  I don't know that we're married on one
 7   approach or the other, we're just trying to suggest
 8   some general approaches that should be considered,
 9   frankly.
10                  COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Thanks very
11   much.
12                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:
13   Commissioner White?
14                  COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Just a quick
15   follow-up question on Commissioner Clark's
16   questions.
17   BY COMMISSIONER WHITE:
18        Q    Would that process occur on a yearly
19   basis?  What would that look like in terms of that
20   process if the Commission were to administer and, I
21   guess, vet those averages?
22        A    Well, once again, Commissioner Jordan, I
23   don't know that we have thought to the next level of
24   that process, but we're rather suggesting a more
25   general metric or approach.  But it may be, for
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 1   example, something that would be looked at on an
 2   annual basis and may be adjusted.  Once you got your
 3   three-year picture every year, adjust it based upon
 4   what's happened in the additional year.  In other
 5   words, kind of a rolling situation.  But once again,
 6   that's just one out of -- probably everybody in this
 7   room will have a slightly different twist to it.
 8             But the point I'm trying to get to is that
 9   there has to be some reasonable and fair way of
10   analyzing this queue business or the projects that
11   actually get built for determining their impact on
12   the avoided cost prices in some manner.  And there's
13   been all kinds of suggestions.  We're just
14   suggesting some metrics based upon my experience
15   with the amount of time it takes for projects to get
16   built and the amount of time it takes for the
17   interconnection process, and the amount of projects
18   that typically or historically we've seen drop out
19   of the process.  We've got something there that we
20   think is a reasonable way to consider.
21                  COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I have no
22   further questions.
23                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Just for
24   clarification, the current process for Schedule 37
25   in Utah is that the Schedule 37 projects do not
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 1   receive any pricing adjustments based on the 38
 2   queue?
 3                  THE WITNESS:  That's my understanding
 4   just based upon the proxy method which doesn't get
 5   into that queue business at all.
 6                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  That's the only
 7   question I have.  Thank you, Mr. Lowe.  Mr. Sanger?
 8                  MR. SANGER:  I have no further
 9   questions for Mr. Lowe, but if there are no other
10   questions, I'd like to ask that he be excused from
11   the hearing for the rest of day.
12                  COMMISSIONER CLARK:  No objection.
13                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  From any other
14   parties?  You're excused.  Thank you, Mr. Lowe.
15                  MS. HAYES:  Mr. Chair, I don't
16   foresee this being an issue given the time, but I
17   did want to raise it.  If we could have Mr. Dragoon
18   testify today, that would be our preference, given
19   his travel needs.  But it does look like we may be
20   finishing the hearing today, but I did want to raise
21   that issue.
22                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  If there's no
23   objection from Mr. Sanger, just in the interest of
24   being safe, should we go to Mr. Dragoon next?
25                  MR. SANGER:  We're happy to have the
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 1   hearing proceed however everybody else wants it to
 2   proceed.
 3                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Okay.  Let's go
 4   to Utah Clean Energy next.
 5                  MS. HAYES:  Utah Clean Energy will
 6   call Mr. Ken Dragoon.
 7                       KEN DRAGOON,
 8   having been first duly sworn to tell the truth, was
 9            examined and testified as follows:
10   BY MS. HAYES:
11        Q    Mr. Dragoon, will you please state your
12   name and position for the record?
13        A    Ken Dragoon.  I'm the proprietor of Flink
14   Energy Consulting.
15        Q    Did you file direct, rebuttal, and
16   surrebuttal testimony on October 3rd, October 31st,
17   and November 21st, 2017, respectively, in this
18   docket?
19        A    Yes.
20        Q    And do you have any corrections or
21   modifications to any of that testimony to make
22   today?
23        A    No, I don't.
24        Q    So if I asked you the same questions
25   today, your answers would be the same?
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 1        A    Yes.
 2        Q    Do you have a summary of that testimony
 3   you would like to provide today?
 4        A    Yes, I do.
 5        Q    Please proceed.
 6        A    Mr. Chairman, Commissioners, thank you for
 7   this opportunity to speak with you.
 8             The Company's proposal will result in
 9   avoided cost pricing that is discriminatory against
10   QFs.  It's not just and reasonable and it would
11   change the historical meaning of avoided cost.
12             By limiting renewable QFs to deferring
13   resources of similar types, they may be denied
14   access to prices reflecting the Company's true
15   avoided costs.  Why, for example, should a renewable
16   QF be denied the avoided costs from deferring an
17   expensive thermal unit added early in the study
18   horizon just because a low-cost similar renewable
19   resource appears later in the portfolio?  That is
20   the Company's proposal as I understand it, and it
21   seems utterly contrary to both past practice and the
22   purpose of PURPA to allow QF resources access to
23   true avoided cost prices.
24             I appreciate the Commission's intent to
25   allow renewable QFs to defer other renewables in the
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 1   portfolio, but QFs should not be denied access to
 2   true avoided cost pricing in the process.  PURPA
 3   calls for compensating QFs for a utility's actual
 4   incremental avoided energy and capacity costs, not
 5   just those not associated with a subset of
 6   comparable resources that happen to show up in an
 7   IRP portfolio.
 8             The Company's direct testimony claims that
 9   we cannot accurately compare the cost and value of
10   one renewable resource based on the cost of a
11   renewable resource with different characteristics.
12   They say that renewable resource characteristics are
13   so different from one technology type to another
14   that they can't be compared.  They liken it to
15   comparing apples to doughnuts, concluding it can't
16   be done.  And, yet, the Company and standard
17   practice throughout the country in the nearly
18   40-year history of PURPA has allowed renewable QFs
19   of all stripes to defer thermal units.  It was a
20   founding concept.  The Company's conclusion is a
21   striking departure from precedent and calls for a
22   brief review of how they came to that very
23   surprising conclusion.
24             The Company illustrates their point with
25   an example in which a solar resource defers a wind
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 1   resource.  In the example, the solar plant brings
 2   nearly four times as much effective capacity value
 3   than the wind resource.  So in their example, each
 4   megawatt of solar would defer almost 4 megawatts of
 5   wind and get a capacity payment based on 4 megawatts
 6   of wind.  That sounds like a lot of money, and it
 7   would be.  Of course, 1-megawatt solar produces a
 8   lot less energy than 4 megawatts of wind, so they
 9   reduce the huge capacity payment by the deferred
10   energy -- the wind -- and end up with big negative
11   energy payments.  In short, they calculate a
12   capacity payment that is very high and then claw it
13   back with negative energy payments.  Though the math
14   seems to work out, this is pretty extreme, and the
15   Company's conclusion is that it simply can't be
16   done.
17             I agree that this is, to say the least, an
18   unsatisfactory way to compare resources and set
19   avoided costs, but I disagree that it can't be done
20   fairly, simply, and accurately.  My testimony took a
21   lot of heat for being short on details.  This was on
22   purpose because some significantly new ground is
23   being broken, and it deserves more thoughtful,
24   preferably cooperative, problem solving than is
25   typically available in adversarial proceedings such
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 1   as this.
 2             Nevertheless, I was struck that their
 3   example would have been completely different and
 4   make much more sense by changing a single word in
 5   their direct testimony.  If, instead of deferring
 6   resources based on the relative effective capacity
 7   value, they deferred resources based on energy
 8   value, the results would have made a lot more sense.
 9   So just to illustrate using the Company's example:
10   In very round numbers, 1 megawatt of solar would
11   produce a little less than 3,000-megawatt hours of
12   energy per year.  1 megawatt of the wind project
13   would produce a bit less than 4,000-megawatt hours
14   per year.  If solar defers wind based on energy
15   instead of capacity, each megawatt of solar would
16   defer about three quarters of a megawatt of wind.
17   That would be -- doing that means that each megawatt
18   hour of solar is deferring 1-megawatt hour of wind
19   energy.  So already we're much closer than what we
20   expect, 1 megawatt of solar deferring 3/4 of a
21   megawatt of wind.
22             Now, there are other differences between
23   the resources to take into account, the main one
24   being capacity.  One megawatt of solar brings about
25   6/10 of a megawatt of effective capacity, and
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 1   .75 megawatts of wind brings about a tenth of a
 2   megawatt of capacity.  So you've got about half a
 3   megawatt more effective capacity from the solar
 4   plant than the deferred wind, and that should be
 5   credited back to the solar plant.  The value of the
 6   energy is a little different, too, because of the
 7   timing, so another adjustment should be made for
 8   that, etc.  But there are other things like
 9   integration costs.
10             That this approach seems to work in this
11   example doesn't, of course, mean that it works in
12   all cases or that it's the best approach.  But my
13   point is, that just because the Company came up with
14   a bad way of doing it doesn't mean there isn't a
15   good way.
16             I urge the Commission to approve an
17   avoided cost pricing method that fairly compensates
18   QFs for energy and capacity that the utility will
19   actually avoid, consistent with the objectives of
20   the PURPA statute.  The Company's proposal does not
21   do this.
22             Having reviewed the testimony in this
23   docket, here are my recommendations:  The Commission
24   should not approve the Company's proposed
25   implementation of Schedule 38 avoided cost pricing.
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 1   Instead, I recommend the Commission adopt either or
 2   both of the following:  Either use IRP portfolio
 3   resource costs to establish an avoided cost floor,
 4   or approve the recommendations of the Renewable
 5   Energy Coalition and allow renewable QFs to choose
 6   either renewable or a non-renewable avoided cost
 7   rate, a concept which I supported in my rebuttal
 8   testimony as a potentially more durable solution
 9   than setting an avoided cost floor.
10             Second, require further, more thorough
11   evaluation of methods for setting renewable avoided
12   cost prices based on the deferral of renewable
13   resources of all types.
14             My recommendations seek to further the
15   Commission's intention of allowing renewable QF
16   avoided costs be based on IRP preferred renewable
17   resource costs while ensuring just and reasonable
18   avoided cost rates.  The Company's proposal's
19   restrictions would result in undue changes in the
20   definition of avoided costs, resource deferral, and
21   the historical application of resource sufficiency
22   and deficiency.  Thank you very much.  That
23   concludes my testimony.
24                  MS. HAYES:  Mr. Dragoon is available
25   for cross-examination.
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 1                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Thank you.
 2   Mr. Sanger, do you have any questions for this
 3   witness?
 4                  MR. SANGER:  I do not.  Thank you.
 5                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Thank you.
 6   Mr. Jetter?
 7                  MR. JETTER:  I have no questions.
 8   Thank you.
 9                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Mr. Snarr?
10                  MR. SNARR:  I have no questions.
11   Thank you.
12                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Ms. Hogle?
13                  MS. HOGLE:  No questions.  Thank you.
14                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:
15   Commissioner White?
16   BY COMMISSIONER WHITE:
17        Q    I just want to follow up on a point you
18   made in your summary regarding discrimination.  In
19   the context of PURPA, can you help me understand
20   what the specific discrimination is that would be
21   imposed by Rocky Mountain Power's current proposal?
22        A    Well, I'm not a lawyer so I would be over
23   my skis a bit to give you a legal definition, but
24   what I meant simply is that their proposal is
25   discriminating against renewable QFs by subjecting
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 1   them to having to take avoided costs that are
 2   actually below the actual avoided costs that the
 3   Company would receive.
 4        Q    So is it fair to say that -- it sounds
 5   what you're describing is that your criticism is
 6   inaccurate, I guess.  It does not capture the true
 7   avoided cost, it's not necessarily discriminatory,
 8   it's an accuracy issue?
 9        A    Well, because not all QFs are renewable.
10   That's what I had in mind.
11                  COMMISSIONER WHITE:  That's all I
12   have.  Thank you.
13                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:
14   Commissioner Clark?
15                  COMMISSIONER CLARK:  I have no
16   questions.  Thank you.
17                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  I don't have
18   any, either.  Thank you, Mr. Dragoon.
19                  MS. HAYES:  Thank you.  At this time,
20   I would like to move the admission of Mr. Dragoon's
21   direct, rebuttal, and surrebuttal testimonies.
22                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  If any party
23   objects to that, please indicate to me.  I'm not
24   seeing any objections, so the motion is granted.
25                  MS. HAYES:  If we are continuing with
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 1   Utah Clean Energy's witnesses, then I will call
 2   Ms. Kate Bowman to the witness stand.
 3                       KATE BOWMAN,
 4   having been first duly sworn to tell the truth, was
 5            examined and testified as follows:
 6   BY MS. HAYES:
 7        Q    Ms. Bowman, will you please state your
 8   name and position for the record?
 9        A    My name is Kate Bowman, and I'm the solar
10   project coordinator at Utah Clean Energy.
11        Q    Did you file direct, rebuttal, and
12   surrebuttal testimony on October 3rd, October 31st,
13   and November 21st, 2017, respectively?
14        A    Yes, I did.
15        Q    And I should note that your rebuttal
16   testimony contained an exhibit.
17        A    Yes.
18        Q    And do you have any corrections to make to
19   any of your testimony?
20        A    Yes, I'd like to make two corrections.
21   Fist, my surrebuttal testimony on the title page is
22   incorrectly labeled, "Rebuttal testimony," so I'd
23   like to correct that to say "surrebuttal."  And the
24   second correction, in my rebuttal testimony, I'd
25   like to make a correction beginning on line 37.  I'd
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 1   like to replace the number "18" with the number "25"
 2   and then omit the parenthetical following that.  So
 3   the complete sentence would read, "In reality, only
 4   25 small QF projects have ever been completed in
 5   Utah and only 5 Schedule 37 projects were completed
 6   in 2016, with a total capacity of 12.2 megawatts."
 7        Q    Thank you.  With those corrections, if I
 8   asked you the same questions today, would your
 9   answers be the same?
10        A    Yes.
11        Q    Do you have a summary you've prepared?
12        A    Yes, I do.
13        Q    Please proceed.
14        A    Thank you for the opportunity to speak on
15   this issue this morning.  In my testimony, I address
16   the Company's proposal to apply the Schedule 38
17   pricing method and also the Schedule 38 queuing
18   protocol to small qualifying facilities who take
19   standard offer rates under Schedule 37.  And I
20   explain that it's inappropriate to apply this
21   pricing method to Schedule 37 projects and that
22   doing so would result in artificially low avoided
23   cost prices for small QFs.
24             First, small QFs would be burdened by the
25   complexity of participating in the Schedule 38
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 1   process and particularly the queuing process, which
 2   isn't warranted for these relatively small projects
 3   which are simple and completed relatively quickly.
 4             And second, it's inappropriate to include
 5   small QFs in the queue, which includes projects that
 6   are unlikely to ever be built.  Doing so would
 7   artificially cap pricing for small QFs and would
 8   prevent these lower cost resources from being built.
 9             I recommend no changes to Schedule 37 at
10   this time except for an adjustment to Schedule 37
11   rates to account for avoided line losses for small
12   QFs that are not connected to the transmission
13   system.  And although Utah Clean Energy's primary
14   position is that Schedule 37 projects should not be
15   included in the queue, if they are, I believe, the
16   25-megawatt cap on small QFs should be eliminated.
17   And that's my summary.  Thank you.
18                  MS. HAYES:  Ms. Bowman is available
19   for cross-examination.
20                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Thank you.
21   Mr. Sanger, do you have any questions?
22                  MR. SANGER:  Yes, I do have a
23   question.
24                    CROSS-EXAMINATION
25   BY MR. SANGER:
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 1        Q    Ms. Bowman, your primary recommendation is
 2   that there be no changes to the Schedule 37 except
 3   for an adjustment for line losses?
 4        A    Yes, that's correct.
 5        Q    Renewable Energy Coalition has similarly
 6   recommended no changes to Schedule 37, with the
 7   exception that QFs be provided a renewable avoided
 8   cost in addition to a nonrenewable avoided cost.
 9   Would Utah Clean Energy find that recommendation
10   acceptable?
11        A    Can you rephrase the question?
12        Q    So the current Schedule 37 only allows a
13   QF to sell non-renewable power.  It's based on the
14   costs -- Schedule 37 rates are based on the fixed
15   and variable costs of a thermal resource.  Renewable
16   Energy Coalition has recommended that that option
17   remain, but in addition, a renewable QF be provided
18   the opportunity to defer and be paid for deferring a
19   renewable resource acquisition, the Company's
20   renewable resource acquisition.  Is that something
21   that Utah Clean Energy could also support?
22        A    Without knowing -- getting too much into
23   the details of how the proposal would manifest
24   itself specifically, in concept, that's something
25   Utah Clean Energy would support.
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 1                  MR. SANGER:  Thank you.
 2                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Thank you.
 3   Mr. Jetter, do you have any questions?
 4                  MR. JETTER:  I do have a few brief
 5   questions.
 6                    CROSS-EXAMINATION
 7   BY MR. JETTER:
 8        Q    Good afternoon.  The questions I have are
 9   just to clarify a little bit about your
10   understanding of the 25-megawatt cap.  Is it your
11   understanding of the 25-megawatt cap that that cap
12   is a cumulative cap on annual projects, or do you
13   understand it as a cumulative cap on 37 perpetually,
14   or a cap on the current pricing included in the
15   current published tariff, at which point it would be
16   recalculated?
17        A    I understand it as a cap on the total
18   capacity of projects that are able to take standard
19   issue Schedule 37 pricing on an annual base.
20        Q    Okay.  And if it were the case that that
21   was a cap at which point it will be repriced, would
22   that change your opinion of the cap?
23        A    So that -- just to clarify your question
24   that the cap would be repriced on some sort of
25   timeline based on projects that had been -- QF
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 1   projects which had since been completed?
 2        Q    So I can give you a hypothetical to better
 3   explain.  If Rocky Mountain Power proposed a pricing
 4   which is updated annually and the pricing was --
 5   let's just -- random number here -- like, $30 per
 6   megawatt was the pricing -- and you reached
 7   25 megawatts of capacity under that pricing and it
 8   trigged a recalculation of that same cap, so another
 9   25-megawatt increment and let's say this happened,
10   hypothetically, in June.  Would that be troubling to
11   you to have it repriced at a 25-megawatt increment?
12        A    I think, conceptually, if I understand, I
13   don't see any issues with the idea of if small QFs
14   are not included in the queue, repricing, having
15   some sort of cap and on the amount of capacity that
16   can receive a standard offer price set at a certain
17   price and then refreshing the queue when that cap is
18   reached.  So if I'm understanding your question,
19   conceptually, I don't see an issue with that.  It
20   would depend on what that cap was and how often the
21   cap was refreshed.
22                  MR. JETTER:  Thank you.  I have no
23   further questions.
24                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Thank you.
25   Mr. Snarr?
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 1                  MR. SNARR:  I have no questions.
 2                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Ms. Hogle?
 3                  MS. HOGLE:  Just a couple.  Thank
 4   you.
 5                    CROSS-EXAMINATION
 6   BY MS. HOGLE:
 7        Q    Ms. Bowman, in your summary, I believe you
 8   discussed Utah Clean Energy's resistance to adopting
 9   the Schedule 38 methodology for Schedule 37, and I
10   believe you generally stated that it was too
11   complicated and that Schedule 37 projects should not
12   participate in the queue.  Do you recall that?
13        A    Yes.
14        Q    Do you agree that under the Company's
15   proposal, Schedule 37 QFs would still receive
16   published rates?  So the QFs would not actually be
17   involved in the calculation, because whatever the
18   calculation is, they would receive published rates.
19        A    It's my understanding they would receive a
20   published rate, as you describe based on a more
21   complicated methodology.
22        Q    And then you also talked about or
23   recommended that line losses be accounted for with
24   Schedule 37 avoided cost pricing.  Can you provide a
25   little bit more detail on how that would be
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 1   calculated?
 2        A    I don't have a detailed calculation at
 3   this time, but my recommendation was specifically
 4   that if a small QF does not interconnect to the
 5   transmission system and the Company is therefore
 6   able to avoid line losses associated with
 7   transmission line losses, that the QF is credited
 8   with that avoided cost.
 9        Q    But you don't know --
10        A    I don't have a calculation to propose.
11                  MS. HOGLE:  Thank you.  Those are all
12   my questions.
13                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Any redirect,
14   Ms. Hayes?
15                  MS. HAYES:  No, thank you.
16                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:
17   Commissioner White?
18   BY COMMISSIONER WHITE:
19        Q    Just a follow-up.  I think I might be
20   asking something similar to what Ms. Hogle asked,
21   but in terms of the burden, can you help elaborate a
22   little bit more on terms of the potential burden or
23   extra transactional costs, etc. that would be --
24   that the Schedule 37 QFs would be subject to under
25   that if that Schedule 38 methodology were imported
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 1   to those size of projects?
 2        A    Sure.  Without commenting on the Schedule
 3   38 proposal itself which I haven't addressed, my
 4   understanding is that the Schedule 38 methodology is
 5   more complicated and designed because larger QFs do
 6   you have a significant impact on the Company's
 7   avoided costs, whereas a smaller QF project is
 8   maximum 3 megawatts, which is roughly comparable
 9   even to the size of some large net metering
10   projects.  They're much smaller and much simpler, so
11   the need for a more complicated Schedule 38
12   process -- there isn't a need for a more complicated
13   process because these projects are relatively small,
14   they're capped at a total of 25 megawatts per year,
15   so all of the Schedule 37 projects which come online
16   in a given year are smaller than your average,
17   individual, single Schedule 38 project.  And so
18   there's no need for a more confusing and complicated
19   process to determine pricing for these projects.
20        Q    So I guess the question is, is it more
21   complicated, potentially, to vet the actual
22   components of that methodology?  I guess what I'm
23   getting at is, is there any additional costs
24   associated with taking that price when a Schedule 37
25   project takes that standard price?
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 1        A    I think the most significant impact to
 2   applying the Schedule 38 methodology to small QFs
 3   would be the queue, which is what I've mainly
 4   focused my comments on, and the impact of placing a
 5   small QF either at the end of the queue or at a
 6   position that is inappropriate.  If the QF receives
 7   pricing based on a queue of projects ahead of it
 8   that ultimately are not constructed, then that QF
 9   will have received avoided cost pricing that's too
10   low.  And that has the largest potential effect on a
11   QF's ability to build projects at avoided cost.
12                  COMMISSIONER WHITE:  That's all the
13   questions I have.
14                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:
15   Commissioner Clark?
16                  COMMISSIONER CLARK:  No questions.
17   Thank you.
18                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Do you know how
19   many Schedule 37 projects, if any, are connected to
20   the transmission system?
21                  THE WITNESS:  I don't know.
22                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Would you assume
23   there are some, or you still don't know?
24                  THE WITNESS:  I still don't know.
25                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Thank you.
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 1   That's all I have.  Anything else, Ms. Hayes?
 2                  MS. HAYES:  No, I think that's
 3   everything.
 4                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Mr. Sanger?
 5                  MR. SANGER:  Thank you.  I'd like to
 6   call Mr. Neal Townsend to the witness stand, please.
 7                      NEAL TOWNSEND,
 8   having been first duly sworn to tell the truth, was
 9            examined and testified as follows:
10   BY MR. SANGER:
11        Q    Thank you, Mr. Townsend.  Can you please
12   provide your name and position?
13        A    My name is Neal Townsend.  My position is
14   principal at Energy Strategies.
15        Q    And on whose behalf are you testifying
16   today?
17        A    I'm here on behalf of the Renewable Energy
18   Coalition.
19        Q    And if I asked you the questions in your
20   direct and surrebuttal testimony today, would your
21   answers be the same?
22        A    Yes, with two minor corrections.
23        Q    Can you please point us in the direction
24   of those corrections?
25        A    In my direct testimony, at line 198, page
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 1   9 on my copy, I have a parenthetical that says,
 2   "Excluding market floor."  That should be stricken.
 3   So the sentence would begin, "Because its PDDRR
 4   calculated value declined significantly after ten
 5   years."
 6        Q    Thank you.
 7        A    And then on my surrebuttal testimony on
 8   line 129, there's apparently a typo.  It says,
 9   "Fixed cost after the 15th year OO," the term.  I
10   think that's to be "to."
11        Q    I'm sorry, which page and line number are
12   you on?
13        A    I'm on page 7, line 129.  My version has
14   two "Os" after the word "year."
15        Q    Thank you.
16        A    That's all of my corrections.
17        Q    Have you prepared a summary that you're
18   prepared to provide to the Commission this morning?
19        A    I have.  Good afternoon.  In my direct
20   testimony, I respond to several changes proposed by
21   Rocky Mountain Power to the calculation of avoided
22   cost pricing for qualifying facilities seeking
23   pricing under either Schedule 37 or Schedule 38.  I
24   note that currently RMP uses the proxy PDDRR method
25   to calculate avoided cost under Schedule 38.  RMP is
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 1   proposing to implement changes to the proxy PDDRR
 2   method and to adopt this method to determine avoided
 3   cost pricing under Schedule 37.  While I support
 4   RMP's proposal to calculate renewable avoided cost
 5   prices based on the deferral of renewable generation
 6   resources in its integrated resource plan, or IRP, I
 7   oppose RMP's proposal to limit the displacement to
 8   resources of the same type, i.e., wind for wind,
 9   solar for solar, etc.
10             RMP's proposed restrictions are
11   unreasonable because they prevent a renewable QF
12   from being fairly compensated for its ability to
13   defer renewable plants that the Company is planning
14   to add, solely because the QFs resource type differs
15   from the resource type that the Company determines
16   is deferrable sooner in its IRP.  Implicit in RMP's
17   advocacy for these restrictions is the notion that
18   the Company is somehow unable to partially or wholly
19   defer a wind plant when a renewable QF using a
20   different technology timely comes online.
21             This premise is highly implausible.  When
22   considering adding new resources in its IRP, the
23   Company must consider the impact of long-term QF
24   contracts on the need for Company-owned capacity
25   after taking account of the capacity characteristics
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 1   of the QF resources.  This evaluation must be
 2   performed irrespective of the QF resource type.  The
 3   idea, say, that new solar QF contracts would have no
 4   influence on whether Company-owned wind resources
 5   need to be added in the future is unreasonable and
 6   objectionable.
 7             Instead, I recommend that any renewable QF
 8   seeking avoided cost pricing under either Schedule
 9   37 or 38 should have its avoided cost pricing based
10   on the next deferrable renewable resource
11   irrespective of resource type with appropriate
12   adjustments for capacity equivalence.  For Schedule
13   37, if the Commission adopts the proxy PDDRR method
14   to calculate avoided costs, I believe that removing
15   the like-for-like restriction will provide a more
16   reasonable and equitable treatment of RMP's avoided
17   costs.  Similarly, for Schedule 38, removing RMP's
18   proposed like-for-like restriction will provide a
19   more reasonable and equitable treatment of avoided
20   costs for all Schedule 38 renewable QFs.  In
21   addition, I recommend that the 2021 Wyoming wind
22   resource be considered the proxy resource for all
23   QFs seeking avoided cost pricing unless and until
24   RMP declares that it's not going to pursue this
25   project, regardless of whether such a declaration
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 1   results from a Commission decision, or for any other
 2   reason.  The Commission should also consider whether
 3   a QF should also be credited with the equivalent of
 4   avoided transmission costs, given the linkage that
 5   exists between the 2021 Wyoming wind resource and
 6   the related transmission capability.
 7             Finally, I recommend the Commission reject
 8   RMP's suggestion that federal production tax credits
 9   should be removed from the real levelization payment
10   calculation.  In my surrebuttal testimony, I
11   reiterate my recommendation that RMP's like-for-like
12   proposal for establishing avoided cost pricing for
13   renewable QFs be rejected by the Commission; that
14   the PSC reject any attempts by RMP to make ad hoc
15   adjustments to the avoided cost calculation method,
16   such as removing production tax credits from the
17   real levelization payment calculation and; finally,
18   that the 2021 Wyoming wind plant be considered the
19   next deferrable resource unless or until RMP
20   declares it is not going to pursue this project,
21   regardless of the rationale for such a declaration.
22   That concludes my summary.
23        Q    Thank you.  I wanted to ask Mr. Townsend a
24   couple of clarifying questions that I think might
25   not have been entirely clear from Mr. Lowe's earlier
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 1   testimony.  So Renewable Energy Coalition's
 2   recommendation in this case regarding Schedule 37 is
 3   that the current approach to Schedule 37 should be
 4   retained with an adjustment to allow renewable
 5   resources to be deferred; is that correct?
 6        A    That's my understanding, yes.
 7        Q    So the Renewable Energy Coalition's
 8   position is that the queue change -- which is part
 9   of Rocky Mountain Power's proposed changes -- should
10   also be rejected?
11        A    Correct.
12        Q    However, if you're going to have a queue
13   adjustment to Schedule 37, then the Renewable Energy
14   Coalition's recommendation is that you use a
15   historic, reasonable, forecast of QFs that complete
16   their way through the queue to commercial operation?
17        A    That's correct.
18                  MR. SANGER:  Thank you.
19                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Do you have
20   anything else before we go to cross-examination?
21                  MR. SANGER:  No, thank you.
22                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Ms. Hayes, do
23   you have any questions for this witness?
24                  MS. HAYES:  I do not.
25                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Mr. Jetter?
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 1                  MR. JETTER:  No questions.
 2                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Mr. Snarr?
 3                  MR. SNARR:  No questions.
 4                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Ms. Hogle?
 5                  MS. HOGLE:  Just a minute.
 6                    CROSS-EXAMINATION
 7   BY MS. HOGLE:
 8        Q    I have a couple.  Mr. Townsend, did you
 9   read Mr. MacNeil's testimony?
10        A    Any of it?  Yes.
11        Q    His rebuttal testimony in particular?
12        A    Yes, I did.
13        Q    Would you mind turning to his rebuttal
14   testimony, page 25, figure 4R?  Am I correct that
15   this is the Company's -- figure 4R -- is the
16   Company's demonstration of solar deferring the 2021
17   wind?
18        A    Yes, that's the Company's depiction.
19        Q    Okay.  Do you agree that, based on this
20   figure, if you look at Utah solar deferring 2021
21   wind, that prices drop to negative, about 125 even,
22   up until 2030 or in 2030?  Do you admit that that's
23   true?
24        A    That's what the graph shows.  I assume
25   these are nominal prices.
0150
 1        Q    And so in your -- as I understand your
 2   testimony, is it your testimony that Utah solar be
 3   able to displace 2021 wind; is that correct?  And so
 4   you would then recommend that QFs receive negative
 5   $125 per megawatt hour pricing?
 6        A    My position is that Utah solar should
 7   definitely be able to defer the 2021 wind and,
 8   potentially, the associated transmission.  Now,
 9   these are not the prices that the QF will get paid.
10   We pay on a real levelized basis for capacity, and
11   that's what the QF would receive.  And that would
12   probably take into account all the changes that need
13   to be made for solar versus wind in the calculation
14   of that.  In addition, when the energy -- because we
15   have talked about it today already -- there's a
16   distinct difference in the amount of energy that
17   would be produced by solar versus wind, and that
18   gets captured in the GRID runs.  And when you
19   combine those two, capacity and energy, you get a
20   fairly reasonable avoided cost.  These are
21   PacifiCorp's approaches to establishing avoided cost
22   pricing.  And the fact that you get an unusual
23   result is just the fact of applying this method when
24   you're substituting one resource for another.  We've
25   been doing the same thing for quite some time when
0151
 1   we have allowed a renewable to defer a thermal.
 2   This is just simply an extension of that to allowing
 3   one renewable to displace a different renewable.
 4   That's all we're doing.
 5        Q    Mr. Townsend, just following up on that,
 6   did you have an opportunity to demonstrate how your
 7   proposal could be calculated when the Company
 8   requested additional information from you on this
 9   very topic?
10        A    No.  I did not calculate a number.  This
11   case is about method, not about the price itself,
12   and that's very clear in this case.  Let's keep in
13   mind that my proposal is, as I just stated, simply
14   an extension of the current way we've been doing
15   things where a renewable has been deferring a
16   thermal, and we make adjustments for capacity
17   contribution in that process.  I'm just extending
18   that to a renewable displacing a renewable.
19             The prices that result from doing that,
20   these are PacifiCorp's IRP prices and so they're not
21   my prices; they're PacifiCorp's prices.  Therefore,
22   since it's based on the cost effectiveness of their
23   IRP, they are reasonable by definition, in my mind.
24                  MS. HOGLE:  I have no further
25   questions.  Thank you.
0152
 1                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Any redirect,
 2   Mr. Sanger?
 3                  MR. SANGER:  I do not have any
 4   redirect.  I note that I neglected to move for the
 5   admission of Mr. Townsend's testimony, so I would
 6   like to do that at this time, if possible.
 7                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  If anyone
 8   objects to that, please indicate to me.  I don't
 9   see any objections, so the motion is granted.
10                  MS. HAYES:  May I also just interject
11   here briefly, to move for the admission of
12   Kate Bowman's testimony as well, which I neglected
13   to do?
14                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  And I neglected
15   to remind you.  If anyone objects to that, please
16   indicate to me.  I'm not seeing any objections, so
17   the motion is granted.  Anything further for this
18   witness, Mr. Sanger?
19                  MR. SANGER:  No, I do not.
20                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:
21   Commissioner White, do you have any questions?
22   BY COMMISSIONER WHITE:
23        Q    Just in terms of -- you described how this
24   is really not much different than what's been done
25   with thermal resources in Schedule 38.
0153
 1        A    Correct.
 2        Q    Can you elaborate on how that would look,
 3   or that process would look, if you were to apply
 4   that concept in the Schedule 37 context, if you were
 5   going to try to adjust for location or other
 6   characteristics?
 7        A    I think we've only adjusted for capacity
 8   contributions.  And it's actually done in Schedule
 9   37 now because you've got different prices for
10   different type resources, that capacity equivalence
11   adjustments are already included in the current
12   method.  So we're just continuing to do that in this
13   new method.  And we're just really substituting in
14   the fact we're going to run this GRID run to
15   calculate the energy, and that's where we're going
16   to get some big differences because of the
17   displacement difference of the amount of energy.
18        Q    Would that change if it were a different
19   renewable resource that was in the portfolio?
20        A    Change in terms of what?
21        Q    I guess the process in terms of how
22   that -- I'm just trying to look at how this would be
23   updated.  Is that a more complex proposition or is
24   it the same?
25        A    I think it's the same that we've been
0154
 1   doing because if a renewable came today and said, I
 2   want renewable pricing under Schedule 38, it's going
 3   to be based on a thermal resource and they're going
 4   to make an adjustment for capacity equivalence on
 5   the capacity side, and they're going to displace
 6   based upon a capacity equivalence adjustment the
 7   amount of energy of the thermal resource.  And so
 8   we're just continuing to do that.  We're just
 9   expanding the pool of deferrable-type resources
10   beyond what it is today.  It's not really that much
11   different.
12                  COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you.
13   That's all the questions I have.
14                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:
15   Commissioner Clark, do you have any questions?
16   BY COMMISSIONER CLARK:
17        Q    Yes.  I think I'm going to cover, maybe,
18   the same concept, but I wanted you to do it in
19   connection with figure 4R again, which is page 25 of
20   Mr. MacNeil's rebuttal.  Would you restate -- I know
21   you have answered the question when Ms. Hogle asked
22   it -- but restate why, in your view, the 2030 price
23   would not be negative $130, or whatever it is, per
24   megawatt hour, why that's not what the QF would
25   actually realize.
0155
 1        A    Well, I think these may be nominal
 2   values -- you'd have to ask the Company that, I
 3   didn't prepare this graph so I'm not the right
 4   person to talk about this graph -- but my belief is
 5   this is nominal because in a real levelized world,
 6   everything is positive.  You start out low and you
 7   go up over time.  That's the way real levelization
 8   works, and you're just looking on the energy side.
 9   We're going to make a big, huge adjustment on the
10   capacity side when solar is displacing wind.  That
11   happens because of the capacity contributions of the
12   two types of resources, solar being much more
13   capacity credited than the wind.  But then when you
14   get to the energy side, you're going to simply
15   displace a quarter of the energy that that wind
16   plant was going to produce, so you're going to
17   replace that other three quarters with probably
18   thermal generation.  So you're going to get a big
19   negative number.  And that makes sense when you
20   combine it with the capacity side, and then you're
21   looking at the total all-in number and you're going
22   to get a reasonable outcome, in my opinion.
23        Q    I understand better what you said the
24   first time.
25        A    This is one of those where you have to
0156
 1   work through the numbers and they start to make
 2   sense.
 3                  COMMISSIONER CLARK:  That concludes
 4   my questions.
 5                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  I just want to
 6   follow up a little bit on what Commissioner White
 7   was asking just to make sure I'm understanding your
 8   description of the difference between Schedule 37
 9   and Schedule 38.  Now that we have a filed IRP that
10   has deferrable renewable resources, aren't the
11   Schedule 38 calculations now being done where the
12   capacity payments during the sufficiency period are
13   based on a like renewable -- the next like renewable
14   in the IRP?  Is that how --
15                  THE WITNESS:  The sufficiency period?
16   That would be based upon market transactions.
17                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  I'm sorry.  I
18   meant deficiency period.  Yes, I meant deficiency
19   period.  Isn't that being calculated under Schedule
20   38?  Now that there's an IRP with renewable
21   resources, isn't that being calculated --
22                  THE WITNESS:  I don't know how
23   they're doing it since they published a new IRP and
24   since it hasn't been acknowledged.  I would assume,
25   though, that once they have a new IRP, they're using
0157
 1   their interpretation of that.  I'm just saying that
 2   interpretation ought to be adjusted to just allow a
 3   renewable resource to displace a renewable resource,
 4   not this like-for-like, which I think is too
 5   restrictive.
 6                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Thank you.  I
 7   understand.  I don't have any further questions.
 8   Thank you, Mr. Townsend.  Mr. Sanger, do you have
 9   anything further?
10                  MR. SANGER:  No, thank you.
11                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Anything further
12   from any other party before we adjourn?  Thank you.
13   We're adjourned.
14          (The hearing concluded at 1:50 p.m.)
15
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BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION 
OF OREGON


UM 1396 
Phase II


In the Matter of:


PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION OF 
OREGON Investigation into determination 
of resource sufficiency, pursuant to Order 
No. 06-538


OPENING COMMENTS


Pursuant to Public Utility Commission of Oregon (Commission) Order No. 10-488 


and the Prehearing Conference Memorandum issued by Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) 


Patrick Power in this proceeding on January 21, 2011, PacifiCorp d/b/a Pacific Power (the 


Company) respectfully submits these Opening Comments.


I. BACKGROUND


A. Procedural Background


The Commission opened this proceeding to establish a methodology for determining 


resource sufficiency for purposes of calculating avoided cost payments to qualifying facilities 


(QFs). consistent with Commission policy and the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act 


(PURPA).


1 In the first stage of this proceeding. Commission Staff (Staff). PacifiCorp, Portland 


General Electric Company (PGE), and the Industrial Customers of Northwest Utilities 


(ICNU) filed testimony on the determination of resource sufficiency. These parties also filed 


opening briefs, along with Idaho Power Company (Idaho Power), and the Community 


Renewable Energy Association (CREA). PGE, PacifiCorp. and ICNU filed reply briefs.


1 See Re Public Utility Commission of Oregon Staff 's Investigation Relating to 
Electric Utility Purchases from Qualifying Facilities, Docket UM 1129. Order No. 06-538 at 
54 (Sept. 20. 2006).
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On September 29, 2009, ALJ Power issued a Ruling reopening this matter to receive 


comments on a proposed Decision Outline that described a new avoided cost framework. 


Staff. PacifiCorp and Idaho Power jointly, PGE, 1CNIJ, Biomass One. and Renewable 


Energy Coalition filed initial comments: PacifiCorp and Idaho Power jointly, PGE, ICNU. 


Renewable Energy Coalition, and CREA filed reply comments.


On January 6. 2010. ALJ Power issued a Ruling reopening the matter again to take 


comment on a modified avoided cost framework. Comments on the new framework were 


filed by Staff; ICNU; Renewable Energy Coalition; the Energy Trust of Oregon; and 


PacifiCorp, PGE. and Idaho Power jointly.


On December 22. 2010. the Commission issued Order No. 10-488, resolving some 


issues addressed in comments in the first phase of this docket and requesting comments on 


additional issues in a new phase of the docket. In that order, the Commission found that:


• The Integrated Resource Planning (1RP) process is the appropriate venue for 


addressing resource sufficiency;


• Where the utility’s acknowledged IRP shows a range of on-line years for a 


major resource, the earliest date in the range will set the date for resource 


deficiency;


• Where the IRP and IRP action plan are partially acknowledged, the resource 


sufficiency/deficiency demarcation will be made on a ease-by-case basis;


• The 100 MW standard for major resources remains unchanged; and


• The current practice of updating avoided costs will remain unchanged, with 


utilities tiling their avoided costs every two years and 30 days after an IRP
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1 order is issued, or for a “significant change.*’2


2 The Commission also outlined issues to be addressed in Phase II of this proceeding.3 4 *


3 B. PURPA and Relevant FERC Precedent


4 PURPA requires, among other things, that electric utilities purchase energy from QFs


5 at rates that are just and reasonable to the utility’s customers, in the public interest, do not


6 discriminate against QFs. and arc not more than the “incremental cost of alternative electric


7 energy,” or avoided cost. 16 U.S.C. § 824a-3(b), (d). 1 he Commission noted in Order No.


8 10-488 that this docket has been conducted against the backdrop of federal Energy


9 Regulatory Commission (FERC) proceedings in which FERC clarified the status of


10 renewable resource development in the derivation of avoided costs. ' In that proceeding, the


1 I California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) requested that FERC Find that the Federal


12 Power Act, PURPA, and FERC regulations do not preempt the CPUC’s ability to require


13 California utilities to offer a certain price to combined heat and power generating facilities of


14 20MW or less that meet energy efficiency and environmental standards.1


15 In its order. FERC found that “the concept of a multi-tiered rate structure can be


16 consistent with the avoided cost rate requirements set forth in PURPA.”6 In the case of a


I 7 multi-tiered rate structure, the issue will he what costs the utility is avoiding.7 In determining


18 the avoided cost rate, the state may “take into account obligations imposed by (he state that.


19 for example, utilities purchase energy from particular sources of energy or for a long


2 Order No. 10-4X8 at 8.
3 Order No. 10-488 at 9.
4 Order No. 10-488 at 9.
' Cal. Pub Util Comm n. Order Granting Clarification and Dismissing Rehearing, 


Docket No. EL 10-64-001, 133 FERC U 61,059 at U 5 (Oct. 21,2010) (hereinafter “Order 
Granting Clarification”!.


6 Id at 26.
7 Id at 1! 26.
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1 duration.vS FERC likened the issue to a state requiring that utilities must scrub pollutants


2 from coal plant emissions.9 10 Under that scenario, the avoided cost rate would reflect such a


3 requirement; similarly, the avoided cost rate may reflect a state requirement that utilities


4 purchase their energy needs from renewable resources.11’ FERC clarified that the avoided


5 cost rate may not include a “bonus” or “adder” above avoided cost to provide compensation


6 tor environmental externalities, although such costs can be included if they are real costs that


7 would be incurred by the utility.11


8 II. DISCUSSION


9 Substantive Issues


10 A. Should the Commission require that each utility determine its avoided cost for a
I I renewable resource? If so, how should the Commission decide what renew able
12 resource would be avoided and at what cost?


13 The Company supports development of a separate avoided cost for renewable


14 resources and believes it should be based on using the next deferrable renewable resource


15 from the Company's IRP. Two major changes have occurred on the resource from since the


16 Commission established the methodology for calculating avoided cost that lend support to


17 this approach. First, PaciflCorp, through its IRP. has documented its intention to acquire,


18 outside of PIJRPA. substantial amounts of power generated by renewable resources.


19 principally from intermittent wind generation. Second, three states in which PaciflCorp


20 operates—Oregon. Washington, and California-—have implemented mandatory renewable


21 portfolio standards (RPS). a fourth—Utah--has established a similar renewable energy
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* Id. at If 26.
0 Cal. Puh. Util. Comm n. Order Denying Rehearing, Docket No. EL 10-64-00 


FERC 11 61,044.1] 30 (Jan. 20, 2011).
10 Id
11 Id at If 31.
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standard (RES), and stakeholders have evaluated implementing a federal RPS guideline. In 


addition, as referenced in the FERC order cited by the Commission in Order No. 10-488. 


FERC has clarified that the Commission can establish a separate avoided cost for QFs that 


provide qualifying electricity under an RPS. Based on these developments, PacifiCorp 


agrees with the Commission’s implied finding that in establishing avoided cost rates, the 


Commission should consider renewable QF resources separately from other QF resources, 


consistent with PURPA and FERC precedent.


1. Should the IRP Action Plan be used to identify when a renewable resource 
acquisition would be avoided, or should a utility' purchase of unbundled 
renewable energy’ credits signal the start of a renewable resource deficiency 
period?


The IRP preferred portfolio and action plan should be used to identify when a 


renewable resource acquisition would be avoided. The Commission has already found that 


“the IRP process is the appropriate venue for addressing resource sufficiency/deficiency 


issues because the IRP processes are conducted with extensive public review regarding the 


liming of the utility’s loads and its consequent resource needs."12 It is therefore appropriate 


to use the IRP process as the venue for also addressing renewable resource 


sufficieney/deficicncy timing.


The purchase of unbundled RECs should not signal the start of a renewable resource 


deficiency period. First, the issue is not currently relevant for PacifiCorp since the 


Company’s 2011 IRP show's that the Company plans to add additional renew-able resources 


on a system basis in 2018, which predates any potential plan by PacifiCorp to consider 


systematically purchasing RECs to satisfy Oregon RPS compliance. Second, purchases of 


unbundled RECs do not necessarily signal that the Company is in a deficiency period for


12 Order No. 10-488 at 9.
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1 renewable resources. For example, in a poor wind year, the Company's wind projects may


2 not deliver expected output and the Company could be required to purchase limited RECs to


3 HU those short-term gaps. Therefore, purchases of unbundled RECs are akin to spot


4 purchases of energy, which the Commission has found do not signal that the utility is


5 resource deficient, finally, as discussed below, under PURPA the avoided cost cannot


6 include the cost of unbundled RECs. It would therefore be inconsistent to use the purchase


7 of unbundled RECs as an indication of renewable resource deficiency timing when


8 unbundled RECs are not considered in the calculation of avoided cost.


9 It should also be noted that the Company routinely purchases unbundled RECs to 


10 comply with the customer needs under its voluntary renewable energy program. Blue Sky.


I 1 Accordingly, the Company’s purchase of unbundled RECs may reflect needs under the Blue


12 Sky program, which is not a state-mandated procurement standard and would not be relevant


13 to calculating avoided costs under PURPA.


14 2. Should out-of-state renewable portfolio standards he taken into account when
15 determining when a renewable resource can be avoided by a purchase from an
16 Oregon QF?


17 fhe timing of when a renewable resource can be avoided is not impacted by whether


18 or not out-of-state renewable portfolio standards are taken into account because PacifiCorp's


19 acquisition of renewable resources are all done on a system basis, driven by cost-


20 effectiveness and risk mitigation, and arc not acquired to meet any individual slates RPS


21 requirements.
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3. Should the renewable avoided cost he based on the estimated cost of the 
renew able resources identified in the IRP Action Plan, nr should the 
Commission use a “proxy” resource approach similar to the current approach 
used by PGE and PacifiCorp for standard avoided costs?


PacifiCorp recommends that the renewable avoided cost be based on the estimated 


cost of the next avoidable renewable resource identified in the IRP preferred portfolio. These 


costs should be used to calculate avoided costs at the conclusion of the resource sufficiency 


period. A combined cycle combustion turbine (CCCT) resource does not appropriately reflect 


the resource characteristics or costs of renewable resources, specifically the intermittent 


nature of the majority of renewable resources. A CCCT is therefore not an appropriate proxy 


to reflect a new renewable resource.


4. When should the renewable avoided cost stream reflect an avoided purchase of 
an unbundled renew able energy certificate?


For purposes of setting avoided costs for renewable resources in Oregon, the avoided 


cost stream should not reflect the purchase of an unbundled RFC for the reasons identified in 


the Company’s response to question 1 above. In addition, as discussed above, purchases of 


unbundled RECs are not reflective of the next avoided renewable resource, and are therefore 


irrelevant to the avoided cost of renewable energy..


Moreover, PURPA and FERC precedent prohibit the renewable avoided cost stream 


from reflecting an avoided purchase of an unbundled RFC. PURPA states that the rates paid 


to QFs cannot exceed “the incremental cost to the electric utility of alternative electric 


energy.”1 * FERC regulation sets forth the factors that are to be considered in determining 


avoided costs: (1) the utility’s system cost data; (2) the availability of capacity or energy 


from a QF during peak periods; (3) the relationship of the availability of energy or capacity 13


1316U.S.C. 824a-3(b).
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1 from the QF to the ability of the electric utility to avoid costs; and (4) the costs or savings


2 resulting from variations in line losses from those that would have existed in the absence of


3 the QF purchase.14 15 FERC noted that these factors do not include the environmental attributes


4 of the QF. because avoided cost rates “are not intended to compensate a QF for more than


5 capacity and energy, it follows that other attributes associated with the facilities are separate


6 from, and may be sold separately from, the capacity and energy.”Therefore, under


7 PURPA. a utility’s avoided cost cannot reflect the cost of unbundled REC purchases.


8 B. Should the Commission require that a renewable QF be able to choose among
9 two avoided cost streams - the renewable avoided cost stream, and the non-


10 renewable avoided cost stream?


I 1 Yes. subject to two qualifications. First, the Commission’s question as to whether


12 renewable QFs can choose among two avoided cost streams raises a related issue as to which


13 renewable QFs should be eligible to receive the renewable avoided cost stream. PacifiCorp


14 requests that the Commission clarify that only renewable QFs that cede RECs to the utility


13 are eligible to receive the renewable avoided cost stream. FERC held that if a utility must


16 purchase energy from certain types of generators, “generators with those characteristics are


17 the sources that are relevant to the determination of the utility’s avoided cost for that


18 procurement requirement.”10 Under FERC’s holding, only QFs that are able to sell to the


19 utility under the relevant procurement requirement can receive the avoided cost for


20 generators applicable to that procurement requirement. Because a utility must obtain RECs


21 lo comply with the RPS, a renewable QF selling electricity without REC’s is no different to


14 18 C.F.R. § 292.304(e).
15 Am. Ref-Fuel Co., Docket No. EL03-133-001, Order Denying Rehearing 1i 16 (Apr. 


15. 2004).
10 Order Granting Clarification at ^1 29.
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tiie utility than a non-renewable QE for purposes of meeting the RPS requirements. The 


avoided cost for such QFs should therefore be based on the non-renewable avoided cost.


Second, PacifiC’orp believes that FERC precedent would prohibit a renewable QF 


from choosing a higher avoided cost stream than the stream applicable to renewable 


resources. Under the FERC order discussed above, the multi-tiered avoided cost rate can 


reflect the costs that the utility is avoiding by purchasing from the renewable QF.'7 If the 


renewable avoided stream was lower than the non-renewable stream, allowing the renewable 


QF to choose the higher avoided cost stream would result in the QF being paid more than its 


avoided cost, contrary to PURPA.


C. When is a planned resource acquisition avoidable?


1. If no irreversible commitment has been made to the project, is the project 
avoidable?


Yes.


2. What constitutes an irreversible commitment?


An irreversible commitment is generally when the Company enters into a 


binding contract to acquire a resource.


Procedural Issues


A. Which of these issues should be the subject of evidentiary proceedings?


PacifiCorp believes that the issues raised in Order No. 10-488 are primarily legal and 


policy in nature and therefore should not require evidentiary proceedings. I lowever, if the 


Commission determines that the avoided cost framework should be modified further, 


PacifiCorp may recommend that those new modifications be subject to evidentiary 


proceedings.


1' Order Granting Clarification at H 29.
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1 B. Should the evidentiary proceedings be generic, or conducted on a utility-bv-
2 utility basis?


' Because PaeifiCorp is not currently aware of issues that would require evidentiary


4 proceedings. PaeifiCorp has not developed a position on this question. If the parties raise


5 issues in comments that they propose should be subject to evidentiary proceedings.


6 PaeifiCorp will address this issue in reply comments.


7 III. CONCLUSION


8 PaeifiCorp recommends that the Commission adopt the recommendations set forth in


9 these comments, as they are consistent with PIJRPA and Commission precedent.


DATED: May 13, 2011. PaeifiCorp


’ jyJUto! (jjK'
Jordan White '
Pacific Power 
Senior Attorney
1407 W. North Temple. Suite 320 
Salt Lake City, UT 84116


Amie Jamieson 
McDowell Rackner Sc Gibson 
410 SW 11th Avenue. Suite 400 
Portland. OR 97205 
A Horners for PaeifiCorp
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ISSUED: September 29, 2009


BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION


OF OREGON


UM 1396


In the Matter of


THE PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION OF 
OREGON


Investigation into Determination of Resource 
Sufficiency, pursuant to Order No. 06-538.


RULING


DISPOSITION: MATTER REOPENED FOR COMMENTS


Having conferred with the Commissioners, I reopen this matter to receive 
comments regarding a proposed decision outline that would establish a new framework for the 
determination of resource sufficiency for purposes of calculating avoided cost payments to 
Qualifying Facilities. The proposed decision outline is attached to this ruling as an appendix.


Parties may file initial comments not later than October 7, 2009. Reply comments 
may be filed not later than October 19, 2009.


To promote dialogue, this ruling is served on all parties to this docket, and to 
Docket UM 1129.


Dated at Salem, Oregon, this 29th day of September, 2009.


Patrick Power 
Administrative Law Judge


| DEPOSITION 
g ^ EXHIBIT „
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APPENDIX 
Decision Outline


• Utilities shall file their avoided costs every two years and, also, 30 days after an IRP order is 


issued (same as today).


o Parties may seek to update avoided costs based on the results from an RFP


• For both off-cycle and post-IRP filings, the start date for a “major resource acquisition” in an 


action plan of the most recent acknowledged IRP demarcates the resource “sufficiency” and


• “deficiency” periods.


o A “major resource” is defined as it is in the competitive bidding rules.


For oil-cycle (every two year) filings, the utility may seek acknowledgement of 


updated action plans.


o Renewable resource acquisitions may be major resource acquisitions for purposes of 


determining the avoided costs for a renewable resource QF eligible under the RPS.


o Gas peakers may be major resource acquisitions if they have an earlier on-line date 


than other acknowledged major resource acquisitions (such as a Gas CCCT).


o For partially acknowledged plans, the Commission will indicate how the utility shall 


determine avoided costs.
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• For resource sufficiency periods, avoided costs will be based on appropriate wholesale 


market price forecasts.


• For resource deficiency periods, avoided costs will be based on one of the following:


o If a peaking resource precedes another major resource, avoided cost will be based on 


market prices plus a premium for capacity contribution. (This premium would 


depend on whether the QF provides power when the utility would use the peakcr,)


The market-plus rate will be in effect until the start date of another major resource.


o For a proposed renewable QF (eligible under the RPS) in which the developer will 


cede RECs over to the utility, the proposed QF may choose an avoided cost stream 


based on the avoided cost of the major renewable acquisition.


o When the major avoidable resource is a Gas CCCT, all QFs may choose an avoided 


cost stream based on the cost of the Gas CCCT


For off-cycle (every two year) filings, market prices and generation costs may be updated.


The start date for the resource deficiency period shall not be updated unless the utilities 


receives acknowledgement of an updated action plan.
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           1                      PROCEEDINGS

           2                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  We are here this

           3   morning for two Public Service Commission dockets

           4   that have been consolidated, Docket No. 17-035-T07,

           5   which is Rocky Mountain Power's Proposed Tariff

           6   Revisions to Electric Service Schedule No. 37,

           7   Avoided Cost Purchases from Qualifying Facilities,

           8   and Docket No. 17-035-37, Rocky Mountain Power's

           9   2017 Avoided Cost Input Charges Quarterly Compliance

          10   Filing.  We'll go to appearances now for the

          11   Utility.

          12                  MS. HOGLE:  Good morning,

          13   Chair LeVar, Commissioner Clark, and Commissioner

          14   White.  My name is Yvonne Hogle, and I'm here on

          15   behalf of Rocky Mountain Power.  With me at counsel

          16   table is Mr. Dan MacNeil, who is PacifiCorp's

          17   resource and commercial strategy adviser.  Thank

          18   you.

          19                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Thank you.  For

          20   the Division of Public Utilities?

          21                  MR. JETTER:  Good morning.  I'm

          22   Justin Jetter, and I'm here today representing the

          23   Utah Division of Public Utilities.  The Division

          24   intends to call a witness at the hearing today,

          25   Dr. Abdinasir Abdulle.
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           1                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  For the Office?

           2                  MR. SNARR:  My name is Steven Snarr.

           3   I represent the Office of Consumer Services.

           4                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Thank you.

           5   We'll go to Utah Clean Energy next.

           6                  MS. HAYES:  Good morning.

           7   Sophie Hayes on behalf of Utah Clean Energy.  With

           8   me at counsel table is Mr. Ken Dragoon.  Utah Clean

           9   Energy will also be calling Kate Bowman.

          10                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Thank you.  For

          11   the Renewable Energy Coalition?

          12                  MR. SANGER:  My name is Irion Sanger

          13   on behalf of Renewable Energy Coalition, and here

          14   with me today is Mr. John Lowe, the executive

          15   director of Renewable Energy Coalition.  We'll also

          16   be calling Mr. Neal Townsend as a witness for

          17   Renewable Energy.

          18                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Thank you.  Does

          19   anyone else have any preliminary matters before we

          20   go to the Utility's first witness?  Ms. Hogle.

          21                  MS. HOGLE:  Thank you.  The Company

          22   calls Mr. MacNeil.

          23                     DANIEL MACNEIL,

          24   having been first duly sworn to tell the truth, was

          25            examined and testified as follows:
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           1   BY MS. HOGLE:

           2        Q    Good morning, Mr. MacNeil.

           3        A    Good morning.

           4        Q    Could you please state your name and your

           5   position for the record?

           6        A    Daniel MacNeil, M-a-c N-e-i-l, and I'm a

           7   resource and strategy adviser for PacifiCorp.

           8        Q    And in that capacity, did you prepare

           9   direct testimony with work papers dated August 17th,

          10   2017, rebuttal testimony dated with work papers

          11   October 31st, 2017, and surrebuttal testimony dated

          12   November 21st, 2017?

          13        A    Yes.

          14        Q    And do you have any changes to any of

          15   those pieces of testimony that you would like to

          16   make today?

          17        A    No.

          18        Q    So if I were to ask you the questions

          19   therein again here today, your answers would be the

          20   same?

          21        A    Yes.

          22                  MS. HOGLE:  Thank you.  At this time,

          23   I'd like to move for the admission into the record

          24   of Mr. MacNeil's direct testimony with work papers

          25   dated August 17, 2017, rebuttal testimony with work
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           1   papers dated October 31st, 2017, and surrebuttal

           2   testimony dated November 21st, 2017.

           3                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  If anyone

           4   objects to this motion, please indicate to me.

           5                  MS. HAYES:  Yes.  I would prefer to

           6   cross-examine the witness before agreeing to admit

           7   those pieces of testimony into the record, if that's

           8   all right.

           9                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Ms. Hogle, do

          10   you have any response to that objection?

          11                  MS. HOGLE:  I guess I'm a little

          12   surprised because to my knowledge, Ms. Hayes has

          13   never required that the Company's testimony not be

          14   admitted until after cross-examination.  I guess I'm

          15   not sure what the difference is.

          16                  MS. HAYES:  There are some statements

          17   in Mr. MacNeil's testimony that I would like to

          18   clarify because I feel like he misrepresented Utah

          19   Clean Energy's position.

          20                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Considering the

          21   objection, I don't think any party could be

          22   prejudiced if we put off the admission of the

          23   testimony until after cross-examination.  It's not

          24   typically how we do things, but I don't see any

          25   prejudice to Rocky Mountain Power to do so, so I
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           1   think we'll hold the motion until the conclusion of

           2   cross-examination.

           3                  MS. HOGLE:  And does Ms. Hayes

           4   believe that he misrepresented UCE's position with

           5   respect with to all of his testimony or is it --

           6                  MS. HAYES:  No, just specific

           7   sections.

           8                  MS. HOGLE:  In each of the direct,

           9   rebuttal, and surrebuttal testimony?

          10                  MS. HAYES:  Rebuttal and surrebuttal.

          11                  MS. HOGLE:  Do you have any objection

          12   to anything in the direct testimony?

          13                  MS. HAYES:  No.

          14                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  And so you're

          15   modifying your objection at this point?

          16                  MS. HOGLE:  I am.  Thank you.

          17                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  If anyone

          18   objects to admission of the direct testimony with

          19   the exhibits and work papers, please indicate to me.

          20   I'm not seeing any objections, so that motion is

          21   granted.  We'll await a second motion after

          22   cross-examination.

          23   BY MS. HOGLE:

          24        Q    Mr. MacNeil, do you have a summary that

          25   you would like to provide to the Commission and
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           1   parties today?

           2        A    I do.

           3        Q    Please proceed.

           4        A    Thank you, Chairman LeVar, and

           5   Commissioners White and Clark, for the opportunity

           6   to testify this morning.

           7             The Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act

           8   of 1978, PURPA, specifies that qualifying

           9   facilities, QFs, are to be paid a rate that is just

          10   and reasonable to retail customers and does not

          11   exceed a utility's incremental cost of alternative

          12   electric energy.  This is known as the customer

          13   indifference standard.  Because QF power purchase

          14   expense is included in the Company's Energy

          15   Balancing Account in Utah, the rates paid to QFs are

          16   generally subject to true-up and collected from

          17   customers annually.  As a result, while the Company

          18   supports setting accurate avoided costs for

          19   compliance with PURPA and in the interest of its

          20   customers, it is generally indifferent to the rates

          21   QFs ultimately receive.  With that in mind, the

          22   primary questions in this proceeding are twofold:

          23   First, what methodology should be used to produce

          24   avoided cost pricing for QFs, consistent with the

          25   customer indifference standard.  And second, what
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           1   avoided cost prices for small QFs should be

           2   published in the Schedule 37 tariff.

           3             The Company currently uses the Partial

           4   Displacement Differential Revenue Requirement

           5   methodology, PDDRR, to calculate avoided cost prices

           6   for non-standard QFs under Schedule 38.  In this

           7   proceeding, the Company has also proposed using the

           8   PDDRR methodology for standard QFs under Schedule

           9   37.

          10             The PDDRR methodology includes two

          11   components:  First, avoided fixed costs are

          12   calculated based on the proxy resource in the IRP

          13   preferred portfolio that a QF is assumed to

          14   displace.  Second, avoided energy costs are

          15   calculated using the Generation and Regulation

          16   Initiative Decision Tools model, GRID, which is also

          17   used to set net power costs in rate cases.  Two

          18   scenarios are prepared.  The first has existing

          19   resources, planned resources from the most recent

          20   IRP preferred portfolio, as well as signed and

          21   prior-queued potential QFs.

          22             The second run is the same as the first

          23   run with two exceptions: the capacity of the

          24   displaced IRP resource is reduced and the operating

          25   characteristics of the proposed QF project are
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           1   added, with its energy dispatched at zero cost.  The

           2   difference in costs between the two runs is the

           3   avoided energy cost.

           4             Identifying the proxy resource to be

           5   displaced is the issue at the core of the proposals

           6   made by the parties.  In the IRP and when the

           7   Company is proposing resource additions, the Company

           8   uses sophisticated portfolio optimization models to

           9   identify the changes in its portfolio that are

          10   expected to occur with different combinations of

          11   resources.  These models are powerful but take a

          12   great deal of time to run.  The intent of the PDDRR

          13   methodology is to produce a reasonable estimate of

          14   expected portfolio changes for the purpose of

          15   providing prices quickly in response to the

          16   hundreds of QF pricing requests the Company receives

          17   each year.  In accordance with the Commission order

          18   in Docket No. 12-035-100, when the Company's IRP

          19   preferred portfolio includes renewable resources

          20   that are the same type as a QF project, the next

          21   deferrable renewable resource of that type in the

          22   preferred portfolio is used as a proxy.  If the

          23   Company's IRP preferred portfolio does not include a

          24   renewable resource that is the same type as a QF,

          25   the next deferrable thermal resource in the IRP
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           1   preferred portfolio is used instead.  Resources

           2   become part of the IRP preferred portfolio because

           3   they support an optimized balance of cost and risk

           4   for the portfolio as a whole.  Limiting deferral of

           5   renewable resources to QFs of the same type helps

           6   the existing methodology to maintain this optimized

           7   balance, thus ensuring the customer indifference

           8   standard is met.

           9             The Coalition and Utah Clean Energy

          10   instead suggest that it is appropriate to prepare

          11   avoided costs for QFs of all types, based on

          12   displacement of renewable resources of any type.  In

          13   particular, they propose that avoided costs be based

          14   on the costs and characteristics of the 2021 Wyoming

          15   wind resource identified in the 2017 IRP preferred

          16   portfolio.  Despite this being contrary to the

          17   Commission's previous ruling, Parties provide no

          18   evidence that having baseload or solar resources

          19   defer the 2021 Wyoming wind resource, maintains a

          20   reasonable balance of cost and risk consistent with

          21   the IRP preferred portfolio, nor have they produced

          22   any calculations of avoided cost which would allow

          23   the impact of their proposals on customers to be

          24   identified.  In fact, when the Company asked the

          25   Coalition and Utah Clean Energy to provide
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           1   calculations illustrating their proposed

           2   methodologies, both responded that they had not

           3   prepared calculations.  The Company's best

           4   interpretation of avoided costs based on deferral of

           5   the 2021 wind resources indicates that avoided costs

           6   would be lower than under the Company's proposal.

           7   This indicates that there are other higher cost

           8   resources remaining in the Company's portfolio

           9   besides the 2021 wind resources, such that they are

          10   not an appropriate basis for setting avoided costs.

          11   Because there is no evidence in the record which

          12   demonstrates the effect of the assumption changes

          13   proposed by the Coalition and Utah Clean Energy, it

          14   is impossible to judge whether the resulting avoided

          15   cost prices would be just and reasonable and

          16   consistent with the customer indifference standard.

          17             Utah Clean Energy has also proposed that

          18   avoided costs be calculated based on the deferral of

          19   thermal resources as is done today but with a floor

          20   on avoided costs based on renewable resources in the

          21   IRP preferred portfolio.  The proposal produces

          22   inaccurate avoided costs by ignoring geographic and

          23   operational differences between renewable resources

          24   and by failing to account for the aggregate effects

          25   of QFs on the Company's portfolio and system.
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           1             Further, to the extent the IRP evaluated

           2   resource options that are of the same type and

           3   location as a QF, the absence of those resources in

           4   the preferred portfolio is evidence that their costs

           5   are in excess of avoided costs.  Again, Utah Clean

           6   Energy has not provided any supporting documentation

           7   or calculations that would allow avoided cost rates

           8   to be prepared based on its proposal so it is

           9   impossible to judge the impact, relative to the

          10   customer indifference standard.

          11             The Coalitions' proposal to allow QFs to

          12   choose between renewable and non-renewable pricing

          13   options is inconsistent with FERC precedent, as Utah

          14   does not have a renewable portfolio standard or

          15   other obligation to acquire renewable resources.

          16   Because system operations and dispatch would be the

          17   same for a given project regardless of renewable

          18   energy credit ownership, there's no basis for paying

          19   different prices for renewable and non-renewable

          20   resources.

          21             With regard to the QFQ for the purposes of

          22   setting Schedule 37 rates, the Company's May filing

          23   in Docket No. 17-035-T07 calculated Schedule 37

          24   rates assuming a queue position was established at

          25   the end of the queue at the time the 2017 IRP was
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           1   filed.  In response to concerns raised by parties,

           2   the Company's August filing proposed rates based on

           3   a smaller queue that only included higher queued

           4   resources from the May filing that had not dropped

           5   out or moved to the end of the queue by that time.

           6   The remaining resources are roughly 36 percent of

           7   the queue position from the May filing.  Again, this

           8   does not represent the end of the queue in August,

           9   but rather a point in the middle that is intended to

          10   more accurately represent the Company's avoided

          11   costs between now and the next Schedule 37 tariff

          12   update, likely in June 2018.

          13             Utah Clean Energy proposes that small QFs

          14   interconnected on the distribution system receive

          15   higher rates to account for avoided line losses.

          16   However, merely being connected to the distribution

          17   system does not necessarily indicate that a resource

          18   has lower line losses.  Since this is a complicated

          19   issue that hasn't been considered in detail and

          20   Utah Clean Energy hasn't made a specific proposal, I

          21   believe it would be better to address avoided line

          22   losses at a future time.

          23             Finally, in June 2017, the Company

          24   proposed two non-routine changes to the Schedule 38

          25   avoided cost methodology.  Both were contested by
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           1   parties.  These changes concern renewable energy

           2   credit ownership when a QF is displacing a renewable

           3   resource and avoided energy costs beyond the end of

           4   the IRP study period.  None of the parties oppose

           5   the Company's non-routine updates.

           6             In summary, to achieve just and reasonable

           7   avoided cost rates and maintain the customer

           8   indifference standard, the Company requests that the

           9   Commission: 1) approve the Company's two non-routine

          10   methodology changes but otherwise maintain the

          11   existing Schedule 38 methodology, including

          12   specifically the like-for-like deferral of renewable

          13   resources; 2) acknowledge that avoided costs for

          14   Utah wind QFs are appropriately based on deferral of

          15   2013 wind resources in the 2017 IRP preferred

          16   portfolio rather than the 2021 wind resources; 3)

          17   deny the Coalition's request that QFs be allowed to

          18   choose between renewable and non-renewable pricing

          19   options and; 4) accept the use of the Schedule 38

          20   methodology for setting Schedule 37 rates,

          21   specifically by approving the rates proposed in the

          22   Company's August filing based on a partial QF queue.

          23   That concludes my summary.

          24                  MS. HOGLE:  Thank you, Mr. MacNeil.

          25   Mr. MacNeil is available for cross-examination.
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           1                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Thank you,

           2   Ms. Hogle.  Mr. Jetter?

           3                  MR. JETTER:  I don't have any

           4   questions.

           5                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Thank you.

           6   Mr. Snarr?

           7                  MR. SNARR:  The Office has no

           8   questions.

           9                  COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Pardon me,

          10   Chair LeVar.  I'm led to understand that the parties

          11   who are listening not in this room are having a

          12   difficult time hearing the witness.  Could we ask

          13   you to pull the microphone a little closer to your

          14   mouth?

          15                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Thank you.

          16   Ms. Hayes.

          17                    CROSS-EXAMINATION

          18   BY MS. HAYES:

          19        Q    Good morning, Mr. MacNeil.  In your

          20   rebuttal testimony and again in your summary this

          21   morning, you indicated that Utah Clean Energy

          22   proposed that all QF resources should be eligible to

          23   defer the 2021 Wyoming wind and transmission

          24   resources.  Utah Clean Energy did not actually

          25   propose that, did they?
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           1        A    I guess I'm not -- I understand that the

           2   testimony says that, but it isn't clear to me how

           3   you can add a QF and pay them based on a resource

           4   and not remove that resource.  How is that avoided

           5   cost?

           6        Q    Can you point to me somewhere in Utah

           7   Clean Energy's testimony where we propose that

           8   resources be able to defer the wind and

           9   transmission?

          10        A    I guess the clearest thing I can point to

          11   is the data request which says you don't have any

          12   calculations.  If you want me to sit here and have

          13   me go through your testimony again, I could, but --

          14        Q    So would you agree that it is a

          15   mischaracterization of Utah Clean Energy's testimony

          16   to say that we do propose -- that the wind be

          17   deferrable?

          18        A    I would agree that to the extent you

          19   indicate that your testimony does not indicate that

          20   that's your position.

          21        Q    In fact, Mr. Dragoon's testimony said that

          22   the deferrability of that wind is irrelevant,

          23   correct?

          24        A    I'll take that, subject to check.

          25        Q    All right.  If we could turn to your
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           1   surrebuttal testimony, at lines 48 to 50.  I'll find

           2   you a page number momentarily.

           3        A    I'm there.

           4        Q    You say that Mr. Dragoon appears to

           5   conclude that Mr. Townsend's analysis was

           6   inadequate, although Mr. Dragoon does not actually

           7   conclude that, does he?  I'll point you to

           8   Mr. Dragoon's rebuttal testimony on page 5, starting

           9   at line 70.  Do you want to read that?

          10        A    I'm reading it.  Just one moment, please.

          11        Q    Doesn't Mr. Dragoon say that

          12   Mr. Townsend's analysis shows that different

          13   operating characteristics need not be a barrier to

          14   setting avoided cost rates?

          15        A    It does say that, and he's describing his

          16   review of the example provided.  But he says there

          17   may be simpler solutions.

          18        Q    Sure.  But Mr. Dragoon's testimony

          19   actually says pretty much the opposite of what you

          20   represented in your testimony, correct?

          21        A    Implementation of the Commission's ruling

          22   that renewable resources can defer renewable

          23   resources deserves more thought and discussion than

          24   it has received to date.  I mean, that says there

          25   hasn't been enough analysis which means the analysis
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           1   is inadequate.

           2        Q    Well, do you agree that reasonable minds

           3   could differ on that?

           4        A    On more thought and discussion?

           5        Q    Utah Clean Energy has recommended that

           6   this topic does deserve more thought and is

           7   discussion, but Mr. Dragoon prefaced that by saying

           8   that Mr. Townsend's analysis shows that different

           9   operating characteristics need not be a barrier to

          10   setting avoided cost rates, correct?

          11        A    It does say that and I guess I would agree

          12   that that need not be a barrier, but I think it is

          13   still a barrier based on the record we have and the

          14   information we've been able to achieve in this

          15   docket.

          16        Q    So in your surrebuttal testimony at page

          17   3, you give an example.  You say that Mr. Dragoon

          18   recommends replacing 3.8 megawatts of wind with

          19   1 megawatt of tracking solar.  Mr. Dragoon did not

          20   actually make that recommendation, did he?

          21        A    I'm not sure.

          22                  MS. HOGLE:  I'm not sure where she's

          23   reading from from his surrebuttal.  Can you point to

          24   line numbers, Ms. Hayes?

          25                  MS. HAYES:  Lines 56 to 59, and
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           1   there's also a footnote.

           2                  MS. HOGLE:  Are you there,

           3   Mr. MacNeil?

           4                  THE WITNESS:  Yes.  Please repeat the

           5   question.

           6   BY MS. HAYES:

           7        Q    Mr. Dragoon didn't actually make that

           8   recommendation, did he?

           9        A    I guess I'm still not clear on what

          10   Mr. Dragoon's recommendation is.  He suggests that

          11   it's possible to pay a price based on a renewable

          12   resource in the portfolio, but, you know, using the

          13   operational characteristics to adjust that price

          14   somehow, but I haven't seen any calculations which

          15   would say how many megawatts.  The only translation

          16   between resources which has been on the table that

          17   I've seen is capacity equivalence.  That's what the

          18   PDDRR methodology uses, that's the example I give

          19   there.

          20        Q    Right.  So you give an example based on

          21   capacity equivalence; is that correct?

          22        A    That example is based on capacity

          23   equivalence.

          24        Q    Right.  And that is not an example that

          25   Mr. Dragoon included in his testimony, correct?
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           1        A    Certainly, that example is not in the

           2   testimony.

           3        Q    Okay.  Thank you.  But Mr. Dragoon, in his

           4   testimony, did recommend using a cost per kilowatt

           5   hour as a floor on avoided cost prices?

           6                  MS. HOGLE:  Excuse me.  Can you

           7   please point to the piece of testimony and line

           8   number where he makes that recommendation, please,

           9   for the witness?

          10                  MS. HAYES:  Yes.  In Mr. Dragoon's

          11   testimony?

          12                  MS. HOGLE:  Yes.  If he's to answer

          13   any questions, he needs to know what you're looking

          14   at.

          15   BY MS. HAYES:

          16        Q    Yes.  If you'll look at Mr. Dragoon's

          17   direct testimony at the bottom of page 10, and going

          18   on to page 11.  And I'll give you a chance to read

          19   that, and let me know when you've read that.

          20        A    I've read that.

          21        Q    So he does recommend using a cost per

          22   kilowatt hour as a floor on renewable avoided cost

          23   prices, adjusting it for resource characteristics;

          24   is that correct?

          25        A    Yes.
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           1        Q    All right.  And so a kilowatt hour

           2   comparison is more of an energy comparison, correct?

           3        A    Certainly, the example which is included

           4   here is an energy comparison, but the adjustments

           5   for any differences such as capacity value or

           6   integration costs, quoting from lines 196 to 198, I

           7   don't know whether those are also energy based or

           8   what those might be based on.

           9        Q    Okay.  So if you'll go back to your

          10   rebuttal testimony at page 20, line 431, you

          11   insinuate that Utah Clean Energy's proposal ignores

          12   the benefits of preferred portfolio resources; is

          13   that correct?

          14        A    Yes.

          15        Q    Were you referring to that portion of

          16   Mr. Dragoon's testimony that we were just looking

          17   at?

          18        A    I believe so, yes.

          19        Q    In that section, didn't Mr. Dragoon

          20   specifically condition his example on resources of

          21   similar characteristics and adjust for differences

          22   in other characteristics?

          23        A    What was that example again from his

          24   testimony?

          25        Q    The dollar per megawatt hour floor, and
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           1   then adjusting for resources with similar

           2   characteristics and adjusting for other

           3   characteristics?

           4                  MS. HOGLE:  And that was, again, in

           5   what piece of testimony?

           6        A    I'm there and can answer the question.

           7   His example appears to be based on similar

           8   characteristics, but the question he asks himself is

           9   how do you propose to calculate an avoided cost

          10   floor for renewable QF if it is a different type

          11   than the renewable resource called for in the IRP

          12   preferred portfolio.  Of a different type, I read

          13   that to mean different characteristics.

          14        Q    Okay.  What is the annual cap on Schedule

          15   37 projects?

          16        A    The cap within the tariff is 25 megawatts

          17   signed in a tariff before the tariff is replaced.

          18        Q    25 megawatts will not have a significant

          19   impact on avoided cost pricing will it?

          20        A    It could have a significant impact over

          21   the life of 25 megawatts of resources.

          22        Q    Relative to 12.2 megawatts and

          23   800 megawatts, for example, 25 megawatts is a lot

          24   closer to 12.2, isn't it?

          25        A    Yes.
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           1        Q    And you testified that 12.2 megawatts

           2   won't have a significant impact on avoided cost

           3   prices, didn't you?

           4        A    12.2 megawatts of what?

           5        Q    QFs.

           6        A    QFs.  Which line was that?

           7        Q    I don't know.  I'll look for that and get

           8   back to you on that.  Line 111 in your surrebuttal

           9   testimony.

          10        A    So the point here is that it's not how

          11   many megawatts we might acquire under Schedule 37

          12   that could impact avoided costs, but during the term

          13   that Schedule 37 tariff rates are in effect, we

          14   could acquire up to 800 megawatts of new resources

          15   via our fees, Schedule 38, etc., and the rates in

          16   Schedule 37 could be overstated at that point.

          17        Q    Do you agree that standard-offer QFs have

          18   smaller capacity increments?

          19        A    Yes.

          20        Q    And shorter lead times?

          21        A    Sure.

          22        Q    Do Schedule 38 projects take less time to

          23   complete than Schedule 37 projects?

          24        A    I guess I'm not sure of the relevance.

          25        Q    Well, is it reasonable to assume that an
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           1   80-megawatt project takes less time to complete than

           2   a 3-megawatt project?

           3        A    Ultimately, I don't care how long it takes

           4   a QF to come online.  I care about the term in which

           5   it is online and the Company's avoided costs during

           6   that time period.  For both Schedule 37 and 38, we

           7   assume partial displacement, which is, you can

           8   receive a slice of the next resource even if that

           9   resource can't be modified by that size.  You

          10   perfectly can remove your aggregate capacity worth

          11   of that resource.  That's how we account for lead

          12   times and capacity increments by not restraining --

          13   we wouldn't say you're not big enough to defer a new

          14   gas plant.  We'll let you defer a tiny slice of that

          15   gas plant.

          16        Q    Doesn't subjecting Schedule 37 QFs to the

          17   queue of Schedule 38 QFs effectively assume that

          18   they will come online after the Schedule 38 QFs?

          19        A    The point is that we're setting an avoided

          20   cost that is reasonable and just for customers, that

          21   includes the conditions we expect to occur during

          22   the term of the tariff.  So, yes, we're calculating

          23   avoided cost that includes resources being brought

          24   online in front of them to account for that effect.

          25        Q    Right.  Because the resources that come on
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           1   first displace the higher cost deferrable resources,

           2   correct?

           3        A    Yes.

           4        Q    And so making small QFs subject to the

           5   queue is the same as assuming that they will take

           6   longer to be completed than all the QFs in front of

           7   them, correct?

           8        A    It's not saying that they will be longer

           9   to be completed; it's saying that the capacity

          10   increments that they're being paid for come after

          11   capacity increments that will be acquired by the

          12   Company from other QFs and other resources before

          13   that QF -- the small QF -- is signed.

          14        Q    Right.  Which is the same as saying that

          15   the 3-megawatt resource will be signed after those

          16   80-megawatt resources, correct?

          17        A    Correct.

          18        Q    So with regard to the like-for-like

          19   deferral, rather than basing capacity payments for

          20   all renewable QFs on the fixed cost of the next

          21   deferrable resource, you are instead designating

          22   multiple next deferrable resources; is that correct?

          23        A    The current Schedule 38 methodology says

          24   that when there's a like renewable resource, it

          25   defers -- a QF of the same type defers that
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           1   resource.  So, yes.  When there's a like renewable

           2   resource, we defer that resource rather than other

           3   things in the preferred portfolio.

           4        Q    In this way, capacity payments for QFs

           5   will be based on the operating characteristics of

           6   corresponding resource types in the Company's

           7   portfolio, rather than simply the order of resource

           8   additions selected by the IRP, correct?

           9        A    That is what happens, yes.

          10        Q    So, for example, let's just say we have

          11   solar called for in the IRP in 2020, and wind and

          12   geothermal called for in 2025.  Solar QFs will get

          13   capacity payments beginning in 2020 based on the IRP

          14   solar costs, while wind and other renewable QF types

          15   will not get capacity payments until 2025; is that

          16   correct?

          17        A    In your example, yes.

          18        Q    But isn't it true that wind and geothermal

          19   QFs will, in actuality, be incrementally displacing

          20   or deferring the next deferrable resource, that is

          21   the solar resource, that is called for in 2020?

          22        A    Not necessarily.  The whole point of the

          23   IRP process, which is a lengthy and detailed

          24   process, is to calculate a portfolio of resources

          25   over the next 20 years that will serve customers at
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           1   least cost, least risk portfolio.  When you ask me

           2   what resource you're displacing and couldn't it

           3   displace this resource or that resource, the answer

           4   is it could, but actually running the IRP models, we

           5   don't know that that's what the models would choose

           6   to do.  We don't know that the need for solar is

           7   producing some aspect of the portfolio, is providing

           8   some benefit, that geothermal and wind resources

           9   cannot provide.  And the intent of the PDDRR

          10   methodology is to have rules to give us an

          11   approximate solution without having to run the

          12   entire IRP.  And the straightforward, clean rule we

          13   have today is if there are like renewable resources,

          14   we defer the like renewable resources because they

          15   have the same characteristics as the resources in

          16   the IRP preferred portfolio.

          17        Q    Won't there be an IRP in 2019?

          18        A    There will be an IRP update in March of

          19   2018.

          20        Q    Will that IRP and all other IRPs consider

          21   the QFs that have come online between now and then

          22   in its load and resource balance?

          23        A    Yes.

          24        Q    And won't all those executed QF contracts

          25   become IRP assumptions going forward?
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           1        A    Yes.

           2        Q    So the reality is that QFs, regardless of

           3   type, that are in place before the next IRP will

           4   impact the Company's resource portfolio going

           5   forward, correct?

           6        A    Absolutely, yes.

           7        Q    So it's possible, then, that QF contracts

           8   for wind, solar, and geothermal resources might

           9   change the portfolio of new resources going forward?

          10        A    I would say it is -- it will absolutely

          11   change the portfolio going forward.

          12        Q    Yes.  So then it's possible that the 2019

          13   IRP will reshuffle the Company's deferrable resource

          14   designations and resource specific deficiency

          15   periods, isn't it?

          16        A    Yes, it is very likely that that will

          17   happen.  And in the IRP, they have the appropriate

          18   tools to see how that reshuffling happens.  Not --

          19   outside of the IRP, we don't have the tools to say

          20   what the equivalence is.  It's not just capacity

          21   equivalence, it's all the characteristics that that

          22   resource contributes to the preferred portfolio.

          23   You know, to the extent we want to acquire

          24   resources -- and we're looking to acquire some wind

          25   and solar in our RFP process -- we use the same
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           1   models that we use in the IRP.  When we go procure

           2   resources to serve customers, we look at all those

           3   details.  But we're not running all those models

           4   because we have to send out 200 QF pricing requests

           5   every year within 30 days.

           6        Q    So the Company is proposing to set avoided

           7   cost capacity payments based on resource types

           8   rather than on the energy and capacity that the

           9   utility will actually avoid, right?

          10        A    Our best estimate of the capacity that the

          11   utility will actually avoid is by looking at the

          12   preferred portfolio, the information it contains,

          13   the information it doesn't contain, that there are

          14   no -- in your example -- there are no wind and

          15   geothermal resources prior to 2025.  We look at that

          16   information, and we take that and say, what is the

          17   expected change associated with adding this new

          18   resource to that portfolio.  And, yes, that's the

          19   answer to your question.

          20        Q    In this docket, we're dealing with PURPA's

          21   requirement that electric utilities purchase energy

          22   and capacity from QFs at the utility's avoided cost;

          23   is that correct?

          24        A    Yes.

          25        Q    The utility's must-purchase obligation is
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           1   not a resource planning requirement, is it?

           2        A    No.

           3        Q    Did you say the purpose of the proxy PDDRR

           4   method is to produce a comparable portfolio as that

           5   in the Company's IRP; is that correct?

           6        A    The intent of making a comparable

           7   portfolio is that the IRP preferred portfolio is the

           8   least-cost, least-risk solution.  If customers are

           9   going to be indifferent to whatever the outcome is

          10   of QF pricing, it needs to be equivalent to that

          11   least-cost, least-risk solution.  And there are a

          12   lot of details that are very difficult to capture

          13   according to how a portfolio fits together, all the

          14   different components.  And the best way we believe

          15   to maintain that least cost, least risk solution

          16   from the IRP preferred portfolio is to displace QFs

          17   by looking at the resources of the same type.

          18        Q    PURPA doesn't require QFs to replace the

          19   utility's IRP resources one-for-one, does it?

          20        A    No.

          21        Q    PURPA requires states to set avoided cost

          22   rates based on avoided energy and capacity, correct?

          23        A    Correct.

          24        Q    You referenced some factors to take into

          25   account when setting rates in your rebuttal
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           1   testimony, didn't you?

           2        A    I did.

           3        Q    And in your testimony you also omitted

           4   some other factors that should be taken into account

           5   to the extent practical?

           6        A    I'm not familiar with what you're

           7   referencing.

           8        Q    18 CFR 292.304, subsection e?

           9        A    Do you have that?

          10        Q    Well, in your testimony -- let's see.

          11   Page 19.

          12                  MS. HOGLE:  In what piece of

          13   testimony is that?

          14                  MS. HAYES:  Rebuttal testimony, page

          15   19.

          16   BY MS. HAYES:

          17        Q    I'm just wondering if you also looked

          18   at -- you quote (e)(2).  I'm wondering if you also

          19   looked at (e) (1), (3), and (4).

          20        A    I have read those, but off the top of my

          21   head --

          22        Q    Those weren't something you considered in

          23   your preparation?

          24                  MS. HOGLE:  Can you please refresh

          25   his memory?  Can you quote the language so he knows
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           1   what you're talking about?

           2                  MS. HAYES:  I don't need to get into

           3   it.  I'm just wondering if that was something that

           4   he used in the preparation of pricing.

           5                  MS. HOGLE:  So is that a question for

           6   him?

           7                  MS. HAYES:  Yes.

           8        A    I believe the PDDRR methodology reasonably

           9   accounts for the requirements of PURPA.  It's been a

          10   long road to get where we are with the PDDRR

          11   methodology, so I believe it reasonably accounts for

          12   all of those factors.  But off the top of my head, I

          13   don't know, I can't give you specific examples.

          14   BY MS. HAYES:

          15        Q    Okay.  You were focusing on just this

          16   section?

          17        A    That's what I referenced in my testimony.

          18        Q    All right.  Let's see.  In your rebuttal

          19   testimony -- well, throughout all of your testimony,

          20   you talk about the Wyoming wind and talk about the

          21   fact that it provides "all in" economic benefits to

          22   the Company.  And if you want a specific reference,

          23   I can provide one, but is that generally --

          24        A    Yes.

          25        Q    So in other words, the wind and
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           1   transmission project is a really good deal?

           2        A    It was better for customers than the

           3   alternative of not doing those projects.

           4        Q    So is it fair to say that you're pursuing

           5   it because it's cheap?

           6        A    Because it represents a part of the

           7   least-cost, least-risk preferred portfolio, yes.

           8        Q    And you're getting a lot of that wind,

           9   aren't you?

          10        A    The 2017 IRP preferred portfolio included

          11   1,100 megawatts of new wind.

          12        Q    Is it fair to say that you're getting as

          13   much of that wind as you can?

          14        A    The limit on how much of that wind will

          15   actually be procured will be based on how much of it

          16   is cost effective to customers but also based on how

          17   much the transmission limits allow.  So, yes.

          18        Q    And you indicate that the fact that the

          19   wind is renewable has nothing to do with why it was

          20   selected in the preferred portfolio; is that

          21   correct?

          22        A    That's correct.

          23        Q    Rather, it was selected based on the fact

          24   that it was so cost effective?

          25        A    Yes.  It's contribution to the preferred
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           1   portfolio, yes.

           2        Q    And you're essentially arguing in this

           3   docket that the wind is so cost effective it's below

           4   avoided cost; is that correct?

           5        A    Yes.

           6        Q    Is it fair to say -- let's see.  I'm

           7   sorry.  So is it fair to say that at a certain

           8   price, forcing renewable QFs to take an IRP

           9   renewable price would be forcing them to take a

          10   price that is below avoided cost?

          11        A    Certainly, there are resources in our

          12   portfolio which are not the highest cost, the

          13   incremental capacity of energy that will be added to

          14   the system.  And, in that case, you can find prices

          15   in our portfolio which are less than our incremental

          16   cost and less than avoided costs.

          17        Q    In that sense, an avoided cost floor would

          18   be appropriate, would it not, to safeguard against

          19   violating PURPA?

          20        A    I guess I can't tell you whether a floor

          21   is appropriate without knowing what it's a floor on,

          22   how it will be applied, and so on.

          23        Q    But it is true that there are renewable

          24   prices in your portfolio that are below avoided

          25   cost?
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           1        A    The 2021 wind is an example, yes.

           2                  MS. HAYES:  That's all my questions.

           3   Thank you.

           4                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Thank you.

           5   Mr. Sanger.

           6                  MS. HOGLE:  I apologize.  Can I, at

           7   this time, move for the admission -- before I

           8   forget, I don't want to forget -- for the admission

           9   of Mr. MacNeil's rebuttal testimony with work

          10   papers, surrebuttal testimony -- and I've just

          11   noticed it does have an exhibit -- and so I also

          12   move for the exhibit to that surrebuttal testimony

          13   to be admitted into the record.

          14                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  If any party

          15   objects to that motion at this time, please indicate

          16   to me.  I'm not seeing any objections, so the motion

          17   is granted. Mr. Sanger.

          18                    CROSS-EXAMINATION

          19   BY MR. SANGER:

          20        Q    Good morning, Mr. MacNeil.  I'd like to

          21   ask you some questions about what you describe as

          22   the customer indifference standard.

          23        A    Okay.

          24        Q    If you could please refer to your

          25   testimony at -- direct testimony -- at page 5?  On
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           1   lines 98 and 99, you state, "The accuracy of avoided

           2   cost pricing relative to these requirements" the

           3   requirements of PURPA "is known as the customer

           4   indifference standard."  Is that correct?

           5        A    That's what it says.

           6        Q    And you have a couple of footnotes there

           7   citing to a number of cases.  And, as I see it, the

           8   FERC case that you cite to is a Southern California

           9   Edison case, correct?

          10        A    Yes.

          11        Q    I assume that you have read that case?

          12        A    Not recently.

          13        Q    At any point in time?

          14        A    Perhaps.  I'm not sure.

          15        Q    Okay.  Do you know if the Federal Energy

          16   Regulatory Commission uses the term "customer

          17   indifference standard" in that case?

          18        A    I view the customer indifference standard

          19   as the summary of all of that.  Out of all of that

          20   legal wrangling, we have derived this simple concept

          21   of a customer indifference standard, that if we can

          22   compare customers with a QF and without a QF, if the

          23   customers are indifferent, that would appear to be

          24   our avoided costs.

          25        Q    Your testimony says that PURPA
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           1   requirements are known as the customer indifference

           2   standard.  And my question is since it's known as

           3   that, I'm wondering if FERC has used that term in

           4   coming up with what you believe is known as the

           5   customer indifference standard?

           6        A    I'm not sure.

           7        Q    Are you aware of any FERC decisions that

           8   have ever used the term "customer indifference

           9   standard?"

          10        A    I'm not.

          11        Q    Thank you.  Now, it is your view that the

          12   customer indifference standard means that avoided

          13   cost rates should be based upon the most reasonable

          14   forecast of the Company's resource costs?

          15        A    They're intended to set just and

          16   reasonable rates for customers, so, yes.

          17        Q    And it should be based on a reasonable

          18   forecast?

          19        A    Yes.

          20        Q    And I assume you would agree that if --

          21   the customers would be harmed if avoided cost rates

          22   are set higher than the most reasonable forecast?

          23        A    The -- if customers pay in excess of

          24   avoided costs, then customers would be harmed, yes.

          25        Q    And would the converse be true, that if
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           1   avoided cost rates are set too low, would customers

           2   be harmed in that circumstance?

           3        A    I suppose not, because if customers'

           4   actual avoided cost was higher, they're getting a

           5   better deal.

           6        Q    So assume for the sake of argument that

           7   the customer -- the Company's actual avoided costs

           8   are $30 per megawatt hour.  And if the avoided cost

           9   rates are set at $20 per megawatt hour, do you see

          10   any possibility that customers could be harmed in

          11   that circumstance?  Let me give you an example.

          12   Let's assume for the sake of argument that, because

          13   the avoided cost rates that are administratively

          14   determined are set at $20, that QFs are unable to

          15   contract with the Company.  Would that result in

          16   harm to the Company if avoided cost rates are set

          17   too low and lower than the Company's actual avoided

          18   costs?

          19        A    I guess I would have to say no.  The

          20   Company is still going to procure the resources it

          21   intends to procure, it hasn't signed a QF contract,

          22   there's no difference in that example.  It's just

          23   the continued expectation of future conditions.

          24        Q    So if the Company builds a resource at $30

          25   and the avoided cost rates are set at $20 so the
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           1   Company does not enter into a contract with a QF but

           2   builds its own resource at $30, then customers in

           3   that circumstance are not harmed?

           4        A    When the Company procures resources, it

           5   does so through a competitive process, and it finds

           6   the least-cost opportunities to serve customers.  To

           7   the extent some shortfall in avoided cost prices has

           8   led to less QF procurement, hopefully the RFP

           9   process would allow QFs to develop as well, but, you

          10   know, we have to set a reasonable avoided cost.

          11   That's why we're trying to set something that's not

          12   too high and not too low.

          13        Q    But if it is set too low, in your view,

          14   customers are not harmed?

          15        A    I think for compliance with PURPA, it's

          16   appropriate to set avoided costs at a rate which

          17   causes customers to be indifferent.

          18        Q    Okay.  Thank you.  So I'd like to ask you

          19   some questions in terms of my understanding and

          20   everybody's understanding of the foundational terms

          21   of -- at a very high level, how Rocky Mountain Power

          22   calculates capacity payments to QFs.  First of all,

          23   for energy costs, when you calculate the energy

          24   costs you do it essentially based on a GRID model?

          25        A    That's correct.
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           1        Q    And then for Schedule 38, you determine

           2   the capacity costs based on the PDDRR methodology?

           3        A    That's correct.

           4        Q    And then historically the current Schedule

           5   37 rates -- the capacity costs are based on fixed

           6   and variable costs of a thermal resource in the last

           7   IRP?

           8        A    That's correct.

           9        Q    And the date upon which either the current

          10   methodology for Schedule 37 or the PDDRR methodology

          11   is based on the resource sufficiency/deficiency date

          12   in the IRP?

          13        A    It's based on the date of the next major

          14   thermal resource.

          15        Q    Is that based on the IRP?

          16        A    It is drawn from the IRP preferred

          17   portfolio.

          18        Q    So prior to the date in the IRP of

          19   acquiring your next major resource, QF is paid

          20   energy prices based on the GRID model run, and then

          21   after that it's paid capacity payments based on the

          22   next deferrable resource in the IRP?

          23        A    So during the sufficiency period as it's

          24   called, that doesn't mean that the Company has

          25   adequate capacity to serve customers.  It means that
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           1   the market opportunities that we have access to

           2   are -- there are sufficient market opportunities

           3   available such that capacity from those market

           4   opportunities can be used to serve customers.  And

           5   in both Schedule 37 and Schedule 38, we include the

           6   avoided cost associated with displacing those market

           7   opportunities during the entire time frame up until

           8   a new resource is displaced.

           9        Q    Thanks.  That's a little more detailed.  I

          10   appreciate that.  So as I understand it, one of the

          11   major changes that the Company is proposing in this

          12   case is that for renewable resources of the same

          13   kind, like, same -- like is how you describe it --

          14   in the next -- the date in which you're going to

          15   acquire that renewable resource in the IRP, the

          16   capacity payments will be based on the cost of that

          17   renewable resource rather than a thermal plant?

          18        A    That is correct.

          19        Q    Is it correct that in the Company's past

          20   IRPs, they didn't always include renewable resources

          21   as the least-cost, least-risk resource in the

          22   preferred portfolio?

          23        A    The preferred portfolio makes up the

          24   resource additions that are part of a least-cost,

          25   least-risk plan, given the forecasts of prices and
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           1   conditions at that time.  So what's actually in the

           2   preferred portfolio changes every year when we do an

           3   IRP or an IRP update.  And, yes, there have been

           4   times when it has not contained renewable resources.

           5        Q    In the current IRP, there's a wide variety

           6   of various resources, including renewable resources

           7   in the preferred portfolio, correct?

           8        A    Yes.

           9        Q    I'd like to direct you to page 9 of your

          10   direct testimony.  This includes the list of those

          11   resources the Company considers deferrable in the

          12   preferred portfolio?

          13        A    That's correct.

          14        Q    Can you tell me what you mean by

          15   deferrable when you say "considered deferrable,"

          16   what that means?

          17        A    Those are resources that we would consider

          18   removing from the IRP preferred portfolio when we

          19   add QFs.

          20        Q    Thanks.  And the next major baseload

          21   renewable resource is the 2029 geothermal project,

          22   correct?  That's on line 186.

          23        A    Yes.

          24        Q    Where is that geothermal resource located?

          25        A    Oregon.  Portland.
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           1        Q    Okay.  And under Rocky Mountain Power's

           2   like-for-like approach, a Utah QF would be paid

           3   capacity payments based on this 2029 geothermal

           4   project in Portland?  There's a 3-megawatt hydro

           5   resource and they are selecting -- they want to be

           6   paid -- their avoided cost rate would be based on

           7   GRID market purchases until 2029, and then starting

           8   in 2029, they'll be paid capacity payments based on

           9   this geothermal resource?

          10        A    It's difficult to see whether there's a

          11   distinction between this geothermal resource and a

          12   thermal resource for the purposes of Utah avoided

          13   costs.

          14        Q    So I had thought that in your testimony,

          15   you considered hydro generation like, or similar to,

          16   geothermal generation, right?

          17        A    Yes.

          18        Q    So I thought that a hydro resource would

          19   be -- or the geothermal resource would be deferred

          20   by -- or the avoided cost rate payments would be

          21   based on the next deferrable-like-resource in the

          22   IRP, which in this case is a 2029 geothermal

          23   resource.

          24        A    I guess in my testimony I gave the example

          25   of a baseload resource deferring the 2029 simple
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           1   cycle.  I don't know that a renewable resource based

           2   on the Utah rules would necessarily defer the

           3   geothermal resource.

           4        Q    I'm looking at the Company's proposal in

           5   this case and if you are a Utah wind QF, my

           6   understanding of the Company's proposal is that,

           7   looking at this list of what the Company calls

           8   deferrable resources, that the Utah wind resource

           9   would be paid capacity payments based on the 2031

          10   acquisition of Dave Johnston wind.

          11        A    Okay.

          12        Q    Is that correct?

          13        A    Yes.

          14        Q    So as I understood it, a hydro resource

          15   would be considered like a geothermal resource in

          16   terms of determining its payments under your the

          17   PDDRR methodology?

          18        A    They're certainly both renewable and they

          19   would seem to be like, but I guess I just don't know

          20   that there's a distinction between a baseload

          21   renewable resource and a baseload non-renewable

          22   resource for the purposes of Utah avoided costs.

          23        Q    So is the Company proposing in this case

          24   that, starting in 2029, if you're a renewable hydro

          25   project, you would give up your renewable energy
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           1   certificates to the Company in 2029?

           2        A    Certainly if that hydro project is being

           3   paid based on the geothermal resource, but if it was

           4   being based on a simple cycle, it would not.

           5        Q    So what is the Company proposing in this

           6   case?  So if you look at your testimony on page 8,

           7   starting at line 167, it says, "Biomass, biogas,

           8   hydro, and other renewable resources with similar

           9   output profiles would also be eligible to displace

          10   the geothermal resource."

          11        A    What line is that again?

          12        Q    Line 167 to 168.

          13        A    In direct?

          14        Q    In your direct testimony, opposite side of

          15   the page.  And then you go on, "Any renewable

          16   resource with relatively flat output over a daily

          17   and monthly time frame would be considered a

          18   resource of the same type as the geothermal resource

          19   in the 2017 IRP."

          20        A    Yes.

          21        Q    So my assumption was that -- and then when

          22   I flipped over to the next page, the one where you

          23   have the list of all the various resources -- that

          24   since there is a 2029 geothermal resource, if a Utah

          25   hydro project came to you, they would be paid an
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           1   avoided cost rate based on energy payments until

           2   2029 and capacity payments based on a geothermal

           3   resource starting in 2029?

           4        A    Yes.

           5        Q    Okay.  Great.  So if there was no

           6   geothermal resource in your IRP, though, then the

           7   hydro resource would be paid based on the next

           8   deferrable thermal resource, correct?

           9        A    That's correct.

          10        Q    And in your IRP, you've got a thermal

          11   resource in 2029, the Utah North simple cycle

          12   turbine -- and this is on line 175 -- and then a

          13   2030 Willamette Valley combined cycle combustion

          14   turbine.  And where is the Willamette Valley

          15   combined cycle combustion turbine located?

          16        A    It's in West Main, Oregon.

          17        Q    Okay.  And that is considered deferrable

          18   by a 3-megawatt hydro unit?

          19        A    To the extent other things earlier than

          20   that have been deferred, yes.

          21        Q    Okay.  So you consider an Oregon west

          22   geothermal project deferrable by a Utah hydro unit,

          23   as well as an Oregon gas-fired unit deferrable by a

          24   Utah hydro unit?

          25        A    Those are the capacity additions in the
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           1   IRP preferred portfolio, yes.

           2        Q    Okay.  Thanks.  So let's use another

           3   hypothetical here.  Let's assume in your 2017 IRP

           4   that you only identified two types of resources:  A

           5   thousand megawatts of wind in 2020, and a thousand

           6   megawatts of wind in 2025.  That's all the IRP says

           7   that you're going to acquire.  Now, would this 2000

           8   megawatts of wind provide some capacity value to the

           9   Company?

          10        A    Certainly in the IRP analysis, the

          11   capacity contribution of the wind would be taken

          12   into account as it builds a portfolio of resources

          13   necessary to serve customers over the (inaudible)

          14   so, yes.

          15        Q    It might be helpful -- maybe it's only

          16   me -- but it might be helpful if you say the yes

          17   first, and then give the explanation.  I think it's

          18   very helpful that you give the explanation, but

          19   sometimes it's hard to know whether you're getting

          20   to the yes or no.

          21        A    Okay.

          22        Q    So if the 2017 IRP did not include any

          23   solar thermal resources in the preferred portfolio,

          24   then a Utah solar facility would only be paid energy

          25   prices based on the GRID model in all years?
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           1        A    To the extent that there were no solar

           2   resources in the IRP and no thermal resources in the

           3   IRP, then I believe there would still probably be

           4   some market transactions that were assumed to

           5   provide capacity during the term of the IRP.  Those

           6   tend to go all the way through the end of the IRP

           7   study period.  We tend to maximize our use of those

           8   lowest cost capacity resources, but the solar price

           9   would be based on deferring market capacity.

          10        Q    So, yes?

          11        A    Yes.

          12        Q    Thanks.  So under these circumstances,

          13   PacifiCorp could acquire 2,000 megawatts of wind

          14   generation, but a Utah hydro or solar facility would

          15   only be paid energy and not capacity over its entire

          16   15-year contract term?

          17        A    The wind resource would be paid the fixed

          18   costs of a wind resource in the IRP portfolio

          19   because we believe that's a reasonable change to the

          20   IRP portfolio consistent with the least-cost,

          21   least-risk standard.  The solar resource would be

          22   paid market price because that is consistent with

          23   the IRP preferred portfolio as well.

          24        Q    So, yes?

          25        A    Yes.
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           1        Q    So if the IRP does not call for the

           2   acquisition of thermal resources or a renewable

           3   resource of the same like-kind, then they're not

           4   paid capacity based on the circumstances that I have

           5   described.

           6                  MS. HOGLE:  I'm sorry.  Excuse me.

           7   Objection.  I think he's mischaracterizing

           8   Mr. MacDaniel's [sic] testimony.  I believe

           9   Mr. MacDaniel [sic] has said "yes" to the extent

          10   that the resource is displacing market purchases.

          11   Those markets purchases, to the extent they're

          12   displacing capacity, are being paid capacity; is

          13   that correct, Mr. MacDaniel [sic]?

          14        A    Yes.  Market purchases are a capacity

          15   resource which we procure as part of our least-cost,

          16   least-risk IRP preferred portfolio, and we would

          17   compensate QFs for those to the extent it's

          18   appropriate to do so, based on the portfolio.

          19   BY MR. SANGER:

          20        Q    So your market purchases are short-term

          21   purchases in the market, a two- to five-year period?

          22        A    I mean, it could be one hour, two.

          23        Q    And those include some capacity benefits

          24   is what Ms. Hogle was trying to clarify?

          25        A    Yes.
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           1        Q    It's a small capacity.  They're energy

           2   purchases but they're not a hundred percent energy?

           3        A    Correct.

           4        Q    So in my example of the preferred

           5   portfolio including 2,000 megawatts of wind and no

           6   other resources, if Rocky Mountain Power entered

           7   into contracts with a thousand megawatts of Utah

           8   solar, then would that defer any of the planned Utah

           9   wind resources?

          10        A    I would need to run the IRP models in

          11   order to determine what our least-cost, least-risk

          12   plan would be with a thousand megawatts of solar.  A

          13   thousand megawatts of solar is a very substantial

          14   acquisition.  We did add about a thousand megawatts

          15   of solar in 2016 thereabouts, so it does happen, but

          16   it would be very difficult to say -- for me to say

          17   using the PDDRR methodology or anything, that a

          18   least-cost, least-risk plan could be -- that we

          19   could shortcut the entire IRP process and conclude

          20   how a thousand megawatts of solar wind would

          21   contribute to our preferred portfolio.

          22        Q    I'm sorry.  I didn't quite know whether

          23   that was a yes or no.

          24        A    Could you repeat the question?

          25        Q    So if Rocky Mountain Power entered into
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           1   contract with a thousand megawatts of Utah solar

           2   PPAs, then that would not defer a single megawatt of

           3   the 2,000 megawatts of wind resources in the

           4   preferred portfolio?

           5        A    I don't know.  That's what we need the

           6   IRP to tell us.

           7        Q    And you have -- how many years of

           8   experience do you have working with PacifiCorp?

           9        A    Eight years.

          10        Q    Eight years experience.  Now, if you were

          11   to guess, would you guess that the acquisition of a

          12   thousand megawatts of solar might defer a single

          13   megawatt of the Utah wind?

          14                  MS. HOGLE:  Objection.  That's

          15   speculative.  I believe he's already testified that

          16   he wasn't sure, that he didn't know, whether there

          17   would be a displacement.

          18   BY MR. SANGER:

          19        Q    What if Rocky Mountain Power acquired

          20   2,000 megawatts of solar?  Is there any point at

          21   which you become sure that at least a megawatt of

          22   that wind would be deferred by the acquisition of

          23   Utah solar?

          24        A    At some point it would have to, but I

          25   don't know what that point is.
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           1        Q    Okay.  Thank you.  So I want to move on a

           2   little bit here now to renewable energy

           3   certificates.  I think we answered this before, but

           4   I just want to make it clear.  So in our previous

           5   example, we talked about a biomass unit being

           6   deferred by a hydro unit -- the 2029 period of a

           7   biomass unit -- so under that circumstance, if the

           8   QF is paid based on the deferred cost of a renewable

           9   biomass project, then it is paid those fixed costs

          10   and gives up its renewable energy certificates,

          11   correct?

          12        A    Yes.

          13        Q    Conversely, if they're paid based on the

          14   cost of a thermal resource, then they keep their

          15   renewable energy certificates?

          16        A    That's correct.

          17        Q    And I assume it would be the case if the

          18   resource in the preferred portfolio was a biomass

          19   unit that did not qualify under the RPS, then the QF

          20   would keep its renewable energy certificates?

          21        A    The intent is that there's an alignment

          22   between the retention and -- customers are

          23   indifferent between the renewable energy credits

          24   they would have received from the resource being

          25   deferred and what they receive from the QF, so, yes.
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           1        Q    So the key distinction in terms of REC

           2   ownership is whether the resource in the preferred

           3   portfolio qualifies under the RPS?

           4        A    Whether it provides renewable energy

           5   credits, there's no RPS in Utah, so --

           6        Q    Under a RPS?

           7        A    I mean, it doesn't even have to be an RPS.

           8   The renewable energy credits could be used for lots

           9   of things.  There's voluntary sales, we're in

          10   compliance with -- future environmental federal law

          11   potentially could look at renewable energy credits.

          12        Q    So it's the creation of renewable energy

          13   certificates that makes the difference?

          14        A    Yes.

          15        Q    Thanks.  So I wanted to, again, move on to

          16   another subject.  Do other states have renewable

          17   avoided cost rates?

          18        A    Yes.

          19        Q    And I'd like to refer to your rebuttal

          20   testimony on page 10, lines 201 to 212.  There, you

          21   state that renewable avoided cost rates are paid

          22   based on the incremental value of RECs transferred

          23   to a QF to the utility based on the value of those

          24   RECs for RPS compliance.

          25        A    I said that generally that would be a way
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           1   to set avoided costs.

           2        Q    Well, so you're asked the question how are

           3   they typically implemented and -- yes, so you say --

           4   thank you.  What other states use a renewable

           5   avoided cost rate?

           6        A    I'm familiar with Oregon and I know that

           7   California has some, but just based on case law that

           8   I have seen cited.  I don't have particular details

           9   on that.

          10        Q    So when you're talking about how they're

          11   typically implemented, you're talking about Oregon?

          12        A    No.

          13        Q    Okay.  You're talking about Oregon and

          14   California?

          15        A    It's my understanding of how one would

          16   calculate the incremental value.

          17        Q    Right.  I was trying to understand what

          18   was your sample size, what areas were you basing

          19   that opinion on.  I heard Oregon and California.

          20        A    I guess it -- I don't have a larger sample

          21   that I have verified is calculated this way.

          22        Q    Okay.  Oregon was one of the states in

          23   your sample.  I wanted to go over how Oregon's

          24   renewable avoided cost methodology works.  Are you

          25   familiar with that?
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           1        A    I am.

           2        Q    So -- and I understand the Company is not

           3   supportive of that methodology; is that correct?

           4        A    That is correct.

           5        Q    But I'd like to just get some of the facts

           6   of that right now.  So is the Oregon renewable

           7   avoided cost rate based on the incremental value of

           8   the RECs transferred from the QF to the utility?

           9        A    No.

          10        Q    Maybe you could explain how the Oregon

          11   renewable avoided cost rate is calculated?

          12        A    So in Oregon for standard avoided costs,

          13   which is basically a spreadsheet calculation similar

          14   to our Schedule 37, they have a proxy resource,

          15   renewable resource, from the IRP.  It may not have

          16   been selected in the IRP preferred portfolio and,

          17   in fact, current rates are not based on an IRP

          18   resource that was selected in the preferred

          19   portfolio.  And in the deficiency period, when

          20   Oregon is assumed to be -- to have run out of

          21   renewable energy credits for compliance with its

          22   RPS, the cost of that renewable resource is used to

          23   set the avoided cost price.  So the all-in cost of,

          24   currently, a wind resource, is used to set the

          25   avoided cost price.  And there are some adjustments
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           1   in that calculation to account for other renewable

           2   resources.  And so there's adjustments to

           3   integration costs and capacity contribution that --

           4   the concept being, the other resources may provide

           5   more capacity value than the wind resource and that

           6   they should be compensated to account for that

           7   additional value.

           8        Q    And in Oregon right now, the date of

           9   deficiency is 2028, correct?

          10        A    Under the standard tariff, the date of

          11   deficiency is 2028, yes.

          12        Q    And under the renewable tariff, as well?

          13        A    They both happen to be 2028.

          14        Q    That's just a coincidence?

          15        A    Yes.

          16        Q    So starting in 2028, the fixed and

          17   variable costs of the deferrable wind resource are

          18   what's paid to the QF under the renewable rate?

          19        A    I believe so, yes.

          20        Q    Okay.  And as you testified a minute ago

          21   to the Commissioners, the Oregon renewable avoided

          22   cost rate is not limited by like-for-like?

          23        A    It does allow for any resource to be paid

          24   and it's calculated based on wind resource.

          25        Q    So going back to your statement on page 10
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           1   when you were talking about how they're typically

           2   implemented and how they're generally implemented,

           3   in at least half of your sample size, that's not how

           4   they're implemented, that the rates are not based on

           5   the value of the REC that's transferred for RPS

           6   purposes.

           7        A    Okay.

           8        Q    I wanted to move on to the issue of

           9   Wyoming transmission and whether that's -- Wyoming

          10   wind and transmission and whether that's a

          11   deferrable resource.

          12                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Mr. Sanger, this

          13   might be an appropriate time to take a break,

          14   assuming we're really close to the end, to give our

          15   court reporter a break.

          16                (A short break was taken.)

          17                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  We're back on

          18   the record, and before we continue with Mr. Sanger's

          19   cross-examination, the court reporter has asked me

          20   to give everyone a reminder to please be deliberate

          21   in your speaking.  Getting an accurate record of

          22   this proceeding is important for a lot of reasons,

          23   so please remember that as you're speaking.  With

          24   that, we'll go back to Mr. Sanger.

          25   BY MR. SANGER:
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           1        Q    Mr. MacNeil, I'd like to ask you about the

           2   Wyoming wind and transmission now.

           3        A    Okay.

           4        Q    So as I understand it, Rocky Mountain

           5   Power's position is that Utah QFs do not displace or

           6   defer the Company's Wyoming wind resources because

           7   they do not interconnect with or use the Company's

           8   Wyoming transmission system; is that correct?

           9        A    That's our position.

          10        Q    So does this mean that a Wyoming QF that

          11   interconnects with or uses the Company's Wyoming

          12   transmission system could partially displace or

          13   defer the Wyoming wind?

          14        A    Potentially, yes.

          15        Q    Now, does the Company's Wyoming wind RFP

          16   allow non-Wyoming wind generation to bid into it?

          17        A    Yes.

          18        Q    So is it possible that the RFP could

          19   select a non-Wyoming wind resource, or is PacifiCorp

          20   only going to select Wyoming wind generation in its

          21   RFP?

          22        A    The RFP explicitly includes wind across

          23   our system, so to the extent that wind at any

          24   location is cost-effective, either inside or outside

          25   of Wyoming, then we would expect to include it in
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           1   our selection of RFP results.

           2        Q    So if the Company's RFP selected a

           3   non-Wyoming wind resource located where there is

           4   sufficient transmission to Utah, could a Utah wind

           5   resource defer that non-Wyoming wind resource?

           6        A    So our QF PDDRR methodology looks at the

           7   preferred portfolio from our IRP, and the current

           8   preferred portfolio in the IRP includes the wind

           9   resources which we discussed previously, a 2021 wind

          10   resource, also 2031 in Wyoming, and 2036 in Goshen

          11   in Idaho.  So those are the resources that are

          12   available to be deferred by a QF.  At this time, to

          13   the extent that an additional opportunity comes up

          14   to procure wind in some other location, once we

          15   execute that contract, that contract will go into

          16   our analysis and be accounted for, but those

          17   potential contracts are not available to be deferred

          18   by QF's.

          19        Q    So you're basing what is deferrable based

          20   on the IRP rather than the RFP that this Commission

          21   ordered you to revise to include non-Wyoming wind?

          22        A    Yes.  The deferrable resources -- for the

          23   purposes of calculating avoided costs -- are

          24   resources in the IRP preferred portfolio.

          25        Q    So let's go to the real world now.  Could
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           1   a Wyoming wind resource take the place of or defer a

           2   resource acquisition in your Wyoming wind RFP?

           3        A    At the moment, we have a signed contract

           4   with a Wyoming qualifying facility and to the extent

           5   that contract remains valid and so on, that would

           6   reduce our ability to procure any additional

           7   resources in the RFP.

           8        Q    So what about a Utah wind resource?

           9   Assume for the sake of argument -- you said this is

          10   possible -- that your wind RFP might select a

          11   non-Wyoming wind resource, so that could be the

          12   resource that PacifiCorp would acquire, correct?

          13        A    Yes.

          14        Q    So that could be the actual resource that

          15   PacifiCorp could acquire?

          16        A    Yes.

          17        Q    And could, in actuality, a Wyoming wind QF

          18   that's of the same size defer that non-Wyoming wind

          19   resource?

          20        A    I guess I don't quite understand what you

          21   mean by defer.  By the time we finish the RFP and

          22   pick a resource, that resource will no longer be

          23   deferrable.  If, before the RFP finishes, we sign a

          24   QF in Wyoming, sorry, we sign a QF in Utah and

          25   before we've completed our RFP analysis, it may be
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           1   the result that because of this new QF in Utah, it's

           2   no longer economic to acquire this non-Wyoming wind

           3   resource from the RFP.  Maybe, had that QF not been

           4   there, it would have been economic, but since that

           5   QF was added, perhaps you could say that's

           6   deferrable.  But I don't know all the details of the

           7   models and so on that would pick those portfolios.

           8   And for QF avoided costs, we use the IRP preferred

           9   portfolio even though, you know, there is new

          10   information that we're collecting all the time.  But

          11   the only changes to the preferred portfolio we make

          12   are signed contracts, and it would have to be pretty

          13   explicit resources which are acquired, basically.

          14        Q    So as I understand it, the methodology

          15   that the Company is proposing here to use, the PDDRR

          16   methodology, does not account for that potential

          17   actual circumstance?

          18        A    Like I've mentioned previously, those

          19   potential actual circumstances are well beyond our

          20   ability to predict what the outcomes are going to

          21   be.  PDDRR is a simple mechanism to take the IRP,

          22   which is heavily vetted, public, and so on, and use

          23   that to develop a wind cost that we believe are just

          24   and reasonable.

          25        Q    The answer was yes?
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           1                  THE WITNESS:  Can you please repeat

           2   the question?

           3                  MR. SANGER:  Can the reporter repeat

           4   the question?

           5                  (The question was repeated.)

           6        A    The current PDDRR methodology does not

           7   account for potential supplied resources that could

           8   be acquired between now and the next IRP preferred

           9   portfolio coming out.

          10        Q    And the Company has also issued a solar

          11   RFP, correct?

          12        A    That's correct.

          13        Q    And is it possible that this solar RFP

          14   could select PPAs that have prices and benefits that

          15   are better than the all-in economic benefits

          16   associated with the Wyoming wind and transmission?

          17        A    It is possible that there will be

          18   opportunities to acquire solar that provide economic

          19   benefits.  Those economic benefits could be bigger

          20   than those benefits from the wind and transmission.

          21   Just because they're bigger doesn't mean that you

          22   can't necessarily have both, and it is also

          23   possible, though, that as in the prior example, the

          24   procurement of these solar resources could cause the

          25   Wyoming wind and transmission no longer to be
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           1   economic.

           2        Q    Thank you.  As I understand it, you are

           3   basing your recommendation on using the last IRP,

           4   that list of resources, rather than an RFP that may

           5   be issued right now.  So if it's in the IRP, then it

           6   flows into the PDDRR methodology, correct?

           7        A    If it's in the RFP, or we have signed a

           8   contract, acquired a resource, that's what's

           9   accounted for in the PDDRR methodology, not the

          10   potential outcomes of ongoing RFPs or negotiations

          11   and so on.

          12        Q    Are you familiar with the IRP process?

          13        A    Generally.

          14        Q    So is it correct that, usually, the IRP

          15   identifies the least-cost, least-risk resource for

          16   planning purposes?

          17        A    It identifies a least-cost, least-risk

          18   portfolio, yes.

          19        Q    And then, usually, as I understand it,

          20   what happens is the IRP is acknowledged or approved

          21   or accepted, whatever the individual state does, and

          22   then after that, the Company issues its RFP.  Is

          23   that usually the planning steps, how it happens?

          24        A    That is one way to do it, yes.

          25        Q    Is that kind of the idea, that the IRP
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           1   figures out what you need and then after your need

           2   is identified, then you go out and issue the RFP?

           3        A    That certainly is a good way to do it

           4   because everybody's on the same page and it allows

           5   you to -- no one is surprised by the result in that

           6   instance.

           7        Q    So in this circumstance, we're not doing

           8   that, correct?

           9        A    In this circumstance, we issued a wind RFP

          10   to procure resources that were identified in the

          11   IRP, and we're also issuing a solar RFP to gain

          12   additional information about the potential supply of

          13   solar resources and the potential costs and benefits

          14   that could occur.

          15        Q    Just so I'm clear and understanding, this

          16   particular time you are issuing RFPs prior to the

          17   IRP being ruled upon in any particular state?

          18        A    I'm not familiar with the timeline of

          19   acknowledgment, acceptance, et cetera, that's

          20   necessary for the IRP before an RFP might be issued.

          21        Q    So do you know whether or not the IRP has

          22   been approved or acknowledged in the state of the

          23   Utah?

          24        A    I don't know.

          25        Q    And in Oregon?
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           1        A    I don't know.

           2        Q    Would you accept, subject to check, that

           3   at least in Oregon, the IRP has not yet been

           4   acknowledged?

           5        A    Yes.

           6        Q    So let's assume, for the sake of argument,

           7   that this RFP is being issued prior to IRP or IRP

           8   acknowledgment.  In that circumstance, would it be

           9   reasonable to use something other than what is in

          10   the IRP, the preferred portfolio in the IRP, but to

          11   use what the Company is actually doing on the ground

          12   in terms of acquiring resources?

          13        A    So the intent through all this --

          14        Q    So, I guess, maybe you can answer it yes

          15   or no and then provide your explanation.

          16        A    Would it be appropriate to use something

          17   different, that's the question?

          18        Q    Yes.

          19        A    And the answer is yes.  And the first

          20   question in my summary was, what methodology should

          21   be used to produce avoided cost pricing for QFs

          22   consistent with the customer indifference standard.

          23   That's ultimately what we're doing here, and we

          24   believe the PDDRR methodology using the IRP

          25   preferred portfolio accomplishes that.  And there
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           1   may be instances where other information comes along

           2   and it would be appropriate to change what we're

           3   doing.  To the extent we get solar RFP results which

           4   are well below what current avoided costs are, we

           5   should probably bring those to you and say, look,

           6   our process is broken, we need to change this

           7   because we have very strong evidence that avoided

           8   costs are less than what's currently being

           9   calculated under the PDDRR methodology.  I'm not

          10   proposing that here, but if there's a difference

          11   between avoided costs being calculated and avoided

          12   costs in reality that's not consistent with the

          13   customer indifference standard, then it's

          14   appropriate to amend those.

          15        Q    So in certain circumstances, it may be

          16   appropriate to not use the preferred portfolio

          17   that's identified into IRP in the PDDRR methodology?

          18        A    Certainly.

          19        Q    Thank you.  I'd like to move on to the

          20   QFQ.  Can you provide a brief explanation -- I think

          21   you did in the beginning of your testimony -- but

          22   another brief explanation of what the QFQ actually

          23   is and make sure we're on the same page?

          24        A    The idea of the QFQ is that customers

          25   should not be obligated to pay QFs for the same
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           1   increment of capacity -- for avoiding the same

           2   increment of capacity in the Company's portfolio.

           3   So if two QFs come along and receive prices that are

           4   based on the same increment of capacity, as we

           5   noted, the aggregate effect is the highest cost

           6   resources are avoided first and there's a declining

           7   avoided cost as we add additional resources to our

           8   system.  So the idea of the QFQ is to ensure that

           9   QFs can receive prices, prices that they can lock in

          10   for a certain length of time, subject to the rules

          11   in Schedule 38, but also to ensure that customers

          12   are maintaining indifference and are protected from

          13   overpaying.

          14        Q    I apologize.  It was not a very good

          15   question.  Can you tell us what it actually is, not

          16   it's purpose, but what is this thing, QFQ?

          17        A    The QFQ is the list of all of the QFs that

          18   are currently negotiating for contracts with the

          19   Company.

          20        Q    Thanks.  And the Company's basic principle

          21   regarding incorporating QFs in the QFQ is that you

          22   should not pay any more than the avoided cost,

          23   correct?

          24        A    Correct.

          25        Q    Should it also be a basic principle, with
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           1   regard to incorporating the QFQ, to ensure that

           2   avoided costs are not set below the Company's actual

           3   avoided costs?

           4        A    Certainly, it's appropriate to set avoided

           5   costs at avoided costs.

           6        Q    Thank you.  I'm going to refer to your

           7   direct testimony at page 35, and there's a table

           8   there.  Now, I read this table as showing the

           9   difference for various resource types between the

          10   avoided cost prices and Schedule 37 based on the

          11   current GRID proxy method and either the proxy PDDRR

          12   method using the May queue, or using the proxy PDDRR

          13   method using the August queue; is that correct?

          14        A    Correct.

          15        Q    And switching to the PDDRR methodology for

          16   the May queue resulted in a price reduction for all

          17   resource types, and switching to the August queue

          18   resulted in a rate decrease for all types except for

          19   wind, correct?

          20        A    That's correct.

          21        Q    And the difference between the May and the

          22   August queue was around $2 to $3; is that correct?

          23   Looking at the May and August queue?

          24        A    Yes.

          25        Q    And that's over a three-month period,
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           1   correct?  About three to four months?

           2        A    Yes.

           3        Q    So over a three- to four-month period of

           4   time, the prices changed $2 to $3?

           5        A    I guess I would like to clarify that it's

           6   not related to the passing of time that these prices

           7   changed.  We took the queue in May -- and we agree

           8   that using the entire QFQ is inappropriate for

           9   setting Schedule 37 rates -- and so as an

          10   alternative, based on Parties' indication that the

          11   entire QFQ was too much -- we put in a QFQ that

          12   removed a bunch of those resources which were in the

          13   queue in May.  So we assumed that -- we had evidence

          14   that those resources were not signed, and we don't

          15   know what might be signed that is later queued, but

          16   we believe that was a reasonable midpoint on which

          17   to base the Schedule 37 avoided costs.  And I would

          18   point to Figure 1R in my rebuttal testimony which

          19   provides a clear illustration of these numbers.

          20   It's on line 482, page 23.

          21        Q    I guess the definition of "clear" is in

          22   the eye of the beholder.

          23        A    I guess the point is, we have demonstrated

          24   the effect of the QFQ.  We have the entire queue in

          25   May -- that's on the right -- we have the Company's
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           1   proposal which is the August position -- that's in

           2   the middle -- and we have the signed queue with no

           3   QFQ, assuming no QF additions occur during the

           4   pendency of the Schedule 37 tariff.  So there's the

           5   trend.  Those are the impacts of the QFQ on avoided

           6   costs.  We believe the August proposal is reasonable

           7   and, you know, that's what we support.

           8        Q    So getting the QFQ correct is very

           9   important because it can have a pretty significant

          10   change in the avoided cost prices?

          11        A    Certainly.

          12        Q    Thanks.  I'd like to move on to your

          13   testimony, your surrebuttal testimony, and I can

          14   refer you to the page number, but I just wanted to

          15   paraphase your testimony in that, it's your position

          16   that it is impossible to evaluate the reasonableness

          17   of Coalition witnesses John Lowe and Neal Townsend,

          18   as well as Utah Clean Energy witness Ken Dragoon's

          19   recommendations, because they have not provided

          20   supporting calculations?

          21        A    That is my position, yes.

          22        Q    Are you familiar with how the Oregon and

          23   Washington Commissions have made or are making

          24   methodological changes in avoided cost rates?

          25        A    I am generally familiar.
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           1        Q    I would like to provide a REC

           2   cross-examination exhibit.  May I approach the

           3   witness?

           4                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Yes.

           5      (REC Cross-Examination Exhibit No. 1 marked.)

           6   BY MR. SANGER:

           7        Q    Are you familiar with this document?

           8        A    I believe I've seen it.  I believe I

           9   attended some of the stakeholder meetings associated

          10   with this process.

          11        Q    Can you summarize what you think it is?

          12        A    Washington is reconsidering how to prepare

          13   an avoided cost methodology that is applicable to

          14   qualifying facilities.

          15        Q    And is one of those issues, what is the

          16   appropriate avoided cost methodology for calculating

          17   QF energy and capacity rates?

          18        A    It is.

          19        Q    And as you mentioned, you participated in

          20   some of those workshops.  Did you help prepare

          21   PacifiCorp's comments in that proceeding?

          22        A    It probably went through my email box, so,

          23   likely.

          24        Q    And did PacifiCorp provide any supporting

          25   calculations or work papers with those comments?
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           1        A    I don't believe so.

           2        Q    And do you know how long those comments

           3   were?

           4        A    No.

           5        Q    Would you accept that they were only six

           6   pages?

           7        A    Okay.

           8        Q    So do you think it's reasonable for the

           9   Washington Commission to set an appropriate avoided

          10   cost methodology for calculating QF energy and

          11   capacity rates based on six pages of comments

          12   without supporting calculations?

          13                  MS. HOGLE:  Objection.  The reason

          14   why I'm objecting is because I don't think it's

          15   relevant to avoided cost rates and our calculations

          16   here in Utah.

          17                  THE WITNESS:  Can I respond?

          18                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Is the objection

          19   withdrawn or do we need to deal with the objection?

          20                  MS. HOGLE:  The objection is

          21   withdrawn.

          22        A    I believe the stakeholder process here is

          23   intended to find information to inform that process.

          24   So I believe the fact that there's only comments in

          25   this is appropriate at that stage of that
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           1   proceeding.

           2   BY MR. SANGER:

           3        Q    Thank you.  Are you familiar with how

           4   Oregon adopted its current renewable avoided cost

           5   rates?

           6        A    I am, generally.

           7        Q    And did you participate in that process?

           8        A    No.

           9                  MR. SANGER:  I'd like to hand out

          10   both of them at the same time, REC Cross-Examination

          11   Exhibit Nos. 3 and 4.  May I do so at this time?

          12                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Yes.

          13     (REC Cross-Examination Exhibit Nos. 3 and 4 marked.)

          14   BY MR. SANGER:

          15        Q    REC Cross-Examination Exhibit No. 3 was a

          16   ruling in Docket UM1396.  Was this the docket that

          17   the Oregon Commission adopted renewable avoided cost

          18   rates?

          19        A    I believe so, but I was not involved in

          20   that docket, or particularly in avoided costs at the

          21   time.

          22        Q    So I'd like to refer you to page 3 of REC

          23   Exhibit No. 3, and this is a ruling reopening a case

          24   to accept comments.  And on page 3, it discusses the

          25   two various approaches for calculating rates during
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           1   the resource deficiency period.  And it discusses

           2   that, if a peaking resource precedes another major

           3   resource, the avoided cost will be based on the

           4   market plus a premium for capacity, and the market

           5   rate will be in effect until the start of the next

           6   major resource.

           7             For the renewable QF, which the developer

           8   will cede the RECs over to the utility, the proposed

           9   QF may choose an avoided cost stream based on the

          10   avoided cost of the major renewable acquisition.

          11             When the major avoidable resource is a gas

          12   plant, Gas CCCT, all QFs may choose an avoided cost

          13   stream based on the cost of the Gas CCCT.

          14             In your brief, limited review of this,

          15   does that kind of encapsulate what the Oregon

          16   process is for renewable avoided costs?

          17                  MS. HOGLE:  Objection, Your Honor.  I

          18   believe that Mr. MacNeil has testified that he was

          19   not part of this proceeding and he did not even

          20   participate, and so I don't think Mr. Sanger has

          21   provided sufficient foundation to even question

          22   Mr. MacNeil about this.  So I object to even the

          23   question.

          24                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Mr. Sanger, do

          25   you want to respond to the objection?
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           1                  MR. SANGER:  Yes.  So I think we have

           2   established that Oregon has a renewable avoided cost

           3   rate methodology.  Mr. MacNeil is familiar with

           4   that, explained what it means.  My question is, on

           5   this exhibit, the Oregon Commission has made a

           6   proposal to adopt a renewable avoided cost rate

           7   methodology.  That is on page 3 of the exhibit.  And

           8   what I would like Mr. MacNeil to answer is not

           9   whether he participated in the case but to read this

          10   page and tell me if that is generally consistent, on

          11   a high level, with the current methodology.  This

          12   could be a page from any document, and I'd like him

          13   to take a look at it and tell me whether or not it's

          14   consistent with his understanding of the current

          15   Oregon renewable avoided cost methodology.

          16                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Whether any of

          17   these three options that are on this page are

          18   consistent?

          19                  MR. SANGER:  Yes.

          20                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Ms. Hogle, do

          21   you have anything else to say on your objection with

          22   that clarification?

          23                  MS. HOGLE:  I do.  Thank you.  And I

          24   guess my reaction to that is that this is the first

          25   time that we've taken a look at these documents.  It
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           1   could be taken out of context.  I'd like to see the

           2   full record of the proceeding to see how these three

           3   questions relate to that.  I think it's insufficient

           4   material for him to be asking the question, given

           5   Mr. MacNeil did not participate in that proceeding.

           6                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Does any other

           7   party in this docket have anything they want to add

           8   to this objection?  As I'm considering the relevance

           9   of this, I'm recalling that as the line of

          10   questioning began, this was based on Mr. MacNeil's

          11   criticism of other parties' proposals for lacking

          12   sufficient calculations and background.  I think

          13   there's some relevance.  I think our relevance on

          14   this is -- does have its limits, but at this point,

          15   I think I'm not prepared to cut off this particular

          16   question.

          17                  THE WITNESS:  Please repeat the

          18   question.

          19   BY MR. SANGER:

          20        Q    What I would prefer is if you look at

          21   page 3, where it says, "For resource deficiency

          22   periods, avoided costs will be based on one of the

          23   following."  And my question to you is whether that

          24   summary is, at least on a high level, generally

          25   consistent with what the current Oregon renewable
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           1   avoided cost methodology is?

           2        A    I understand that the standard renewable

           3   costs in Oregon continue to use this methodology,

           4   and when the Commission considered changing the

           5   methodology for nonstandard QFs, it adopted a

           6   different approach and neglected to establish a

           7   renewable avoided cost methodology at that time,

           8   and it is continuing to consider the appropriate

           9   renewable methodology for nonstandard QFs.  And

          10   pertinent to this, I was not involved in this, but

          11   what I identified in a case in Oregon is the REC

          12   price, the implied REC price that Oregon customers

          13   pay to QFs who choose to have -- to defer renewable

          14   resources is in the ballpark of $20 to $30 per

          15   megawatt hour for just the REC.  So if you have

          16   nonstandard rates, you're a wind resource, if you

          17   opt to also cede your REC -- that's electronic and

          18   has no impact on the system other than RPS

          19   compliance -- those resources are paid an extra $20

          20   to $30 per megawatt hour.

          21             Pertinent to this -- this is what the

          22   Commission ordered -- I don't know that they truly

          23   appreciated what they were ordering at the time, and

          24   I certainly expect that this may be changed in the

          25   near future because I do not believe a $20 to $30
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           1   REC price is an appropriate price for the Company to

           2   acquire renewable energy credits (inaudible)RPS.  So

           3   it's an example of, these are the rules, but if we

           4   don't fully understand how those are going to be

           5   applied and the results, you can see things that are

           6   just foolish in the outcomes that are not apparent

           7   in very reasonable statements of principle and

           8   methodology.

           9        Q    So I think the answer was yes, that this

          10   summary is -- on a high level, represents the

          11   current Oregon Schedule 37 approach.

          12        A    I said that it still is correct for the

          13   standard rates, yes.

          14        Q    Thank you.  So the next question I wanted

          15   to ask you is, would it surprise you that PacifiCorp

          16   believed that in consideration of this proposal,

          17   that the questions were primarily legal and policy

          18   in nature and therefore should not require

          19   evidentiary proceedings?

          20                  MS. HOGLE:  Objection.  Mr. MacNeil

          21   doesn't know what PacifiCorp believed or did not

          22   believe, so I think that question is objectionable.

          23   BY MR. SANGER:

          24        Q    I'd like to refer you, then -- I'll

          25   move -- I believe that she's correct that I haven't
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           1   laid the proper foundation so I will attempt to do

           2   that.  If you refer to REC Exhibit No. 4, page 9 of

           3   10, at the bottom of that -- you could look at the

           4   first page as well, which are PacifiCorp's opening

           5   comments responding to this document -- if you look

           6   at the bottom of that page it says, "Procedural

           7   Issues."  And the question is, "Which of these

           8   issues should be the subject of evidentiary

           9   proceedings?"  And then PacifiCorp says, "PacifiCorp

          10   believes that the issues raised in Order No. 10-448

          11   are primarily legal and policy in nature and

          12   therefore should not require evidentiary

          13   proceedings.  However, if the Commission determines

          14   that the avoided cost framework should be modified

          15   further, PacifiCorp may recommend that those new

          16   modifications be subject to evidentiary

          17   proceedings."

          18        A    That is what it says.

          19        Q    Does that surprise you?

          20        A    It doesn't surprise me because these rates

          21   have remained in effect since this happened and it

          22   took my analysis of the results to point out how

          23   preposterous it was.  Had we known, we would have

          24   brought this up much sooner.

          25        Q    And under these "preposterous rates" for
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           1   renewable rates in Oregon, are there a large number

           2   of renewable QFs entering into contracts with

           3   PacifiCorp now?

           4        A    I'm not sure of the total number of QFs

           5   which have entered into rates based on this

           6   methodology.  I know we did procure a couple hundred

           7   of megawatts of solar resources in Oregon under the

           8   standard methodology.  I do know that currently Utah

           9   customers, in fact, are allocated the largest share

          10   of those costs.  It remains to be seen because

          11   renewable rates have not been paid to QFs, whether

          12   Utah will continue to pay for those RECs that Oregon

          13   is intending for, based on its RPS compliance.

          14        Q    I just have one further line of

          15   questioning.  So I'd like you to refer to

          16   John Lowe's direct testimony.  There's an exhibit to

          17   that which is the current Oregon avoided cost rates.

          18        A    I don't believe I have the exhibit.

          19        Q    I can hand it to you, sir.  Is that the

          20   current PacifiCorp Oregon Schedule 37 or, at least

          21   at the time of this filing, was it the current one?

          22        A    I believe it is the current one, yes.

          23        Q    Are you aware of whether any QFs have been

          24   able to enter into contracts with PacifiCorp under

          25   that schedule?
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           1        A    I'm not sure.

           2        Q    Okay.

           3                  MR. SANGER:  Thank you.  I have no

           4   further questions.

           5                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Thank you.  I

           6   think we'll go to redirect now from Ms. Hogle.  And

           7   there's a point that I was just reminded of.  Just

           8   for clarification on the record, we're using the

           9   abbreviation "RECs."  There's a party that is

          10   abbreviated "REC," and then there is a term of art

          11   that we're using, so it might be good to avoid the

          12   abbreviation for clarify in the record.  Usually,

          13   context would clarify that, but to avoid potential

          14   confusion, let's try to avoid using the acronym

          15   "REC" as we're speaking.  Ms. Hogle, with that,

          16   we'll go to you for redirect.

          17                   REDIRECT EXAMINATION

          18                  MS. HOGLE:  Just maybe a couple.  I

          19   think he answered one of them already.

          20   BY MS. HOGLE:

          21        Q    Mr. MacNeil, do Oregon rules include

          22   renewable rates for Schedule 38?

          23        A    Not at this time.

          24        Q    During Mr. Sanger's line of questioning,

          25   he was also asking you -- and I think he took you
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           1   through a table in your testimony regarding the

           2   differences in prices between the queue in May and

           3   the queue in August 2017.  How long will the prices

           4   be in effect for Schedule 37?

           5        A    So from the time the Commission approves

           6   the new tariff and it takes effect until it approves

           7   a new tariff and that tariff takes effect.  So we

           8   file annually following -- within 30 days of our IRP

           9   or IRP update, and if it's a smooth process it could

          10   be approved within 30 days.  If it's not smooth, we

          11   did get a rate update this year in, I believe, June,

          12   but the current proposal is still on the table so it

          13   could be a while.

          14        Q    For the prices in the August queue, will

          15   the Company be making another filing in June 2018,

          16   approximately?

          17        A    Yes.  So following the filing of the 2017

          18   IRP update in March 2018, we will be filing to

          19   update Schedule 37, and it will include new

          20   assumptions and so on at that time.  We would

          21   include a reasonable portion of the QFQ at that time

          22   as well.

          23                  MS. HOGLE:  I have no further

          24   questions.  Thank you.

          25                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Any recross,
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           1   Ms. Hayes?

           2                  MS. HAYES:  No, thank you.

           3                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Mr. Sanger?

           4                  MR. SANGER:  No, thank you.

           5                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:

           6   Commissioner Clark, do you have any questions for

           7   Mr. MacNeil?

           8                  COMMISSIONER CLARK:  I don't,

           9   currently, but I'm wondering if we could make

          10   certain that Mr. MacNeil would be available,

          11   potentially, after the other witnesses have

          12   testified.  I might have a question or two for him

          13   then.

          14                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Any concerns,

          15   Ms. Hogle, with that?

          16                  MS. HOGLE:  The Company has no

          17   concerns.  He will be made available.  Thank you.

          18                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:

          19   Commissioner White, do you have any questions?

          20                  COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I'll reserve any

          21   questions that I have to a later time.

          22   BY COMMISSIONER LEVAR:

          23        Q    I have a couple for you.  And this

          24   question may not be within your job duties.  If it's

          25   not, just let me know.  But since Rocky Mountain
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           1   Power filed -- PacifiCorp filed its 2017 IRP on the

           2   issue of deferring like-resources during the --

           3   establishing the deficiency period based on

           4   like-resources, has PacifiCorp been calculating

           5   Schedule 38 pricing under that methodology since the

           6   filing of the 2017 IRP that contained deferrable

           7   resources?

           8        A    Yes.  So once the 2017 IRP was filed, we

           9   have been employing the like-for-like deferral,

          10   which came out of Order 12-035-100, and that

          11   includes a queue of solar resources deferring solar,

          12   wind deferring wind, other resources deferring

          13   thermal.

          14        Q    So that's already happening in Schedule

          15   38, correct?

          16        A    Yes.

          17        Q    Just a couple of different questions on

          18   two different issues.  Are you aware of any Schedule

          19   37 projects that connect to the transmission system?

          20        A    I'm not familiar with what the

          21   interconnection rules are -- not rules, but

          22   specifics are for those resources.

          23        Q    So you don't know, yes or no, whether all

          24   Schedule 37 projects connect directly to the

          25   distribution system?
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           1        A    I do not.

           2        Q    I want to ask you about something about

           3   Mr. Lowe's testimony and surrebuttal.  I think it's

           4   pretty much the same suggestion in both, and this is

           5   to queue position.  I'll just read from Mr. Lowe's

           6   direct testimony, and I believe his statement in

           7   surrebuttal is about the same.  It says, "A more

           8   reasonable position would be to use the historic

           9   percentage of QFs that are constructed as compared

          10   to the entire queue or certain completion milestones

          11   that show a proposed project is likely to be

          12   constructed like competing" -- I should have given

          13   you the line numbers.  I'm sorry.  I'm on page 24 of

          14   Mr. Lowe's direct, lines 503 through 506.  I don't

          15   know if you have that in front of you.  And my

          16   question is -- it's a hypothetical one -- but

          17   looking at that language, if we were to consider

          18   ordering something along the lines of what is

          19   suggested there, is there sufficient specificity, or

          20   are there more details that -- if we were inclined

          21   to order something like that, would you need

          22   additional details from an order to know how to

          23   implement something like that?

          24        A    I would definitely need additional

          25   details.
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           1                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  That's all the

           2   questions I have.  Thank you, Mr. MacNeil.

           3                  MR. SANGER:  I have a question.  Is

           4   now the time for me to move for the admission of my

           5   cross-examination exhibits or should I do that

           6   later?

           7                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Now would be an

           8   appropriate time for that.

           9                  MR. SANGER:  I'd like to move for the

          10   admission of my cross-examination exhibits, REC

          11   Exhibits 1, 2, 3, and 4.

          12                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  If any party has

          13   any objection, please indicate to me.

          14                  MS. HOGLE:  I just have a comment.  I

          15   see three cross-examination exhibits; I don't see

          16   four.  I apologize.

          17                  MR. SANGER:  REC Cross-Examination

          18   Exhibit No. 3 was the ruling, and you have 1396.

          19   And I can hand you a copy if I neglected to do so.

          20                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  If this helps, I

          21   have a 1, 3, and 4, but I don't have a 2.

          22                  MR. SANGER:  You're right.  I did not

          23   use Cross-Examination Exhibit No. 2, so I will not

          24   move for the admission of that.

          25                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  So your motion
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           1   is for 1, 3, 4?

           2                  MR. SANGER:  Yes.

           3                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Okay.  If any

           4   party objects to this motion, please indicate to me.

           5   I'm not seeing any objections, so the motion is

           6   granted.  Ms. Hogle, do you have anything else?

           7                  MS. HOGLE:  The Company rests its

           8   case, however, Mr. MacNeil will be available for any

           9   questions that the Commission may have after

          10   questioning the other witnesses.  Thank you.

          11                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Thank you.

          12   Let's go to Mr. Jetter now.

          13                  MR. JETTER:  Thank you.  The Division

          14   would like to call and have sworn in

          15   Dr. Abdinasir Abdulle.

          16                  DR. ABDINASIR ABDULLE,

          17   having been first duly sworn to tell the truth, was

          18            examined and testified as follows:

          19   BY MR. JETTER:

          20        Q    Would you please state your name and

          21   occupation for the record?

          22        A    My name is Abdinasir Abdulle,

          23   A-b-d-i-n-a-s-i-r A-b-d-u-l-l-e, and I am working

          24   for the Division of Public Utilities.  I'm here to

          25   testify on their behalf.
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           1        Q    Thank you.  And in the course of your

           2   employment with the Division of Public Utilities,

           3   did you have an opportunity to review the filings in

           4   this case?

           5        A    Yes, I did.

           6        Q    And did you create and cause to be filed

           7   with the Commission three DPU prefiled testimonies

           8   which are direct testimony, rebuttal, and

           9   surrebuttal, along with any exhibits that --

          10        A    Yes, I did.

          11        Q    Do you have any corrections or edits you'd

          12   like to make to this?

          13        A    No.

          14                  MR. JETTER:  I'd like to move at this

          15   time to enter those three prefiled testimonies into

          16   the record.

          17                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  If any party

          18   objects, please indicate to me.  I'm not seeing any

          19   objections, so the motion is granted.

          20   BY MR. JETTER:

          21        Q    Thank you.  And following up on that,

          22   briefly, if you were asked the same questions in

          23   those testimonies that you have prefiled today,

          24   would your answers remain the same?

          25        A    Yes.
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           1        Q    Thank you.  I have no further questions

           2   for Dr. Abdulle.  He's available for cross.

           3                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  I think I will

           4   go to Mr. Snarr first.

           5                  MR. SNARR:  No questions.

           6                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Ms. Hogle, do

           7   you have any questions?

           8                  MS. HOGLE:  No questions.

           9                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Ms. Hayes.

          10                  MS. HAYES:  Yes, just a few.  Thank

          11   you.

          12                    CROSS-EXAMINATION

          13   BY MS. HAYES:

          14        Q    Good morning, Dr. Abdulle.  You have

          15   testified that like-for-like deferral is one way to

          16   preserve customer indifference, but you have also

          17   testified that it is not the only way to preserve

          18   customer indifference; is that correct?

          19        A    Yes.

          20        Q    Under the traditional proxy PDDRR method,

          21   a renewable resource can displace a thermal

          22   resource, no problem, right?

          23        A    Currently, that's the case.

          24        Q    Do you think it's appropriate that having

          25   renewable resources in the preferred portfolio
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           1   should make avoided cost pricing more restrictive

           2   for renewable QFs?

           3        A    I didn't see this case as being more

           4   restrictive, but if that's the case, I don't think

           5   it's wise.

           6        Q    Okay.

           7                  COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Chair LeVar, I'm

           8   having difficulty hearing the witness.

           9                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  If there's a way

          10   to adjust the microphone closer to your mouth.

          11   BY MS. HAYES:

          12        Q    So under the Company's proposal when there

          13   is a renewable resource in the preferred portfolio,

          14   there's a limitation on the types of renewables

          15   we're allowing to make deferrals; is that correct?

          16        A    Yes.  The Company is proposing

          17   like-for-like.

          18        Q    So having renewable resources in the

          19   portfolio does make pricing for QFs more limiting,

          20   doesn't it?

          21        A    Yes, in a sense.

          22        Q    So you've testified that the Company's

          23   proposal leads to the calculation of a specific

          24   avoided cost for each resource type, correct?

          25        A    Yes.
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           1        Q    But it does more than just calculate

           2   pricing specific to each resource type, doesn't it?

           3   I'll explain that a little bit.  The pricing

           4   assumptions limit resource deferrals to resources of

           5   the same type, correct?

           6        A    Yes.

           7        Q    So the utility's proposed pricing

           8   effectively limits what a QF can defer; is that

           9   correct?

          10        A    Yes.  When I tested the proposal limits,

          11   it's like-for-like, so far.

          12        Q    But in reality, a QF will defer whatever

          13   is next deferrable, correct?

          14        A    The current methodology which says defer

          15   what's next, not considering the like-for-like, is

          16   the next thermal that should be deferred.  But

          17   currently the way they're proposing is still the

          18   next -- the next like resources should be deferring.

          19        Q    Okay.  But, sort of putting aside the

          20   modeling assumptions, won't what is actually

          21   deferred, in reality, just be whatever is next,

          22   regardless of type?

          23        A    Can you rephrase the question?

          24        Q    It just seems like, regardless of what the

          25   modeling assumptions are, what will actually be
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           1   deferred is just whatever comes up next.

           2        A    I don't understand what you are saying.

           3        Q    Okay.  Forget it.

           4        A    It's the model we are talking about.

           5        Q    Okay.  So you recommend that Schedule 37

           6   QFs be placed in the middle of the Schedule 38

           7   queue; is that correct?

           8        A    Yes.

           9        Q    Do you have reason to believe that

          10   potential Schedule 37 QFs will come online after

          11   half of the Schedule 37 -- half of the Schedule 38

          12   projects?

          13        A    I don't follow it.

          14        Q    Well, you've recommended that the Schedule

          15   37 projects come in in the middle of Schedule 38

          16   queue, right?  I'm just wondering if you have reason

          17   to believe that chronologically those Schedule 37

          18   projects will, sort of, happen after those will

          19   actually come online?

          20        A    Well, the way I understand it is, the

          21   queue process, it's not when it's coming -- nobody

          22   knows when they will even come.  But what we're

          23   saying is that it's unfair for the Company or for

          24   ratepayers that we don't consider any queue at all

          25   putting (inaudible) at the beginning.  It's also
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           1   unfair to put it at the end, so we're just coming up

           2   with a compromise position of the middle to be

           3   reviewed later on.

           4        Q    How many megawatts, roughly, is the middle

           5   of the queue?

           6        A    I don't have a number for that.

           7        Q    Would you accept, subject to check, that

           8   based on Mr. MacNeil's surrebuttal testimony -- or

           9   rebuttal testimony -- it's about 750 megawatts?

          10        A    I would accept that, subject to check.

          11        Q    I believe at the time of Mr. MacNeil's

          12   rebuttal testimony, the queue was roughly

          13   1,500-megawatts long.  We can confer at a break if

          14   that's incorrect.  So do you have reason to believe

          15   that it takes the same amount of time for

          16   25 megawatts of Schedule 37 QFs to come online as it

          17   does 750 megawatts of Schedule 38 QFs?

          18        A    The question is, do I believe that it will

          19   take the same amount of time, 25 and 700?  I don't

          20   know.  I don't have any way to say.  If we bring the

          21   25 now, it will come faster than the others and

          22   whatever will bring it first.

          23        Q    Okay.  That's all my questions.

          24                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Mr. Sanger?

          25                    CROSS-EXAMINATION
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           1   BY MR. SANGER:

           2        Q    Very short cross-examination, Dr. Abdulle.

           3   I'd like to refer to your testimony on page 4, your

           4   rebuttal testimony.  There is a question starting on

           5   line 70 where you are being asked to comment on

           6   Mr. Townsend and Mr. Lowe for the Coalition's

           7   recommendation that for all QFs regardless of size,

           8   the 2021 Wyoming wind resource should be the

           9   appropriate proxy for calculating avoided cost.  Do

          10   you remember that question?

          11        A    Yes.

          12        Q    I want to go to the bottom, the last two

          13   sentences of your answer, starting on the end of

          14   line 82 where you state that, "The Commission has

          15   neither acknowledged nor approved the projects or

          16   the IRP analysis supporting them.  It may be

          17   premature to include them in avoided cost

          18   calculations."  That is your testimony, correct?

          19        A    That's why it's in there.

          20        Q    If the Commission acknowledges or approves

          21   the projects for the IRP analysis, do you then

          22   believe that it may be mature or the appropriate

          23   time to include them in the avoided cost

          24   calculations?

          25        A    Yes, but it will all depend on the
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           1   calculations of avoided cost and the IRP

           2   calculation.  All those things will be factored in.

           3        Q    Okay.  So I heard Mr. MacNeil here talk

           4   earlier that under at least the PDDRR methodology,

           5   that as soon as they file it, the preferred

           6   portfolio and other inputs and assumptions are

           7   calculated in the Schedule 38 rate process.  Do you

           8   agree with that?

           9        A    Yes.

          10        Q    So in this case, since these are not

          11   included in the preferred portfolio, then you're

          12   recommending that they not be accounted for in

          13   Schedule 38 until after the IRP is acknowledged and

          14   approved?

          15        A    Even though the statement is saying it's

          16   not included, it's premature.  I think including it

          17   would be okay.

          18        Q    Okay.  Thank you.  I have no further

          19   questions.

          20                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Any redirect,

          21   Mr. Jetter?

          22                  MR. JETTER:  I have no redirect.

          23   Thank you.

          24                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:

          25   Commissioner White, do you have any questions?
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           1                  COMMISSIONER WHITE:  No questions.

           2                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:

           3   Commissioner Clark?

           4                  COMMISSIONER CLARK:  No questions.

           5   Thank you.

           6                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  I don't have

           7   any, so thank you, Dr. Abdulle.  Mr. Jetter,

           8   anything further?

           9                  MR. JETTER:  Nothing further from the

          10   Division.

          11                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  We'll go to

          12   Mr. Snarr.

          13                  MR. SNARR:  We'd like to call

          14   Cheryl Murray as a witness on behalf of the Office

          15   of Consumer Services.

          16                      CHERYL MURRAY,

          17   having been first duly sworn to tell the truth, was

          18           examined and testified as follows:

          19   BY MR. SNARR:

          20        Q    Could you please state your name, business

          21   address, and by whom you're employed?

          22        A    My name is Cheryl Murray.  My business

          23   address is 160 East 300 South, and I am employed as

          24   a utility analyst for the Office of Consumer

          25   Services.
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           1        Q    Did you prefile direct and rebuttal

           2   testimony in this docket?

           3        A    Yes.  On October 3, 2017, I submitted

           4   seven pages of direct testimony, and on

           5   October 31st, I submitted three pages of rebuttal

           6   testimony.

           7        Q    Do you have any corrections you would wish

           8   to make to either your direct or rebuttal testimony?

           9        A    No.

          10        Q    And if you were asked those same questions

          11   today, would your answers be the same?

          12        A    Yes.

          13                  MR. SNARR:  I'd like to move the

          14   Office of Consumer Services exhibits, identified as

          15   OCS 1D and OCS 1R, into evidence.

          16                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  If any party

          17   objects to that motion, please indicate to me.  I'm

          18   not seeing any objections, so the motion is granted.

          19   BY MR. SNARR:

          20        Q    What specific issues did you address in

          21   your testimony?

          22        A    In my direct testimony, I provided the

          23   Office's position regarding the issue of renewable

          24   energy certificate ownership, and the Company's

          25   proposals for including Schedule 37 qualifying QFs
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           1   in the QFQ.  In rebuttal testimony, I addressed an

           2   issue raised by Mr. Neal Townsend regarding the

           3   Company's proposed Wyoming wind projects.

           4        Q    Do you have a summary of your prefiled

           5   testimony?

           6        A    Yes.

           7        Q    Could you please provide that?

           8        A    Yes.  First, I want to reiterate that any

           9   proposal or recommendation not addressed in my

          10   direct testimony does not indicate Office support or

          11   opposition to a particular issue.

          12             Renewable resources identified in the

          13   Company's integrated resource plan include RECs,

          14   which would accrue to ratepayers upon acquisition of

          15   those resources.  In this docket, the Company

          16   proposes that a QF -- if a QF defers a renewable

          17   resource that would otherwise produce RECs,

          18   renewable energy certificates, for the benefit of

          19   customers, the Company should retain the

          20   QF-generated renewable energy certificates for the

          21   benefit of the customers.

          22             The Office's third said the Company's

          23   proposal is a reasonable way to allocate those

          24   renewable energy certificates and that only by

          25   allowing the Company to keep those QF-generated
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           1   renewable energy certificates, can the PURPA

           2   customer indifference standards be met.

           3             Regarding the Company's proposal to

           4   include Schedule 37 QFs at the end of the QFQ, as

           5   stated in my testimony, the Office believes that

           6   including Schedule 37 QFs in the QFQ is appropriate.

           7   However, placement at the end of the QFQ would

           8   likely not produce the most reasonable result.  The

           9   Division of Public Utilities suggests including

          10   Schedule 37 QFs at the midpoint of the QF pricing

          11   queue and reevaluating this proposal in the future

          12   as appropriate.  The Office supports the Division's

          13   recommendation.

          14             On behalf of the Renewable Energy

          15   Coalition, Mr. Townsend advocates for including the

          16   Wyoming wind projects as deferrable resources for

          17   avoided cost pricing purposes.  He also recommends

          18   that the Commission consider whether Schedule 37 and

          19   38 renewable QFs should be credited with the

          20   equivalent of avoided transmission costs, given the

          21   linkage between the development of the 2021 Wyoming

          22   wind resources and the addition of new Wyoming

          23   transmission capacity.  However, if and when

          24   PacifiCorp declares it is not going to pursue the

          25   wind projects, he recommends that the resource be
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           1   removed from the avoided cost calculation.  The

           2   office agrees that if the Commission allows the

           3   Wyoming wind resources to be included as a

           4   deferrable resource for avoided cost pricing but the

           5   Company decides for any reason not to pursue those

           6   resources, they should immediately be removed from

           7   avoided cost calculations.

           8             In my rebuttal testimony, I stated that

           9   under the circumstances I just described, the

          10   Wyoming wind resources should be removed from

          11   avoided cost pricing calculations or avoided cost

          12   pricing would be overvalued and the ratepayer

          13   indifference standard could not be upheld.  To

          14   clarify this point, the concept is to calculate as

          15   accurately as is reasonable, appropriate avoided

          16   cost pricing.  Thus, whether avoided cost pricing

          17   would be higher or lower with the inclusion of

          18   Wyoming wind resources, if those resources are not

          19   acquired, they should not be included as deferrable

          20   resources.

          21        Q    Does that conclude your summary?

          22        A    Yes.

          23                  MR. SNARR:  We would make Ms. Murray

          24   available for cross-examination.

          25                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Thank you.
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           1   Mr. Jetter, do you have any questions?

           2                  MR. JETTER:  I have no questions.

           3   Thank you.

           4                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Ms. Hogle?

           5                  MS. HOGLE:  Just a couple.  Thank

           6   you.

           7                    CROSS-EXAMINATION

           8   BY MS. HOGLE:

           9        Q    Ms. Murray, you just testified about your

          10   support, or the Office's support, for the midpoint

          11   of the queue.  Were you in the room when Mr. MacNeil

          12   testified about the Company's filing in August?

          13        A    Yes.

          14        Q    Does the 36 percent of the queue and the

          15   Company's August filing, is that reasonable as

          16   compared to the midpoint of the queue that the OCS

          17   proposes?

          18        A    I haven't done an actual calculation of

          19   what the difference would be in the avoided cost

          20   pricing.  I think that what we're looking at is the

          21   idea that Schedule 37 QFs be included in the queue.

          22   I'm not sure that anyone has provided a precise

          23   evaluation as to where it is most appropriate.  So

          24   what we're looking at is what we think is a

          25   reasonable way to start and to continue to look at
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           1   the issue.

           2        Q    Certainly, but I believe that one of the

           3   challenges that the OCS had with respect to the

           4   Company's original May position was that it was too

           5   extreme in terms of the prices.  Am I characterizing

           6   that correctly?

           7        A    Our original position -- which is still

           8   our position -- is that if you put it at the end of

           9   the queue, we think that is very, very likely to be

          10   an inappropriate placement.

          11        Q    And why is that?

          12        A    Well, because if you look at the size of

          13   the QFs, if you look at the time it takes to build a

          14   QF, there are, in our estimation, there are

          15   generally differences in how long it takes to build

          16   a larger QF as opposed to a 3-megawatt QF.  So

          17   calculating it based on -- and also, the larger QFs,

          18   I can't give you a number or a percentage of how

          19   many actually get built, but we do know that there

          20   are a fair amount that fall out of the queue without

          21   being built.  And so if a lot of your pricing is

          22   based on that number, then it is very likely that

          23   your Schedule 37 pricing will not be appropriate.

          24        Q    So it will produce -- if you put them at

          25   the end of the queue, it will produce much lower
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           1   prices because it assumes --

           2        A    Yes.

           3        Q    So isn't 36 percent less than the middle,

           4   then -- wouldn't that produce avoided cost prices

           5   that are higher than the midpoint that the OCS

           6   proposes?

           7        A    Potentially.  I guess I have to say I am

           8   not certain -- was his 36 percent based on capacity,

           9   or megawatts, or on a number of QFs in the queue.

          10                  MS. HOGLE:  Thank you.  No further

          11   questions.

          12                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Ms. Hayes, any

          13   questions?

          14                  MS. HAYES:  No questions.  Thank you.

          15                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Mr. Sanger?

          16                  MR. SANGER:  No questions.

          17                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Any redirect,

          18   Mr. Snarr?

          19                  MR. SNARR:  No.

          20                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:

          21   Commissioner Clark, do you have any questions?

          22                  COMMISSIONER CLARK:  No questions.

          23                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:

          24   Commissioner White?

          25                  COMMISSIONER WHITE:  No questions.
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           1                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  I don't have

           2   any.  Thank you.  Do you have anything further,

           3   Mr. Snarr?

           4                  MR. SNARR:  No.  That concludes our

           5   presentation.

           6                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Thank you.  With

           7   the concerns that Mr. Sanger raised this morning on

           8   one of his witnesses, I think we'll go to Renewable

           9   Energy Coalition first and then conclude with Utah

          10   Clean Energy.  So we'll go to you, Mr. Sanger.

          11                  MR. SANGER:  I call Mr. John Lowe to

          12   the witness stand.

          13                        JOHN LOWE,

          14   having been first duly sworn to tell the truth, was

          15            examined and testified as follows:

          16   BY MR. SANGER:

          17        Q    Mr. Lowe, can you please provide your name

          18   and position?

          19        A    John R. Lowe, and I'm an executive

          20   director and founder of the Renewable Energy

          21   Coalition.

          22        Q    Thank you.  And under your direction, or

          23   as you prepared it, did you prepare direct and

          24   surrebuttal testimony including exhibits, in this

          25   proceeding?
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           1        A    Yes.

           2        Q    If I asked you the same questions today,

           3   would your answers be the same?

           4        A    Yes.

           5                  MR. SANGER:  I move for the admission

           6   of the direct and surrebuttal testimony and exhibits

           7   of Mr. John Lowe on behalf of Renewable Energy

           8   Coalition.

           9                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  If any party

          10   objects to that motion, please indicate to me.  I'm

          11   not seeing any objections, so the motion is granted.

          12   BY MR. SANGER:

          13        Q    Mr. Lowe, do you have a summary of your

          14   testimony?

          15        A    Yes, I do.  I'm going to not read this,

          16   but summarize it.  I believe Rocky Mountain Power

          17   has proposed some very significant changes to the

          18   methodology for Schedule 37, and the Coalition's

          19   position is that we don't believe that those are

          20   necessary and may be inappropriate in some ways.  We

          21   are concerned about the approach of like-to-like on

          22   renewables, which has been discussed quite a bit in

          23   the hearing so I don't know that I need to go into

          24   detail on that issue.  We're also concerned about

          25   whether the Wyoming wind and transmission projects
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           1   should be considered for the purpose of avoided cost

           2   development and whether they're deferrable or not

           3   deferrable, or at least planned under the IRP.  I'm

           4   not sure that Mr. MacNeil's proposal on the separate

           5   avoided cost rate -- we don't believe that it's

           6   inconsistent with our understanding of the customer

           7   indifference standard.

           8             Also, with regard to the ownership of

           9   RECs, I think the Coalition's position is as it's

          10   been in Oregon, that the ownership of RECs under a

          11   renewable situation -- renewable avoided cost,

          12   renewable contract -- is: resource sufficiency,

          13   project keeps the RECs; resource deficiency, project

          14   turns over the RECs to the utility.  But under a

          15   standard avoided cost involving a baseload or a

          16   thermal project, that the RECs would belong to the

          17   project.

          18             With regard to the queue, my testimony

          19   indicates that we are not in support of the position

          20   that Rocky Mountain has proposed on putting Schedule

          21   37 at the end of the queue.  We have obviously

          22   proposed some other thoughts on how to approach

          23   that, recognizing that there probably does need to

          24   be more conversation about that.  But, in general, I

          25   would say that I don't understand why Schedule 37 --
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           1   which is involving small projects that are usually

           2   pretty nimble in terms of coming online and don't

           3   really involve a lot of cost compared to Schedule 38

           4   projects -- why we're being quite so concerned about

           5   some of these issues, frankly.  So that's my

           6   summary.

           7                  MR. SANGER:  Thank you.  Mr. Lowe is

           8   available for cross-examination.

           9                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  And I'm

          10   wondering if we should break a little bit early for

          11   lunch, just for continuity purposes as we move

          12   through cross-examination.  I'm not seeing anyone

          13   objecting to that, so why don't we break for

          14   approximately one hour and we'll reconvene at about

          15   12:45.

          16                  (A recess was taken.)

          17                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  We are back on

          18   the record.  Mr. Lowe, you're still under oath.  And

          19   Mr. Sanger, did you have anything else before

          20   cross-examination?

          21                  MR. SANGER:  No, thank you.

          22                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Okay.  I think

          23   we'll go to Ms. Hayes next.

          24                  MS. HAYES:  Thank you.

          25                    CROSS-EXAMINATION
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           1   BY MS. HAYES:

           2        Q    I have one question.  Mr. Lowe, you have

           3   recommended putting Schedule 37 QFs into the

           4   Schedule 38 queue based on metrics such as the

           5   percentage of projects that have been developed or

           6   development milestones; is that correct?

           7        A    Yes.

           8        Q    Given that recommendation, or that

           9   willingness to subject Schedule 37 QFs to that

          10   queue, would you support eliminating the 25-megawatt

          11   annual cap on Schedule 37 development?

          12        A    Absolutely.  I don't recall that there's a

          13   cap anywhere else in the other service states of

          14   PacifiCorp, or even Idaho Power, for that matter,

          15   where the Coalition operates.

          16                  MS. HAYES:  I have no other

          17   questions.

          18                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Mr. Jetter, do

          19   you have any questions for Mr. Lowe?

          20                  MR. JETTER:  I have no questions.

          21   Thank you.

          22                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Mr. Snarr?

          23                  MR. SNARR:  No questions.

          24                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Thank you.

          25   Ms. Hogle?
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           1                  MS. HOGLE:  I just have a few.

           2                    CROSS-EXAMINATION

           3   BY MS. HOGLE:

           4        Q    Mr. Lowe, just wanting to go back to the

           5   question that you just responded to.  Did you file

           6   testimony in the Wyoming proceedings dealing with

           7   Schedule 37?

           8        A    Yes.

           9        Q    Isn't it true that Wyoming has a cap for

          10   Schedule 37 rates?

          11        A    I don't remember a cap in terms of total

          12   megawatts.

          13        Q    Subject to check, will you accept --

          14        A    Oh, absolutely.

          15        Q    Okay.  I just wanted to clarify that.  I

          16   wondered if my questioning would jog your memory.

          17   Okay.  Can you please turn to your direct testimony,

          18   starting in line 296, please?

          19        A    Okay.

          20        Q    And I believe you respond to the question,

          21   "Can a renewable rate work with RMP's current

          22   Schedule 37 methodology?"  Correct?

          23        A    Yes.

          24        Q    And then you -- I believe you then use

          25   Oregon's non-PDDRR methodology and renewable rates,
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           1   correct, when you cite Exhibit A?

           2        A    Yes.

           3        Q    Can you turn to that Exhibit A, please?

           4        A    Okay.

           5        Q    And before that, you say in your testimony

           6   on lines 300 -- and I'll just read it for you,  "At

           7   the time the rates were set, the Oregon Commission

           8   determined that Rocky Mountain Power's next planned

           9   renewable resource acquisition was 2028."  I'd like

          10   you to go to page 5 of that Exhibit A, please.

          11        A    Okay.

          12        Q    As I understand it, those are the avoided

          13   cost prices for standard fixed avoided cost rates

          14   for Schedule 37, correct?

          15        A    Yes.  That's what it says, standard fixed.

          16        Q    So I'd like you to go down to where that

          17   2028 for Rocky Mountain Power's next planned

          18   renewable resource acquisition would be, and go all

          19   the way to that second table to the right.

          20        A    Yes.

          21        Q    And I deal with dollars per megawatt hours

          22   so I know it says 471, but that would be $47 per

          23   megawatt hour is what that would represent in terms

          24   of the standard fixed avoided cost prices; is that

          25   correct?
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           1        A    Yes.

           2        Q    Now, I'd like you to turn to page 7 of

           3   that Exhibit A.

           4        A    Okay.

           5        Q    And my understanding is that's the prices

           6   for renewable fixed avoided cost prices for Schedule

           7   37, correct?

           8        A    Yes.

           9        Q    Going down to that column -- the first

          10   column down to 2028, again, and across to that

          11   second table there.  Am I correct that that would

          12   be, then, $74 per megawatt hour for renewable fixed

          13   avoided cost price for --

          14        A    The on-peak price.

          15        Q    Right, for Schedule 37.  So that's a

          16   difference of about $25 or so?

          17        A    I'd have to do the math but somewhere in

          18   that neighborhood.

          19        Q    And so why is that so different?  Why is

          20   the difference so much?

          21        A    Well, the standard avoided cost is based

          22   upon a thermal or baseload kind of resource, and the

          23   renewable resource is based upon a renewable

          24   resource, such as wind, in this particular example.

          25   So those costs are obviously different.  Presumably,
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           1   there may be some value associated with RECs in

           2   there, but I don't know what that is.  I don't know

           3   if it's 5 cents or 1 dollar, I have no idea.  But,

           4   generally, I think it's a difference between the

           5   resource type that is considered in the stat.  I

           6   think there's fixed -- excuse me, thermal plant 2028

           7   under this particular schedule and renewable as well

           8   for that same date by coincidence.  I think that was

           9   discussed earlier by Mr. MacNeil.

          10        Q    Isn't the only difference, really, who

          11   retains the RECs?  Is that the difference, who

          12   retains the RECs?

          13        A    Well, certainly starting in 2028 under the

          14   renewable price, the RECs would be retained by the

          15   utility.  And not retained -- excuse me -- retained

          16   by the utility under the renewable rate beginning

          17   2028 under the prices we were looking at on page 5,

          18   the standard rates.  The presumption is the RECs are

          19   retained by the project for that entire timeframe

          20   because it's not renewable.

          21        Q    Okay.  So are you comparing something,

          22   like, given that you quoted it in your testimony in

          23   Utah, is that what you're proposing in Utah?  Is

          24   that your proposal here, those numbers?

          25        A    I don't know that we proposed any numbers.
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           1   I think we were proposing a process or a methodology

           2   similar to Oregon.  Presumably, the numbers should

           3   be something similar, I would guess, but I don't

           4   have any idea.  I didn't do any analysis like that.

           5   I don't do that type of thing, actually.

           6        Q    Do you know what the value of a REC is in

           7   the market now?  Just curious.

           8        A    I don't work with that every single day.

           9   The last thing I heard was somewhere in the

          10   neighborhood of a dollar.

          11                  MS. HOGLE:  Thank you.  I have no

          12   further questions.

          13                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Any redirect,

          14   Mr. Sanger?

          15                  MR. SANGER:  Yes, thank you.

          16                   REDIRECT EXAMINATION

          17   BY MR. SANGER:

          18        Q    So referring to the exhibit that Ms. Hogle

          19   just referred you to, I'd like to go back to page 7,

          20   where Ms. Hogle pointed out that the rate in 2028

          21   for a wind QF, the on-peak rate was $7.46.  Now, is

          22   it your understanding that that rate is based on the

          23   cost that PacifiCorp had in its last IRP for wind

          24   resources?

          25        A    That, I can't tell you for sure because
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           1   there was a lot of controversy, so to speak, when

           2   rates were set.  I can't tell you for sure, if

           3   that's the case.  Typically, it would be the case,

           4   okay?  But we had some abnormal things going on in

           5   the last year or so with some of these filings that

           6   disrupted that normal process, so I can't confirm it

           7   one way or the other.

           8        Q    If it was the case that it was based on

           9   the last IRP numbers, then wouldn't the resource

          10   cost that resulted in this $7.46 be PacifiCorp's

          11   resource cost that it estimated in its IRP?

          12        A    Yes.

          13        Q    So this would have been the cost that

          14   PacifiCorp estimated that a wind generation resource

          15   would be in its 2015 IRP?

          16        A    Correct.

          17        Q    And then in its 2017 IRP, if the cost of

          18   wind generation is cut down, then this rate would

          19   correspondingly come down?

          20        A    Absolutely.  And the dates might change as

          21   well, depending on when the resource was timed.

          22        Q    So if there's any inaccuracy in these

          23   prices, then it's because PacifiCorp's IRP is

          24   inaccurate?

          25        A    Or changed, yes.
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           1                  MR. SANGER:  Thank you.

           2                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Any recross?

           3   Commissioner Clark, any questions for Mr. Lowe?

           4                  COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Yes, thank you.

           5   BY COMMISSIONER CLARK:

           6        Q    I want to just give you an opportunity to

           7   help us a little more with your queue position

           8   position.  And for the record, I'm referring to what

           9   you have said on page 16 of -- I think it's your

          10   surrebuttal.  We just have a couple of sentences on

          11   this, but what I'm wondering is if you have applied

          12   any of the alternative approaches that you describe

          13   here and identified the percentage that would

          14   pertain.  For example, have you, on some basis,

          15   calculated an historical percentage, or one based on

          16   completion of milestones?

          17        A    Well, I think we're fairly knowledgeable

          18   about some of those kinds of things.  I believe that

          19   the completion rate has changed over time.  For

          20   example, when I first started in this business in

          21   '81 with PacifiCorp, we had a couple thousand

          22   projects that were looking at developing, and

          23   ultimately the Company entered into 70,

          24   approximately, QF contracts.  I believe around 50 of

          25   those actually were built back in the mid '80s.  Now
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           1   we're looking at a different generation of types of

           2   projects, particularly with solar.  I think we're

           3   seeing, maybe, a little bit different completion

           4   rate that's happening, but I believe that

           5   intelligence is available.  It's probably in the

           6   range of, like, 70, 75 percent.  Projects that are

           7   actually contracted for ultimately get built.

           8             But in terms of any quantification beyond

           9   that in terms of what the resulting prices and so

          10   forth, no, we haven't done that kind of analysis.

          11        Q    The first approach you identify, I think,

          12   is historic percentage of QFs constructed in

          13   relation to the entire queue, right?

          14        A    Correct.

          15        Q    And so what historical period would you

          16   think we should use and, again, I'm just

          17   wondering --

          18        A    Well, I think you should look at -- number

          19   one, I think you should look at signed contracts,

          20   probably.  That's probably the best metric to look

          21   at to use.  And then I would look at, based upon

          22   those signed contracts -- not people that have asked

          23   for indicative pricing or have begun an inquiry

          24   process on a power purchase agreement or those kind

          25   of things but actual signed contracts -- then look
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           1   at, over time, how many projects out of this test

           2   group of signed contracts, maybe over a three-year

           3   period.  Because we know that when people sign

           4   contracts, they have, typically under the terms of

           5   the contract, about three years to complete the

           6   contracts -- or the construction -- along with

           7   interconnection stuff that takes maybe as long as

           8   that as well.  So three years is probably a pretty

           9   good time frame for looking back at determining how

          10   many of those signed contracts actually developed,

          11   and using that result to adjust, you know, what's

          12   actually in the queue.

          13        Q    So you'd recommend that method as opposed

          14   to the historic percentage of constructed projects

          15   in relation to the queue, in relation to the queue

          16   rather than in relation to signed contracts?

          17        A    Well, I would look at what I just

          18   described.

          19        Q    Because we've got three different methods

          20   that are mentioned here in your testimony and I'm

          21   trying to understand.

          22        A    Well, those were suggestions on the kinds

          23   of metrics that might be considered rather than

          24   picking the very end, or picking the very beginning,

          25   or picking some midpoint.  This at least has a
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           1   little more logic and a little more analytical basis

           2   to it, and the history, I think, demonstrates that

           3   it's a valid way of looking at it.  There may be

           4   different ways of taking that particular metric and

           5   that particular timeframe and applying it to

           6   something.  I don't know that we're married on one

           7   approach or the other, we're just trying to suggest

           8   some general approaches that should be considered,

           9   frankly.

          10                  COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Thanks very

          11   much.

          12                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:

          13   Commissioner White?

          14                  COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Just a quick

          15   follow-up question on Commissioner Clark's

          16   questions.

          17   BY COMMISSIONER WHITE:

          18        Q    Would that process occur on a yearly

          19   basis?  What would that look like in terms of that

          20   process if the Commission were to administer and, I

          21   guess, vet those averages?

          22        A    Well, once again, Commissioner Jordan, I

          23   don't know that we have thought to the next level of

          24   that process, but we're rather suggesting a more

          25   general metric or approach.  But it may be, for
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           1   example, something that would be looked at on an

           2   annual basis and may be adjusted.  Once you got your

           3   three-year picture every year, adjust it based upon

           4   what's happened in the additional year.  In other

           5   words, kind of a rolling situation.  But once again,

           6   that's just one out of -- probably everybody in this

           7   room will have a slightly different twist to it.

           8             But the point I'm trying to get to is that

           9   there has to be some reasonable and fair way of

          10   analyzing this queue business or the projects that

          11   actually get built for determining their impact on

          12   the avoided cost prices in some manner.  And there's

          13   been all kinds of suggestions.  We're just

          14   suggesting some metrics based upon my experience

          15   with the amount of time it takes for projects to get

          16   built and the amount of time it takes for the

          17   interconnection process, and the amount of projects

          18   that typically or historically we've seen drop out

          19   of the process.  We've got something there that we

          20   think is a reasonable way to consider.

          21                  COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I have no

          22   further questions.

          23                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Just for

          24   clarification, the current process for Schedule 37

          25   in Utah is that the Schedule 37 projects do not
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           1   receive any pricing adjustments based on the 38

           2   queue?

           3                  THE WITNESS:  That's my understanding

           4   just based upon the proxy method which doesn't get

           5   into that queue business at all.

           6                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  That's the only

           7   question I have.  Thank you, Mr. Lowe.  Mr. Sanger?

           8                  MR. SANGER:  I have no further

           9   questions for Mr. Lowe, but if there are no other

          10   questions, I'd like to ask that he be excused from

          11   the hearing for the rest of day.

          12                  COMMISSIONER CLARK:  No objection.

          13                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  From any other

          14   parties?  You're excused.  Thank you, Mr. Lowe.

          15                  MS. HAYES:  Mr. Chair, I don't

          16   foresee this being an issue given the time, but I

          17   did want to raise it.  If we could have Mr. Dragoon

          18   testify today, that would be our preference, given

          19   his travel needs.  But it does look like we may be

          20   finishing the hearing today, but I did want to raise

          21   that issue.

          22                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  If there's no

          23   objection from Mr. Sanger, just in the interest of

          24   being safe, should we go to Mr. Dragoon next?

          25                  MR. SANGER:  We're happy to have the
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           1   hearing proceed however everybody else wants it to

           2   proceed.

           3                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Okay.  Let's go

           4   to Utah Clean Energy next.

           5                  MS. HAYES:  Utah Clean Energy will

           6   call Mr. Ken Dragoon.

           7                       KEN DRAGOON,

           8   having been first duly sworn to tell the truth, was

           9            examined and testified as follows:

          10   BY MS. HAYES:

          11        Q    Mr. Dragoon, will you please state your

          12   name and position for the record?

          13        A    Ken Dragoon.  I'm the proprietor of Flink

          14   Energy Consulting.

          15        Q    Did you file direct, rebuttal, and

          16   surrebuttal testimony on October 3rd, October 31st,

          17   and November 21st, 2017, respectively, in this

          18   docket?

          19        A    Yes.

          20        Q    And do you have any corrections or

          21   modifications to any of that testimony to make

          22   today?

          23        A    No, I don't.

          24        Q    So if I asked you the same questions

          25   today, your answers would be the same?
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           1        A    Yes.

           2        Q    Do you have a summary of that testimony

           3   you would like to provide today?

           4        A    Yes, I do.

           5        Q    Please proceed.

           6        A    Mr. Chairman, Commissioners, thank you for

           7   this opportunity to speak with you.

           8             The Company's proposal will result in

           9   avoided cost pricing that is discriminatory against

          10   QFs.  It's not just and reasonable and it would

          11   change the historical meaning of avoided cost.

          12             By limiting renewable QFs to deferring

          13   resources of similar types, they may be denied

          14   access to prices reflecting the Company's true

          15   avoided costs.  Why, for example, should a renewable

          16   QF be denied the avoided costs from deferring an

          17   expensive thermal unit added early in the study

          18   horizon just because a low-cost similar renewable

          19   resource appears later in the portfolio?  That is

          20   the Company's proposal as I understand it, and it

          21   seems utterly contrary to both past practice and the

          22   purpose of PURPA to allow QF resources access to

          23   true avoided cost prices.

          24             I appreciate the Commission's intent to

          25   allow renewable QFs to defer other renewables in the
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           1   portfolio, but QFs should not be denied access to

           2   true avoided cost pricing in the process.  PURPA

           3   calls for compensating QFs for a utility's actual

           4   incremental avoided energy and capacity costs, not

           5   just those not associated with a subset of

           6   comparable resources that happen to show up in an

           7   IRP portfolio.

           8             The Company's direct testimony claims that

           9   we cannot accurately compare the cost and value of

          10   one renewable resource based on the cost of a

          11   renewable resource with different characteristics.

          12   They say that renewable resource characteristics are

          13   so different from one technology type to another

          14   that they can't be compared.  They liken it to

          15   comparing apples to doughnuts, concluding it can't

          16   be done.  And, yet, the Company and standard

          17   practice throughout the country in the nearly

          18   40-year history of PURPA has allowed renewable QFs

          19   of all stripes to defer thermal units.  It was a

          20   founding concept.  The Company's conclusion is a

          21   striking departure from precedent and calls for a

          22   brief review of how they came to that very

          23   surprising conclusion.

          24             The Company illustrates their point with

          25   an example in which a solar resource defers a wind
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           1   resource.  In the example, the solar plant brings

           2   nearly four times as much effective capacity value

           3   than the wind resource.  So in their example, each

           4   megawatt of solar would defer almost 4 megawatts of

           5   wind and get a capacity payment based on 4 megawatts

           6   of wind.  That sounds like a lot of money, and it

           7   would be.  Of course, 1-megawatt solar produces a

           8   lot less energy than 4 megawatts of wind, so they

           9   reduce the huge capacity payment by the deferred

          10   energy -- the wind -- and end up with big negative

          11   energy payments.  In short, they calculate a

          12   capacity payment that is very high and then claw it

          13   back with negative energy payments.  Though the math

          14   seems to work out, this is pretty extreme, and the

          15   Company's conclusion is that it simply can't be

          16   done.

          17             I agree that this is, to say the least, an

          18   unsatisfactory way to compare resources and set

          19   avoided costs, but I disagree that it can't be done

          20   fairly, simply, and accurately.  My testimony took a

          21   lot of heat for being short on details.  This was on

          22   purpose because some significantly new ground is

          23   being broken, and it deserves more thoughtful,

          24   preferably cooperative, problem solving than is

          25   typically available in adversarial proceedings such
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           1   as this.

           2             Nevertheless, I was struck that their

           3   example would have been completely different and

           4   make much more sense by changing a single word in

           5   their direct testimony.  If, instead of deferring

           6   resources based on the relative effective capacity

           7   value, they deferred resources based on energy

           8   value, the results would have made a lot more sense.

           9   So just to illustrate using the Company's example:

          10   In very round numbers, 1 megawatt of solar would

          11   produce a little less than 3,000-megawatt hours of

          12   energy per year.  1 megawatt of the wind project

          13   would produce a bit less than 4,000-megawatt hours

          14   per year.  If solar defers wind based on energy

          15   instead of capacity, each megawatt of solar would

          16   defer about three quarters of a megawatt of wind.

          17   That would be -- doing that means that each megawatt

          18   hour of solar is deferring 1-megawatt hour of wind

          19   energy.  So already we're much closer than what we

          20   expect, 1 megawatt of solar deferring 3/4 of a

          21   megawatt of wind.

          22             Now, there are other differences between

          23   the resources to take into account, the main one

          24   being capacity.  One megawatt of solar brings about

          25   6/10 of a megawatt of effective capacity, and
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           1   .75 megawatts of wind brings about a tenth of a

           2   megawatt of capacity.  So you've got about half a

           3   megawatt more effective capacity from the solar

           4   plant than the deferred wind, and that should be

           5   credited back to the solar plant.  The value of the

           6   energy is a little different, too, because of the

           7   timing, so another adjustment should be made for

           8   that, etc.  But there are other things like

           9   integration costs.

          10             That this approach seems to work in this

          11   example doesn't, of course, mean that it works in

          12   all cases or that it's the best approach.  But my

          13   point is, that just because the Company came up with

          14   a bad way of doing it doesn't mean there isn't a

          15   good way.

          16             I urge the Commission to approve an

          17   avoided cost pricing method that fairly compensates

          18   QFs for energy and capacity that the utility will

          19   actually avoid, consistent with the objectives of

          20   the PURPA statute.  The Company's proposal does not

          21   do this.

          22             Having reviewed the testimony in this

          23   docket, here are my recommendations:  The Commission

          24   should not approve the Company's proposed

          25   implementation of Schedule 38 avoided cost pricing.
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           1   Instead, I recommend the Commission adopt either or

           2   both of the following:  Either use IRP portfolio

           3   resource costs to establish an avoided cost floor,

           4   or approve the recommendations of the Renewable

           5   Energy Coalition and allow renewable QFs to choose

           6   either renewable or a non-renewable avoided cost

           7   rate, a concept which I supported in my rebuttal

           8   testimony as a potentially more durable solution

           9   than setting an avoided cost floor.

          10             Second, require further, more thorough

          11   evaluation of methods for setting renewable avoided

          12   cost prices based on the deferral of renewable

          13   resources of all types.

          14             My recommendations seek to further the

          15   Commission's intention of allowing renewable QF

          16   avoided costs be based on IRP preferred renewable

          17   resource costs while ensuring just and reasonable

          18   avoided cost rates.  The Company's proposal's

          19   restrictions would result in undue changes in the

          20   definition of avoided costs, resource deferral, and

          21   the historical application of resource sufficiency

          22   and deficiency.  Thank you very much.  That

          23   concludes my testimony.

          24                  MS. HAYES:  Mr. Dragoon is available

          25   for cross-examination.
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           1                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Thank you.

           2   Mr. Sanger, do you have any questions for this

           3   witness?

           4                  MR. SANGER:  I do not.  Thank you.

           5                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Thank you.

           6   Mr. Jetter?

           7                  MR. JETTER:  I have no questions.

           8   Thank you.

           9                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Mr. Snarr?

          10                  MR. SNARR:  I have no questions.

          11   Thank you.

          12                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Ms. Hogle?

          13                  MS. HOGLE:  No questions.  Thank you.

          14                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:

          15   Commissioner White?

          16   BY COMMISSIONER WHITE:

          17        Q    I just want to follow up on a point you

          18   made in your summary regarding discrimination.  In

          19   the context of PURPA, can you help me understand

          20   what the specific discrimination is that would be

          21   imposed by Rocky Mountain Power's current proposal?

          22        A    Well, I'm not a lawyer so I would be over

          23   my skis a bit to give you a legal definition, but

          24   what I meant simply is that their proposal is

          25   discriminating against renewable QFs by subjecting
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           1   them to having to take avoided costs that are

           2   actually below the actual avoided costs that the

           3   Company would receive.

           4        Q    So is it fair to say that -- it sounds

           5   what you're describing is that your criticism is

           6   inaccurate, I guess.  It does not capture the true

           7   avoided cost, it's not necessarily discriminatory,

           8   it's an accuracy issue?

           9        A    Well, because not all QFs are renewable.

          10   That's what I had in mind.

          11                  COMMISSIONER WHITE:  That's all I

          12   have.  Thank you.

          13                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:

          14   Commissioner Clark?

          15                  COMMISSIONER CLARK:  I have no

          16   questions.  Thank you.

          17                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  I don't have

          18   any, either.  Thank you, Mr. Dragoon.

          19                  MS. HAYES:  Thank you.  At this time,

          20   I would like to move the admission of Mr. Dragoon's

          21   direct, rebuttal, and surrebuttal testimonies.

          22                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  If any party

          23   objects to that, please indicate to me.  I'm not

          24   seeing any objections, so the motion is granted.

          25                  MS. HAYES:  If we are continuing with
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           1   Utah Clean Energy's witnesses, then I will call

           2   Ms. Kate Bowman to the witness stand.

           3                       KATE BOWMAN,

           4   having been first duly sworn to tell the truth, was

           5            examined and testified as follows:

           6   BY MS. HAYES:

           7        Q    Ms. Bowman, will you please state your

           8   name and position for the record?

           9        A    My name is Kate Bowman, and I'm the solar

          10   project coordinator at Utah Clean Energy.

          11        Q    Did you file direct, rebuttal, and

          12   surrebuttal testimony on October 3rd, October 31st,

          13   and November 21st, 2017, respectively?

          14        A    Yes, I did.

          15        Q    And I should note that your rebuttal

          16   testimony contained an exhibit.

          17        A    Yes.

          18        Q    And do you have any corrections to make to

          19   any of your testimony?

          20        A    Yes, I'd like to make two corrections.

          21   Fist, my surrebuttal testimony on the title page is

          22   incorrectly labeled, "Rebuttal testimony," so I'd

          23   like to correct that to say "surrebuttal."  And the

          24   second correction, in my rebuttal testimony, I'd

          25   like to make a correction beginning on line 37.  I'd
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           1   like to replace the number "18" with the number "25"

           2   and then omit the parenthetical following that.  So

           3   the complete sentence would read, "In reality, only

           4   25 small QF projects have ever been completed in

           5   Utah and only 5 Schedule 37 projects were completed

           6   in 2016, with a total capacity of 12.2 megawatts."

           7        Q    Thank you.  With those corrections, if I

           8   asked you the same questions today, would your

           9   answers be the same?

          10        A    Yes.

          11        Q    Do you have a summary you've prepared?

          12        A    Yes, I do.

          13        Q    Please proceed.

          14        A    Thank you for the opportunity to speak on

          15   this issue this morning.  In my testimony, I address

          16   the Company's proposal to apply the Schedule 38

          17   pricing method and also the Schedule 38 queuing

          18   protocol to small qualifying facilities who take

          19   standard offer rates under Schedule 37.  And I

          20   explain that it's inappropriate to apply this

          21   pricing method to Schedule 37 projects and that

          22   doing so would result in artificially low avoided

          23   cost prices for small QFs.

          24             First, small QFs would be burdened by the

          25   complexity of participating in the Schedule 38
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           1   process and particularly the queuing process, which

           2   isn't warranted for these relatively small projects

           3   which are simple and completed relatively quickly.

           4             And second, it's inappropriate to include

           5   small QFs in the queue, which includes projects that

           6   are unlikely to ever be built.  Doing so would

           7   artificially cap pricing for small QFs and would

           8   prevent these lower cost resources from being built.

           9             I recommend no changes to Schedule 37 at

          10   this time except for an adjustment to Schedule 37

          11   rates to account for avoided line losses for small

          12   QFs that are not connected to the transmission

          13   system.  And although Utah Clean Energy's primary

          14   position is that Schedule 37 projects should not be

          15   included in the queue, if they are, I believe, the

          16   25-megawatt cap on small QFs should be eliminated.

          17   And that's my summary.  Thank you.

          18                  MS. HAYES:  Ms. Bowman is available

          19   for cross-examination.

          20                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Thank you.

          21   Mr. Sanger, do you have any questions?

          22                  MR. SANGER:  Yes, I do have a

          23   question.

          24                    CROSS-EXAMINATION

          25   BY MR. SANGER:
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           1        Q    Ms. Bowman, your primary recommendation is

           2   that there be no changes to the Schedule 37 except

           3   for an adjustment for line losses?

           4        A    Yes, that's correct.

           5        Q    Renewable Energy Coalition has similarly

           6   recommended no changes to Schedule 37, with the

           7   exception that QFs be provided a renewable avoided

           8   cost in addition to a nonrenewable avoided cost.

           9   Would Utah Clean Energy find that recommendation

          10   acceptable?

          11        A    Can you rephrase the question?

          12        Q    So the current Schedule 37 only allows a

          13   QF to sell non-renewable power.  It's based on the

          14   costs -- Schedule 37 rates are based on the fixed

          15   and variable costs of a thermal resource.  Renewable

          16   Energy Coalition has recommended that that option

          17   remain, but in addition, a renewable QF be provided

          18   the opportunity to defer and be paid for deferring a

          19   renewable resource acquisition, the Company's

          20   renewable resource acquisition.  Is that something

          21   that Utah Clean Energy could also support?

          22        A    Without knowing -- getting too much into

          23   the details of how the proposal would manifest

          24   itself specifically, in concept, that's something

          25   Utah Clean Energy would support.
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           1                  MR. SANGER:  Thank you.

           2                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Thank you.

           3   Mr. Jetter, do you have any questions?

           4                  MR. JETTER:  I do have a few brief

           5   questions.

           6                    CROSS-EXAMINATION

           7   BY MR. JETTER:

           8        Q    Good afternoon.  The questions I have are

           9   just to clarify a little bit about your

          10   understanding of the 25-megawatt cap.  Is it your

          11   understanding of the 25-megawatt cap that that cap

          12   is a cumulative cap on annual projects, or do you

          13   understand it as a cumulative cap on 37 perpetually,

          14   or a cap on the current pricing included in the

          15   current published tariff, at which point it would be

          16   recalculated?

          17        A    I understand it as a cap on the total

          18   capacity of projects that are able to take standard

          19   issue Schedule 37 pricing on an annual base.

          20        Q    Okay.  And if it were the case that that

          21   was a cap at which point it will be repriced, would

          22   that change your opinion of the cap?

          23        A    So that -- just to clarify your question

          24   that the cap would be repriced on some sort of

          25   timeline based on projects that had been -- QF
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           1   projects which had since been completed?

           2        Q    So I can give you a hypothetical to better

           3   explain.  If Rocky Mountain Power proposed a pricing

           4   which is updated annually and the pricing was --

           5   let's just -- random number here -- like, $30 per

           6   megawatt was the pricing -- and you reached

           7   25 megawatts of capacity under that pricing and it

           8   trigged a recalculation of that same cap, so another

           9   25-megawatt increment and let's say this happened,

          10   hypothetically, in June.  Would that be troubling to

          11   you to have it repriced at a 25-megawatt increment?

          12        A    I think, conceptually, if I understand, I

          13   don't see any issues with the idea of if small QFs

          14   are not included in the queue, repricing, having

          15   some sort of cap and on the amount of capacity that

          16   can receive a standard offer price set at a certain

          17   price and then refreshing the queue when that cap is

          18   reached.  So if I'm understanding your question,

          19   conceptually, I don't see an issue with that.  It

          20   would depend on what that cap was and how often the

          21   cap was refreshed.

          22                  MR. JETTER:  Thank you.  I have no

          23   further questions.

          24                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Thank you.

          25   Mr. Snarr?
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           1                  MR. SNARR:  I have no questions.

           2                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Ms. Hogle?

           3                  MS. HOGLE:  Just a couple.  Thank

           4   you.

           5                    CROSS-EXAMINATION

           6   BY MS. HOGLE:

           7        Q    Ms. Bowman, in your summary, I believe you

           8   discussed Utah Clean Energy's resistance to adopting

           9   the Schedule 38 methodology for Schedule 37, and I

          10   believe you generally stated that it was too

          11   complicated and that Schedule 37 projects should not

          12   participate in the queue.  Do you recall that?

          13        A    Yes.

          14        Q    Do you agree that under the Company's

          15   proposal, Schedule 37 QFs would still receive

          16   published rates?  So the QFs would not actually be

          17   involved in the calculation, because whatever the

          18   calculation is, they would receive published rates.

          19        A    It's my understanding they would receive a

          20   published rate, as you describe based on a more

          21   complicated methodology.

          22        Q    And then you also talked about or

          23   recommended that line losses be accounted for with

          24   Schedule 37 avoided cost pricing.  Can you provide a

          25   little bit more detail on how that would be
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           1   calculated?

           2        A    I don't have a detailed calculation at

           3   this time, but my recommendation was specifically

           4   that if a small QF does not interconnect to the

           5   transmission system and the Company is therefore

           6   able to avoid line losses associated with

           7   transmission line losses, that the QF is credited

           8   with that avoided cost.

           9        Q    But you don't know --

          10        A    I don't have a calculation to propose.

          11                  MS. HOGLE:  Thank you.  Those are all

          12   my questions.

          13                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Any redirect,

          14   Ms. Hayes?

          15                  MS. HAYES:  No, thank you.

          16                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:

          17   Commissioner White?

          18   BY COMMISSIONER WHITE:

          19        Q    Just a follow-up.  I think I might be

          20   asking something similar to what Ms. Hogle asked,

          21   but in terms of the burden, can you help elaborate a

          22   little bit more on terms of the potential burden or

          23   extra transactional costs, etc. that would be --

          24   that the Schedule 37 QFs would be subject to under

          25   that if that Schedule 38 methodology were imported
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           1   to those size of projects?

           2        A    Sure.  Without commenting on the Schedule

           3   38 proposal itself which I haven't addressed, my

           4   understanding is that the Schedule 38 methodology is

           5   more complicated and designed because larger QFs do

           6   you have a significant impact on the Company's

           7   avoided costs, whereas a smaller QF project is

           8   maximum 3 megawatts, which is roughly comparable

           9   even to the size of some large net metering

          10   projects.  They're much smaller and much simpler, so

          11   the need for a more complicated Schedule 38

          12   process -- there isn't a need for a more complicated

          13   process because these projects are relatively small,

          14   they're capped at a total of 25 megawatts per year,

          15   so all of the Schedule 37 projects which come online

          16   in a given year are smaller than your average,

          17   individual, single Schedule 38 project.  And so

          18   there's no need for a more confusing and complicated

          19   process to determine pricing for these projects.

          20        Q    So I guess the question is, is it more

          21   complicated, potentially, to vet the actual

          22   components of that methodology?  I guess what I'm

          23   getting at is, is there any additional costs

          24   associated with taking that price when a Schedule 37

          25   project takes that standard price?
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           1        A    I think the most significant impact to

           2   applying the Schedule 38 methodology to small QFs

           3   would be the queue, which is what I've mainly

           4   focused my comments on, and the impact of placing a

           5   small QF either at the end of the queue or at a

           6   position that is inappropriate.  If the QF receives

           7   pricing based on a queue of projects ahead of it

           8   that ultimately are not constructed, then that QF

           9   will have received avoided cost pricing that's too

          10   low.  And that has the largest potential effect on a

          11   QF's ability to build projects at avoided cost.

          12                  COMMISSIONER WHITE:  That's all the

          13   questions I have.

          14                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:

          15   Commissioner Clark?

          16                  COMMISSIONER CLARK:  No questions.

          17   Thank you.

          18                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Do you know how

          19   many Schedule 37 projects, if any, are connected to

          20   the transmission system?

          21                  THE WITNESS:  I don't know.

          22                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Would you assume

          23   there are some, or you still don't know?

          24                  THE WITNESS:  I still don't know.

          25                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Thank you.
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           1   That's all I have.  Anything else, Ms. Hayes?

           2                  MS. HAYES:  No, I think that's

           3   everything.

           4                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Mr. Sanger?

           5                  MR. SANGER:  Thank you.  I'd like to

           6   call Mr. Neal Townsend to the witness stand, please.

           7                      NEAL TOWNSEND,

           8   having been first duly sworn to tell the truth, was

           9            examined and testified as follows:

          10   BY MR. SANGER:

          11        Q    Thank you, Mr. Townsend.  Can you please

          12   provide your name and position?

          13        A    My name is Neal Townsend.  My position is

          14   principal at Energy Strategies.

          15        Q    And on whose behalf are you testifying

          16   today?

          17        A    I'm here on behalf of the Renewable Energy

          18   Coalition.

          19        Q    And if I asked you the questions in your

          20   direct and surrebuttal testimony today, would your

          21   answers be the same?

          22        A    Yes, with two minor corrections.

          23        Q    Can you please point us in the direction

          24   of those corrections?

          25        A    In my direct testimony, at line 198, page
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           1   9 on my copy, I have a parenthetical that says,

           2   "Excluding market floor."  That should be stricken.

           3   So the sentence would begin, "Because its PDDRR

           4   calculated value declined significantly after ten

           5   years."

           6        Q    Thank you.

           7        A    And then on my surrebuttal testimony on

           8   line 129, there's apparently a typo.  It says,

           9   "Fixed cost after the 15th year OO," the term.  I

          10   think that's to be "to."

          11        Q    I'm sorry, which page and line number are

          12   you on?

          13        A    I'm on page 7, line 129.  My version has

          14   two "Os" after the word "year."

          15        Q    Thank you.

          16        A    That's all of my corrections.

          17        Q    Have you prepared a summary that you're

          18   prepared to provide to the Commission this morning?

          19        A    I have.  Good afternoon.  In my direct

          20   testimony, I respond to several changes proposed by

          21   Rocky Mountain Power to the calculation of avoided

          22   cost pricing for qualifying facilities seeking

          23   pricing under either Schedule 37 or Schedule 38.  I

          24   note that currently RMP uses the proxy PDDRR method

          25   to calculate avoided cost under Schedule 38.  RMP is
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           1   proposing to implement changes to the proxy PDDRR

           2   method and to adopt this method to determine avoided

           3   cost pricing under Schedule 37.  While I support

           4   RMP's proposal to calculate renewable avoided cost

           5   prices based on the deferral of renewable generation

           6   resources in its integrated resource plan, or IRP, I

           7   oppose RMP's proposal to limit the displacement to

           8   resources of the same type, i.e., wind for wind,

           9   solar for solar, etc.

          10             RMP's proposed restrictions are

          11   unreasonable because they prevent a renewable QF

          12   from being fairly compensated for its ability to

          13   defer renewable plants that the Company is planning

          14   to add, solely because the QFs resource type differs

          15   from the resource type that the Company determines

          16   is deferrable sooner in its IRP.  Implicit in RMP's

          17   advocacy for these restrictions is the notion that

          18   the Company is somehow unable to partially or wholly

          19   defer a wind plant when a renewable QF using a

          20   different technology timely comes online.

          21             This premise is highly implausible.  When

          22   considering adding new resources in its IRP, the

          23   Company must consider the impact of long-term QF

          24   contracts on the need for Company-owned capacity

          25   after taking account of the capacity characteristics
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           1   of the QF resources.  This evaluation must be

           2   performed irrespective of the QF resource type.  The

           3   idea, say, that new solar QF contracts would have no

           4   influence on whether Company-owned wind resources

           5   need to be added in the future is unreasonable and

           6   objectionable.

           7             Instead, I recommend that any renewable QF

           8   seeking avoided cost pricing under either Schedule

           9   37 or 38 should have its avoided cost pricing based

          10   on the next deferrable renewable resource

          11   irrespective of resource type with appropriate

          12   adjustments for capacity equivalence.  For Schedule

          13   37, if the Commission adopts the proxy PDDRR method

          14   to calculate avoided costs, I believe that removing

          15   the like-for-like restriction will provide a more

          16   reasonable and equitable treatment of RMP's avoided

          17   costs.  Similarly, for Schedule 38, removing RMP's

          18   proposed like-for-like restriction will provide a

          19   more reasonable and equitable treatment of avoided

          20   costs for all Schedule 38 renewable QFs.  In

          21   addition, I recommend that the 2021 Wyoming wind

          22   resource be considered the proxy resource for all

          23   QFs seeking avoided cost pricing unless and until

          24   RMP declares that it's not going to pursue this

          25   project, regardless of whether such a declaration
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           1   results from a Commission decision, or for any other

           2   reason.  The Commission should also consider whether

           3   a QF should also be credited with the equivalent of

           4   avoided transmission costs, given the linkage that

           5   exists between the 2021 Wyoming wind resource and

           6   the related transmission capability.

           7             Finally, I recommend the Commission reject

           8   RMP's suggestion that federal production tax credits

           9   should be removed from the real levelization payment

          10   calculation.  In my surrebuttal testimony, I

          11   reiterate my recommendation that RMP's like-for-like

          12   proposal for establishing avoided cost pricing for

          13   renewable QFs be rejected by the Commission; that

          14   the PSC reject any attempts by RMP to make ad hoc

          15   adjustments to the avoided cost calculation method,

          16   such as removing production tax credits from the

          17   real levelization payment calculation and; finally,

          18   that the 2021 Wyoming wind plant be considered the

          19   next deferrable resource unless or until RMP

          20   declares it is not going to pursue this project,

          21   regardless of the rationale for such a declaration.

          22   That concludes my summary.

          23        Q    Thank you.  I wanted to ask Mr. Townsend a

          24   couple of clarifying questions that I think might

          25   not have been entirely clear from Mr. Lowe's earlier
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           1   testimony.  So Renewable Energy Coalition's

           2   recommendation in this case regarding Schedule 37 is

           3   that the current approach to Schedule 37 should be

           4   retained with an adjustment to allow renewable

           5   resources to be deferred; is that correct?

           6        A    That's my understanding, yes.

           7        Q    So the Renewable Energy Coalition's

           8   position is that the queue change -- which is part

           9   of Rocky Mountain Power's proposed changes -- should

          10   also be rejected?

          11        A    Correct.

          12        Q    However, if you're going to have a queue

          13   adjustment to Schedule 37, then the Renewable Energy

          14   Coalition's recommendation is that you use a

          15   historic, reasonable, forecast of QFs that complete

          16   their way through the queue to commercial operation?

          17        A    That's correct.

          18                  MR. SANGER:  Thank you.

          19                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Do you have

          20   anything else before we go to cross-examination?

          21                  MR. SANGER:  No, thank you.

          22                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Ms. Hayes, do

          23   you have any questions for this witness?

          24                  MS. HAYES:  I do not.

          25                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Mr. Jetter?
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           1                  MR. JETTER:  No questions.

           2                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Mr. Snarr?

           3                  MR. SNARR:  No questions.

           4                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Ms. Hogle?

           5                  MS. HOGLE:  Just a minute.

           6                    CROSS-EXAMINATION

           7   BY MS. HOGLE:

           8        Q    I have a couple.  Mr. Townsend, did you

           9   read Mr. MacNeil's testimony?

          10        A    Any of it?  Yes.

          11        Q    His rebuttal testimony in particular?

          12        A    Yes, I did.

          13        Q    Would you mind turning to his rebuttal

          14   testimony, page 25, figure 4R?  Am I correct that

          15   this is the Company's -- figure 4R -- is the

          16   Company's demonstration of solar deferring the 2021

          17   wind?

          18        A    Yes, that's the Company's depiction.

          19        Q    Okay.  Do you agree that, based on this

          20   figure, if you look at Utah solar deferring 2021

          21   wind, that prices drop to negative, about 125 even,

          22   up until 2030 or in 2030?  Do you admit that that's

          23   true?

          24        A    That's what the graph shows.  I assume

          25   these are nominal prices.
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           1        Q    And so in your -- as I understand your

           2   testimony, is it your testimony that Utah solar be

           3   able to displace 2021 wind; is that correct?  And so

           4   you would then recommend that QFs receive negative

           5   $125 per megawatt hour pricing?

           6        A    My position is that Utah solar should

           7   definitely be able to defer the 2021 wind and,

           8   potentially, the associated transmission.  Now,

           9   these are not the prices that the QF will get paid.

          10   We pay on a real levelized basis for capacity, and

          11   that's what the QF would receive.  And that would

          12   probably take into account all the changes that need

          13   to be made for solar versus wind in the calculation

          14   of that.  In addition, when the energy -- because we

          15   have talked about it today already -- there's a

          16   distinct difference in the amount of energy that

          17   would be produced by solar versus wind, and that

          18   gets captured in the GRID runs.  And when you

          19   combine those two, capacity and energy, you get a

          20   fairly reasonable avoided cost.  These are

          21   PacifiCorp's approaches to establishing avoided cost

          22   pricing.  And the fact that you get an unusual

          23   result is just the fact of applying this method when

          24   you're substituting one resource for another.  We've

          25   been doing the same thing for quite some time when
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           1   we have allowed a renewable to defer a thermal.

           2   This is just simply an extension of that to allowing

           3   one renewable to displace a different renewable.

           4   That's all we're doing.

           5        Q    Mr. Townsend, just following up on that,

           6   did you have an opportunity to demonstrate how your

           7   proposal could be calculated when the Company

           8   requested additional information from you on this

           9   very topic?

          10        A    No.  I did not calculate a number.  This

          11   case is about method, not about the price itself,

          12   and that's very clear in this case.  Let's keep in

          13   mind that my proposal is, as I just stated, simply

          14   an extension of the current way we've been doing

          15   things where a renewable has been deferring a

          16   thermal, and we make adjustments for capacity

          17   contribution in that process.  I'm just extending

          18   that to a renewable displacing a renewable.

          19             The prices that result from doing that,

          20   these are PacifiCorp's IRP prices and so they're not

          21   my prices; they're PacifiCorp's prices.  Therefore,

          22   since it's based on the cost effectiveness of their

          23   IRP, they are reasonable by definition, in my mind.

          24                  MS. HOGLE:  I have no further

          25   questions.  Thank you.
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           1                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Any redirect,

           2   Mr. Sanger?

           3                  MR. SANGER:  I do not have any

           4   redirect.  I note that I neglected to move for the

           5   admission of Mr. Townsend's testimony, so I would

           6   like to do that at this time, if possible.

           7                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  If anyone

           8   objects to that, please indicate to me.  I don't

           9   see any objections, so the motion is granted.

          10                  MS. HAYES:  May I also just interject

          11   here briefly, to move for the admission of

          12   Kate Bowman's testimony as well, which I neglected

          13   to do?

          14                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  And I neglected

          15   to remind you.  If anyone objects to that, please

          16   indicate to me.  I'm not seeing any objections, so

          17   the motion is granted.  Anything further for this

          18   witness, Mr. Sanger?

          19                  MR. SANGER:  No, I do not.

          20                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:

          21   Commissioner White, do you have any questions?

          22   BY COMMISSIONER WHITE:

          23        Q    Just in terms of -- you described how this

          24   is really not much different than what's been done

          25   with thermal resources in Schedule 38.
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           1        A    Correct.

           2        Q    Can you elaborate on how that would look,

           3   or that process would look, if you were to apply

           4   that concept in the Schedule 37 context, if you were

           5   going to try to adjust for location or other

           6   characteristics?

           7        A    I think we've only adjusted for capacity

           8   contributions.  And it's actually done in Schedule

           9   37 now because you've got different prices for

          10   different type resources, that capacity equivalence

          11   adjustments are already included in the current

          12   method.  So we're just continuing to do that in this

          13   new method.  And we're just really substituting in

          14   the fact we're going to run this GRID run to

          15   calculate the energy, and that's where we're going

          16   to get some big differences because of the

          17   displacement difference of the amount of energy.

          18        Q    Would that change if it were a different

          19   renewable resource that was in the portfolio?

          20        A    Change in terms of what?

          21        Q    I guess the process in terms of how

          22   that -- I'm just trying to look at how this would be

          23   updated.  Is that a more complex proposition or is

          24   it the same?

          25        A    I think it's the same that we've been
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           1   doing because if a renewable came today and said, I

           2   want renewable pricing under Schedule 38, it's going

           3   to be based on a thermal resource and they're going

           4   to make an adjustment for capacity equivalence on

           5   the capacity side, and they're going to displace

           6   based upon a capacity equivalence adjustment the

           7   amount of energy of the thermal resource.  And so

           8   we're just continuing to do that.  We're just

           9   expanding the pool of deferrable-type resources

          10   beyond what it is today.  It's not really that much

          11   different.

          12                  COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you.

          13   That's all the questions I have.

          14                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:

          15   Commissioner Clark, do you have any questions?

          16   BY COMMISSIONER CLARK:

          17        Q    Yes.  I think I'm going to cover, maybe,

          18   the same concept, but I wanted you to do it in

          19   connection with figure 4R again, which is page 25 of

          20   Mr. MacNeil's rebuttal.  Would you restate -- I know

          21   you have answered the question when Ms. Hogle asked

          22   it -- but restate why, in your view, the 2030 price

          23   would not be negative $130, or whatever it is, per

          24   megawatt hour, why that's not what the QF would

          25   actually realize.
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           1        A    Well, I think these may be nominal

           2   values -- you'd have to ask the Company that, I

           3   didn't prepare this graph so I'm not the right

           4   person to talk about this graph -- but my belief is

           5   this is nominal because in a real levelized world,

           6   everything is positive.  You start out low and you

           7   go up over time.  That's the way real levelization

           8   works, and you're just looking on the energy side.

           9   We're going to make a big, huge adjustment on the

          10   capacity side when solar is displacing wind.  That

          11   happens because of the capacity contributions of the

          12   two types of resources, solar being much more

          13   capacity credited than the wind.  But then when you

          14   get to the energy side, you're going to simply

          15   displace a quarter of the energy that that wind

          16   plant was going to produce, so you're going to

          17   replace that other three quarters with probably

          18   thermal generation.  So you're going to get a big

          19   negative number.  And that makes sense when you

          20   combine it with the capacity side, and then you're

          21   looking at the total all-in number and you're going

          22   to get a reasonable outcome, in my opinion.

          23        Q    I understand better what you said the

          24   first time.

          25        A    This is one of those where you have to
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           1   work through the numbers and they start to make

           2   sense.

           3                  COMMISSIONER CLARK:  That concludes

           4   my questions.

           5                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  I just want to

           6   follow up a little bit on what Commissioner White

           7   was asking just to make sure I'm understanding your

           8   description of the difference between Schedule 37

           9   and Schedule 38.  Now that we have a filed IRP that

          10   has deferrable renewable resources, aren't the

          11   Schedule 38 calculations now being done where the

          12   capacity payments during the sufficiency period are

          13   based on a like renewable -- the next like renewable

          14   in the IRP?  Is that how --

          15                  THE WITNESS:  The sufficiency period?

          16   That would be based upon market transactions.

          17                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  I'm sorry.  I

          18   meant deficiency period.  Yes, I meant deficiency

          19   period.  Isn't that being calculated under Schedule

          20   38?  Now that there's an IRP with renewable

          21   resources, isn't that being calculated --

          22                  THE WITNESS:  I don't know how

          23   they're doing it since they published a new IRP and

          24   since it hasn't been acknowledged.  I would assume,

          25   though, that once they have a new IRP, they're using
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           1   their interpretation of that.  I'm just saying that

           2   interpretation ought to be adjusted to just allow a

           3   renewable resource to displace a renewable resource,

           4   not this like-for-like, which I think is too

           5   restrictive.

           6                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Thank you.  I

           7   understand.  I don't have any further questions.

           8   Thank you, Mr. Townsend.  Mr. Sanger, do you have

           9   anything further?

          10                  MR. SANGER:  No, thank you.

          11                  COMMISSIONER LEVAR:  Anything further

          12   from any other party before we adjourn?  Thank you.

          13   We're adjourned.

          14          (The hearing concluded at 1:50 p.m.)
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STATE OF WASHINGTON
UTILITIES AND TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION 


1300 S. Evergreen Park Dr. S.W., P.O. Box 47250 • Olympia, Washington
98504-7250


(360) 664-1160 • www.utc.wa.gov 
March 16. 2017


NOTICE OF WORKSHOP 
(Set for 9:30 a.in. on Wednesday, May 17, 2017)


NOTICE OF OPPORTUNITY TO FILE WRITTEN COMMENTS


RE: Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act. Obligations of the Utility to Qualifying
Facilities. WAC 480-107-105.
Docket U-161024


TO ALL INTERESTED PERSONS:


On September I. 2016. the Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission 
(Commission) filed with the Office of the Code Reviser a Preproposal Statement of 
Inquiry (CR-101) to examine whether the Commission’s rules in WAC 480-90 and WAC 
480-100 related to the integrated resource plan (IRP) process should be revised to keep 
up with recent trends in the energy industry. In the CR-101. the Commission also 
provided notice that it would consider revisions to the rules in WAC 480-107 relating to 
utility resource acquisition as part of its IRP rulemaking for the purpose of requiring 
avoided costs to be listed in utility IRPs.


Due to issues identified in recent utility filings to establish annual avoided costs under the 
Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act (PURPA) and comments from stakeholders in a 
recent rulemaking workshop, the Commission will now consider whether revisions are 
necessary to rules in WAC 480-107 that outline a utility’s obligation to a PURPA 
qualifying facility (QT). The Commission most recently amended these rules on April 28. 
2006. by General Order R-530 in docket UE-030423.


AND


(By 5 p.m. on Monday, April 17, 2017)


| DEPOSITION
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ISSUE DISCUSSION


At the December 7, 2016, IRP rulemaking workshop, the Commission IRP rulemaking 
team stated that it did not intend to address how avoided cost rates are calculated, 
including PURPA avoided cost rates. However, a number of stakeholder comments in the 
rulemaking expressed an immediate need to address PURPA rates and practices in this 
proceeding.1


In addition, these issues have arisen in the context of recent utility PURPA avoided costs 
tilings. This winter, the Commission has approved several utility tariff filings 
establishing avoided costs rates following prolonged negotiations between utilities and 
Commission Staff. In 2015, the Commission rejected a revision to an avoided cost 
schedule, finding that the proposal to eliminate the separate capacity component of the 
avoided cost rate failed to produce rates that were fair, just, and reasonable. In its Final 
Order 04. the Commission stated its intent “to initiate a workshop or other suitable form 
of proceeding” so that a broader group of stakeholders could more fully address the 
issue.1 2


Given these recent discussions about PIJRPA avoided costs, the Commission w ishes to 
explore whether providing further guidance on the terms, conditions, and practices for 
standard contracts for QFs will aid in the efficiency of the market. The Commission's 
rules governing PURPA avoided cost rates are broad and leave considerable room for 
numerous methodological approaches.3 Furthermore, the rules are silent to a number of 
pertinent PURPA implementation issues, such as the minimum contract term of a 
standard offer.


QUESTIONS FOR CONSIDERATION


To facilitate this inquiry, the Commission requests stakeholder feedback in these areas as 
described below. We also invite comment and feedback on issues we have not identified 
in the following questions.


A. Avoided cost methodology:


I. What is the appropriate avoided cost methodology for calculating QF energy and 
capacity rates? A brief review-of commonly cited literature identifies five


1 Comments from Climate Solutions. Northwest Energy Coalition and Renewable Northwest, and the 
Renewable Energy Coalition.
: Order 04 Docket UE-144160 at 1 29.
1 WAC 480-107-095.
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methodologies: Proxy Unit, Peaker Method. Difference in Revenue Requirement. 
Market-Based Pricing, and Competitive Bidding.4


2. Are there multiple methodologies that may be appropriate for calculating the 
energy and capacity payments, depending on its circumstances? If so, what 
criteria should the Commission use to identify the most appropriate methodology 
for a specific utility, at a specific point in time?


3. Is it appropriate for a utility to calculate separate avoided capacity rates based on 
short-run and long-run resource requirements?


4. Should avoided costs be separated to reflect each type of resource's capacity 
value through a peak credit. Effective Load Carrying Capability, or some other 
calculation?


B. Standard Practices


1. What should be the maximum design capacity of a facility to qualify for the 
standard offer? Should the Commission differentiate between types of resources 
for determining the maximum design capacity of a facility to qualify for a 
standard contract?


2. For the purpose of setting the maximum design capacity of a facility to qualify for 
a standard contract, is it necessary for the Commission to set a minimum distance 
between QFs belonging to the same owner? If so, what is the appropriate distance 
or test for determining a minimum distance? Should the Commission set different 
minimum distance requirements based on the type of QF resource?


3. If the Commission were to specify the term length of a standard offer power 
purchase agreement, how should it best balance the preference of project 
developers for longer term agreements to mitigate their risks against the 
uncertainty that the avoided cost rates in effect at the time will accurately reflect 
the true avoided cost to the utility in the future? Should the Commission 
differentiate standard contract lengths based on the type of resource?


4. Should the Commission specify in rule the point in the standard offer contract 
process where a utility has a legally enforceable obligation to purchase a facility’s 
output? 1


1 Carolyn Elefant, REVIVING PURPA 'S PURPOSE: The Limits of Existing State Avoided Cost Ratemaking 
Methodologies In Supporting Alternative Energy Development and A Proposed Path for Reform. First 
Impression - Last resort (Oct. 2011). http://lawofficcsofcarolynclefant.com/reports-publications/.



http://lawofficcsofcarolynclefant.com/reports-publications/
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5. Should the rates and the model standard offer agreements be disaggregated into 
separate tariffs?


WRITTEN COMMENTS


Written comments in response to this Notice and the questions listed above must be filed 
with the Commission no later than 5:00 p.m., Monday, April 17, 2016. The Commission 
requests that comments be provided in electronic format to enhance public access, for 
ease of providing comments, to reduce the need for paper copies, and to facilitate 
quotations from the comments. Comments may be submitted via the Commission's Web 
portal at w vvxv.uIc.wa.gov/c-fi 1 ing or by electronic mail to the Commission’s Records 
Center at records@utc.u-a.go\. Please include:


• flic docket number of this proceeding (U-161024).
• The commenting party’s name.
• The title and date of the comment or comments.


An alternative method for submitting comments may be by mailing or delivering an 
electronic copy to the Commission's Records Center in .pdf Adobe Acrobat format or in 
Word 97 or later format on a flash drive or CD. Include all of the information requested 
above. The Commission will post on its web site all comments that arc provided in 
electronic format. The web site is located at the following URL address: 
http://www.utc.wa.gov/! 61024.


If you are unable to file your comments electronically, the Commission will accept a 
paper document. Questions may be addressed to Brad Cebulko, at (360) 664-1309 or at 
bcebulko@utc.wa.gov. or Kyle Frankicwich, at (360) 664-1316 or kfrankie@utc.wa.gov.


STAKEHOLDER WORKSHOP


In addition to filing w ritten comments, interested persons are invited to attend a 
stakeholder workshop on May 17, 2017, beginning at 9:30 a.m., in Room 206, Richard 
Hcmstad Building, 1300 S. Evergreen Park Drive S.W., Olympia, Washington.


The Commission's teleconference bridge line will be available for the workshop. The 
Commission prefers and recommends that interested persons participate in person and 
share ideas in a workshop setting. However, if this imposes a hardship, interested persons 
may participate at the workshop via the Commission's teleconference bridge at (360) 
664-3846. The conference bridge is limited to 22 access lines.


Stakeholders will have further opportunity for comment. Information about the schedule 
and other aspects of the rulemaking, including comments, will be posted on the



http://www.utc.wa.gov/
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